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Abstract
Using Assessment for Learning (AfL) may develop learner autonomy however,
very often AfL is reduced to a set of strategies that do not always achieve the desired
outcome. This research adopted a different approach that examined AfL as a cultural
practice, situated within influential social relationships that shape learner identity. The
study addressed the question “What are the qualities of the teacher-student relationship
that support student learning autonomy in an AfL context?”
Three case studies of the interactions of Queensland middle school teachers and
their classes of Year 7, 8 and 9 were developed over one year. Data were collected from
field notes and video recordings of classroom interactions and individual and focus group
interviews with teachers and students. The analysis began with a close look at the field
data. Interpretations that emerged from a sociocultural theoretical understanding were
helpful in informing the process of analysis. Themes and patterns of interrelationships
were identified through thematic coding using a constant comparative approach.
Validation was achieved through methodological triangulation.
Four findings that inform an understanding of AfL and the development of learner
autonomy emerged. Firstly, autonomy is theorised as a context-specific identity mediated
through the teacher-student relationship. Secondly, it was observed that learners
negotiated their identities as knowers through AfL practices in various tacit, explicit,
group and individual ways in a ‘generative dance’ of knowing in action (Cook & Brown,
2005). Thirdly, teachers and learners negotiated their participation by drawing from
identities in multiple communities of practice. Finally it is proposed that a new
participative identity or narrative for assessment is needed.
This study contributes to understandings about teacher AfL practices that can help
build teacher assessment capacity. Importantly, autonomy is understood as an identity
that is available to all learners. This study is also significant as it affirms the importance
of teacher assessment to support learners in developing autonomy, a focus that challenges
the singular assessment policy focus on measuring performance. Finally this study
contributes to a sociocultural theoretical understanding of AfL.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter organisation
This introductory chapter provides an overview of the research inquiry. The
background and significance of the study is outlined and the research questions
introduced. Key concepts are defined and the contexts of the study are outlined. This
chapter then concludes with an outline of the remaining chapters of the thesis.
Introduction
This research addresses the question, “What are the qualities of the teacherstudent relationship that support student learning autonomy in an Assessment for
Learning context?” I chose to answer this question by conducting qualitative case
studies of three Queensland middle school teachers and their students as they worked
towards the goal of learner autonomy through their Assessment for Learning (AfL)
practices over a year.
AfL practices are defined within this research inquiry as evaluative practices
within the regular flow of teaching and learning with the purpose of informing and
improving student learning to enhance learner autonomy. A sociocultural perspective
of assessment and learning (Elwood, 2008; Gipps, 1999; Murphy, 2009; Rogoff,
1990) is used to explain how AfL is enacted in practice. Lave and Wenger’s (1991;
Wenger, 1998) community of practice theory of learning is used to analyse the
descriptive cases and examine the importance of the teacher–student relationship in
helping learners develop their identities as autonomous learners though AfL
practices.
Since Black and Wiliam (1998) highlighted the achievement gains that AfL
practices seem to bring to all learners in classrooms, AfL has become part of
international educational policy discourse. Black and Wiliam (in Black, Harrison,
Lee, Marshall & Wiliam, 2003) highlighted the effect sizes of learning gains through
AfL, “between 0.4 and 0.7...among the largest ever reported for sustained
educational interventions” (p. 9). This thesis did not focus on measuring the learning
gains of students through AfL practices. Rather this research explored the
assumption within AfL literature, that when students understand the goals and
processes of assessment they will become more autonomous. This interpretive study
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is significant as it is the first to describe and interpret the complexities of developing
learner autonomy and the importance of teacher-student relationships within the
context of AfL interactions. The resulting case studies provide narratives of learning
that focus in detail on the beliefs, actions and participation of teachers and students.
By understanding the qualities of learning interactions in classrooms where AfL
practices are embedded in supportive teacher-student relationships, this study can
inform teachers interested in developing learner autonomy.
AfL is part of a broader international education policy discourse, that reflects a
significant shift of interest in assessment, from a measurement to a learning focus. In
contrast, in Australia assessment discourses are increasingly dominated by an
assessment-as-measurement focus. Within this measurement focus, learning success
tends to be equated to a competitive test rank achievable only by some learners and
schools. In Queensland there is also the danger that an overemphasis on assessmentas-measurement will weaken the historical culture of teacher assessment capacity
that underpins successful AfL practices. This thesis takes a learning rather than
measurement focus and explores how AfL relationships and practices contribute to
the lifelong learning goal of learner autonomy.
Background
This research inquiry emerged out of dilemmas I experienced as a curriculum
leader in a school context. The first dilemma arose in a school staff meeting where
teachers were developing a list of organizational values in preparation for strategic
planning. Someone wrote down the belief – “every child can learn”. It made me stop.
Did I believe that? When I looked at my teaching practice, I didn’t always act like I
believed it. I just seemed to accept that despite my enthusiastic teaching, some
students were not really going to show much understanding, and didn’t expect to
learn from me either. I confessed my hesitancy,
“I am not sure that I agree that every child can learn.”
The shocked reply from another staff member came quickly back.
“But isn’t it like saying, “every child has a head?”

This was a profound moment. I realised that while I considered myself an
experienced teacher, my theoretical understanding of what ‘learning’ was did not
enable me to reconcile my ideals and my practice. I began my search to help all
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learners by understanding learning from a perspective that was more than “in the
head”.
So it was with great excitement that I read Black & Wiliam’s (2001)
pamphlet “Inside the Black Box; raising standards through classroom assessment”
and their scholarly meta-analysis (Black & Wiliam, 1998). Practices of sharing goals,
strategic questioning, feedback and peer and self assessment, were grouped as
Assessment for Learning (AfL), and it was claimed these practices improved
learning outcomes for all students, especially those in the lowest performance bands.
These practices were highly congruent with my own. Yet this was the moment of my
second powerful dilemma. Having spent ten years working alongside teachers to
improve their teaching and assessment practices, I knew improved learner autonomy
depended on more than just the application of techniques. Powerful social and
cultural contexts influence learner autonomy and classroom assessment, and without
understanding their impact, AfL may well be “part of the futile search for a
universal, culture-free, ‘teacher-proof’ approach to education” (Wells & Claxton,
2002, p. 6). This research inquiry began as a search to understand the social and
cultural contexts that can enable AfL practices to enhance learner autonomy. I soon
discovered this dilemma also reflected in the research literature.
Teacher adoption of AfL practices is recognised in recent research literature as
more complex than implementing techniques within an existing classroom repertoire
(Black & Wiliam, 2006). Reports on AfL research in classrooms identified a gap
between the promise of the theory and the reality of practice. In particular teacher
and student beliefs about learning and assessment, (James & Pedder, 2006; Keppell
& Carless, 2006) and the social and cultural interactions of the classroom (Cowie,
2005a; Elwood, 2008; Munns & Woodward, 2006) were identified as having an
impact on how learner autonomy was constructed within AfL classroom practices.
Marshall and Drummond (2006) identified that only one fifth of the AfL lessons they
observed promoted learner autonomy, and significantly identified that a closed and
hierarchical teacher-student relationship constrained autonomy. Torrance and Pryor’s
(1998) classification of convergent and divergent AfL approaches (see figure 2.2)
seemed to indicate that convergent AfL approaches based on mostly behaviourist
beliefs about learning did not give opportunities for students to develop autonomy
through AfL. Yet their later research found that even within the same classroom
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using divergent AfL approaches, there were great differences between student
performances. Torrance and Pryor (2001) concluded that AfL was “an intersubjective
social process, situated in, and accomplished by, interaction between students and
teachers” (p. 616). This thesis aims to address some of these identified gaps in AfL
research by examining AfL as a situated practice within the broader interactions
between teachers and students. Key research questions were designed from a
sociocultural perspective.
Sociocultural perspectives
Sociocultural perspectives (Elwood, 2008; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Murphy,
2009; Rogoff, 1995) allowed me to explore the complexity of the classroom
interactions within which AfL practices were situated. In a sociocultural perspective
of learning students and teachers are studied together as participants in a shared
practice, as “learning, thinking and knowing are relations among people in activity
in, with and arising from the socially and culturally structured world” (Lave &
Wenger, 1991, p. 51). My researcher focus examined AfL practices as situated
within the broader social and cultural interactions within each classroom as “the
social structure of [the] practice, its power relations and its conditions for legitimacy
define possibilities for learning” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 98). Through this focus, I
sought to find the hidden influences in the classroom that were difficult for teachers
to notice in the busy realities of teaching.
The research questions
The purpose of this research inquiry was to describe and analyse the language
and interactions used by experienced teachers and their students to create a teacherstudent relationship that can enhance AfL practice and the development of student
learner autonomy. The research was guided by the key question:
What are the qualities of the teacher-student relationship that support
student learning autonomy in an assessment for learning context?

The remaining questions directed the research focus towards AfL interactions that
enabled the development of autonomy within the classroom, but also the constraints
that were evident both within the classroom context and in the wider cultural and
political contexts.
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How are patterns of participation that enable learner autonomy created
through AfL?
What constraints in the development of learner autonomy are evident in an
AfL context?
What contextual tensions exist for teachers and students when enacting AfL
practices?

Significance
AfL is an area of international research interest within the context of
increasingly accountability driven assessment policy (Gardner, Harlen, Hayward, &
Stobart, 2008). While Bennett (2009) critiqued the size of quantitative learning gains
reported for AfL, the assumption that AfL can lead to learning gains for students is
not disputed. AfL can have a positive impact on student motivation, engagement and
confidence as well as achievement results in national tests (Black, Harrison, Lee,
Marshall, & Wiliam, 2003; Hayward & Spencer, 2010). What is problematic within
AfL research is understanding the social and cultural factors that influence how AfL
contributes to the development of learner autonomy (Tierney & Charland, 2007). By
examining the teacher-student relationship and the development of learner autonomy
within an AfL context, this thesis aims to contribute to the understanding of the
practice and theorisation of AfL.
It is the first research inquiry nationally and internationally to use a
sociocultural community of practice perspective of AfL to describe how students
negotiate identities as autonomous learners, mediated through the social context of
the teacher-student relationship. This perspective can inform the work of teachers,
researchers, policy makers and importantly students about the practical and
contextual issues that enhance AfL practices at a classroom level. To appreciate and
position the significance of this research, an understanding of a sociocultural
definition of AfL as well as the Australian and Queensland educational contexts of
this study are important. I explain both in the following sections.
Contextualising definitions of AfL
The phrase “Assessment for Learning” began to emerge in discussions
distinguishing formative assessment purposes from summative assessment purposes
or “Assessment of Learning” during the 1990s. Wiliams (in Popham, 2008a, p. 272)
attributed first use of the phrase to Mary James in a conference address in 1992.
Introduction
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About the same time Caroline Gipps (1994, p. 25) used “assessment for learning” to
describe a change from a traditional model of assessment that consisted of “checking
whether the information had been received” to a more in-depth assessment of “the
structure and quality of students’ learning and understanding.” Gipps (1994, p. 26)
had drawn from a New Zealand report (Department of Education N.Z., 1989) titled
“Assessment for better learning”, Sadler’s (1989) Australian work about including
pupils in the assessment of their own learning products and Vygotsky’s (1978)
notion of a Zone of Proximal Development to recommend scaffolded, interactive
assessment. As can be seen from the genealogy of the term, AfL began as a concept
with international origins, and its continued development also benefits from the
international exchange of ideas.
AfL can sometimes be referred to as “formative assessment”. Formative
assessment was the term used by Black and Wiliam (1998) in their meta-analysis and
in some of their later work (Black & Wiliam, 2006). Formative assessment is also the
term used by Popham (2008b) in the U.S.A., by Clarke (2005) in her work with
teachers in England, by Perrenoud (1998) writing about the French context, and in
Hong Kong by Carless (2007). This is possibly to emphasise the formative role of
classroom assessment during the learning process and to create a conceptual distance
from summative assessment purposes in cultures with high stakes assessment
cultures. While Newton (2007) questioned the helpfulness of formative and
summative assessment as categories, emphasising that they describe only two out of
a possible 18 purposes of assessment information, the conceptual dichotomy of
summative and formative assessment purposes is a common policy distinction. It is
to create a greater distinction of the learning purpose of assessment that AfL is the
term used in other contexts. For example in Scotland, recent government policy
development was deliberately labelled AiFL (Assessment is For Learning) to
reinforce the learning purpose of all assessment (Hutchinson & Hayward, 2005).
While AfL and formative assessment are terms that are sometimes used
interchangeably in the literature, AfL will be the term used within this thesis for two
reasons. The first reason is outlined by Perrenoud (1998) that often formative
assessment “is confined to a temporary microsummative evaluation, followed by
remediation” (p. 91). Perrenoud (1998) went on to recommend “dissolution of
formative evaluation into a larger conception of the mechanisms of regulation” (p.
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99). This leads to the second reason why AfL is the term used within this thesis, that
my interest in AfL is the development of learner autonomy. Stiggins (2002) noted
that formative assessment and AfL are not the same:
Assessment for learning is about far more than testing more frequently or
providing teachers with evidence so that they can revise instruction, although
these steps are part of it. In addition, we now understand assessment for
learning must involve students in the process (p. 761).

To emphasise the importance of student involvement and to distance the AfL
practices studied from a conception of micro-testing, AfL is the term that will be
used in the thesis. These reasons also inform the definition of AfL, ensuring it
reflects the important role of the learner as a key participant in AfL.
The central position of the learner is an essential element of defining AfL. The
Assessment Reform Group (ARG) used ten principles to expound on their definition
of AfL as “the process of seeking and interpreting evidence for use by learners and
their teachers to decide where the learners are in their learning, where they need to
go and how best to get there” (Assessment Reform Group, 2002, p. 2). These
principles state that AfL:
1.

is part of effective planning

2.

focuses on how students learn

3.

is central to classroom practice

4.

is a key professional skill

5.

has an emotional impact

6.

affects learner motivation

7.

promotes commitment to learning goals and assessment criteria

8.

helps learners know how to improve

9.

encourages self-assessment

10.

recognises all achievements.

The ARG definition is also promoted within the Australian educational context
through the Curriculum Corporation, a national curriculum service provider
governed by representatives of all Australian ministers of education. The Curriculum
Corporation provides a website (Curriculum Corporation, 2010) designed to support
teachers in implementing the four AfL practices highlighted by Black and Wiliam
(1998) of
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•

strategic questioning,

•

feedback,

•

specific criteria and

•

self and peer assessment.

These practices have been given emphasis in a bulleted list to provide a shared
foundation of understanding for readers who are new to AfL. Australian teachers are
supported by the Curriculum Corporation AfL website, with sample assessment
tasks, rubrics, student responses, videos of exemplar classrooms and professional
development support materials providing a rich source of practical information for
teachers. Significantly for the purposes of my research, within the ARG definition
and the Curriculum Corporation materials AfL practices are positioned as
‘techniques’ or strategies to be applied (Glasson, 2009). The important influences of
teacher and student beliefs about learning, the varying social contexts of classrooms
and the overall purpose of developing student autonomy, while implied, are left
unexamined.
For this reason, the model of AfL as a list of four strategies was not given to
the case study teachers to implement. These practices were not regarded as new, but
as familiar to the case study teachers within a Queensland educational context with a
history of teacher generated assessment. The case study teachers used the Curriculum
Corporation website, as well as Black and Wiliam’s (1998) meta-analysis as a source
of professional learning to enhance their existing AfL practices. The case study
teachers valued learner autonomy and wished to enhance their existing practices to
help their students towards greater autonomy. AfL provided the context within which
we explored autonomy and the influence of teacher-student relationships together. A
broad interpretation of AfL was encouraged where teachers were asked to reflect on
their existing AfL practices to enhance learner autonomy. By taking a sociocultural
perspective that positions AfL as a pattern of participation within a shared view of
mind (Elwood, 2008), this thesis problematises a view of AfL as being reduced to a
set of four practices. Instead I searched for a range of teacher-student interactions
that provided teachers and students with opportunities to evaluate and adjust their
learning within the daily contexts of teaching and learning as AfL practices.
Clarifying the ARG definition of AfL to include a broader understanding of
AfL practices was a focus of the participants in the 2009 Third International
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Conference on Assessment for Learning (Klenowski, 2009a). In an effort to address
AfL policy and practices that were tending towards mechanical and superficial
implementation of strategies and more micro-summative testing, a “secondgeneration definition” of AfL was formulated; “Assessment for Learning is part of
everyday practice by students, teachers and peers that seeks, reflects upon and
responds to information from dialogue, demonstration and observation in ways that
enhance ongoing learning” (as cited by Klenowski, 2009a, p. 264). This definition
sought to emphasise the learner’s development of lifelong learning capabilities as the
purpose of AfL and acknowledged the importance of both formal and informal
practices located in everyday teaching and learning. This second generation
definition carries within it assumptions about the relationship between the teacher
and student and beliefs about knowing and learning. By emphasising the central role
of the learner and the role of the teacher as a partner in the learning dialogue, a
sociocultural approach to learning is implied.
While the need to clarify the definition of AfL is acknowledged, not all AfL
researchers support the direction of this new definition of AfL. There is a shared
concern that some policy makers have interpreted the ARG definition to imply more
summative assessment through “frequent testing of levels achieved and then focusing
on the deficiencies in order to meet the next level” (Mansell, James, & Assessment
Reform Group, 2009, p. 23). Popham (2008a) also noted that in the U.S.A.
commercial test publishers have also been labelling summative tests as diagnostic
formative assessments to help boost students test scores. These interpretations of AfL
direct teacher attention away from the central role of the learner. While
acknowledging the need to address these concerns, Stobart (2009) questioned the
way that the second generation AfL definition is narrowed to classroom interaction,
concerned that in cultures dominated by high-stakes assessment this may lead to AfL
being restricted to non-exam years. Wiliam’s (2009) critique focussed on how the
second-generation definition moved away from a focus on the effectiveness of the
strategies highlighted in the empirical research that showed that sharing criteria,
strategic questioning, feedback and peer and self assessment do improve student
learning. He expressed concern that the new definition moved the focus away from
helping teachers develop expertise in these areas.
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Tensions in defining AfL arise from differences in views of learning as well as
differences in conceptualising the purpose of AfL in specific cultural contexts.
Within schooling cultures dominated by high stakes assessment such as Hong Kong
and the U.S.A., AfL practices can be described as strategies within a constructivist
view of learning (Carless, 2007) that inform the teacher and student about how to
adjust instruction to aid individual learning (Popham, 2008b). AfL in these contexts
might be conceptualised as a series of cognitive scaffolds which construct more
expert, ‘in the head’ understandings by the individual learner reflective of what
Bredo (1994) described as a symbol processing view of learning. This constructivist
view is reflected in Black and Wiliam’s (1998) original literature review that noted
formative assessment requires firstly the identification of a performance gap and then
action taken to close the gap.
This emphasis on individual processing is challenged by a sociocultural
perspective that “mind” can be located in the shared interaction (Bredo, 1994;
Elwood, 2008). As Moss and Brookhart (2009) noted “high quality formative
assessment blurs the artificial barriers between teaching, learning, and assessment to
forge a culture of collaborative inquiry and improvement in the classroom” (p. 12).
This blurring of barriers and changing of the classroom culture is highly challenging
for teachers and students (Black et al., 2003). As previous AfL researchers have
observed (Cowie, 2005a; Pryor & Crossouard, 2008; Shepard, 2000a), beliefs about
learning and the related teacher-student relationship enacted in AfL practices are
highly influential and complex cultural interactions which need to be studied and
further understood. A community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998)
sociocultural perspective enabled AfL to be considered as more than an individual
cognitive activity within a constructivist acquisition metaphor of learning, but rather
as a shared interaction located within a participation metaphor (Sfard, 1998) of
learning.
Definition of AfL for this study
The sociocultural definition of AfL developed for this research inquiry;
evaluative practices within the regular flow of teaching and learning with the
purpose of informing and improving student learning to enhance learner autonomy
(Willis, 2007, 2008) is closely aligned to the second generation definition of AfL.
AfL is conceptualised as more than a series of techniques or strategies, but part of a
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dialectical and cultural process of increasing understanding and control of the
learning process by the learner. Within this definition of AfL, the regular flow of
teaching and learning includes the quality of the teacher-student relationship as a
social and cultural context that can afford or constrain the purpose of learner
autonomy. AfL practices are positioned as occurring within everyday pedagogical
practices (Mansell et al., 2009) rather than being identified as stand-alone strategies
at the end of a teaching episode. Learner autonomy is understood to be a position of
a central participant within a community of practice. Drawing from the work of
Elwood and Klenowski (2002) the student is positioned at the centre of a community
of shared practice where nothing in the assessment process is hidden so students fully
understand their own learning, their goals and become assessors of their own
learning. The evaluative practices are practices that help the teacher and student
monitor and adjust performances towards desired qualities. These evaluative
practices can include but are not limited to feedback, self and peer assessment and
sharing criteria, as a shared repertoire within the joint enterprise within a community
of practice. Understanding the complexities of classroom practice in a Queensland
context is also important in a sociocultural perspective of AfL.
AfL in the Australian and Queensland educational context
The Queensland educational context is unique even within the Australian
educational context. As a system based on the professional assessment capacity of
teachers, it could be described as an ideal context within which to develop effective
AfL practices. However, without the historical tension of external examinations that
seems to have provoked an impetus for AfL in the U.K. and Singapore (Klenowski,
2009b), AfL has remained a minor policy focus in Queensland. In an irony of
history, Queensland’s traditions of classroom assessment and teacher assessment
capacity are being challenged by an emerging emphasis on centrally devised national
exams designed for accountability purposes. Public perception of poor Queensland
student exam performance was a catalyst for introducing a system of classroom
assessment in Queensland in 1972 (Queensland Studies Authority, 2010). Public
perception of poor national exam performance is currenlty a catalyst for an
assessment policy focus that recommends a greater focus on external examinations
and learning focused towards better results in these national tests (Masters, 2009).
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The freedom for teachers within the Queensland context of classroom-based
assessment practice may be highly congruent with AfL, yet research into Queensland
classroom assessment practices confirmed that assessment tasks were generally busy
work, reproductive, shallow, and underestimating student ability (Lingard, Mills, &
Hayes, 2006). The researchers concluded that teachers lacked discipline knowledge
and assessment literacy. This is not surprising, as prior to 2008 the Queensland
syllabus documents for the primary and junior secondary years of school gave little
guidance about assessment practice. While there was some trickle down of influence
from the senior schooling assessment principles in some schools, it was not a
consistent approach in the middle and junior school years. However, since 2009, as a
culmination of an extensive consultation process with teachers in developing the
QCAR (Queensland Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting) framework (Freebody,
2005), middle and junior years teachers have been supported by an on-line
Assessment Bank with sample assessment tasks, marking guides and annotated
sample student responses. Extensive field trials with teachers also has led to the
development of Queensland Common Assessment Tasks (QCATs) in Mathematics,
Science and English in Year 4, 6 and 9 that are used within classroom contexts with
students. As the QCATS are marked by teachers using a common guide to making
judgments and support material that includes annotated sample student responses,
they are not regarded as high-stakes assessment, but rather are “aimed at building the
culture of school-based assessment in the middle years of schooling…[and] a source
of professional development for teachers” (Queensland Studies Authority, 2010, p.
16). The future of this innovation is unclear as there are significant changes
occurring within national educational policy that may well override the state
educational policy and practice.
While state governments traditionally have had responsibility for delivering
education in Australia, the federal government is increasingly setting a national
educational policy agenda where competitive assessment performances are linked to
a productivity agenda. Nationally, the Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA) and Trends in International Mathematics and Science study
(TIMMS) (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2010) test
results are used to exhort teachers to improve Australia’s economic international
position:
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This 2007 [TIMMS] study makes clear that Australian students are falling
behind in maths and science. The Rudd Government is determined to reverse
this deeply concerning trend. The Rudd Government understands that high
quality science and maths education is critical for building a strong,
prosperous and innovative society (Gillard, 2008).

National tests were introduced in 2008 as a compulsory assessment activity, prior to
the development of a national Australian curriculum released for consultation in
2010. School results were published from January 2010 in a national database called
“My School” (http://www.myschool.com.au) with the stated purpose of introducing
“a new level of transparency and accountability to the Australian school system”
(McGaw, 2010). Assessment is linked to an accountability purpose of improving
school performance. The Queensland state government was so concerned at the
performance of Queensland students in the first national tests in 2008 they
commissioned a review that had wide-ranging recommendations (Masters, 2009).
Queensland primary and middle schools were directed to concentrate on national test
preparation for the first few months of the year, to raise Queensland’s position in
national rankings of results. In 2010 in the weeks leading up to the national tests, the
national teacher’s union threatened to boycott the supervision of the tests to “protect
our students” from the misuse of student assessment data through the creation of
“damaging” league tables (Australian Education Union, 2010). Australian
assessment scholars (Klenowski & Adie, 2009) have recommended ways to reconcile
teacher assessment practice and system level assessment for accountability; however
assessment policy in Australia remains dominated by a focus on national
examinations for accountability.
While educational assessment is increasingly linked to high-stakes
accountability purposes, the focus on developing learner autonomy and capability
through AfL is pushed to the margins of policy debate. Broadfoot and Pollard (2000)
cautioned that assessment cultures dominated by an increasing performance
orientation redefine the goals of education from lifelong learning for the challenges
of the information age, to terms of economic commodity values of an earlier
industrial age. Klenowski (2009c, p. 26) in a keynote address to the Australian
Educational Research Association argued that the emerging Australian assessment
policy should be informed by the lessons learned from countries with long traditions
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of national high stakes testing, and position “the relationship between the learner,
learning and assessment [as] central”. While Peter Hill, Executive officer for
ACARA (the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority), the
federal organisation responsible for the development of the Australian Curriculum,
included formative assessment as a “critical activity” to be considered by teachers, he
also acknowledged the difficulties for teachers “in doing it systematically on an
ongoing basis” (Hill, 2010, p. 7). Professor Klenowski (2009c, p. 26) had also
addressed this difficulty by recommending building teacher assessment capacity and
“the professionalism of teachers...sustained through a sociocultural approach to
assessment that views it as educative for teaching and learning”. The role of ACARA
in building teacher capacity was left open by Hill (2010, p. 6), as he stated “an issue
for ACARA is the extent to which it should seek to work with jurisdictions to
provide resources to teachers to assist them in this critical activity”. As yet AfL does
not appear to be a prominent part of the emerging national government assessment
agenda in Australia. While AfL was as an initiative of the national Curriculum
Council with the professional development resources, it was positioned as a
pedagogical approach and not linked into policy reforms. For the goal of learner
autonomy to be realised, assessment has to be aligned with valued learning and
become part of teachers’ routine practice. My study is significant as it seeks to
challenge the singular assessment policy focus on measuring performance and looks
for sustainable teacher practices in assessment designed to enhance learning and
learner autonomy.
Thesis outline
The thesis is organised in nine chapters. This first chapter introduces the
significance of AfL and this study, the background and context of the study, the
research questions and key definitions of AfL. Chapter two reviews the historical
background of AfL and the sociocultural theoretical framework. Recent AfL research
is reviewed for insights into the importance of beliefs about assessment, the teacherstudent relationship, traditions of power, and tensions for teachers when
implementing AfL. In chapter three, the research design is described. The qualitative
case study methodology and data gathering methods are outlined. The identification
of participants, analysis methods, and ethical considerations are then detailed.
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Each of the three teachers and their classes then feature in three narrative case
study reports in chapters four, five and six. Significant issues that emerged in each
context are highlighted using rich description that captures both teacher and student
voices and perspectives, and provides an authentic ‘felt’ understanding of the
complexities involved. Cross-case analysis occurs in chapters seven and eight.
Researcher conclusions and emergent issues across the cases are highlighted and
situated within the context of the literature. The final chapter includes an overview
and summary statement from the research inquiry and revisits the research questions
and purpose. A discussion of the implications of the research inquiry and how it
contributes to understanding precedes recommendations for further research.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Chapter organisation
This literature review begins by outlining the historical development of AfL,
beginning as a constructivist pedagogy, and the more recent development of a
sociocultural perspective for understanding AfL and the development of learner
autonomy. The literature that underpins the chosen sociocultural approach is
reviewed and the key conceptual constructs that are used to analyse the case studies
are theorised from a sociocultural perspective. Areas for further research are then
identified from the AfL research literature and the research questions are defended as
significant.
Introduction
Assessment for Learning (AfL) has been part of modern educational discourse
for the last two decades. It is a term often used to distinguish formative classroom
assessment purposes from high stakes measurement purposes. However as the
Queensland context demonstrates, there is not an immediate correlation between
classroom assessment and AfL. Classroom assessment is not always high quality,
and does not always have a formative purpose or function (Lingard et al., 2006).
Explanations of AfL often include a list of recommended teaching techniques such as
sharing learning intentions, strategic questioning, feedback and self and peer
evaluation. However, ongoing AfL research within classrooms has shown that AfL is
“deceptively simple” (Mansell et al., 2009, p. 11) and implementation to achieve
learning gains is not straight forward application of techniques from a list. The
emergence of AfL as a significant educational area of interest has been influenced by
the historical context in which it has emerged. Definitions of AfL are being reexamined as researchers and teachers working together realise some of the tensions
and difficulties that emerge when AfL practices are enacted within educational and
policy contexts (Klenowski, 2009b; Wiliam, 2009). For this reason the historical
context will be outlined briefly.
Historical Background
In chapter one, the historical development of the term Assessment for Learning
was outlined. In this section, AfL is contextualised within a broader historical
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assessment context. Formative assessment which incorporates AfL has been traced
by Black & Wiliam (2006) and Newton (2007) from the writings of Scriven (1967)
who first distinguished between formative and summative evaluation purposes, the
work of Bloom, Hastings and Madaus (1971) and the work of Sadler (1989) who
highlighted the importance of establishing formative criteria to inform students about
their learning. Formative assessment represented a significant shift in acknowledging
the role of assessment in the learning process, rather than a focus on the role of
assessment for measurement purposes.
This shift in focus was part of the postmodern challenge to the notions of value
free scientific conceptions of knowledge, which “failed to deliver on [the] promise of
economic progress and emancipation through the accumulation of scientific and
technical knowledge” (Filer, 2000, p. 169). Grand narratives of assessment as
technical, impartial measures of progress were questioned by academics (Bourdieu &
Passeron, 1990; Gipps, 1994). However in many nations national curriculum and
assessment programs became more instrumental and performance oriented with an
associated discourse of “levels”, “target setting”, “league tables” and “value adding”
(Broadfoot & Pollard, 2000a, p. 21). This “sorting-and-ranking mindset” (LacellePeterson, 2000, p. 40) worked to maintain a traditional cultural narrative of
assessment and learning. This traditional mindset “endorsed the construction of
identity through discourses of ‘passing and failing’, ‘knowing and not knowing’
[thereby] defining who becomes one sort of person and who another’” (Torrance,
2000, p. 178). Alongside the academic questioning of the notions of the scientific
meta-narrative and exclusivity of an assessment culture of performativity, the
technologies of National assessment programs became more elite and alienated from
public discourse (Madaus & Horn, 2000). These historical tensions were a productive
sociocultural context for an alternative view of assessment that saw the developing
prominence of AfL in the United Kingdom.
Recent AfL research
AfL has been a focus in the United Kingdom since 1996 thanks largely to the
efforts of the Assessment Reform Group (ARG) (James & Pedder, 2006). This
voluntary group of researchers has worked since 1989 to promote research that
informs how assessment can improve student learning. The ARG commissioned Paul
Black & Dylan Wiliam in 1996 to review the current formative assessment research.
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Their review of 250 empirical research reports into feedback and classroom
assessments (Black & Wiliam, 1998) was summarised and published as a pamphlet
for classroom practitioners titled ‘Inside the Black Box’ several supporting resources
and a book (Black et al., 2003). Their work has been highly influential in
encouraging classroom practitioners, policy makers and researchers to further their
understanding of how formative assessment practices can help improve learning
outcomes. Their work is used as the foundation for the promotion of AfL within
Australia by the Curriculum Corporation (2010).
Significant AfL research work with teachers and students has occurred in the
U.K. (Black, Swann, & Wiliam, 2006; Ecclestone, 2002; Gardner et al., 2008; Gipps,
2002; Hayward, 2007; Marshall & Drummond, 2006; Stobart, 2009) the U.S.A.
(Brookhart, 2001: Popham, 2008; Stiggins, 2002; Tierney & Charland, 2007), Hong
Kong (Carless, 2007), New Zealand (Cowie, 2005b; Hattie & Timperley, 2007) and
in other places around the world (Black & Wiliam, 2005; Perrenoud, 1998). This
linking of assessment to learning improvement coincided with the policy shift in
focus to improving student learning performance through national and international
assessment (Daugherty & Ecclestone, 2006). AfL research has made and continues to
make a significant contribution to education policy reform in the U.K. (Hutchinson
& Hayward, 2005) and is part of the debate in other contexts (Sebba, 2006) as
assessment policy is re-examined for its role in driving learning reform. My AfL
research inquiry differs from large-scale studies of policy as it seeks to understand
the interpersonal negotiations of meaning not yet understood in AfL interactions that
occur in classrooms, and so inform practice that then can inform effective AfL
policy.
Much has been learned from the tensions that work to limit the effectiveness
of AfL from the large scale projects such as the “King’s Medway Oxford Formative
Assessment Project (KMOFAP)” (Wiliam, Lee, Harrison, & Black, 2004) and the
“Learning How to Learn research study in the UK, in Classrooms, Schools and
Networks ” project (James, Black, McCormick, Pedder, & Wiliam, 2006) that took
place in the UK from 2001 – 2005 and involved 1200 staff and 4 000 pupils. These
large scale projects allowed teams of researchers to focus on various key issues
within classrooms as well as issues of ‘scaling up’ reforms across schools. In
Scotland the “Assessment is for Learning” project was introduced to incorporate both
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formative and summative assessment into a coherent assessment system, with
research ongoing (Hayward, Priestley, & Young, 2004; Hayward, 2007; Hayward &
Spencer, 2010).
These larger scale projects have built upon observations made in smaller scale
classroom studies such as the identification of convergent and divergent formative
assessment practices observed in case studies by Harry Torrance and John Pryor
(1998). In each of these studies, it was noted that teachers found it difficult to
implement AfL practices in ways that enhanced learner autonomy. Mansell, James
and the Assessment Reform Group (2009, p. 11) concluded that the difficulties reside
in classroom traditions, beliefs and relationships so that AfL “may challenge
[teachers] to change what they do, how they think about learning and teaching, and
the way in which they relate to their pupils”.
Emerging theorisations of AfL
Various theorisations of AfL are emerging as a way of conceptualising the
complexities of practice arising from the research with practitioners. While Black &
Wiliam (2006) and Pryor and Crossouard (2008) have each theorised AfL from a
sociocultural perspective, they have drawn from traditions of Cultural Historical
Activity Theory to examine AfL as an activity system. This thesis is inspired by a
different branch of the sociocultural theoretical family, finding inspiration from the
participative sociocultural perspectives of Murphy (2009; Murphy & Whitelegg,
2006a), Elwood (2006) and Cowie (2005b). Understanding and defining AfL is
important for assessment researchers who are concerned that the principles of AfL
are being misappropriated or misunderstood in new policy contexts so that they do
not achieve their intended goal of learner autonomy (McCormick & Murphy, 2008;
Stobart, 2009) or become the entire focus of a reduced form of learning –
“assessment as learning” (Hume & Coll, 2009; Sadler, 2007; Torrance, 2007) and are
unsuited to the demands of a creative “third-horizon” society (Broadfoot, 2009).
How AfL may differ in cultural contexts is also being explored as researchers
(Carless, 2005; Chen, 2009; Kennedy, 2007) examine AfL within the context of high
stakes assessment cultures of Confucian heritage. My research aims to contribute to a
sociocultural understanding of AfL that focuses on the processes of developing an
autonomous learner identity, a very different purpose to assessment within a
measurement, performance or compliance assessment context.
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From recent AfL research key issues have emerged; the importance of teacher
and student beliefs about knowing and learning and how learners are involved in the
process of developing autonomy through the dialogue and relationships of power
within the classroom. While initially these issues implied the need for teachers to
work beyond a behaviourist paradigm of teaching and learning, more recently the
importance of working beyond a purely constructivist paradigm has also emerged as
an important theme from the research. In a recent review of AfL research, Tierney
and Charland (2007, p. 4) concluded that AfL “can be considered a practice that is
socially situated as a form of classroom interaction, and historically situated as part
of an ongoing theoretical shift in the field of education.” To understand AfL as a
form of classroom interaction, a sociocultural theory of AfL is needed.
The power of a sociocultural theorisation – moving from the “letter” to the
“spirit” of AfL
Where teachers implemented AfL practices to the letter, engaging in sharing
criteria, asking strategic questioning and giving feedback within a closed hierarchical
teacher-student relationship, the potential for learners to develop autonomy was
severely constrained (Marshall & Drummond, 2006). This led Marshall and
Drummond (2006) to draw the distinction between the “letter” and “spirit” of AfL.
They observed that the beliefs that teachers held about learning significantly
impacted on how AfL practices were enacted. Teaching within the spirit of AfL
occurred where the teacher valued learner autonomy and viewed the classroom as a
site for their learning about students. The teacher saw it as his or her task to “create
an environment in which learning is socially constructed” (p. 147). Subsequent AfL
commentators have noted that
what was defined as the “spirit” of assessment for learning was hard to
achieve. Although many teachers used techniques associated with
assessment for learning, such as sharing success criteria, or increasing
“thinking time” few did so in ways that enabled pupils to become more
autonomous learners. This is a defining characteristic of assessment for
learning and learning how to learn. Some 20 per cent of teachers, were,
however, identified as capturing its spirit, which showed that it is possible.
(Mansell et al., 2009, p. 20)
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From recent AfL research (Cowie, 2005b; Marshall & Drummond, 2006; Munns &
Woodward, 2006; Murphy, 2008; Pryor & Crossouard, 2008), I surmised that a
purely constructivist approach to AfL that focused on techniques or strategies did not
promote the development of student autonomy for all learners. My understanding of
constructivism and its limits in promoting autonomy for all learners is now explored
before I describe my understanding of the sociocultural perspective that provided the
theoretical foundation for this thesis.
A constructivist approach to learning “focuses attention on the mental models
that a learner employs when responding to new information or to new problems”
(James, Black, McCormick, & Pedder, 2007, p. 17). The historical development of
constructivism challenged the belief that knowledge was related to an independent
reality or truth (Von Glaserfield, 1996). Von Glaserfield (1996) drew from the work
of Piaget to argue that “the space and time in which we move, measure and, above
all, in which we map our movements and operations, are own construction, and no
explanation that relies on them can transcend our experiential world” (p. 74). Within
a constructivist perspective, AfL strategies provide cognitive scaffolds to help
individual learners accommodate and self evaluate experiences against their
developing schemas. Learning is the property and responsibility of the individual.
This focus on learning as the property of the individual was critiqued by
Bredo (1994). Bredo (1994) critiqued a purely symbol processing and individual
model of learning when he identified significant dualisms inherent in an approach
that regards the brain as an information processing system with “the result...that mind
is separated from its physical, biological, and social contexts” (p. 26). He went on to
describe a situated cognition model of learning which shifts “from a dualistic to a
transactional perspective. In the symbol-processing view, mind is generally
conceived to be inside the head...in a situated approach however, mind is an aspect of
person-environment interaction itself” (Bredo, 1994, p. 24). Sfard (1998) drew a
further distinction, classifying the two approaches to learning as an “acquisitional
metaphor” or a “participatory metaphor” before cautioning, like Cobb (1999), about
the dangers of exclusively using only one approach. Teachers who were successful in
helping students develop autonomy through AfL practices in Marshall and
Drummond’s (2006) research recognised the importance of social interaction and
sharing responsibility for learning with students. A situated cognition model or
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participatory approach to AfL seemed to encourage learners to develop autonomy, a
view of learning that can be more fully understood from a sociocultural theoretical
perspective.
The sociocultural theoretical family
The family of sociocultural theories can be traced back to the work of
Vygotsky and Dewey and the key notion that learning is viewed as a social process
rather than a biologically determined process. The following section identifies from
the works of Vygotsky and Dewey core concepts that inform an understanding of
AfL as a social negotiation of meaning. The sociocultural theoretical framework used
for this research draws on the work of Lave & Wenger (1991) and Wenger (1998)
and includes their notion of a community of practice. How key assessment theorists
have used a sociocultural perspective to understand AfL practices follows.
A heritage from Vygotsky and Dewey
John Dewey (1859–1952), an American psychologist and Russian psychologist
Lev Vygotsky (1896–1934) were highly influential educational reformers whose
works form the basis of a family of sociocultural theories of learning. While
Vygotsky’s work was largely unknown in the West until it was translated and
published in the early 1960s, Dewey’s work may well have influenced Vygotsky’s
thinking as his work was translated into Russian and he visited the Soviet Union
while Vygotsky was a student (Glassman, 2001). Certainly there are strong
similarities in their emphasis on the importance of children being active participants
in their learning, and the importance of social context informing learning.
Dewey argued “that education is not an affair of ‘telling’ and being told, but
an active and constructive process...a principle almost as generally violated in
practice as conceded in theory” (1916/1966, p. 38). He believed that it was through
social action and scientific inquiry that understanding developed rather than through
a symbolic teaching about a concept; “intellectual organisation originates and for a
time grows as an accompaniment of the organisation of the acts required to realize an
end, not as the direct appeal to thinking power” (Dewey, 1910/1991, p. 41). He
proposed that as learners grew more sophisticated, they could order thought in a
symbolic sense, however he contended that “all people at the outset, and the majority
of people probably all their lives attain ordering of thought through ordering of
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action” (1910/1991, p. 41). He recognised that the teacher-student relationship
mediated the learning, noting “the child is a student of the teacher’s
peculiarities...[the child’s] chief concern is to accommodate himself [sic] to what the
teacher expects of him” (Dewey, 1910/1991, p. 49). Dewey was arguing for a
consciousness among teachers of the influence of the language and relationships
within the social context of learning, and the importance of engaging students in
active learning to “conquer superstition” and destroy “self perpetuating
prejudices”(1910/1991, p. 25). Bredo (1994) identified Dewey as the key theorist
behind the situated view of learning as distinct from a symbol-processing of learning
that locates learning in the head:
Dewey saw activity as involving a transaction between person and
environment that changed both.... Dewey focused on “doings and
undergoings” which reciprocally change the character or structure of both
person and environment, creating a joint history of development.... making
mind immanent rather than transcendent. Cognition as situated; the activities
of person and environment are viewed as parts of a mutually constructed
whole (p. 24).

Within this situated view of learning, action and thinking cannot be separated.
Through reflective dialogue, the individual goes on to explore and inquire more
deeply into experience.
Vygotsky’s work focussed less on individual development as the end product
and more on the role of language as a tool of the culture that children appropriate
from engaging in activity with more experienced others for the purpose of greater
social cohesion (Glassman, 2001). In a translation of his work “Mind in Society”
(Cole, John-Steiner, Scribner & Souberman, 1978) Vygotsky wrote “children are
capable of doing much more in collective activity or under the guidance of
adults...Human learning presupposes a specific social nature and a process by which
children are grown in to the intellectual life of those around them” (p. 88). He
believed that learners engaged in activities and over time gradually transformed an
interpersonal process into an intrapersonal one; “every function in the child’s cultural
development appears twice; first, on the social level and later, on the individual
level” (Vygotsky in Cole et al., 1978, p. 55). Language was recognised as a tool that
mediates activity, and, at a later age, “children extend the boundaries of their
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understanding by integrating socially-elaborated symbols (such as social values and
beliefs, the cumulative knowledge of their culture, and the scientifically-expanded
concepts of reality) into their own consciousness” (Vygotsky in John-Steiner &
Souberman, 1978, p. 126). The importance of the teacher-student relationship where
the teacher identifies and scaffolds activities within a zone of proximal development,
just beyond the learner’s current developmental stage is emphasised, with Vygotsky
(1926/1997) writing “the real secret of education lies in not teaching. The student
educates himself [sic]....Thus the teacher must shoulder a new burden...He [sic] has
to become the director of the social environment which moreover is the only
educational factor” (p. 339). Drawing from Vygotsky’s thinking, Rogoff (1990)
concluded “the basic unit of analysis is no longer the properties of the individual, but
the processes of the sociocultural activity, involving active participation of people in
socially constituted practices” (p. 14). Gipps (2002) drew from Vygotsky’s work to
identify four key aspects that relate to assessment:
The critical role of tools in human activity and implications of offering
assistance and guidance during the course of an assessment...
The inseparability of the social, affective and cognitive dimensions of action
and interaction and hence the implication that learners should be assessed
not in isolation and in competition but in groups and social settings...
The relationship between expert and apprentice…and the implications of this
for the assessment relationship...
The role of assessment in identity formation (p. 74).

While individual researchers such as Rogoff (1990) and Gipps (2002) drew directly
from Vygotsky’s work, his ideas have been developed by others.
For example, Williams, Davis and Black (2007) identified several sociocultural
perspectives that have developed from Vygotsky’s thinking from the 1960s onwards
particularly the work of Bruner (1990), Cole, John-Steiner, Scribner & Souberman
(1978), Wertsch (1985) and Bernstein (2000). Like Black and Wiliam (2006), Pryor
and Crossouard (2008, p. 10) have recently used Cultural Historical Activity Theory
a branch of the sociocultural family, to propose theories of AfL that entail “a
dialectical understanding of the social and the individual...[and] looking at
problematisation of agency and identity”. Activity Theory enables analysis at a level
of discourse and power and uses Bernstein’s (2000) concepts of framing and
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classification to discuss rules and division of labour within the activity system. These
activity theories proposed for AfL take a systemic perspective, whereas this research
inquiry is a focus on an interpersonal plane.
For the purposes of this research inquiry theorists located within another
developmental branch will be used, primarily Lave & Wenger’s (1991) concept of
situated learning and legitimate peripheral participation developed further into a
community of practice theorisation by Wenger (1998). The analysis also draws on
the related sociocultural theorisations of Rogoff (1990, 1995, 2008b), Murphy (1999,
2008, 2009), Elwood (2006, 2008) and Elwood & Klenowski (2002). A community
of practice conceptualisation enables teachers to shift their gaze from individual
acquisition to patterns of participation to identify social and cognitive features of
centrally-participating learners, while recognising the value of legitimate peripheral
participation. Bredo (1994) noted that
with this shift in viewpoint, all of the central concepts of educational
psychology, such as thinking, knowing, learning and development, are
placed in need of revision, because all are commonly conceived in dualistic
terms. All must be reconceived in more active and relational terms rather
than in terms of static matching and fixed descriptive frameworks (p. 24).

While social-constructivist learning theorists acknowledge the influences of the
cultural and social contexts, Rogoff (1999) distinguished social-constructivist
learning theories from sociocultural learning theories. She noted the important
difference in “their conception of intersubjectivity [which] relates to the contrast
between them in the centrality of their focus on the social [sociocultural] versus the
individual [social-constructivist]” (p. 80). As Wertsch (1993) noted "a fundamental
assumption of a sociocultural approach to mind is that what is to be described and
explained is human action” (p. 8). Elwood (2008) described this difference as a “nonlocal view of mind [that] suggests that the learner and the teacher are entangled, and
that learning (ability or achievement) is the product of the relationship between the
teacher, the student and the test paper or assessment task” (p. 96). The relationships
explored in the analysis of this research will be conceptualised within a community
of practice perspective.
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A community of practice perspective
Within the family of sociocultural theoretical perspectives, assessment is seen
as a cultural activity and a form of social participation in a classroom and schooling
community of practice that cannot be separated from the teacher-student
relationships (Elwood, 2008). AfL can be seen as a way of learning about “the
activities, identities, artefacts and communities of knowledge” as part of the process
of learning the ways of belonging and becoming a full participant (Lave & Wenger,
1991, p. 29). Wenger (1998) defined a community of practice as a way of talking
about “the social configurations in which our enterprises are defined as worth
pursuing and our participation is recognised as competence.” (p. 5). A social group
within a community is recognised as a community of practice where there are three
dimensions that provide coherence; the dimensions of mutual engagement
understood as doing things together, a joint enterprise through which the rhythms of
the day to day practice are negotiated, and a shared repertoire of discourses, tools,
stories and concepts (Wenger, 1998, p. 73). These concepts are used as a theoretical
framework of analysis throughout the thesis. The teacher-student relationship is
significant in creating the learning community and the sense of belonging. The
concept of identity in particular is significant as it describes learning as a process of
becoming more expert through participation in the practices of the community as
illustrated in figure 2.1.
community: learning as
belonging

practice: learning as doing

Learning

meaning: learning as experience

identity: learning as becoming

Figure 2.1. A social theory of learning (Wenger, 1998, p. 5).

Lave & Wenger (1991) described this process of moving from legitimate
peripheral participation to more central participation as a type of apprenticeship in a
community of practice. Learning occurs through participation, “both absorbing and
being absorbed in” the culture of the practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 95). They
also located the construction of learner identity as an integral part of the process of
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learning. The tools that make up the culture, such as assessment activities and the
language of the classroom, the relationships among the people in particular the social
structure and power relations define the possibilities for learning. Rogoff (1995, p.
139) developed the idea of learning as a process of apprenticeship by identifying
three “inseparable, mutually constituting planes”, apprenticeship within a community
plane, guided participation on an interpersonal plane and, participatory appropriation
on the personal plane. Cognitive development was viewed as “participatory
appropriation through guided participation in a system of apprenticeship” (Rogoff,
1995, p. 157). Learners engage in the activities of their community and learn through
routine, tacit as well as explicit collaboration and in the process of participation are
transformed and become prepared for later participation in related events (Rogoff,
2008). The unit of analysis becomes the “patterned collective doings” (Sfard, 2008,
p. 124) of participants. For this reason, a descriptive case study approach was chosen,
so that the teacher-student relationships within AfL could be studied together.
AfL practices are conceptualised in this research as culturally-situated patterns
of participation that allow students to develop an identity of an autonomous learner
as part of the process of becoming more expert. Greater participation occurs as
students feel they belong within the community of practice, as they work out what is
valued within that school and classroom community of practice so they can
participate more fully. Working out what is valued means paying attention to what
expectations and roles are communicated through the language of the teacher-student
interactions, what learning qualities are privileged, what opportunities are given to
participate, and whether the learner judges that he or she has the identity and capacity
to participate in a way that will be valued. Wenger (1998, p. 83) discussed how
participation is an ongoing process of negotiation by participants even while some
patterns and cultural tools become “reified” into rules, standards and goals such as
Black and Wiliams’ (1998) list of four AfL strategies. The AfL practices of feedback
and self and peer assessment are examined from this participatory perspective later in
this chapter. This study seeks to describe how students negotiate meaning within the
context of AfL practices that can only be understood within the broader contexts and
relationships of the classroom.
While other AfL researchers use sociocultural theory, in particular Activity
Theory (Black & Wiliam, 2006; Pryor & Crossouard, 2008) this study is the first to
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examine the impact of the teacher-student relationship, autonomy and AfL within a
community of practice perspective. Black and Wiliam (2006, p. 83) argued that
communities of practice and figured worlds were inadequate as explanatory
mechanisms as “neither conceptual framework provides for the activities of agents to
change the structure”. However Wenger (1998) explains how agents change
structures as participation and ongoing negotiation between participants shapes and
changes the practice:
a community of practice is a living context that can give newcomers access
to competence and also invite a personal experience of engagement by which
to incorporate that competence into an identity of participation…[they are
also] a privileged locus for the creation of knowledge (p. 214).

A community of practice perspective changes the way that the key concepts within
AfL are conceptualised.
Key concepts of AfL as understood within a community of practice perspective;
A sociocultural perspective changes the way important concepts within AfL
such as knowledge, identity and autonomy are understood. The focus is shifted from
learning as a cognitive practice located in the head of the learner to the situation and
patterns of participation that help the learner make meaning. In this next section, the
concepts of knowledge, participation, identity and autonomy as they apply to AfL
practices are explained from a sociocultural perspective. These key concepts inform
the framing of the research questions and underpin the narration and analysis of the
case studies.
Knowing in practice
While Bredo (1994) drew the distinction between symbolic processing and
situated views of knowing, a sociocultural view of knowing that is situated and
participatory is located within Sfard’s (1998) participation metaphor. Within this
metaphor “knowledge” is replaced by “knowing” and “having” by “doing” (Sfard,
1998, p. 7). Rogoff (1990) stated that even our understanding of “thinking” changes
as “traditional distinctions among cognitive, affective, and social processes becomes
blurred once we focus on thinking as the attempt to determine intelligent means to
reach goals” (p. 9). A participatory view of knowing changes the focus of AfL from
that of identifying misconceptions and gaps in individual student’s acquired
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concepts, and making adjustments to the learning so that the learner can progress to
the next stage of intellectual development. As Black & Wiliam (2006, p. 90)
observed, for teachers “this is a task of immense difficulty, one that is far more
complex than that implied by the notion of a ‘gap’.” Elwood (2008, p. 93) noted that
the focus on closing the gaps is a social constructivist view of AfL where “learning
gets located back within the individual.” Elwood has represented a sociocultural
view of mind and the perspective that leaning and assessment is a cultural activity
reproduced as figure 2.2.

1. Students in isolation learning is an individual
activity.

2. Students not in
isolation – learning is a
social activity.

3. Students
not in
isolation –
learning is a
cultural
activity

View of testing and assessment, learning, and mind that acknowledges
the influence of students “form of life” – i.e. the social, cultural and
historical lives of students:
i.
Students being social, cultural and historical experiences to
assessment and learning
ii.
Gender is a social representation and found in students’ ‘forms’
of life i.e. in the behaviour, assumptions, practices and livedexperiences that social beings share
iii.
Students’ gendered learning manifested through assessment
tasks
iv.
Teachers’ gendered representations of achievement at the
subject level
Figure 2.2. Assessment and testing as cultural activities from Elwood (figure 6.4 2008, p. 96)

In this research inquiry, the influence of the teachers’ and students’ form of life is
acknowledged (Elwood, 2008). AfL is conceptualised as a cultural activity through
which students engage in patterns of participation that lead to expertise.
Patterns of participation
Developing expertise occurs through recognising and appropriating the
language and cultural cues within the community of practice. The social language is
a cultural tool between teachers and students “that enable[s] overlaps of experience
in cultural narratives” (Murphy, Hall, & McCormick, 2008, p. 120). However not all
students are able to read the social cues about how to participate appropriately (Pryor
& Crossouard, 2008), so it becomes the responsibility of “teachers, and more
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experienced colleagues, peers and mentors... to open up practice to learners by
engaging them in the joint enterprise, enabling them to feel able to negotiate
meanings and experience mutuality, and extending their access to the repertoire of
the tools of the community” (Murphy et al., 2008, p. 113). AfL practices are patterns
of participation (Cowie, 2005b) that can open up practices and expectations of
expertise for learners.
Assessment and teaching practices that are suggested within the AfL literature
include disclosing the purpose and processes of assessment and giving students
experience in evaluating the work of others Sadler (1998a) and deliberately framing
assessment tasks as learning tasks (Keppell & Carless, 2006). AfL routines of
questioning, sharing criteria (Gipps, 1999) peer and self evaluation (Marshall &
Drummond, 2006) dialogue over work samples (Shepard, 2000a) and reciprocal
teaching (Bransford, Derry, Berliner, Hammerness, & Beckett, 2005) all position the
learners as active contributors to the development and evaluation of understanding.
The most commonly identified AfL practice is feedback, however there are
conflicting conceptions and advice for teachers within the literature depending on
whether feedback is viewed from a behaviourist, constructivist or sociocultural
perspective.
Feedback
The different conceptions of feedback have vastly differing implications for
learner autonomy. Askew and Lodge (2000) identified three main discourses of
feedback that relate to beliefs about learning; feedback as a “gift” feedback as “pingpong” and feedback as “loops”. The dominant behaviourist discourse is that feedback
is a “gift” from an expert teacher to the learner, however this discourse can limit the
development of learner autonomy as it “foster[s] dependence rather than
independence or interdependence and encourage[s] notions of failure/success,
wrong/right” (Askew & Lodge, 2000, p. 5). It also limits risk taking, mistake
making, experiments and creativity. Within a constructivist model of learning, the
student is positioned as the central meaning maker and feedback as a powerful
strategy that allows the learner to add to their individual understanding. Askew and
Lodge (2000) conceptualised feedback in this model of learning as “ping-pong”
where the teacher can provide descriptive rather than evaluative information and
invite a response from students “to provide a narrative which can be added to, to
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offer insights for reflection” (p. 9). While this does shift the balance of power to
include the student, they noted that the power dynamic still resides with the teacher
who decides the agenda. Hattie & Timperley (2007) and Sadler (2007) operated from
this constructivist paradigm when they recommended feedback strategies that focus
on closing the gaps in student performance. However feedback cannot ignore the
importance of the personal domain. As Askew and Lodge (2000, p. 8) observed, “as
soon as we ask for feedback, we open ourselves to the possibility of criticism”.
Feedback in a sociocultural model that shifts learning to a more collaborative view is
described as more of a dialogue or “loop” where responsibility for learning is shared.
The “roles of learner and teacher are shared and expertise and experience of all
participants are respected. All parties to such a dialogue have an expectation of
learning” (Askew & Lodge, 2000, p. 13). Within a sociocultural perspective,
feedback can thus be viewed as a way of unpacking expertise which is part of a
teacher’s “guild knowledge” (Gipps, 2002, p. 78). This is a significant change to the
traditional power and relationship between learner and teacher.
When the metaphor of feedback as a loop or dialogue is framed within
Wenger’s (1998) social theory of learning, the role of feedback to inform feelings of
personal competence cannot and should not be downplayed. Within a sociocultural
view of learning competence is defined as becoming a more central participant and
forming an identity of belonging within a community of practice (Rogoff, 1999;
Wenger, 1998). Feedback about the task is also personal as it informs and creates
“personal histories of becoming in the context of our communities” (Wenger, 1998,
p. 5). Feedback should be understood as more than just formal exchanges about tasks
between a teacher and student. The concept of feedback in a sociocultural AfL
perspective expands to include both formal and informal ways that students gain
information about their competence within a community of practice. This
information can be both explicit and implicit and come from the teacher, self and
peers.
A sociocultural perspective enables teachers to regard feedback as more than a
strategy, instead regarding it as a practice that is embodied within the social habits
and habitat of the classroom (Schneider & Garrison, 2008). In this thesis I did not
examine how teachers implemented a particular model of AfL or particular AfL
strategies, but instead I examined how teacher-student interactions created social and
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cultural habits within the classroom that informed students and teachers about a
student’s developing expertise and identity of competence. The ideas of belonging
and becoming are used as a broad analytical framework to develop the case studies.
These ideas are central to the understanding of identity.
Identity
Within a sociocultural perspective, identity is highly significant. Wenger
(1998,) explained “because learning transforms who we are and what we can do, it is
an experience of identity” (p. 215). Identity is understood in this research inquiry as
“long term, living relationships between persons and their place and participation in
communities of practice” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 93). Identity is a complex
negotiation within multiple communities of practice. Elwood (2008) contributed the
notion of “entanglement” as a way of describing the inseparability of the teacher,
student and assessment task, each influenced by histories in multiple communities of
practice. She particularly noted the importance of gendered identities and histories
within AfL contexts. Murphy (2008) also noted that teachers need to pay attention to
the way students integrate or resist differences in identities as they experience
conflicting expectations, identities and forms of competence in multiple communities
of practice as “the work of reconciliation they undertake is not insubstantial nor is it
necessarily subconscious” (p. 171). This is a challenge to the way some teachers
understand learner identity as a fixed feature of an individual’s personality (Dweck,
1986). Beliefs about identity can thus be a critical barrier to a teacher perceiving AfL
as a pattern of participation that is available to all learners.
Within a sociocultural perspective, identity is a negotiable rather than fixed
sense of belonging within a social community and students are seen as actively
managing their goals and making choices to preserve their sense of identity and
place. As Gee (2004) concluded identity “is about learning the right moves in
embodied interactions in the real world or virtual worlds, moves that get one
recognized as ‘playing the game’ that is, enacting the right sort of identity for a given
situation (e.g.: science class in middle school)” (p. 48). Lave and Wenger (1991)
drew the conclusion “thus identity, knowing and social membership entail one
another.” Identity can only be understood within the membership contexts of the
communities of practice (p. 53).
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Creating an identity within a community of practice occurs through mutual
engagement in the community of practice, shaping a narrative of identity. Cultural
narratives are the “means by which we both construct ourselves and give structure
and sense to the world...[which are] shaped by the cultural norms of our society, its
traditions and institutions” (Pryor & Crossouard, 2008, p. 9). Cultural narratives are a
way of making sense of a student’s participation now and in the future and are a way
of forming an identity with a future orientation or trajectory. Wenger (1998)
observed that “learning communities will become places of identity to the extent they
make trajectories possible – that is, to the extent they offer a past and a future that
can be experienced as a personal trajectory” (p. 215). Students will not necessarily
recognise themselves as part of a schooling trajectory, as students approach learning
and knowing with multiple goals. Dowson and McInerney (2003) found that social
goals may be more predictive of students’ motivation and achievement than learning
goals. Cowie (2005a) confirmed that students balance three goals simultaneously in
any AfL activity. In Cowie’s AfL research with Year 10 Science students, when
conflict arose between the goals of completing the work tasks, effective learning and
the social-relationship goals, the students prioritised the social relationship goals. If
they feared that their feelings or reputation may be harmed, they limited their
participation. The students needed to feel safe within a relationship of trust and
respect with the teacher before risking exposure to formative feedback (Cowie,
2005b). Social relationships need to be considered as essential components in the
construction of learner identity. This negotiation of learner identity is part of the
social relationships of the classroom and has important implications for the teacherstudent relationship.
Developing autonomy or an identity of expertise
It is significant to recognise learner autonomy as a socially constructed learner
identity. Traditional definitions of learner autonomy have tended to see autonomy as
an inherent trait with a fixed skill set that is located within the individual’s mind,
similar to that of Little (1994) who described learner autonomy as “the capacity for
detachment, critical reflection, decision-making, and independent action” (p. 81).
This understanding of autonomy reflects an acquisition metaphor of knowing. Bredo
(1994) challenged this view of mind with a sociocultural perspective:
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If one thinks of mind not as a thing, but as a verb or an adverb, however,
such as minding or acting mindfully it is clear that mind is a property of the
interaction between individual and environment rather than something inside
the individual or tucked away in the cranium.... A better way to view activity
may be as the product of a mutually shaping cycle of interaction (p. 30).

The social relationships between the students, teacher and tasks jointly construct and
constrain the roles that form identities such as that of an autonomous learner. As
such, the teacher-student relationship is a critical site for researching the
development of learner autonomy.
A sociocultural view of autonomy extends the skills of critical reflection,
decision-making, and independent action beyond the student to acknowledge also the
importance of a cultural sense of ‘permission’ that enables individuals to take action.
Understanding how to ‘play the game’ (Gee, 2004) and when to enact permission is
also known in the literature as “learner agency” which is “empowered by [the
learner’s] perception of themselves…their perception of their past experiences, their
knowledge and understandings of their place and relationship, in and to the context
of the institutional setting” (Redman, 2007, p. 1). Ratner (2000) contended that these
qualities are not a fixed state, but rather a potential state and the role of an
autonomous learner can only be fulfilled within a social relationship. The skills,
language and behaviour that are associated with a role of an autonomous learner are
given legitimacy within a community of practice in overt as well as oblique ways
(Van Leeuwen, 2007). Perry, VandeKamp, Mercer, & Nordby (2002) described the
types of teaching and learning in one classroom context that encouraged high self
responsibility in student learning: learning proceeded from action, expertise was
distributed, knowledge was socially constructed, there was trust among group
members and the cost of errors was small. Students were given choice, opportunities
to control the level of challenge, feedback and evaluation that was nonthreatening
and mastery oriented as well as opportunities to evaluate their own and others’
learning. These practices seemed to position students as active, responsible learners
as they appropriated the identity of an autonomous learner. This thesis seeks to
describe these types of interactions to understand how a teacher socially constructs
the learning culture to enhance learner autonomy.
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For the purpose of this research inquiry, I defined learner autonomy as the
socially constructed identity of a self-monitoring student who is a central participant
in the culturally accepted ways within a classroom community of practice. Sadler
(1998b, p. 1) used the term “self monitored learning”, defined as bringing students to
learning independence through “being able to understand and to control the doing
while it is happening”. AfL practices can help students understand, evaluate and
control their learning, sometimes through formal AfL practices but also through
informal practices as “becoming good at something involves developing specialized
sensitivities, an aesthetic sense, and refined perceptions that are brought to bear on
making judgments about the qualities of a product or an action” (Wenger, 1998, p.
81). The AfL practices self of and peer assessments are key patterns of participation
that can contribute to the identity of a self-monitoring student.
Self and peer assessment
Self assessment is a key concept of AfL, where students can reflect and
evaluate their developing expertise in the academic practices that are valued in the
classroom community of practice. Within a sociocultural view, self assessment is
strongly related to peer assessment as learners engage in dialogue and negotiate
meaning in their specific social and cultural contexts. Lave and Wenger (1991) noted
that “apprentices learn mostly from other apprentices” (p. 93). Gee (2004) also noted
that “in peer–peer discourse, children are less likely simply to defer to the authority
of the other’s viewpoint, more likely to seek some rational way to deal with differing
viewpoints and perspectives, and more likely to actually change their own viewpoint
for reasons they understand” (p. 55). For students to develop a shared repertoire of
understandings, and expertise in evaluating their progress it is logical that the
learning goals and criteria must be shared with students. However Torrance (2007, p.
282) warned that too much transparency of criteria leads to “criteria compliance”
instead of learning, and produces students who are more dependent on their teachers
rather than less dependent. Sadler (2007) concurred noting “too often the focus has
been on a multitude of discrete competencies, rather than competence” (p. 392).
Developing an identity as an autonomous learner thus involves more than
competence to the letter of the explicit classroom expectations. It involves
developing a personal sense of belonging within a community of practice, as well as
developing a sense of becoming more expert.
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Key themes from AfL research identified
When AfL research literature is reviewed from this sociocultural perspective,
three key factors influencing the development of learner autonomy are identifiable;
beliefs about learning and assessment, the teacher-student relationship, and tensions
arising from traditions of power and control.
Beliefs about learning and assessment
Traditions of assessment have formed pervasive cultural narratives that are
highly influential when teachers introduce AfL practices. In Hong Kong, Carless
(2005, p. 44) identified teacher resistance to AfL innovations stemming in part from
a “lack of congruence” between a traditional emphasis on behaviourism and exams
within a Confucian heritage and the constructivist, student-centred learning of AfL.
The influence of behaviourism is not confined to countries with a Confucian heritage
however. Shepherd (2000b) noted that “all three parts of the old paradigm – social
efficiency, behaviourism and scientific measurement continue to provide a mutually
reinforcing set of ideas that shape current thinking and practice” and “any attempt to
change the form and purpose of classroom assessment to make it more
fundamentally a part of the learning process must acknowledge the power of
enduring and hidden beliefs” (p. 16). Traditional cultural narratives of learning and
assessment shape both teacher and learner expectations of AfL.
The social and cultural impacts of assessment on the learning culture of the
classroom is what James (2006, p. 58) identified as a powerful “wash-back effect”
that occurs when assessment practice is out of step with effective teaching and
learning theory. Teachers can, with all good intention, be using pedagogy and
curriculum intended to bring students to learning autonomy, yet won’t achieve the
outcomes they desire for students if the traditions and routines of assessment are
based on an entirely different theory of learning. A teacher’s classroom assessment
routines most often stem from “intuitive, rudimentary theories” (Black & Wiliam,
2006, p. 89) that are more like “received traditions” (Wolf, Bixby, Glenn, & Gardner,
1991, p. 31). Classroom assessment may include structures and underlying values
that mimic tests, being unsupported, timed events at the end of a period of learning
that are marked by a teacher, and left as the curriculum moves on so “through these
routines, we teach students and teachers not to value their past performances as a
source of learning” (Wolf et al., 1991, p. 47). Other classroom practices to do with
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regulation of activity or maintaining control within a classroom can also operate so
that teachers are working against their intention of empowering learners (McFadden
& Munns, 2002; Perrenoud, 1998). Helping teachers to become more effective may
therefore mean both changes in teacher assessment practice and changes in their
beliefs about learning.
What is worth knowing, what is worth measuring, and how someone may
check what has been learned, all relate to values and beliefs about knowledge, which
can generally be associated with historical teaching and learning theories. Discourses
on classroom assessment are often constructed in terms of polarities, dimensions or
typologies (James & Pedder, 2006). James (2006) identified three common
discourses constructed around knowledge, teaching and learning; behaviourist,
constructivist, and sociocultural approaches. How these may be reflected within a
teacher’s assessment and classroom practice has been summarised in Table 2.1
below. Particularly significant for AfL practices are the different conceptions of the
teacher’s and student’s roles and how success or failure is attributed.
Table 2.1
Summary of behaviourist, constructivist and sociocultural approaches to assessment
Behaviourist

Constructivist

Sociocultural

Knowledge
viewed as

Objective, verifiable,
substance transferred.
Linear, scalar,
hierarchical with
practical problem
solving at bottom and
theory at the top
(Wolf et al., 1991)

Relative, subjective,
constructed, problematic.
Product of ways in which
student is engaged by
activities & resources “the
residue” of mental
processing that occurs in the
classroom. (Nuthall, 1997,
p. 699; Shepard, 2000b)

Distributed. Mind is part of
the social world and
knowing and doing, thinking
and social activity are not
separated (Bredo, 1994)

Learning
viewed as

Individual behavioural
response; absorbing,
memorizing,
reproducing.

Individual conceptual
cognitive restructuring
resulting from process of
interpreting and making
sense of new experiences.

Identity formation of self
within a community,
growing from novice to
expert. First understand
within social interaction
before progressing to
independence.

Teaching &
learning
process

Transmission and
complex performances
deconstructed.
Progression from
simple to complex
skills.

Individuals construct their
own representations.
Teachers mediate activities
and experience that create
dilemmas and provoke new
conceptions.

Model & practice activities
within social norms of
structured interaction
situated within community
of practice. Meaning is
created through social
interaction with others,
especially talking.
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Teacher’s role

Organiser, matching
curriculum goal stages
with age/stage
development of
learner. Neutral.
Objective. Clarity of
transmission.

Facilitator, to motivate,
structure, guide and correct
misconceptions. Difficult to
intervene without students
surrendering to “right”
teacher answer. Need
detailed knowledge of
concepts, progressions and
common errors.

Mediator, old timer
establishes community of
practice and works alongside
novices developing whole
person. Focus on behaviour,
cognition, language and
affective responses assisting
them to independence.

Student’s role

Working hard to listen
and read accurately to
memorize and repeat.

Being motivated, active,
reflective; able to create and
recreate sophisticated mental
models.

Learning apprentice through
co-operative collaboration
and legitimate peripheral
participation (Lave &
Wenger, 1991).

Assessor
metaphor

Fair Judge
(Tobin & Ulerick,
1989)

Window into child’s mind
(Tobin & Ulerick, 1989)

Master participating with
apprentices to check
progress towards
independence.(Lave &
Wenger, 1991)

Assessment
task
requirements

Controlled conditions,
individual. Content
validity. Often tests
occurring at end of
instruction. Valid tests
measure content
mastery.

Authentic problem solving.
Central and powerful
concepts. Can be a learning
activity occurring anytime in
unit.

Activities situated in
authentic interactive
contexts. Interactive,
dynamic. Language and
behavioural changes within
an interaction as an indicator
of developing expertise.

Assessment
purpose

Focus on outcomes,
measurement, and
differentiation of
curriculum.
Historically used for
selection for high
status occupations,
maintaining social
order and control
(Gipps, 1999)

Helping students learn.
Focus on process of learning
not just outcomes.
Identifying conceptions and
misconceptions and depth,
richness of understanding.
Self assessment central.

Use of tools & support to
produce best performance to
investigate the learner’s
strategies and processes, and
how these can be enhanced.

Student
motivation to
achieve

External motivation,
reward and
punishment, positive
feedback. (Shepard,
2000b)

Peers have privileged role as
without social imperative,
there is no cognitive conflict
(Nuthall, 1997)

Has an identity within a
community
Learning apprentice.

Success or
failure

Can be attributed to
beliefs of innate
ability & fixed
intelligence.

Property and responsibility
of individuals.

Shared through interaction
between teachers & students
who can change contexts and
tools if unsuccessful.

The beliefs that teachers hold as well as the assessment practices they choose
create messages that shape the learning identity of students. So while teachers often
blend approaches (James, 2006), different beliefs about knowing and learning have
implications for AfL practices and the outcome of learner autonomy. Behaviourist
views of knowledge and learning position a learner as a passive receiver, and since
knowledge is viewed as stable, objective and external, any lack of learning can be
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attributed to the innate qualities of the learner rather than the teaching (Murphy,
Sharp, & Whitelegg, 2006). Within a behaviourist learning environment students will
do what is minimally required believing that it will make no difference to their
understanding if their abilities are fixed (McFadden & Munns, 2002). In the past a
significant proportion of failure or poor performance was considered “natural” within
the behaviourist paradigm that arose from a collection of theories drawn from the
19th and 20th centuries including social Darwinism (Gipps, 1999). The notion that
intelligence is unitary, hereditary and fixed and therefore can be measured has been
reified through educational traditions of testing and has influenced the way that the
curriculum has been divided into subjects and small building blocks and ideas of who
may have access to what kind of learning (Wolf et al., 1991). The constructivist and
sociocultural learning theories that acknowledge all students can learn through
authentic, diverse and challenging learning activities is in many ways the antithesis.
One of the most significant differences is in the way that the student is positioned passive and limited by their heredity or active and with unlimited potential – as these
perceptions set up expectations. For all students to develop robust learning identities
as confident, self-monitoring learners, teachers need to work beyond the curriculum,
pedagogy and assessment of a behaviourist paradigm.
Improvement in AfL practices within a constructivist paradigm focuses on an
engaging and authentic problem-based task, with the student’s role as an active
meaning-maker. There is also a focus on processes of learning, feedback and self
evaluation, key practices within AfL, as learners construct and re-construct personal
schemas in the process of understanding. Within this paradigm, AfL practices
achieve consequential validity when they help students identify and correct
misconceptions through feedback and self assessment, thereby closing the gap
between the current performance and desired performance (Stobart, 2008). From the
research several additional factors beyond a purely constructivist approach have also
emerged as necessary for achieving learner autonomy through AfL.
Without understanding the deeper purpose of AfL to enhance autonomy, the
purpose of the practices may “reductively be equated with the acquisition of content
knowledge or success on a test” (Lingard et al., 2006, p. 88). Ecclestone (2002) also
noted that the AfL vision for student autonomy can become a “regulated, low trust,
low risk version of autonomy” when teachers and students are working within
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“structural conditions and a culture of fear and low expectations” (p. 182). She noted
that in the post-compulsory sector, the importance of meeting targets is leading to
“increasingly codified and regulated task criteria...[within] increasingly formalised
learning and assessment...[which] slowly confines space for innovation and creative
risk” (Ecclestone, 2002, p. 183). That teachers implementing AfL practices can either
close down or open up learning possibilities for students was recognised by Harry
Torrance & John Pryor who created the classification of convergent and divergent
approaches to AfL reproduced in figure 2.3.
Convergent formative assessment

Divergent formative assessment

Assessment which starts from the aim to
discover if the learner knows, understands or
can do a predetermined thing. This is
characterised by:
Implications

Assessment which starts from the aim to discover
what the learner knows, understands or can do. This
is characterised by:
Implications
a.

Flexible planning or complex planning
which incorporates alternatives
b. Open forms of recording (narrative,
quotations etc.);
c. Primarily open tasks with questioning by
teachers and learners directed at ‘helping’
rather than testing;
d. A focus on miscues – aspects of learners’
work which yield insights into their current
understanding – and on prompting
metacognition;
e. Exploratory, provisional or provocative
descriptive feedback aimed at prompting
further engagement from the learners;
f. Discussion prompting reflection on the task
and its context with a view to constructing
understanding of future situations in which
new knowledge might be applied;
g. Formative assessment focused on a holistic
view of criteria, the learners’ understandings
of them and how they fit into wider notions
of knowledge and competence;
h. Involvement of the learners as initiators of
assessments as well as recipients;
i. An analysis of the interaction of learners and
the curriculum from the point of view of
both learners and the curriculum;
j. Conforming to a socio-cultural view of
education with an acknowledgement of the
importance of context for the assessment;
k. An intention to teach in the zone of proximal
development;
l. Part of an on-going dialogue between and
amongst learners and teachers where
learners initiate as well as respond, ask
questions as well as reply;
m. A view of assessment as a collaboration
between and amongst teachers and students.
Figure 2.3. Convergent and divergent approaches to AfL (Torrance & Pryor, 1998, p. 193)

a.

Precise planning by the teacher and an
intention to stick to it;
b. Recording via check lists and can-do
statements;
c. Closed or pseudo-open teacher
questioning and tasks;
d. A focus on contrasting errors with
correct responses;
e. Authoritative,
judgmental
or
quantitative feedback;
f. Feedback focussed on performance and
the successful completion of the task in
hand;
g. Formative assessment focused on
communicating criteria usually closely
related to those used in summative
assessment;
h. Involvement of the learners as
recipients of assessments;
i. An analysis of the interaction of
learners and the curriculum from the
point of view of the curriculum;
j. Conforming to either a behaviourist or
a constructivist view of learning;
k. An intention to teach or assess the next
predetermined thing in a linear
progression;
l. An interaction usually embedded
within
an
Initiation-ResponseFeedback (IRF);
m. A view of assessment as accomplished
mainly by the teacher.
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The notion of convergent and divergent approaches has been an influential
conceptualisation of AfL, and was used by Marshall & Drummond (2006) to explore
whether teachers needed to share the underlying principles of AfL in order to be
effective in achieving learner autonomy. The teachers with a more divergent
approach who created an environment where learning was socially constructed in
partnership with the learners were the most successful in instantiating the spirit of
AfL. Importantly these teachers valued learner autonomy as an explicit outcome of
the learning. The teachers saw themselves as responsible if the learning was not
taking place rather than shifting the blame to students. Teachers who blamed the
student if learning did not take place, very rarely saw students achieve autonomy
within the closed hierarchical interactions of the classroom typical of a behaviourist
theory of learning. However teachers in AfL research are not often able to articulate
their theories of learning, and merely identifying divergent approaches towards AfL
does not identify effective AfL practice (Torrance & Pryor, 2001). Classifying AfL
practices as convergent or divergent was helpful in shifting the focus to interactions,
but more recent research has provided further insight.
In other classroom-based AfL research, Torrance & Pryor (2001) found that
even where the teacher used divergent AfL approaches, there were great differences
between children in the same class depending on their perceptions of the implicit
social rules of the classroom. AfL was observed as “an intersubjective social process,
situated in, and accomplished by, interaction between students and teachers” (p.
616). By the end of the decade, Pryor with Crossouard (2008) concluded that both
convergent and divergent forms of AfL are needed. The crucial issue instead was the
extent to which the students engaged with what was going on and were able to ‘read’
the text of the lesson noting “misreading often derived from social rather than
cognitive issues” (p. 4). Social interactions and patterns of participation thus become
an important area for research attention, and are the significant foci of this research
inquiry.
The teacher-student relationship
AfL challenges traditional teacher-student relationships as it “blurs the
artificial barriers between teaching, learning, and assessment to forge a culture of
collaborative inquiry and improvement in the classroom” (Moss & Brookhart, 2009,
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p. 12). AfL practices can create supportive learning relationships within which
students negotiate their identity as learners. Learners negotiate their participation or
non-participation, and need to first value the teacher’s goals for learning in order to
take action or engage in self assessment (Cowie, 2005a). In Cowie’s (2005a)
research students commented on the importance of trusting the teacher before risking
asking questions and for this reason preferred peer feedback rather than teacher
feedback. Students formed impressions about the teacher’s willingness to help
through routine classroom interactions and the importance of the teacher language
and respect within AfL. The pupils indicated “assessment impacted on how they
were seen and treated as learners and knowers within the classroom. Furthermore it
impacted on how they felt about themselves as learners and knowers” (Cowie,
2005b, p. 141). The teacher-student relationship impacted on the student’s decision
to participate in AfL in the classroom as well as their long term sense of learner
identity.
The relationships students have with their teacher are critical to the
construction of learner identity. A teacher’s verbal and non verbal behaviour
communicates expectations and influences pupil perceptions of success and failure,
strongly shaping a student’s learner identity by age eleven (Gipps, 1999, p. 135).
Identity can be both personal as well as historical, with students developing
expectations that are drawn from the storied experiences of parents and siblings
(Cowie, 2005b, p. 205). Individuals also draw on their own personal history in
developing their sense of identity, building on their past experiences with the world
and how closely they achieved what was expected of them and what they themselves
hoped to achieve (Murphy et al., 2006, p. 9). Teacher comments such as “what are
you doing as a writer today?” can “nudge students towards productive identities”
(Johnston, 2004, p. 23). When teachers position students within a trajectory of
expertise through their language, they “provide students with a sense of their
responsibilities, and reasonable ways to act, particularly toward one another and
toward the object of study” (Johnston, 2004, p. 24). Language within the teacherstudent relationship is thus an important site of study.
In middle and high school, students identify subject matter with the subject
teacher, and so the quality of the teacher relationship will affect the way that a
student engages with the subject (Black & Wiliam, 2006). The relationship can shape
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the student’s identity as a learner, but also as a ‘knower’ in the subject discipline.
What this looks like in a classroom assessment context is developed more in the
study Murphy, Sharp and Whitelegg (2006) conducted in understanding the sense of
identity that girls develop through learning Physics, research in English classrooms
(Murphy, 2008) as well as Cowie’s (2005a, 2005b) work with Year 10 Science
students and teachers in an AfL context. In these studies, social interactions were
identified that act either as boundaries that limited or constrained student
participation and others that can act as bridges that enabled students to work beyond
constraints.
Trusting, valuing and accessing a trajectory of identity as modelled by the
teacher becomes a significant way of bridging the “loss of affiliation” to life worlds
beyond school (Gee, 2005, p. 109). When the teacher models their own narrative
performance of different identities of various communities of practice for students,
they can disrupt a traditional cultural expectation and construct a more equal power
position (Pryor & Crossouard, 2008). By extending to students some understanding
of their own learning narrative and how learning has shaped their own identity, the
teacher is modelling a malleable rather than a fixed learner identity (Dweck, 2000).
The implications for the teacher’s management of the social relationships in the
classroom extend to how learners relate to one another. Bredo (1994) concluded that
we “cannot independently define individual learning as separate from change in
one’s social role or identity....Any meaningful social action...becomes oriented to the
actions of others” (p. 32). This implies that the teacher needs to pay attention to the
way that students negotiate identity within social roles in the class. How AfL can
help teachers and students in the collaborative narration of identities is illustrated in
figure 2.4. If autonomy is an identity that is collaboratively narrated, then I
speculated that classroom relationships that encourage dialogue and mutual
engagement are significant for the development of learner identity, especially the
identity of an autonomous learner.
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Figure 2.4. A sociocultural model of formative assessment (Pryor & Crossouard, 2008, p. 15)

As well as negotiating barriers to participation and autonomy, students
negotiate learning goals. Students negotiate teacher expectations and social
expectations of peers, anxious to not “lose face” (Gipps, 2002, p. 79). This desire to
look ‘smart’ and avoid looking ‘dumb’ was identified by Carol Dweck’s (2000)
significant research with students as part of a fixed belief about intelligence. She
contrasted this performance orientation with a learning orientation that is a desire to
learn new skills achieved through effort, finding effective strategies and regarding
mistake making as learning. Performance and learning goals are often in conflict and
as Cowie noted (2005a) when this happens students “prioritise academic status and
relationships with others over their desire to understand idea” (p. 148). From this
literature, I wondered whether positive teacher-student relationships that established
shared learning goals and could also meet performance goals of maintaining social
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status was an important context for productive AfL. This became the core focus of
my research inquiry reflected in the first research question, “What are the qualities of
the teacher-student relationship that support student learning autonomy in an
assessment for learning context?”
Understanding the discourse of self assessment within the social and cultural
expectations of school is an important part of successful AfL. Gipps (1999)
contended that “children from middle class homes are better able to do well at school
because of the correspondence of cultural factors between home and school” (p.
355). Students are socialised into the discourse of schooling. To engage in productive
AfL practices, teachers need to understand the learners’ “expectations, assumptions,
and interpretations of the classroom culture, task demands and criteria for success”
(Gipps, 1999, p. 379) as ways of helping students learn the schooling discourse.
Ideally AfL practices such as self- assessment “serve social and motivation purposes
as well as improving cognitive performance” (Shepard, 2000b, p. 61). Munns and
Woodward (2006, p. 209) noted the importance of building “an engaging insider
culture in the classroom learning community” through shared language of the teacher
and students to enable self assessment. Again the importance of positive classroom
relationships, this time as a place to generate shared cultural practice and language is
highlighted as a significant feature of an AfL community of practice.
Understanding AfL as a negotiation of meaning between the learners and the
teacher within specific social and cultural contexts is very significant in helping
students achieve both performance and learning goals, negotiating identities as
successful learners. Cowie (2005b) noted that AfL practices “are simply practices
that develop patterns of participation, which subsequently contribute to students’
identities as learners and knowers” (p. 210). By conceptualising AfL practices as
patterns of participation rather than strategies or techniques, my research focus is on
the teacher-student interactions rather than the individual learner’s acquisition, an
important distinction in a sociocultural approach. This important distinction between
a constructivist and sociocultural approach is convincingly argued by Elwood
(2006):
Assessment can only describe the relationship between the learner, the
teacher and the assessment task in the social, historical and cultural context
in which it is carried out. If we look to within the student for their learning
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we are looking in the wrong place.... The learner and teacher are entangled,
that learning cannot be viewed in isolation, only in relationship between the
learner and the teacher....That is all there is – interactions – that is what
teaching and learning is fundamentally about. These interactions are constant
and ever-changing; they are the essence of the relationship between learner
and teacher. If we are looking to understand learning through any assessment
it is into these interactions where we must look. ... A more humble approach
to understanding students and their learning is to see learning as a cultural
activity...Students’ cultural, social and historical experiences in relationship
and entanglement with their teachers’, must be part of our evaluations of
their response to assessment tasks (p. 231).

Very few AfL studies have inquired into the dynamics of classroom interaction or
highlight student voice (Tierney & Charland, 2007). This is clearly an area for more
research, and one that this research inquiry addressed.
Changing traditions of power and control in teacher-student relationships
Recognising that the learner is involved in the process of assessment also
challenges the traditional relationship of power within the classroom, as sharing
power with, rather than over students is essential in developing self assessment and
learner autonomy (Gipps, 2002). The “enormous power differential” (Hargreaves,
1975, p. 114) between teachers and students is a distinctive characteristic of the
teacher-student relationship. Hargreaves (1975) noted that a teacher derives power
from status as an adult, traditional and legal authority, as well as expertise in subject
matter, and that students have very little choice about entering into the relationship.
If the definition of a self monitoring learner is one who is both “able to understand
and control the doing while it is happening” (Sadler, 1998a), students need to be able
to share the power and control that has traditionally rested with the teacher within an
assessment relationship. How assessment practices can function as an instrument of
power, are described by Broadfoot (1996) and Gipps (1999).
Broadfoot (1996) noted that classroom assessment is a normalising force for an
individual’s place in society “the student is controlled through a system of ‘micropenalties’, the constant giving of marks which constitutes a whole field of
surveillance” (p. 99). Gipps (1999) observed that while assessment is being used as a
controlling activity for implementing national curriculum reform, and for economic
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purposes and to sustain power, informal assessment can also be used as a method of
control for classroom management purposes. Perrenoud (1998) distinguished
between the regulation of activities which can encourage a productive learning
classroom, and the regulation of learning itself which requires teachers to have a
deep understanding of students’ cognitive processes, the learning process and how
feedback can mediate and help students become “auto-regulating”. The challenge he
gave was for the fusion of both within a sociocultural view that looks at “collective
development” (Perrenoud, 1998, p. 99) within a classroom. The paradigm shift
becomes one of sharing power with students, rather than having power over students.
Changes to the power balance when implementing AfL practices can be
exciting for some teachers, while threatening to others (Black & Wiliam, 2006). This
is not a simple matter for teachers, who experience the tension between simultaneous
assessment policy pressures of “externally imposed accountability requirements and
the improvement conception” (Brown, 2004, p. 305). Carless (2005) identified at
least nine factors, including views of parents, the reform climate as well as teacher
beliefs, that impact on a teacher’s personal world and have a complex interplay on
the implementation of AfL. He also noted that what motivates teachers within their
socially constructed environment is not mandated change, but “making a difference”
in the lives of the students they teach (Carless, 2005, p. 40). Marshall and
Drummond (2006) also concluded that whether the teacher retained or shared control
of the learning determined the likelihood of autonomy developing from AfL.
Other elements that influence the balance of power and control within the
classroom assessment context include the student role and the subject discipline.
When students are positioned as passive receivers, it reinforces that knowledge is
external and unchangeable and students have little control over the construction of
meaning. Black and Wiliam (2006) noted that Science and Maths can be seen by
teachers and students as having single “correct” conceptual goals and answers,
whereas in Physical Education and Music, learning can be entirely dependent on
performance and feedback. Black and Wiliam (2006) noted that the subject of
English has little explicit subject matter to deliver, so more individual approaches
can be anticipated and multiple interpretations can be accepted. Additionally Murphy
and Ivinson (2004) noted how teacher evaluation in English communicated different
gendered messages about what was valued in student work. Expectations and
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conceptions about the subjects and typical learning tasks can therefore socially
construct the learning environment and expectations for assessment and
achievement.
Disruption of the traditional discourse of power enables individuals to break
free of the boundaries and limits that previous conceptions create, allowing teachers
and students to think the previously “unthinkable” (McFadden & Munns, 2002, p.
364). Disrupting traditional discourses of power in the classroom to enable AfL can
occur in five key areas. Munns and Woodward (2006) noted five key areas,
communicated through the curriculum, pedagogy and assessment message systems in
a classroom, through which students process and negotiate their positions within
their teachers “discourse of power”:
Knowledge: What counts as knowledge and who has access to really useful
knowledge? (“Why are we doing this” to “We can see the connection and the
meaning”)
Ability: Who has ability? (“I can’t do this” to “I can do this”)
Control: Who controls the teaching space? (“I’m not doing that” to “We can
do this together”)
Place: Who is valued as an individual and a learner?(“I’m just a kid from..”
to “It’s great to be a kid from..”)
Voice: Whose voice is given credence within that space?(“Teacher tells us
to” to “We share” (pp. 199, 210).

Munns and Woodward (2006) asserted that these factors all influence the way that
teachers teach and how students see themselves as learners. The teacher’s role is to
disrupt old patterns and boundaries and to create access to a shared repertoire and
new possibilities of being, based on a meaningful experience in the community of
learners (Murphy et al., 2006). Gipps (1999) identified that teachers need help to
reconstruct their relationships, in both learning and assessment, as they shift
responsibility to the students. Students also need to be helped to reconstruct their
relationships of participation. Students need to be taught that it is all right to
collaborate and that regurgitation is not what the teacher is requiring (Wolf et al.,
1991). The establishment of participation structures, such as peer and self evaluation,
no hands up questioning can create classroom communities with new norms for
interaction (Putnam & Borko, 1997). When teachers begin to invite students into
richer discussions, and listen more carefully to student answers, this shift in power
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creates new tensions for teachers (Coffey, Sato, & Thiebault, 2005). This thesis
examines how teachers disrupt old traditions in order to help students belong to an
AfL community of practice and become more expert. Disrupting old paradigms is
challenging, so understanding the tensions that teachers negotiate when enacting AfL
practices is important in realising what is required for the goal of learner autonomy
to be achieved.
Contextual tensions for teachers
Teachers who seek to understand and create alignment between intended
curriculum, pedagogy and assessment find it challenging for several reasons. The
theories are not well developed, Gipps (1999) noting that “neither socio-cultural or
constructivism as teaching and learning theories have been fully unpacked for
assessment purposes” (p. 384). A further challenge arises as making changes to
assessment places great demands on teacher expertise (James & Pedder, 2006),
requires professional confidence and professional consciousness (Yung, 2002) as
well as a supportive context (Tierney, 2006). The “hidden” nature of teacher
assessment beliefs and the way that routines can also be seen as “fluency” and an
important part of being a skilled teacher (Shepard, 2000b, p. 15) can prevent teachers
from seeing in a new way.
Teachers already acknowledge how difficult it is to achieve greater
independence and motivation for students, reporting that promoting learning
autonomy is the area in which they feel the heaviest burdens of constraint (James &
Pedder, 2006, p. 129). Reasons why teachers’ values and practice do not match
include the tension between the ideal of autonomy and the reality of raising
performance on the next test, pressures of time in covering a national curriculum and
a “tick-box culture” of providing assessment information to school managers, lack of
time and support for teacher learning and inquiry, teachers not understanding the
difference between performance orientation and learning orientation of students, and
a lack of attention given to teachers’ assessment practices (formative and summative)
in initial teacher education (Mansell et al., 2009, p. 21).
Teachers can thus be caught in dilemmas of not achieving what they wish to, or
having competing assessment roles and little time to enact them, caught in “tensions
between past histories and present discourses and images…which impinge on them”
(Murphy et al., 2006, p. 8). These tensions can operate to constrain attempts to
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change practice however when teachers are supported to introduce AfL practices,
changes do occur in the teacher’s role and subject knowledge, teacher beliefs, teacher
and student relationships and the roles and identity of the student (Black & Wiliam,
2006).
Addressing gaps in the literature
While the research literature highlights the significant potential for students to
develop identities as autonomous learners in classes that have AfL as part of their
community of practice (Black, McCormick, James, & Pedder, 2006), there are
significant challenges for teachers and learners. The relationship between student
identity and AfL is recognised as a very significant area for more research (Tierney
& Charland, 2007). James and Pedder (2006b) also called for more research into the
assumption that AfL does help students develop autonomy. The cultural contexts
within which learner autonomy develops needs to be problematised and understood
by research that invites students to talk about their learning goals. Writing about the
effectiveness of feedback to enhance student learning, Sadler (1998a) noted that
“contrary to what might be expected after several decades of research, there remains
much that is unresolved and problematic, and still much to be done” (p. 78).
Tierney’s (2006) more recent review of research in refereed journals between
January 2000 and March 2005 into the changed teacher practices in the context of
AfL noted that contextually relevant research is still needed to understand the
dilemmas teachers experience. Tierney (2006, p. 260) concluded that there is no
“single right way” to change classroom assessment practices, and that collaboration
with teachers should be a feature of the ongoing research effort. For this reason, the
research design will be a participative inquiry. The difficulties in teaching for
learning autonomy within an AfL context are acknowledged (Mansell et al., 2009;
Pedder, 2006; Sato, Coffey, & Moorthy, 2005). These tensions can be viewed within
the classroom context in the assessment relationship between teacher, student and
task as well as being heightened within the current assessment policy reform context
in Queensland. This research inquiry is a response to the need for a collaborative
approach with teachers that seeks to understand the dilemmas and contexts of AfL as
experienced by teachers in their classroom practice.
Elwood (2006, p. 22) called for a “humble approach” that can examine
localized issues of teacher and student relationships and interactions and the impact
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of values, choices, expectations and boundaries on assessment and judgment as well
as how approaches of AfL become embedded into the life and work of teachers and
students in schools. These areas of the dynamics of the classroom interaction, in
particular listening to the teacher voice, and student voices, while recognised as very
significant are “quiet zones” in the research that need more researcher attention
(Tierney & Charland, 2007, p. 27). AfL classroom interactions involves complex
changes to the beliefs, traditions of power and control, and identity of both teachers
and students as part of day to day activities in the classroom (Elwood, 2006;
Hutchinson & Hayward, 2005). Pryor and Crossouard (2008) noted that this
renegotiation of teacher and student relations is very demanding. Students and
teachers therefore need to be studied together (Elwood & Klenowski, 2002), for as
Munns and Woodward (2006) contended; “it is at the messy point of teachers and
students responding to each other culturally in relation to classroom discourse and
assessment practices where we are truly going to see whether or not students feel
school is for them” (p. 195). Shepard (2000a) called for more research into these
dilemmas of practice to understand what makes sense for teachers when creating new
cultures of assessment that can become routine within their classroom practice. This
research inquiry will aim to shed light on “practical knowing about how [teachers
and students can]… flourish with a balance of autonomy, cooperation and hierarchy”
(Lincoln & Guba, 2000, p. 172), through a case study approach, where teacher and
student voices are heard.
Theoretical framework for this study
This thesis frames the descriptions of classroom interactions within a
sociocultural community of practice perspective. Wenger’s (1998, p. 5) concepts of
learning as belonging to a community of practice while forming an identity of
becoming more expert are used to describe and analyse the interactions. I sought to
describe what I observed through the theoretical dimensions of a community of
practice perspective, so that I might understand how classroom cultures that support
autonomy through AfL create mutual engagement, joint enterprise and a shared
repertoire. Concepts from the AfL literature such as beliefs about learning, the
teacher-student relationships and traditions of power and control also provided a
framework for observation and analysis.
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A sociocultural theoretical framework reflects a particular view of teaching and
learning. Instead of focusing on whether AfL produced appropriate subject-matter
knowledge that could be measured in a pre and post test, learning was assumed to
occur through doing, and meaning occurred as individuals developed experience and
fluency in the culture of the classroom community of practice. For this reason, the
case study descriptions focussed on classroom interactions within which AfL was
embedded. Distinctions that might be made within a constructivist paradigm between
‘teaching’, ‘assessment’ and ‘classroom management’ practices disappeared in a
sociocultural perspective that framed all learning as a cultural activity and AfL as a
pattern of participation.
Chapter summary
Students within classrooms introducing AfL practices can change role from
being passive recipients to being active learners who can take responsibility for and
mange their own learning (Black & Wiliam, 2006). AfL practices can enable
students to understand learning expectations. Teachers wanting to achieve greater
learner autonomy for their students would thus benefit from an understanding of how
AfL informs students, but also an understanding of how classroom assessment and
learning routines and relationships can limit the desired development. This can be
achieved by examining AfL through a sociocultural theoretical lens that frames AfL
as a social interaction between teacher, students and tasks. This study is the first to
examine the impact of the teacher-student relationship, autonomy and AfL within a
community of practice perspective. This perspective changes the way that AfL
practices of feedback, self and peer assessment are understood.
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Chapter 3: Research Design
Chapter organisation
Case studies of three classes from Year 7, 8 and 9 in a regional Queensland
school were conducted over the period of a year in 2008. This chapter describes how
the research was designed to answer the question "What are the qualities of the
teacher-student relationship that support student learning autonomy in an
assessment for learning context?"
Firstly the choice of methodology is outlined. In the second section, the
context of the site and the participants are introduced. Next the procedures used and
the timeline for completion of each stage of the study are outlined, and how the
analysis was conducted is described. Finally the limitations of the research design
and ethical considerations are outlined.
Methodology
Ontology and Epistemology
The literature review has highlighted how beliefs about learning significantly
inform AfL. This research design is informed by my ontological standpoint that
learning and knowing arise from a lived-in reality co-created by individuals within
specific cultural and social worlds (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). As Reason (2003)
poetically described, “our reality is a product of the dance between our individual
and collective mind” (p. 262). This is a sociocultural view of mind that prioritises a
research focus on human activity. As Wertsch (1993) noted
when action is given analytic priority, human beings are viewed as coming
into contact with, and creating, their surroundings as well as themselves
through the actions in which they engage. Thus action, rather than human
beings or the environment considered in isolation, provides the entry point
into the analysis (p. 8).

This position is congruent with sociocultural perspectives that have informed
previous AfL research (Cowie, 2005b; Elwood, 2008; Gipps, 2002; Murphy et al.,
2008). Lincoln and Guba (2000) grouped this research perspective under a broader
heading of a social constructivist participatory paradigm that aims to find congruence
of “propositional and practical knowing [that] leads to action to transform the world
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in the service of human flourishing” (p. 170). In chapter two, specific differences
between the sociocultural and social-constructivist views of mind were explored in
more detail, however Lincoln and Guba (2000) group these two perspectives together
alongside constructivism (Von Glaserfeld, 1996), arguing that they share an
epistemology that emphasises the primacy of practical and experiential knowing.
According to Lincoln and Guba (2000) a participatory approach reflects the
additional belief that knowing comes through collaborative action inquiry.
Qualitative and interpretive
My choice of a qualitative, interpretive methodological approach (Lincoln,
2001) flowed logically from these beliefs. As Eisner (2005) noted interpretive
approaches to research “are less concerned with the discovery of truth than with the
creation of meaning…the creation of images that people will find meaningful and
from which their fallible and tentative views of the world can be altered, rejected, or
made more secure” (p. 74). Qualitative research design enables a holistic search for
participant’s meanings, relationships and understanding social settings, structures
and events over time (Janesick, 2003). Silverman (2003, p. 349) noted four
additional claims of the value of qualitative research to the wider community; it
studies what people are doing in their natural context, is flexible, studies processes as
well as outcomes, and meanings as well as causes. Qualitative researchers share an
understanding that reality is socially constructed and often there is an “intimate
relationship between the researcher and what is studied, and the situational
constraints that shape inquiry” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003, p. 13). Certainly this was
the case in my research project where I took on the role of researching within my
own work site.
Being a participant researcher would be considered an unreasonably biased
position within a positivist paradigm, but is recognised as a potential strength of
qualitative research. In a qualitative paradigm the researcher cannot capture an
objective truth or reality, rather it is “created within a social text written by the
researcher” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003, p. 28). This acknowledgment, that the
researcher cannot be placed outside of and separate from knowledge, frees the
researcher to draw on their subjective expertise and acknowledge bias by being
critically reflective and articulating personal perspectives (Anderson, Herr, & Nihlen,
1994; Reason, 2003). The subjectivity of a participant researcher also enables the
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researcher to gain tacit insights into practice and experience the ways that
participants make meaning from their practices (James, 2007). As Silverman (2006)
noted in qualitative research, “we are studying displays of identities which arise as
part of participants’ artful practices. There is no necessary contradiction in seeking to
study both identities and practices” (p. 143). The emphasis on interpretation and
subjectivity within a qualitative approach gave me the freedom to be a participant in
the search with others for greater understanding. In this project, the participatory
nature of the research design stemmed both from my epistemological preferences and
the identified gap within the AfL research.
Participative inquiry
There is a synergy between the topic of AfL and the participatory nature of the
research design. Torrance and Pryor (2001) noted that AfL “is itself the aspect of
pedagogy which most approximates to a research activity” (p. 627). Seeking both
teacher and students’ perspectives helped me understand the teacher-student
relationship in the AfL context, and also helped shape the direction of the developing
research inquiry. As Lave (1993) wrote, learning that leads to autonomy and fuller
participation in community “cannot be pinned down to the head of the individual or
to assigned tasks or to external tools or to the environment, but lie[s] instead in the
relations among them” (p. 9). Long-term change in the classroom is a cultural
process that takes time and varies for each teacher. This research design was based
on the findings of Black and Wiliam (2006) who noted that when teachers are
supported to introduce AfL practices, changes occur in the teacher’s role and subject
knowledge, teacher beliefs, teacher and student relationships and the roles and
identity of the student. A participatory research design that combined the insights of
theory, with those of the teachers’ and students’ was selected.
Data were collected over one school year, with three teachers and one of their
classes. Participant perspectives and researcher observations were gathered as part of
a participative inquiry reflecting on how AfL practices may support learner
autonomy. Cooperative inquiry (Reason, 2003) was the form of participatory
research that was chosen to provide structure and support for teachers while they
developed their AfL practices. Cooperative inquiry follows four stages (Reason,
2003, p. 263). Firstly the co-researchers agree on a focus of research and the process
which is a form of propositional knowing. Secondly the co-researchers apply the
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process, observe nuances and compare their propositional knowing to form a
practical knowing. Thirdly this leads to experiential knowing developed through full
engagement in the practice. Finally the co-researchers critically reflect against their
propositional knowing to amend and review their understandings. I selected a
cooperative inquiry approach for this research as I was interested in the teachers’
critical insights into their own practice and I wanted to support teachers in their work
which participative inquiry does by “facilitat[ing] experience through creative
thinking and action" (Shani, David, & Willson, 2004, p. 90). Previous AfL research
work with teachers had indicated that supporting teachers was a critical issue.
In the AfL research literature, it was clear that the new teacher-student
relationship that AfL and student learning autonomy seemed to embody, required
teachers and students to develop new practices over a sustained period of time
(Coffey et al., 2005; Harrison, 2005; Pedder, 2006; Tierney, 2006). In particular,
Pedder (2006) noted that “the lower levels of practice recorded for ‘promoting
learning autonomy’ are an indication of the difficulty teachers were experiencing in
implementing this dimension of assessment” (p. 172). In acknowledgement of these
observations, I expanded on Reason’s (2003) four stages of cooperative inquiry by
drawing also on the model developed by Torrance and Pryor (2001) in their AfL
work with teachers (see figure 3.1 below). Torrance and Pryor’s model suggested
that teachers engage in the process of developing from a propositional knowing stage
to an experiential stage by developing a “conceptual framework” with the
researchers that described their work in theoretical or more conceptual terms.
Engage with premise
Discussion about
learning &
assessment

Change premise
Analysis of
classroom data

Classroom
reconnaissance

Practical argumentation
Implementation
of framework

Presentation of
conceptual framework.

Changed Praxis
Transformation
of framework.

Evaluation and
monitoring of practice.

Figure 3.1. Model for collaborative action by university and teacher researchers developed by
Torrance and Pryor (2001, p. 626)

As part of engaging with the premise, I gave the teachers copies of Black and
Wiliam’s (1998) meta-analysis to read and directed them to the Curriculum
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Corporation AfL website. We discussed these in our first meeting to share our
understanding of AfL practices. Each teacher identified that while they were familiar
with the AfL practices in these resources, they would focus on the intended purpose
of AfL practices, that of enhancing learner autonomy. Torrance and Pryor (2001)
noted that “generating the model was an important transformation act in moving
from theory to practice” (p. 626). In my work with the teachers in this research
inquiry, after an initial discussion and period of observations, we met again and we
developed a conceptual framework Mapping patterns of participation towards
autonomy (see figure 7.1) as part of Reason’s (2003) practical knowing, alternatively
called practical argumentation by Torrance and Pryor (2001). This helped us clarify
which practices we recognised as AfL and also how we understood learner
autonomy. We progressed to Reason’s final two stages, those of experiential
knowing and a critical return to propositional knowing by reflecting together in the
final months of the year in the final focus group interview and individual interviews.
However we did not reach the final stage of Torrance and Pryor’s model, within the
year we had for the research which involved transforming the conceptual framework
we had developed. The development and refinement of a conceptual framework was
not the purpose of the research, instead it was a tool that assisted teachers in shifting
their gaze to monitor patterns of participation within AfL. In chapter eight, I have
analysed the usefulness of the conceptual framework and I recommended that this be
an area for further future research. How the phases identified by Reason (2003) and
Torrance and Pryor (1998) were combined and used to plan the stages and
timeframes is outlined in table 3.1
Table 3.1
Stages of research inquiry

Phases & dates
Preparation
2007

Research Design

Inquiry focus

Research tools

Reviewed research literature
Designed research questions and methodological
framework. Obtained ethical clearance.
Approached Principal and case study teachers to
participate. Conducted trials of interview questions.

59

Engage with premise:
How does AfL support
learner autonomy?
February/March
2008

Change premise
What patterns,
boundaries, contexts?
(questions 2– 4)
April/May 2008

Practical
Argumentation
What are the qualities of
the teacher-student
relationship within AfL
that support student
learning autonomy?
June/July 2008
Changed praxis
What patterns,
boundaries, contexts?
(questions 2 – 4)
SeptemberOctober 2008
Analysis

Interviewed individual teachers to establish personal
and professional contexts.
Focus group meetings with the case study teachers to
establish understandings about AfL and Learner
Autonomy.
Teachers nominated selected students for initial
student focus group.
Researcher observed and videotaped AfL
episodes in case study classrooms.
Second focus group meeting with teachers:
reviewed selected video segments and created
analytical framework. Teachers selected focus of
inquiry for their own practice.
Student focus group interviews conducted.

Ethics letters for
participants.
Interview guide.
Audio recording.
Field notes

Audio recording of
interviews.
Researcher field notes.
Analytical framework.
Video recorder
Researcher field notes.

Students interpreted AfL video segments from
classroom observations. Student focus groups round 2.
Researcher observed and videotaped AfL episodes in
case
study
classrooms.
Researcher
theorised
relationships in response to research questions.
Teachers interpreted AfL video segments and self
evaluated using analytical framework. Reviewed and
commented on student comments. Individual teacher
interview 2. Planned next stage/finer focus for inquiry.

Audio recordings of
interviews.
Video and researcher field
notes.
Analytical framework.

Teachers tested practical arguments within classes.
Students gave feedback through drawing their
experience of AfL.
Researcher observation of classes.
Students interpreted AfL video segments in individual
and focus group interviews.
Teacher focus group and individual interviews.
Researcher reflected on learning and insights.

Video extracts.
Audio recording of
teacher interview and
focus group.
Researcher field notes.

Audio and video transcribed,
Audio and video transcripts and researcher field
notes read and re-read by researcher for
emergent themes and relationships.
Selected transcripts analysed by researcher
using a constant comparison method to create
codes of language and communicative patterns
used to create patterns of participation,
constraints
in
developing
autonomy.
Descriptions, themes and properties of each case
written by researcher. Cross case conclusions
and insights drawn.

2009/2010

While the stages outlined included the teachers and I as the participants, the
research stages were designed to also include methods of gathering the students’
points of view. As Tierney (2006) noted that it is important to gather “multiple and
unequal perspectives that are mediated by a variety of stakeholders…[as] it is
through these interactions that new knowledge about classroom assessment is
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created, negotiated, and practised” (p. 260). With the key research question focussing
on relationships and patterns of participation, a design that considered the
perspectives of the key stakeholders, those of the teachers and students, was
essential.
Research design
In the following section, the development of the research questions is
explained. The case study approach is outlined and participants and data collection
methods introduced. How the research design addressed ethical issues and met
criteria for validity are then described.
Research questions
In the literature review three concepts were highlighted as highly influential in
whether AfL practices helped learners achieve autonomy; beliefs about learning,
traditions of power and control and the teacher-student relationship. In examining
how autonomy is mediated by the teacher-student relationship in AfL contexts,
research questions that focussed on the interactions between teachers and students
were designed. However a sociocultural perspective acknowledges that mind is
agentive, not passive, constructing and negotiating meaning through dialogue and
discourse with others (Murphy et al., 2006). In her study of AfL classrooms, Cowie
(2005a) noted that classroom interactions such as the typical sequence of teacher
question, pupil response and teacher evaluation, carried meaning about pupil-teacher
relationships as well as content. Wells and Claxton (2002) noted that in all
interactions habits of mind that shape the cultural milieu “are being displayed,
conveyed, modified, often without any deliberate intention or conscious awareness”
(p. 4). Along with interactions that support learner autonomy, the research aimed to
describe boundaries such as beliefs about teaching and learning or traditions of
power and control. A close examination of language and interactions was indicated,
with perspectives gathered from teachers and students. Rogoff (2008a) identified
three interrelated planes of analysis within a sociocultural research analysis:
Apprenticeship, guided participation, and participatory appropriation which I
regard as inseparable concepts reflecting different planes of focus in
sociocultural activity - community/institutional, interpersonal, and personal.
I conceive of planes of focus not as separate or as hierarchical, but as simply
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involving different grains of focus with the whole of the sociocultural
activity (p. 59).

The first three research questions were intended to focus on the interpersonal plane
of guided participation by examining the teacher-student relationship in AfL
contexts.
1.

What are the qualities of the teacher-student relationship that support
student learning autonomy in an assessment for learning context?

2.

How are patterns of participation that enable learner autonomy created
through AFL?

3.

What boundaries to learner autonomy are evident in an AfL context?

In answering the second and third questions, it became apparent that I was also
focussing on how individuals were negotiating individual identity, which Rogoff
(1990, 2008a) identified as a process of participatory appropriation on the personal
plane.
However it was not enough to examine the social interactions, I also needed
to zoom out and look at the cultural contexts that enabled, constrained and were
challenged by AfL practices that supported learner autonomy. As Rogoff (1995,
2008a) noted, “it is incomplete to focus only on the relationship of individual
development and social interaction without concern for the cultural activity in which
personal and interpersonal actions take place” (p. 58). Within the sociocultural view
there is a tension between education as enculturation and education for individual
agency (Wells & Claxton, 2002) that may be observed and described both within and
beyond the classroom contexts of research. The sociocultural perspective reminds a
researcher that “activities do not exist in isolation they are part of broader systems of
relations, social structures, in which they have meaning” (Murphy et al., 2006, p. 5).
Typical patterns of cultural reproduction within assessment practices include the way
that assessment positions students in particular ways “in relation to knowledge, its
construction, manipulation, ultization and transmission” and in many instances
assessment tasks and associated practices “operate as instruments of power and
gatekeepers to the codes of power” (Murphy et al., p. 87). Thus the intention of the
final research question was to consider contextual tensions beyond the classroom that
may influence classroom AfL practices.
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4) What contextual tensions exist for teachers and students for implementing AfL
practices?
My aim was to provide a rich description of the interrelationships, yet also recognise
that for the participants, the classroom operated as a cultural space with clear
boundaries. For this reason, I selected the case study as the key interpretive research
approach that enabled me to look at the particular as well as general contexts and
focus on providing rich descriptions in response to the research questions.
Case study
According to Stake (1995), a case study is a “work of art… to see what others
have not yet seen…to engage the best of our interpretive powers, to make even by its
integrity alone, an advocacy for those things we cherish” (p. 136) through seeking to
understand and describe “the particularity and complexity of a single case, coming to
understand its activity within important circumstances” (p, xi). A case study
approach is useful as “it can document participant and stakeholder perspectives,
engage them in the process, and represent different interests and values” (Simons,
2009, p. 18). Case studies are constructions that use the conventions of narrative to
explore insightfully and evocatively issues with which the researcher has
intellectually wrestled with, in order to challenge, empower and help a reader
vicariously understand a problematic case in a new way (Lincoln & Guba, 2002).
The qualitative description allows
readers to feel the moral dilemmas, think with our story instead of about it,
join actively in the decision points…and consider how their own lives can be
made a story worth telling (Ellis & Bochner, 2003, p. 203).

Case studies can have different purposes. This case study in its search for
understanding gaps within the AfL literature can be identified as a theory seeking
case study (Bassey, 1999). While Yin (2003, p. 14) stated that case study is “a
comprehensive research strategy”, Stake (2000, p. 435) claimed that case study “is
not a methodological choice but a choice of what is to be studied”. In other words, a
case study is not defined by the wide variety of methods that can be used but by the
focus on the concentrated study of a specific situated case of intrinsic interest.
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This research project studied three cases situated in a North Queensland school.
Three teachers were approached to participate in an AfL cooperative inquiry project
with either their Year 7, 8 or 9 class throughout 2008.
The site of the study
The site of the research was in a regional Queensland school campus that
included 1050 students from Preparatory (age 5) to Senior (age 17 or 18). The school
was an independent or private school that was owned and managed by a local church.
There was a strong emphasis on the value of care within the Christian school culture
that promoted positive teacher-student relationships as an explicit part of the values
based pedagogy. At the time of the research, I worked as one of three Deputy
Principals, taking responsibility for the organisation of the curriculum, pedagogy and
assessment across the school.
I used my insider knowledge as an administrator at the school site to approach
three teachers to participate in this study. The teachers were selected because they
represented different subject disciplines, years of experience and pedagogical
approaches, yet who also shared learner autonomy as a stated aim of their current
classroom practice. This related to my interest in developing autonomy through AfL
contexts. The teachers and students within each class held a strong sense of
identification with their class and teacher, and in cases two and three, the subject
discipline. While there were some similarities across the cases, I expected to see
differences in the kinds of teacher-student relationships, AfL practices and student
learner autonomy that was valued by the teachers and students. Each of these
teachers and participating students in one of their classes were described using
pseudonyms to protect their identity.
Case one
Case One followed a Year 7 class taught by a female teacher, Rachel Head.
Rachel had five years teaching experience in various primary schools and entered
teaching after a career as a mid-wife. Year 7 was regarded as the final year of
primary school, and there was a focus on training the students as leaders of the
primary school, and preparing the students for transition to high school. Rachel
taught the class their English, Mathematics, Science, Studies of Society and
technology lessons in the one classroom, and students kept their school books within
their assigned desk. A set of fifteen laptop computers were provided in the room to
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integrate information technology into each curriculum topic. Students moved to other
classrooms and specialist teachers for a variety of electives such as Music, Art,
Home Economics, Physical Education, Asian Studies and Industrial Technology.
Rachel also had the role of the Primary School Curriculum Co-ordinator, which
involved supervising the curriculum planning of the 19 primary school teachers and
coaching these teachers in curriculum initiatives. For three months during the year
Rachel was also asked to assume the responsibility for managing all behaviour
referrals from the Year 4 to 7 teachers.
Case two
Greg Barra was a male teacher with ten years teaching experience that included
leadership in information technology integration. He taught a ten week Study of
Society unit to four different Year 8 classes as part of a timetable rotation. Case two
reports on Greg’s interactions with students across all four of the classes. Year 8 was
regarded as the first year of high school and students followed a timetable, moving
between 13 different teachers over the year. Greg had the role of Indigenous
education co-ordinator within the school which meant that he co-ordinated the
curriculum support, funding, cultural celebrations and home-school contacts for
Indigenous students as well as a number of Torres Strait Islander students who
boarded with families at the school. He taught the Study of Society unit about
Australian history from an Indigenous thinking framework that emphasised land,
kinship and culture. He also integrated computer technology and had priority use of
computer laboratories which meant that his class rotated each lesson to different
classrooms to access computers.
Case three
Case Three reports on a Year 9 Science class taught by Adam Turner. Adam was a
male teacher with thirty years experience of teaching high school science in various
schools. He was also a Head of Department and was responsible for the pastoral care
and behaviour management referrals for all of the school’s Year 9 students. His class
was always situated in the same science laboratory. Science was one of the
compulsory subjects for students, others being English, Mathematics, Study of
Society and Physical education with students choosing three elective subjects as
well.
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The three cases shared similarities in that they were all based in the one North
Queensland school, and the teachers had existing interest in learner autonomy and a
pedagogy that created strong relationships with students. The teachers shared a
willingness to examine their own practice and learn how AfL may enhance student
learner autonomy. I had a personal history of collaborative curriculum work with
each teacher through developing curriculum units, professional learning and codeveloping assessment policies and timetabling initiatives with them. In addition to
the teachers’ willingness and high level of pedagogical skill, I selected these
particular cases from Years 7, 8 and 9 because of their position in the middle years of
schooling, where learner identity and autonomy was a recognised focus of
curriculum within the school. These Year levels also allowed for flexibility in
assessment practice within the Queensland education system.
I expected to find differences in the way that each teacher and class engaged
in AfL for learner autonomy due to the age differences in students, differences in
subject disciplines and differences that emerge from the beliefs about learning that
each teacher and student held. Each case was a search for understanding the
complexities of these interactions. Through case study, these various perspectives
came together through the researcher’s attempt to understand, describe and explain.
The researcher was the key instrument (Stake, 1995). As an insider researcher, the
case study methodology suited the personal and embedded nature of my project, as
its validity stems from the rich, personal and sensory description designed to
“optimize the experiential understanding” of the reader (Stake, 1995, p. 40). This
kind of “immediately and contextually relevant” information about AfL is also
preferred by teachers to support them in their development of AfL practices (Tierney,
2006, p. 259). However there are tensions involved in being an ‘insider’ researcher
one being over familiarity. This is a similar risk when asking teachers to critically
reflect on their own work.
The case study research design addressed this risk by using multiple methods,
as “each practice makes the world visible in a different way” (Denzin & Lincoln,
2003, p. 15). Within the case study methodology, there is opportunity to draw from
more than one interpretive practice, including observation, field notes, document
analysis, interviews and collaborative work, many of which have been employed
with success in recent collaborative AfL research projects. Recent participatory
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research with teachers in developing AfL successfully used combinations of
interviews, teacher reflection lesson observation and field notes of teacher meetings
(Coffey et al., 2005; Harrison, 2005; Murphy, 2008) while others included interviews
with students (Cowie, 2005a) or students as co-researchers in AfL classrooms
(Leitch et al., 2007). Murphy and Whitelegg (2006b) considered the teacher-student
relationship through descriptive interactions in classrooms. Two key themes emerge
from this body of research, which are the importance of supporting teacher agency as
they develop and adopt AfL practices, as well as the importance of including student
voice in the research.
Participants
Participation in the research is summarised in the table below. All students
from each case study class were invited to participate. I visited each class and
explained what would be involved, answered questions and distributed letters to take
home. Not all students returned the signed permission letters. Students were asked to
give their consent as well as seek the consent of a parent or guardian. Only those
students who returned letters of consent with their own and one parent or guardian
signature were included in the research data. Those who did not return forms
continued to participate in the learning activities of the classroom but were not
included in the video, field notes or interview.
Table 3.2
Participant interview record
Participant record
(Pseudonyms used)

Case one

Case two

Case three

Teacher
i = individual
interview
g = focus group
participant

Rachel Head

Greg Barra

Adam Turner

i, i, g, i, g

i, g, i, g

i, g, i, i, g
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Student
participation.
i = individual
interview
g = focus group
participant

Cody
Kylie
Vicky
Rory
Jade
Joseph
Seb
Matt
Sienna
Callum
Sam
Neve

i
g,g
g
i
g,i
g, i
g
g
g
g
g
g

12 of 16 boys
8 of 12 girls
Observation record

Twelve one hour
lessons observed.

Joel
Elise
Vanessa
Douglas
Mike
Finn
Russell
Rose
Elanie
Brianna
Hope
Jaydah
Todd
Tammy
Tai
Kacie

g
g
g
g, i
g
g
g
g
g
g, i
i g,
i
g
g

Average participant
rate of 53%
Twelve one hour lessons
observed.

Emma
Michelle
Max
Lachlan
Marcia
Fiona
Shane
Steve
Jordan
Shari
Ryan
Zeph
Alexis

g,i
g,i
g,i
g,gi
g,ii
i
i
g,g,i
gi,i
g
g,g,i,i

9 of 13 girls
6 of 14 boys
Ten one
observed.

hour

lessons

Student perspective
While few AfL research projects highlight student points of view, it is
identified as a significant research avenue (Tierney & Charland, 2007). In seeking to
understand the teacher-student relationship, it is vital that students are asked for their
perspectives as active participants rather than passive subjects. Students are insiders
in the culture of their school, and are able to access “inside knowledge and
perspectives that are not easily available to their teachers or outside researchers”
(Bland & Atweh, 2007, p. 342). Importantly, when seeking to understand the
dynamics, patterns and boundaries of classroom interaction, “students have access to
those unseen, unobservable classroom dynamics operating” (Leitch et al., 2007, p.
470). Teachers and students have very different perspectives on the activities of the
classroom (Hargreaves, 1975). However as Lave and Wenger (1991, p. 113) stated,
“most analyses of schooling assume uniform motivation of teachers and students”
which is a reflection on a narrow rationalistic perspective on learning, and does not
reflect the sociocultural view that learning is a cultural activity (Elwood, 2008).
The inclusion of student voice was particularly appropriate for research in an
AfL context. Hargreaves (2004) noted that student voice and AfL share six
commonalities including increased engagement, responsibility, metacognitive skills,
collaborative open relationships with staff, and increasingly confident social skills
and participation, which are also strongly linked to qualities of an autonomous
student learner. For this reason, Hargreaves argued that fostering student voice is a
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bridge towards developing AfL. When students are invited into the discussion, their
sense of status as learners and members of the community enables them to feel a
stronger sense of commitment and motivation and also helps them develop a
language for talking about themselves as learners (Rudduck & Flutter, 2000). By
enabling student voices to be heard, I also contributed to the development of the AfL
relationships I was seeking to understand.
There are some cautions when including student voice within the research
process. Bland and Atweh (2007) noted the danger of privileging student voices over
other voices in the educational practices or indeed ignoring “obnoxious,
incomprehensible, recalcitrant voices” (p. 344). However, more generally students
seek greater involvement and autonomy within school where “the structures of
secondary schooling offer, on the whole, less responsibility and autonomy than many
young people are accustomed to in their lives outside school, and less opportunity for
learning related tensions to be opened up and explored” (Rudduck & Flutter, 2000, p.
86). Bland and Atweh (2007) cautioned that students may be more comfortable in the
daily hierarchical system, and it takes time for students to adjust to having their
voices respected and find their place in the power relationship. The selection of focus
group interviews and student analysis of video and drawings to prompt scaffolded
discussions with students was a response to these cautions. Finding a balance in
selecting students who represented a variety of student voices was a criterion when
creating the focus group opportunities to speak about autonomy and learning tensions
in AfL.
Students were purposively selected for focus group discussions, either
selected by their appearance in the researcher-selected videotaped vignette, or by
teacher nomination against the following criteria for the first student focus groups:
1. one student whom the teacher regarded as an autonomous learner
2. one student who sometimes displayed characteristics of an autonomous
learner
3. one student who did not appear to engage in classroom interactions, but
the teacher believed did well in assessment tasks
4. one student who did not appear to engage in either classroom
interactions or assessment activities
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5. one student who had some social power in the classroom. Social power
was defined as someone who "influences the shape and nature of
relations" (Mann, 1986, p. 5)
During the first teacher focus group discussion, teachers shared their understanding
of what they meant by an autonomous learner. As part of this emerging construct of
learner autonomy, teachers were asked to give their reasoning behind selecting
students. This helped shift teacher discussions to patterns of participation. It also
meant that the student focus groups were likely to represent a range of learners and
views. The teachers were also asked to select a mixture of boys and girls, however
were asked to not reveal their reasoning to students or parents.
The inclusion of a student who the teacher deemed to have social power in the
classroom was an acknowledgement that the teacher-student relationships within a
classroom context are not in isolation from more general relationships. Patterns of
participation that develop between the teacher and students are influenced by many
factors, including gendered expectations (Elwood, 2008) and expectations about the
subject matter (Murphy & Ivinson, 2004). Each classroom is a unique social and
cultural context bounded by the subject and structures of school with relationships
between students, teacher and other adults within the school culture flavoured by
“different identities and values that have their origins in cultural, linguistic, class and
gender differences, as well as…individual trajectories of experience and current
levels of performance” (Wells & Claxton, 2002, p. 9).
Asking teachers to select a student whom he or she recognised as having social
power in the classroom, helped teachers discuss how patterns of influence are created
in the classroom. The illustrative example used to guide the case study teachers was
that of Rose, a student well known and liked within the school. She was an
Indigenous student completing her senior years of schooling while boarding with
teachers from the school. She was friendly, hard working and conscientious in her
school studies, was involved in school sporting activities, and was a member of a
church attended by many other staff and students at the school. She initiated
activities designed to share stories of Indigenous culture with other students in the
school. When Rose was in a teacher’s class, she brought all of these social contexts
with her and students and teachers engaged with Rose in a qualitatively different way
than they did with other students. She was someone whom the teachers would
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recognise "influences the shape and nature of relations" (Mann, 1986, p. 5) in the
classroom. Students bring identities that powerfully influence patterns of
participation that can assist or disrupt the planned curriculum (Carnell, 2000;
Murphy, 1999) Including the perspectives of those students whom teachers
recognised had social power was considered important in the design.
Focus group discussions with students were purposive samples (Burns, 2000)
depending on the focus of the research conversation. Students who were involved in
interactions selected from the video transcripts were included in small focus groups
to help interpret the actions and context of the selected interactions. Some of the
purposes for selection emerged as a result of the research inquiry and emerging
theoretical constructs that developed throughout the research project. For example,
the theme of informal AfL where students read social permissions in a classroom as
an important part of autonomy, developed after videotaping students getting up and
helping each other without the teacher giving explicit instructions to do so. I asked
students who featured in the videotaped segments how they knew that their teacher
approved of this type of peer feedback and collaboration and what value this practice
had for them. This emergence was drawn from the teacher and student viewpoints,
and heavily guided by the theoretical framework, my researcher observations and
initial analysis.
Selection of teachers
Teachers were selected by the criteria of their demonstrated ability to build
positive relationships with students, their interest in autonomy, their variety of
specialised teaching areas, varied teaching backgrounds and cultural contexts, and
their availability with classes in 2008 in the targetted schooling Years of 7, 8 and 9.
These particular Year levels were chosen as they were part of the school’s middle
years of learning focus with a school emphasis on developing autonomy in learning,
and also had freedom to innovate in assessment practices within the Queensland
assessment policy contexts. While some researchers working with teachers have
made the choice not to challenge the belief systems and frameworks of teachers that
emerge in discussions (Coffey et al., 2005), the selection of three teachers from the
same site enabled us to build a community of inquiry through regular focus group
discussions. The research design framework was shared to reduce the likelihood that
assumptions would go unchallenged or unexamined in discussions. By working
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together, it was intended that silences traditionally caused by school structure, room
architecture, teacher isolation and the historical feminisation of the teaching
profession might be labelled and challenged (Anderson et al., 1994). A tension that
worked to restrict the development of a highly critical community of inquiry was the
difficulties that the teachers faced in finding time for meeting and critical reflection.
All of the teachers had significant additional responsibilities within the school, and
even with the privileges I had as a school administrator of releasing teachers from
their classes, finding times for us to meet together was a significant hurdle.
Researcher as participant
The traditional role of the researcher is to be a neutral observer, however all
researchers have an impact on the behaviour of those observed, so all researchers are
required to make role choices including how much personal participation will occur
and whether to be a neutral observer, expert or evaluative analyst (Stake, 1995, p.
103). In my role as a site based researcher, I already had an identity as a curriculum
expert, and a history with the case study teachers of collaborative participation. The
role of a neutral observer would not have been an easy one to sustain, or a helpful
one in developing a collaborative community of learners. Situational identities of the
researcher are “never stale or simply defined” (Angrosino & Mays de Perez, 2003, p.
126) instead, they evolve as the interactions with members of the community change
and researchers who seek to understand the communities they are researching are
advised to seek out a situational identity displaying membership. A participant
researcher has a dual purpose, that of engaging in as well as observing activities
(Anderson et al., 1994). Additionally, I had a leadership role in the cooperative
inquiry. While participatory action research (PAR) often occurs as a result of
members seeking empancipatory action from within a hierarchical leadership,
“paradoxically, many PAR projects would not occur without the initiative of
someone with time, skill and commitment, someone who will almost inevitably be a
member of a privileged and educated group” (Reason, 2003, p. 283). As a curriculum
leader in the school, I had the time and position of influence that enabled me to lead
the co-operative inquiry. Anderson, Herr & Nihlen (1994) also note that leadership
of teacher-led participatory action research is needed as teachers and students can be
part of a culture of silence, and be alienated from knowledge creation processes.
When viewed through Lave and Wenger’s (1991) model of learning, the dilemma of
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how much involvement was resolved as the teacher researchers were moving from a
legitimate peripheral participation towards a more central participation in a learning
community by working with a more expert member. My role was one that Stake
(1995) had not described, one of reflective, collaborative facilitation and leadership.
A further caution is that teachers in a participatory research project with
experts often press to be told the ‘right’ answers to dilemmas and can express
frustration in the early stages of discussions and discovery (Torrance & Pryor, 2001).
Researchers engaged with this approach have noted the importance of withholding
their own analysis and advice until teachers have had a chance to engage as
researchers for themselves (Coffey et al., 2005). The balance of tensions needed to
be moderated by the goals of supporting as well as empowering teachers and
students. Anderson, Herr & Nihlen (1994) advised that the tensions between the
various roles can only be resolved moment by moment. My field notes and research
journal were used as an essential tool in being critically reflective, highlighting
dilemmas and tensions that arose, and also assisting me to sustain both a subjective
insider’s intuitive gaze as well as an outsider’s gaze to understand familiar or hidden
patterns. I removed myself from one field observation where my presence was
interfering with the learning and in another instance when I noticed that my
particularly difficult day as a school administrator had left me highly critical of
students and teachers and this tone was being reflected in my observations. Field
notes provided a framework to help me bracket my researcher’s gaze from my
everyday role in the school to one that is specific to the research questions and
contexts for example; “my concern at the outset was to respect teacher voice and not
frame teachers as deficient or incompetent but acknowledge that there are good
reasons behind decisions. This principle is making me rethink my interpretations of
Adam’s teacher-focussed instruction” (researcher field note, October). Respecting
teacher perspectives and working together to discuss emerging questions meant that
our conceptual framework was not fully developed within the year’s timeframe. All
of the case study teachers reflected at the end of the year, that they were just
beginning to make changes to their practice and would have liked another year to
continue the important critical conversations.
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Data collection methods
Research methods are the practical tools that can support the collaborative
nature of a cooperative inquiry. Each method provided another way of seeing, and
together they were a form of methodological triangulation that provided a form of
validation, as “with multiple approaches within a single study, we are likely to
illuminate or nullify some extraneous influences” (Stake, 1995, p. 115). Field notes,
observations, individual and focus group interviews, video footage and student
drawings all provided valuable data.
Observations and field notes
Observation of interactions within the classrooms was a very important
interpretive method that helped me understand the teacher-student relationships.
Observation of classroom interactions is not a neutral ‘method’ but rather a context
for interaction among those involved in the research collaboration (Angrosino &
Mays de Perez, 2003, p. 111). My researcher presence or the presence of a video
camera inevitably altered the dynamics of the interactions I observed. While
observing, my field notes included wherever possible direct quotes or key words in
people remarks, diagrams of the setting and movement as well as verbal descriptions
of the people, setting and activity (Merriam, 1998), with space left for observer
comments and later recollections or interpretations (see Appendix B for an example).
Expanded notes were made as soon as possible after each field session, as well as
researcher reflections in a separate journal to record problems and ideas of initial
interpretation. I offered copies of my field notes to each of the teachers, which Greg
enthusiastically accepted. It was when Greg read my observation about how my
presence was affecting the patterns of his verbal feedback to students in the class that
we were able to discuss ways around this and he consciously adjusted his movements
to also include the area of the classroom where I was seated.
Individual interviews and focus group interviews
I was interested in the viewpoints of teachers and students exploring
connections between AfL and learner autonomy. I wanted to listen to the content of
their answers as well as explore the way that the speaker made sense of and
constructed their patterns of participation within their contexts. The interview
process can be one that empowers when people are invited to become experts in their
own lives (Anderson et al., 1994). It was also a process of interpretation and
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participation, as the telling of personal stories is the “construction of an identity and
display of membership” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 109). Interview transcripts were
not regarded as an external and fixed ‘truth’ as in a positivist paradigm, but rather an
interpretive practice that “gives the person a sense of grounding or narrative
coherence” (Walker, 2006, p. 6). Searching for these patterns of narrative coherence
was an important part of my analysis as I sought to understand individual and shared
patterns of participation (see Appendix C for an example).
The semi-structured interviews allowed me to follow up lines of inquiry that
emerged. The interviews were exploratory conversations “in which both speakers are
constantly ‘doing analysis’- both speakers are engaged (and collaborating) in
‘making meaning’ and ‘producing knowledge’” (Anderson et al., 1994, p. 147). The
collaborative nature of the cooperative inquiry already positioned teachers and
students as co-interpreters. In preparation for the interviews, I prepared a brief topic
guide drawing from the key themes central to the research question as well as
emergent themes from the collaborative cooperative inquiry. I asked specific and
closed questions and sometimes open-ended questions that allowed a description of
the shared cultural understanding the participant uses to interpret social behaviour
(Anderson et al., 1994). I also invited an open response by telling the participant
about my own thoughts and letting them comment (p. 147). A focus group interview
allowed participants to examine and construct their views within a learning
community and also allowed the researcher to observe cultural narratives that were
shared between participants. The supportive and collaborative nature of small groups
was also relevant to establishing a supportive culture for students within the case
study.
Focus groups are particularly helpful when working with students, as students
can feel safer within a small group and have been used by Cowie (2005) in AfL
research in New Zealand schools. Involving students within a focus group structure
in analysis of video data and drawings was also used in a recent Northern Ireland
study with 11 -14 year olds in classrooms where AfL was being introduced (Leitch et
al. 2007). Student explanations about why they made choices helped to reveal not
only content, but also beliefs about learning. I was also aware that conversations are
social constructs, and students actively shaped their answers to suit the specific
context as well as their notion of how they wished to present themselves to me and
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others in the focus group (Danby & Farrell, 2004). By using photos and videos of
classroom AfL activities as stimulus for conversations, students and teachers could
recall interactions grounded in recent authentic events, and share their interpretations
of their own as well as others’ actions.
Video and drawings
Two kinds of visual images were used to gather data. “Subject produced
images” were created by Year 9 students who drew pictures of themselves learning
science and “researcher-produced images” were video vignettes of the class
interactions from each case study (Holm, 2008, p. 327). Drawings can make visible
feelings, processes and voices of students, and inviting students to interpret drawings
and video enables them to explain context and meanings and minimise the potential
for adult interpretation to distort them (Carrington, 2007; Leitch et al., 2007). It also
positioned the students as active participants rather than merely subjects of research
(Bland, 2009; O'Brien & Moules, 2007). The involvement of students and teachers in
interpreting video segments of their AfL classroom was an acknowledgment that the
video record is not neutral and unproblematic data – “participants notice it, orient to
its presence and properties, and structure responses accordingly” (Lomax & Casey,
1998, p. 4). However when video is acknowledged as a cultural tool in the
participative cooperative inquiry situation, interactions can be analysed within that
acknowledged frame.
In a recent participatory AfL research project, Leitch et al (2007) used video
data captured by students as well as student drawings. I followed their
recommendation not to choose random selections of video, instead I selected
segments that related to the research focus. I viewed the video observations and
engaged in an initial coding of the episodes. I then selected some critical incidents
for students and teachers to analyse. A critical incident is defined by Tripp (1993, p.
8) as “a value judgment we make, and the basis of that judgment is the significance
we attach to the meaning of the incident.” The critical incidents were interactions
that highlighted an AfL practice, teacher-student relationships, patterns of
participation, or new issues that emerged. During the course of the research, I invited
only the Year 9 Science students to draw and then interpret how they viewed
themselves as science learners. A group of Year 9 Science students were also the
only case study students I invited to video tape some of their own learning. These
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methods did provide powerful and important data for analysis, but were not used in
the other cases as either not every student seated together in the learning groups had
given ethical permission for research involvement, or else the drawing activity would
have unreasonably disrupted the learning in the Year 7 and 8 classes.
Stages
The research project took place in the following stages. The participatory
nature of the project as well as the continuous availability of the research site to the
researcher enabled flexibility to suit emerging needs of the case study teachers,
school and lines of inquiry.
Data analysis
Interpretation and analysis is a search for understanding by looking for patterns
and relationships that emerge from the data, that is "the link is made from data to
concepts” (Punch, 2005, p. 48). Simons (2009) made a clear distinction between
analysis “the formal inductive process of breaking down data into segments or data
sets that can then be categorized, ordered and examined for connections, patterns and
propositions that seek to explain the data” and interpretation, “the understanding and
insight you derive from a more holistic, intuitive grasp of the data and the insights
they reveal” (p. 117). However, while these steps can be understood as two separate
analytical processes, on many occasions they occurred simultaneously and in
synergy. The analytical lens for this research project began with a close look at the
field data, and considered the interpretations that were emerging through the field
study notes and insights from a sociocultural theoretical understanding to then further
inform the process of analysis. Creswell (2003) noted that the reciprocal relationship
between theory and data “permits the use of apriori theoretical frameworks [and also]
keeps a particular framework from becoming the container into which the data must
be poured” (p. 134). The same reciprocal relationship is evident between the
processes of analysis and interpretation. The analytical tool used to identify the
themes and patterns of interrelationship was thematic coding within a constant
comparative approach.
The constant comparative approach began as I coded my field notes and video
recordings during the observation phase, and continued as I transcribed interviews
and searched for themes in the data. The research questions and literature review
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were sources of thematic categories. The field data also provided emergent themes,
issues and examples. A coding system was created to identify relationships between
the issues. Data included written transcripts of interviews and focus group
conversations, video and drawing records also written field notes and reflections. As
I read and re-read each data source line by line, themes emerged; those of teacherstudent relationships, autonomy, patterns of participation, tensions and boundaries.
Charmaz (2000) noted that line-by-line coding sharpens a researcher’s sensitivity
whereas the second stage, where initial codes are sorted into conceptual categories,
shapes the developing analytical framework. Coding the patterns into categories was
also a way to make the patterns manageable (Anderson et al., 1994). A third reading
looked beyond the content to look at the processes by which the texts and
interactions constructed meaning (Silverman, 2006). The constant comparison
between different views, the same individual over time and comparing incident with
incident helped me preserve a sense of the multiple social realities (Charmaz, 2000).
Re-reading the data while revisiting the literature also allowed me to tease out less
visible properties of concepts and sharpen my focus and understanding.
The use of language was identified within the AfL literature as having a key
role in forming the learning identity of students, and in revealing power relationships
between teachers and students (Gipps, 2002). I analysed interview transcripts to
interpret how language created identities and cultural narratives about learning, for
example noting adjectives and adverbs that triggered a moral concept (Van Leeuwen,
2007), such as the discussions about “cheating” and “my level”. Video footage was
also critically examined as it is not only language that creates identities as “action,
facial expression, gesture and speech, providing assistance, demonstrating and
commenting on the actions and objects involved, and explaining” all convey social
messages (Wells & Claxton, 2002, p. 4). The video footage was used as part of the
initial coding process where snapshots were labelled by theme immediately after the
field observation. Critical incidents captured on the video were used to prompt
interviews with participants, as I asked for interpretations of what was occurring,
pointing out actions or facial expressions that were observable. I also revisited these
incidents as I was writing interpretations of how students participated. Video footage
was thus mutually interpreted by participants as well as by me.
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Emerging themes were shaped by participants’ meanings, relationships,
structures, events over time, points of tension and conflicts, as well as where the data
did not seem to fit (Janesick, 2003). The codes needed to have a good fit with the
various data types, and with each reading I checked assumptions, gaps in the data as
well as where there was too much oversimplification or complexity (Charmaz, 2000).
An advantage of the constant comparative data analysis approach was the iterative
process that allowed me to check the fit as the initial analysis and themes of
belonging within the community of practice and becoming more expert and the social
construction of learner autonomy began to emerge during the cooperative inquiry
phase.
Lincoln and Guba (2002) outlined criteria for judging the quality of case
studies; the degree to which it resonates with the chosen inquiry paradigm, the
personal power and craftsmanship of the narrative, the ability to empower readers
and apply understandings to their own contexts. From the themes and
interrelationships suggested by the data narrative descriptions of the issues within
each of the three cases were written to help a reader vicariously understand the
complexities of the situated practices. Member checking of the case study reports
enabled the perspectives of teachers to be considered and was also a way of checking
my assumptions.
However Stake noted that in case study, the researcher also draws from a
deeper and not always logical path to assertions, “whose derivation may be some
hidden

mix

of

personal

experience,

scholarship,

assertions

of

other

researchers”(1995, p. 12). Silverman (2003) cautioned that successful analysis goes
beyond a list; “we have to work to show how the (theoretically defined) elements we
have identified are assembled or mutually laminated” (p. 353). The final stage of the
constant comparative analytical process was to return to the literature, to integrate the
emergent themes within the community of practice sociocultural theoretical
framework. While Lincoln & Guba contended that case study should reject “the
drawing of nomothetic conclusions” (2002, p. 207), broad conceptual findings across
the cases about AfL were drawn. Thus the case studies were “generalizable to
theoretical propositions” (Yin, 2003, p. 10) which was the focus of the analysis
chapters, chapters seven and eight.
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Limitations of the research design
While this research inquiry contributes important insights in understanding the
theory and practice of AfL, the limitations of the research also need to be
acknowledged. All three case studies were from one schooling context where the
roles of designer and judge of classroom assessment were part of the traditional work
of teachers. The Christian school culture, with its strong emphasis on caring and
belonging also meant that the teachers and researcher had a very strong belief in the
importance of positive and caring student-teacher relationships that was not
problematised in the inquiry. In selecting teachers who already exhibited skill in
creating positive teacher-student relationships, the process where a teacher may
develop these skills was not explored. By seeking case studies within the same
school, comparisons between school cultures were not made. An insider researcher
perspective, while enabling swift trust and deep access may also have limited the
critical perspective. These were limitations that were considered when designing the
research inquiry and were accepted as part of the “humble” classroom interaction
focus of the research as called for by Elwood (2006, p. 231). Wider perspectives on
issues were regularly sought through researcher reflection as well as by inviting
critical feedback from academic colleagues from outside of the context.
Limitations that emerged during the research inquiry included the difficulty in
obtaining ethical permission from those students who were more peripheral
participants. Both parent and student permission was sought via a written permission
form, and these more peripheral participants were students who did not often take
written communications from school to home and return to school. This meant that
these students’ stories were not able to be heard or explored in depth. The length of
the research project also emerged as a limitation as the teachers were only just
starting to experience deep inquiry and experiment with new ideas by the end of the
one year. A further year may have helped teachers appropriate new practices and
develop the model of mapping patterns of participation, however this was not
possible within the time limits of my doctoral program. While the research design
included the teachers in helping generate frameworks for research, their busy lives as
classroom practitioners meant that their role became one of critical friends who
commented and trialled practices at the researcher’s suggestion as dilemmas
emerged.
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Ethics
This research project was granted ethics approval (approval number
0700001014) after review by the Queensland University of Technology Research
Ethics Committee. It was reviewed as a Human Ethics Level 1 and was confirmed as
meeting the requirements of the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human
Research.
An information letter and invitation to participate in the study were given to
the Principal of the research site. A copy of the letter of support from the Principal is
attached. As this was an independent school, no further sector approval was
necessary. Participant information and consent letters were given to the teachers and
students, with two weeks to consider participation and initiate any further discussion.
Students in each of the three classes will be given a letter of information and consent
to take home to their parents during an information session conducted by the
researcher and teacher. The letter sought both the parent and child's consent. A copy
of these letters and the Human Ethics Application are included as Appendix A.
The involvement of students was within a standard educational context, and
individuals and groups are not identifiable from the published data. Names of
participants and the school context were coded and changed in the recording and
publication of results. No payments or inducements were offered for participation.
The research was grounded in the daily practices of the participants, and had a
participatory approach where the participants had significant control over the extent
and direction of their participation. Participants were free to not disclose information,
not participate or to withdraw without any form of consequence. Records were kept
in a locked filing cabinet off site and in password protected electronic files stored in
a hard drive, off site. Debriefing sessions after each focus group interview enabled
me to listen to ideas for further action or inquiry into any concerns arising, as well as
acknowledge the study within the ongoing contexts of the participants' current and
future school experience. A report to participants including a short, clear and
succinct summary of the findings of the research was distributed to all participants
and their families. The researcher presented findings to the staff and Executive of the
school, with the intended benefit being the enhancement of teacher practice for the
development of learner autonomy.
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Risks to participants included the risk that students and teachers may not want
to disclose all of the details in terms of their assessment practice and its impact on
relationships. This risk was minimal as teachers and students could choose not to
disclose information. Participatory research methods also gave teachers and students
significant control over the direction of research activities. As I was also a work
supervisor of the teachers there was a risk to the teachers that practices that would
not be approved by me as a supervisor would be exposed during classroom
observation. The relationship that existed with the teachers was based on previous
experiences of collaborative learning, observation and coaching in a co-operative
mode. There had been no prior history between me and the case study teachers of
grievance or disciplinary action. Debriefing sessions after each interview were
conducted to allow teachers the opportunity to voice any concerns. Participating
teachers also had access to me for informal discussions and questions. Special
arrangements were put in place to protect the interests and welfare of participant
teachers. Workplace supervision of these staff was undertaken by a team of people,
so for the duration of the project supervision of these staff was the responsibility of
others within the supervisory team, which was acknowledged in writing. The existing
grievance procedure within the school was available for teachers to use if required. If
any dilemmas did arise from a conflict of roles, the Principal agreed to act as
mediator. No such incidents were reported or recorded.
Students who did not give permission or whose parents did not give
permission to participate were positioned out of range of the recording devices, or
given the opportunity to change to an equivalent class for the times when the
classroom activities were being recorded. Students and teachers were assured in a
letter of invitation that their contributions would be confidential and anonymous, and
that they were free to withdraw at any time. Risks associated with the proposed
research were minimal and with the measures described above, firmly in place, it was
clear that the benefits of the study outweighed the risks.
Validity
Case studies by their specific focus on particular contexts and processes are
unique, so standard scientific measures of replicability to ensure reliability are not
appropriate. This proposed research design might argue for democratic validity in its
consideration of multiple perspectives and applicability to the local context.
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Potentially it has catalytic validity, where the researcher and participant are
reorientated to reality (Anderson et al., 1994). These are forms of validity that can
only be recognised at the end point of the process. Instead what I have aimed for
within this research design is process validity through methodological triangulation.
Denzin & Lincoln (2003) recognise methodological triangulation as an alternative to
validation, and one that combines multiple practices and observers in a single study.
All elements of this research design complement the participative and empowering
intention of the researcher. This commitment to a design rather than a method,
combining “both disinterestedness and interestedness within the one study”
(McWilliam, 2004, p. 122) is a commitment to a kind of practitioner research that is
not ‘flabby’ but valued by the participants as well as the wider academic community.
Chapter summary
This chapter outlined the ways that a sociocultural perspective was
incorporated into the research design to enable an interpretive focus on the activities
of participants. The qualitative and interpretive approach that enabled a participative
inquiry was described. The stages of the research inquiry were then outlined. In the
second section of this chapter, the development of the research questions was
explained and the case study approach defended as an approach that enabled me to
describe the interactions between the teachers and students. Participants in the case
studies were then introduced and the process of their selection described. Methods of
data collection were outlined and the analytic approach described. Finally, the ethical
considerations for the research design were outlined and issues of validity addressed.
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Chapter 4: Case study one: Collaborative AfL
“Learning is something we all do and can be shared and part of a relationship
for learning” (Rachel – lesson plan goal)
The nature of the teacher-student relationship in this AfL case study is
described by the teacher, Rachel Head as a “relationship for learning”. Through her
creation of a deliberate collaborative learning environment, Rachel was able to see
her twenty eight Year 7 students, in their final year of primary school, gain
confidence and develop their skills in the processes of learning that were valued in
the community of practice. Data from twelve observed lessons, seven student
interviews, three focus group interviews with teachers, and informal as well as two
in-depth interviews with Rachel was analysed using a constant comparative process.
The significant emergent theme of the teacher’s leadership within a culture of
collaboration as an essential AfL practice in the development of learner autonomy is
explored in the following chapter.
Chapter organisation
This chapter begins with introductions to the teacher, students and class. The
first research question that considers the teacher-student relationship is addressed by
describing how the teacher challenged and changed the expectations for participation
by creating a sense of belonging in the class. Next the processes of guiding students
in their participation in a process of becoming more expert, including AfL practices
are identified. A critical AfL incident is then analysed in response to the second
research question with its focus on patterns of participation. Finally tensions and
dilemmas are discussed in response to the remaining research questions.
Introductions
Within a sociocultural or situated view of learning the teacher is positioned as
the expert within a community of practice (Rogoff, 1999), where learning and
assessment are viewed as a cultural activity generated through integrated social,
physical, and cognitive experiences (Elwood, 2008). The relationships or patterns of
participation between the participants are the site of learning and both shape and are
shaped by the activities of the class (Wenger, 1998). In this case study, it can be seen
that the teacher, Rachel Head worked from this participatory view of learning. AfL
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practices were one pattern of participation that helped the teacher and student
develop shared repertoires (Wenger, 1998) in evaluating learning. In a participatory
view of learning, AfL patterns of participation can only be understood when situated
in the wider context of the classroom relationships and interactions.
Introducing the teacher
Rachel Head was a female teacher with five years teaching experience in a
variety of schools. She qualified as a teacher after a career as a nurse and midwife
and recognised that her identity as a mature aged student inspired her belief that
ongoing learning was important. Rachel valued positive relationships as a foundation
for learning. She was a parent of students within the school, and actively sought to
get to know the parents of her students. She held a curriculum leadership position
within the school, overseeing the curriculum planning of the twenty-two primary
school teachers, and for three months during the case study, she also was given
responsibility for responding to behaviour management referrals about students from
Years 4 to 7. She was an energetic and positive person who looked for ways to care
for people around her. Her emphasis on creating trust by maintaining caring
relationships with students was also part of the wider school culture. This along with
her personal history and sense of identity assisted Rachel in sustaining a sense of
belonging for students over the course of the year.
Rachel was active in seeking professional development and had recently
participated in intensive professional learning about the importance of collaborative
learning. She eagerly read the Black and Wiliam (1998) meta-analysis and reviewed
the practices on the Curriculum Corporation website. Rachel identified that while
these practices were already part of her pedagogical approach, her aim for the
duration of the case study would be to situate the AfL practices of shared goals and
understanding quality criteria within a culture of collaboration, and develop the skill
of students being strategic question askers. To achieve this, Rachel recognised that
she needed to first spend time building the skills of her students in learning
collaboratively which began with building positive relationships.
Rachel saw her responsibility as a teacher was to socially construct patterns of
participation through collaborative learning strategies so that her Year 7 students
would appropriate productive learning processes and grow in confidence in their
ability to be able to monitor and control their learning through AfL practices. This
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was her understanding of AfL; “helping students understand what lifelong learning
is and how to become lifelong learners” and “a process rather than a time and
place” (Rachel, initial interview). Rachel believed an autonomous learner helps
others, asks questions, builds collegial relations with peers and with the teacher and
is encouraged to use expert language and demonstrate expertise. Most of her students
were observed to start the year with a more traditional understanding of an
autonomous learner reflecting an acquisition model of learning (Sfard, 2008) and it
took several months to establish Rachel’s expectations of collaborative participation
as the norm. This process of bringing a change to the learning culture affected the
way Rachel enacted AfL practices with her class. During the year she moved from
more informal forms of AfL where she observed student learning, and helped
students learn how to collaborate and develop a shared language of learning, to more
explicit AfL practices such as self and peer evaluation and strategic questioning
using the shared language with peers by the middle of the year.
Introducing the class
Year 7 was the final year of primary school, and the twenty eight students
completed their core subjects of English, Mathematics, Science, Studies of society
and environment and Christian life skills in a small classroom with their teacher
Rachel Head. Information- technology studies were integrated through all of these
subjects with 15 laptop computers being stored in the room. Students moved to high
school specialist rooms on the same school site for weekly lessons with specialist
teachers in Manual arts, Home economics, Art, Physical education and Asian studies.
The Year 7 students were with ‘their’ teacher in ‘their’ room for 21 hours per week.
Significant time together in the shared classroom space enabled the teacher and
student to create a strong sense of identity as “Mrs Head’s class”.
Students initially shared the view that an autonomous student quietly
completed work as an individual, and the less help or talking required was an
indication of expertise In the initial interview with the Year 7 students, qualities of a
good learner included he or she “does homework”, “learns by listening”, “do
questions like you do in Maths lessons and you get them all right” and “makes their
work more impressive, “doing their best” and “don’t get easily pulled into stuff with
talking” (Initial Year 7 student group interview). Rachel challenged this expectation
of individual autonomy to be an interdependent cooperative version of autonomy, by
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planning curriculum that required students to be active investigators who coconstructed their understanding.
Rachel asked her class to count up the number of letters in their surname
then form a human graph at the front of the room from the least to most
number. As students prepared to move, Rachel called out, “I’m trusting you
to do this sensibly. Let’s show each other some respect.” The phone rang
and Rachel answered a question from another primary teacher about
changes to a lunchbreak due to Year 12 exams. Seb moved and called out in
a desultory way “sixes” and others followed with the students moving to the
front of the room. Callum and Cody jostled each other. Vicky swapped her
spot so she didn’t have to stand next to Siena. Rachel hung up the phone and
asked students to count up the distribution and then asked students to fold
their line until everyone had a partner. As the students moved, they quietly
manoeuvred so they were partnered with someone they knew. Joe started
singing “ring a ring a rosie.” Rachel asked “Now that the data is arranged
differently, what does Callum represent?” Joe called out “the middle”.
Rachel nodded telling the students that after they moved back to their seats
they would also see whether Callum could be described as the median, the
mean or the mode as well. Jane quickly moved towards her seat with a
thoughtful look on her face. Matthew and Cody took the long way back to
their desks, playing a game of bumping each other on the shoulder.
(Field observation notes, March)

This vignette illustrates an AfL practice of sharing the learning intention with the
students and the teacher communicating the social expectation of respect. It also
established an expectation that learning was a shared activity. By midyear students
engaged in co-constructing activities such as this with greater fluency and purpose
and Rachel added in AfL practices of brainstorming success criteria by asking “How
will we know when we have learned this?”(Rachel, classroom dialogue). Through the
leadership of the teacher, students’ views of learning and autonomy were changed as
their “feel for the game” (Webb, Schirato, & Danaher, 2003, p. 38) was altered by
their participation within the community of practice. To understand how AfL
practices contributed to autonomy, it was important to consider how students
appropriated participatory practices into their traditional cultural narratives of
learning, forming “entangled” learner identities. Entanglement is a quantum physics
metaphor Elwood (2008, p. 97) used to explain the sociocultural view of learning and
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assessment as a state where separate parts are not individually analysable but are part
of an indivisible whole interaction. In this case study, AfL practices were both social
and cognitive practices entangled within everyday classroom interactions that helped
students learn the norms of a community where the teacher led the students to both
‘belong’ within and ‘become’ skilled learners in a collaborative community.
Belonging: creating the learning community 	
  
“If you haven’t spent the time developing relationship, they won’t feel
comfortable to ask for help” (Rachel, initial interview)
Building trust, modelling and maintaining supportive and encouraging
classroom relationships through establishing collaborative norms, was a central
feature of Rachel’s leadership of her class’s community of practice. She recognised
that learning had to be appealing, interesting and exciting for the students to want to
engage in it, and that trust in her as a teacher helped the students relax and minimised
any fear of learning. Building trust first was recognised as the foundation for
developing AfL and autonomy.
Modelling community
Rachel described the way she worked with the other two Year 7 teachers as a
“close and trusting” team (Rachel – initial interview). Rachel recognised that the
modelling of caring, supportive relationships between the adults in the school had an
important influence on students’ understanding of how experts participate in the
school learning community; “When students see that we are a team, and that the
teachers respect each other as well as the students, that’s a huge learning moment.
Students don’t always see this strength of relationship between adults at home”
(Rachel – initial interview). Rachel deliberately included students in this sense of
adult community by sharing some of the stories from the daily staff prayer meeting,
arranging with students for notes of encouragement or special surprises to be
organised for other teachers, and maintaining an open door to her classroom where
other teachers could stop by and have a chat, laugh, a hug or ask a curriculum
question. The deliberate connection to a wider world also occurred within the
curriculum. This helped create for students a sense of belonging to both Mrs Head’s
class as well as the wider world. Rachel was modelling a trajectory of identity that
she wanted her students to emulate.
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Creating a foundation of trust
Learning was connected to both Rachel’s and the students’ wider participation
in their communities. Rachel made learning a visible process, both by talking about
her own learning, as well as making learning a topic of the curriculum. She
recognised that she was a model for her learners. My researcher presence with a
video camera was normalised by her habitual excitement about and desire to learn;
“Learning is a process. I’m very open with my students that I’m still learning. It
takes that fear of learning away and I think that’s what assessment for learning can
do” (Rachel, initial interview). She regularly shared stories about her own learning
and life experiences as a nurse, mother, reader and someone who has lived in other
places and cultures, and always linked these back to the learning the students were
doing. During a maths lesson on percentages and money, Rachel shared; “Our boys
pay us some percentage of their wages from Woolworths that helps pay for the petrol
to get them to work.” Stories such as this, shared as the class worked together, would
relate the classroom learning to realistic, often teenage experiences such as catching
barramundi1, going shopping, texting or searching on YouTube. The stories would
often model social values such as fun, responsibility or making mistakes and
laughing at them and learning from them. She was also modelling the qualities she
expected to see in an autonomous learner which included a malleable rather than
fixed sense of learner identity (Dweck, 2000). This personal, contextual, story based
framing of learning gave authenticity to the learning activities for students and
helped further establish a sense of relationship with students that Rachel used to
influence student’s attitudes to learning. “If they can see how important it is for me
for them to understand and to learn, then hopefully that will pass over onto them and
they will want to learn”(Rachel, initial interview). Rachel recognised that until
students learned to intrinsically value new habits of learning themselves, they would
value learning out of a positive relationship with the teacher.
From the beginning of the year, Rachel maintained a clear trajectory of
learning leading to a vision for what she wanted to achieve with students; “I want to
give them a love for learning...a path for learning...a street map to know how to get
there”(initial interview). Her sense of vision and her expertise created a sustained arc
of calm in the classroom. Students trusted Rachel to maintain her strong values and
1

A local fish
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were able to take risks in their learning as they knew that Mrs Head wouldn’t “get
mad at them” if they didn’t understand straight away. This was highly significant as
students needed to trust that they had their teacher’s support before they made
themselves vulnerable in front of others by identifying weaknesses in their own or
peers’ performances through AfL. This trust was evident in a student discussion in
the first few weeks of the school year;
“She’s fun.”
“She doesn’t yell.”
“Yeah if you are in trouble or something like that she calls you up and tells you
quietly at her desk.”
“She is a super teacher.”
“Like your parents though”
(Initial Year 7 group interview)
The students recognised the respectful norms of participation early, with the
caring tempered by boundaries “like your parents”. Rachel consciously monitored
her verbal and nonverbal communications with students, resolving to make her nonverbal signals to students more subtle to be more “respectful” to students after
viewing herself on one of the video recorded lessons. Rachel also relied on student
non-verbal cues as a type of informal AfL, “You know so if kids aren’t getting it they
can look at me and sort of go (demonstrates) without me making a big deal about it.”
Students recognised this tacit form of feedback early in the year, sharing “She pretty
much knows that you’re not asking and she usually comes up to you and asks are you
alright”, “Yeah she just looks at you and she can tell” (Kylie and Joe, initial student
focus group). Rachel valued knowing each student well, by talking with them about
their life outside of school, and by observing social interactions within and outside of
the classroom setting. She used this understanding of the learners to anticipate and
inform decisions. McCaslin and Hickey (2001) drew from Vygotsky’s notion of
intersubjectivity of learning when they described how adults and children learn from
each other, as “children are likely to be experts in their social environment...adults
likely are novices regarding the contingencies in the child’s social environments.
Conversely, adults are experts in the...strategies that promote positive outcomes;
children likely are novices in these domains.” In this case, Rachel was learning from
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her students and engaging in informal AfL practices early in the year, before she
established more formal AfL practices as strategies shared with students later in the
year.
Rachel also set herself a principle of not getting frustrated when students didn’t
understand something, and trying to stay calm when stressful situations arose; “not
letting the kids see that it [unexpected computer problem] is sending me into a spin”
(Rachel, initial interview). She maintained a balance of modelling the risks and
frustrations of learning but also recognised that her role as a leader was to provide a
sense of emotional safety within the learning community. Creating a shared language
of learning with the students was also a significant foundation before students could
participate effectively in more formal AfL practices to build autonomy.
Shared ownership
Rachel created a sense of shared ownership of the learning through a language
of learning and by regulating classroom movement by establishing routines.
Shared language of learning
A participatory learning approach assumes that learning the language through
observation, conversations, and telling personal stories is a construction of identity, a
display of membership and a “tool of diagnosis and interpretation” (Lave & Wenger,
1991, p. 109). Listening to student talk was an AfL practice of diagnosis that Rachel
used. Helping students learn to talk about their learning was a significant goal for
Rachel in developing student capacity for self assessment and autonomy; “In the first
two weeks they did not say “boo” at all, even to each other” and “I am finding it
frustrating because brainstorming and having discussions is really, really difficult at
the moment, and that’s me...I’m a talker” (initial interview). It took Rachel four to
five months to establish her preferred patterns of talking about learning with one
another before students began to demonstrate their expertise in collaboration.
Rachel established her preferred patterns of participation over time,
emphasising different expectations for students at the beginning middle and end of
the year. She deliberately began the year as, “a bit more firm and authoritarian as
we both work out, the student and the teacher, where we stand with each other as far
as the expectations within the class are concerned” and after establishing “clear
boundaries for the students for behaviour, work ethics, the amount of work and work
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habits, then from there I tend to develop a friendship with them, always showing an
interest in what they do outside of school”(Rachel, initial interview). By the middle
of the year, Rachel’s language often confirmed and maintained expectations for the
processes of learning that were framed in terms of her expectations of the students;
“Well done for your quiet concentration”, “I am trusting you to do this sensibly”,
and “I will need your eyes here” (Rachel, comments to the whole class during
lessons). A mutually trusting and co-operative teacher-student relationship was
upheld as the required standard, with the teacher being acknowledged as the leader of
learning. Cautions to students were often framed in terms of maintaining the regard
of the teacher. Rachel raised her head and voice slightly when working with an
individual student during a maths lesson to comment to the whole class who were
completing individual work, “I am disappointed at the level of noise”. At this
general reminder, the students returned to quiet work. Rachel reported that she often
found herself as a mediator between students, “a larger part of my day was spent
modelling relationships and mending relationships...teaching them how to talk to
each other, particularly if it hasn’t been modelled at home”(Rachel, interview
midyear). Teaching students how to talk to one another was not seen as separate to
the classroom learning, but essential to the growth in expertise as a learner becoming
more expert in collaboration, and belonging within the community of practice.
Rachel used questions to invite students to develop their shared language of
learning and develop a shared ownership of the learning activities: “What is your role
while I read?”, “What is the first thing we do when we have a maths problem?” and
“You have one minute with your partner to decide on your strategy”. Rachel’s
conversations with students positioned them as owners of the learning strategies;
“That is a good choice of strategy”, “Good connection Brandon”, “Seb this is
awesome, but I want to see you have thought about....” and “That’s great, now what
happens if we move this up here?” Learning was talked about as a process that is
easier when the learner uses a helpful strategy. Strategies were taught as tools that
help in new situations, and were often given fun names, and represented as colourful
posters or icons that became part of the routines and eventually language of the class.
Rachel modelled shared ownership of doubt or confusion as a natural part of
the learning process, even for experts: “Callum just said “that’s confusing.” I agree.
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The first time I read it that’s what I thought. That’s why the FISH2 strategy helps –
makes it less confusing.” Understanding that learning involves revisiting ideas, and
that strategies can help in developing expertise were two concepts essential to the
practices of AfL. Students were positioned as knowledgeable participants,
contributing stories or insights, and able to correct or question the teacher’s answer
without fear, with Rachel often asking “is there anything I haven’t made clear?”
Students began to easily call out a correction or ask for clarification if Rachel
misspoke an instruction, with Rachel acknowledging and thanking the student for
helping her and the class. This dialogue of checking for understanding and clarifying
or improving was an informal kind of AfL within a relationship where both the
teachers and students were mutually engaged and mutually responsible for the
learning
By the end of the year, students had appropriated shared language to report
their ideas; “Rory and I said....” and “Hayden and I said...” By this time students
were positioned as central participants so when Rachel used student work as models
in a class brainstorm, she asked permission as a co-learner to contribute ideas, “Can I
put my words in?”(Rachel to students in English lesson). The students moved
quickly to form and reform groups and use various work stations throughout the
room. Rachel reflected that by the end of the year the students in her class “accepted
that this [collaboration] was a way of learning and not just fun. They see value in it
because they acknowledge this way they do their best work” (Rachel, final
interview). Rachel knew that this contrasted with the experience of another Year 7
teacher whose class had not had the months of establishing foundations for
collaboration, “I know from talking to one of the other teachers in Year seven who
has tried to do literacy circles and it’s just not working because her class does not
have the background of collaboration.”(Final interview) Through invitational
language and shared routines, students were given increasing control over their
learning, and sense of belonging to community of practice. Learning was coconstructed and students were able to evaluate their understanding by measuring
their ideas against those of their peers in informal as well as formal AfL practices

2

FISH was a mathematics acronym describing a strategy for managing word problems. Students were
taught to circle what it was they were to Find out, underline all the Information in the problem, decide
on which Strategy they would use to solve the problem, finally checking their answer to see How
reasonable it was. This strategy was developed by Eva DeVries.
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(see the “Can I?” example later in the chapter). The teacher’s language
communicated expectations of shared ways of working which was significant in
managing the other main feature of the collaborative classroom, that of frequent
movement.
Movement and shared ownership of space;
While Rachel had a teacher desk in the front corner of the room, she spent most
of her time moving around the room, giving students feedback and encouragement
and quiet reminders about the expectations for participation, “Are you contributing
or just reading?”, or sometimes just to sit and chat with a student. The room was
quite small, and Rachel shared with me that she found that lack of space a frustration
to her own ease of movement and also the ability to have students move.
Rachel had set up the physical environment to communicate that the class was
a learning community that valued its members and its work. The whiteboard at the
front of the room had a routine layout that included goals for the day, an AfL strategy
of sharing learning goals that was enhanced by the rest of the classroom display.
Artefacts produced by the student were displayed on walls, windows and ceiling,
including, strategies, note-taking scaffolds for projects, an efolio checklist for the
class, student produced group posters, and box sculptures with sides covered in
literature study notes and student art work. Materials such as laptops, dictionaries,
handouts, ‘think packs’ with mini whiteboards and pens, as well as art equipment and
tissues were located around the room, and students had the freedom to access these
tools as needed. However students did not have total freedom as students who were
deemed to be off task were challenged about their movements by the teacher.
Teacher control was also evident in Rachel’s routine of rearranging the
configuration of the student desks and reassigning student seating regularly
throughout the year. The students voted on preferences for seating, which was seen
as an opportunity for students to be involved in the discussion about how seating
choices affected learning.

Students accepted the teacher control of the space,

recognising the purpose was to maximise learning. Student anxiety that they may be
seated next to someone who “hated” them lessened over time as Rachel considered
friendship groups. Rachel placed students strategically, taking note of ability levels
and social groupings saying; “There still has to be control over who goes with who”
and “I usually try to put a highly autonomous learner, two others who are
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developing and one student who is struggling together, as they can all learn and help
each other” (Rachel, final teacher focus group interview). While seating was highly
controlled by the teacher, other routine learning practices in the class gave students
structures within which they had the freedom to move about the room and work with
people they chose, particularly the routines of “travelling experts”3, “C3B4me”4 and
“stand up, hand up, pair up”5. Rachel also used other movement based learning
activities to help group and re-group students, thus breaking down many social
barriers to participation. The AfL practices of shared language, and clear structure
and regular use of the routines communicated a sense of ownership and confidence
important for autonomy, while regulating the movement and interactions to
maximise learning.
Becoming: learning through participation 	
  
Students learned to belong to and participate in a community of practice that
was shaped by the teacher’s preference for collaborative learning and dialogue that
involved reflective evaluation and then action, the essence of AfL. Rachel’s ideal of
an autonomous learner was constructed from her own experiences, beliefs and
observations of students’ behaviours. The students also had their various
expectations of a “good student” informed by their past. Through participation, in
particular through the mediating influence of the teacher-student relationship,
culturally accepted patterns of participation were created within the class, with
students coming to understand new expectations of a good student. Learner
autonomy is thus understood as a socially constructed identity of a self-monitoring
student who participates in culturally accepted ways within a community of practice.
Through participation, students are engaged in a continual formation of identity as a
learner, a process of becoming more expert in the community of practice. It is
important to therefore understand the different ideas of a centrally participating
learner the teachers and students began with, and how collaborative AfL practices

3

One person from the group is nominated as the travelling expert. Their role is to visit each of the
other groups and report on what their group found. The remaining group members at the table add the
ideas brought to their table by the various travelling experts.
4
C3B4me is an expectation that students will see three people for peer feedback before they ask the
teacher for feedback.
5
Stand up, hand up, pair up, was a strategy used to group students by allowing them to move about
the room. They looked to partner up with someone who also had their hand up. When they found a
partner they put their hand down and co-constructed their knowledge in a collaborative discussion.
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helped disrupt and negotiate new patterns of participation, and therefore new learner
identities for some students.
Autonomy as a social construct	
  
In Lave & Wenger’s (1991) writing learners move from being legitimate
peripheral participants to a more central participatory role as they develop expertise,
guided by an elder in the community or practice who can extend the learner’s
understanding of the tools of their community within a zone of proximal
development (ZPD) (Vygotsky, 1978). Rachel’s descriptions of a centrally
participating leaner focussed on the AfL ability to self monitor, defined as “being
able to understand and control the doing while it is happening” (Sadler, 1998b, p. 1).
She expected that this student would ask questions of themselves, not just the
teachers, and be a “seeker of knowledge” who could call on a variety of strategies to
approach problems in life which often do not have right and wrong answers (Rachel,
initial focus group interview). An autonomous learner in Rachel’s view managed
their time and resources to achieve goals in learning tasks. This self managing
extended to an expectation that students would manage their environment, including
moderating their ways of working to best suit the different teacher expectations in
different learning situations; “they make the choice to be or to behave in a certain
way so that they create their own learning environment”(Rachel, initial focus group
interview). These self managing behaviours all reflect AfL in a broad rather than
narrow sense. Rachel’s own identity and history informed an expectation that an
autonomous learner would also help others. As a midwife, a Christian convention
speaker and a mature age student she valued helping others learn and reflected this
value when evaluating the growth of a student she had initially regarded as highly
autonomous; “he hasn’t yet moved on to the point where [he says] “I want to help
and I want to take those people with me”(Final interview). The skills of
collaboration and self monitoring were core elements of Rachel’s expectations of an
autonomous learner, and AfL practices outlined below both informed her and the
students in the development of these skills.
Rachel recognised that AfL practices included observation; “watching faces,
watching light bulbs go on because you can see when kids get it and they get excited
about what they’re doing.” This informed Rachel’s teaching as “making those
judgments as I go along very much determines what path I take” (Rachel initial
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focus group interview). AfL practices were also taught as strategies to students, such
as traffic lights, self and peer assessment checklists, dialogue with evaluative
questions, as ways of making learning visible to students, so they could become self
monitoring, so “we can put a judgement on it so that we can see that we’ve learnt
something”(Rachel, initial interview). The balance between informal and formal AfL
practices that Rachel used changed throughout the year from being mostly informal
teacher observations at the start of the year to more formal and student owned
practices by the middle of the year. Rachel determined that before students could
successfully engage in AfL practices, they had to recognise the new culturally
preferred patterns of participation which differed to their historically formed
narrative of school:
At the moment I would say they want to sit there and let me tell them
everything. If I asked them to write out the dictionary four times they’d do it
sort of thing. I might have one or two that would say “Oh my hand’s sore”
but, but that’s all. Very compliant, very willing to do whatever it takes. “This
is school, I’ve got to do it” sort of attitude. (Rachel, initial interview)

This was confirmed by early interviews with students, where a “smart” learner was
described by students as someone who did homework, was the first person with their
hand up to answer a teacher’s question, read books, got questions all correct in
maths, made their work look impressive and who listened instead of talked during
lessons. This reflected a traditional understanding of an autonomous learner within
an acquisition model of learning. Students were keen to experience collaborative
learning, seeing it as an opportunity for having fun in the class, but were exasperated
with their class; “they go a bit silly, and see it as a time to just go crazy and be able
to talk a lot”(Kylie, initial focus group interview). The student language was one of
“they” rather than “we” maintaining a focus on individuals and a distanced
relationship from the teacher who was seen as the controller. By midyear, students
used the language of “we” and “us” to talk about their class, which included the
teacher.
By the middle of the year Rachel noted that students “have changed from their
initial non-responsive pattern, but I am still not seeing students valuing excellence
and perseverance” (Rachel, mid-year teacher focus group). Rather than blame
students, Rachel took responsibility for growing these characteristics through social
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and cognitive practices. Rachel acknowledged that helping students become self
monitoring by including some additional AfL strategies was a challenge to her
habitual practices and “took up more head space on my part than the easier stuff for
me”. She began to spend much more time in planning more explicit AfL practices to
help her break out of old routines, and she decided to share the focus of asking
deeper, strategic questions with the students.
The way I addressed it was to make it a learning outcome for them as well as
me. We talked about it quite a lot in depth in term three. By addressing it
with the kids it made me think about it. I have to plan for strategic questions,
which has had a huge impact on the lesson. (Rachel final interview)

The ability to ask strategic questions within curriculum areas such as literacy
and mathematics was also used to help students develop skills in becoming self
monitoring. Rachel would often preface activities with questions asking students in
pairs to decide “How will we know when we are done? What quality indicators
should be evident in our work?”(Rachel, English lesson). After two lessons using
these questions, students became quite skilled in answering. Students had much
greater difficulty answering the reflection questions after an activity, “What did you
learn?” and “What could you have done differently?” By the end of the year, Rachel
was questioning “Do they see ‘How I ask a question” is part of their learning?”
deciding that “It is that recognition of it that is the key”(Rachel, final interview).
Rachel’s understanding of the identity of an autonomous learner was a continual
rather than fixed social construction that was informed by her own self monitoring of
the patterns of interactions with students. Many students appropriated and shared her
expectations by the end of the year. Other students with a strong fixed traditional
sense of the identity of an autonomous classroom learner mediated how they
understood Rachel’s classroom practices including AfL, appropriating some of the
practices and working to reconcile competing identities. Through the guided
participation by the teacher, levels of student ownership of learning and more
regulated collaboration became the new norm of learning at school.
Guided participation; “What strategy are you going to use?”	
  
Rachel consistently used the AfL practices of strategic questions and feedback,
including the question “What strategy are you going to use?” to guide students into
the preferred practices. Cognitive and social routines provided scaffolds for the
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students as they learned feedback and strategic questioning patterns of participation.
The collaborative routines were designed so that students could be co-constructors of
knowledge by talking about and sharing the ownership of learning processes and
progress within the social safety of the peer culture. As part of the shared ownership,
learning goals were shared with students.
The AfL practice of making goals for learning visible was accomplished in
several ways; by a daily plan on the white board, a magnetic character with a speech
bubble saying “YJWB” (Your Job Will Be) that could be moved next to step by step
instructions, as well as checklists and rubrics and random role selectors for tasks.
Shared goals of quality were set on the whiteboard, and giant digital timers helped
set shared time goals. Rachel valued the goal setting as she believed “setting
achievable goals and having them right out front, right at the beginning of a
task...helps them to place value on it for themselves”(Rachel, midyear interview).
However students recognised various purposes. Jane, Kylie, Joe and Mike used the
daily plan every day as they liked to know what was happening, however Cody did
not regard it as significant, reporting that this was something all classrooms had.
Interestingly Cody did not recall seeing the “YJWB” on the whiteboard, and worried,
“I don’t think anybody else has seen it either. She [Mrs Head] hasn’t said to pay
attention to it.” While this prompt was used daily for the final four months of the
year, it did not fit into Cody’s traditional learning narrative so he did not regard it as
salient and was able to operate without it. Kylie recognised multiple purposes of
shared goals, reporting that “She [Mrs Head] kind of makes us look at it...It’s only
pretty much used if we are pretty naughty or we keep talking. It’s like a goal setter.”
She saw the goal setting as a both a teacher control mechanism and an aid for self
regulation. Students who were regarded as more autonomous, both Jane and Joe, saw
the goals as primarily helpful to monitor their own progress and “go deeper” (Jane,
interview). It became clear that students regarded the same strategy in different ways
and appropriated strategies depending on their beliefs and expectations about
learning.
While students appropriated strategies in different ways, on occasions,
strategies were resisted as can be seen by the FISH incident below. Rachel had been
teaching and modelling for students a maths strategy for problem solving; FISH
stood for Find out what you need to know and underline it in red, underline in blue
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the Information in the word problem, decide on the maths Strategy, and then after
you have worked through the strategy, check to see How reasonable your answer is.
It was a reification designed to help students develop autonomy by appropriating the
habits experts use when solving mathematical problems. The strategy included the
AfL practices of identifying goals in the first step and of self evaluation in its final
step. After students were given time to work in pairs on three maths problems using
the FISH strategy, Rachel checked with the class.
Rachel spoke to the whole class;“Some of you struggled with this. Tell me
why? Hayden?” The students sat in silence.
“Who underlined it?” Did you use the FISH strategy?” Five students put
up their hand.
Rachel’s voice rose in frustration.
“It can’t help you if you don’t choose to use it. Underlining helps you get
the confusion sorted”. She adjusted her tone to a more instructive one, and
through question and answer modelled the problem commenting,
“When we did it over here with Cody and Brad, this helped us check the
reasonableness of our answer”.

(Researcher field observation)

The new strategy had not been used by students. When I asked the students
later why they did not use the FISH strategy, Jodie reported that she wanted to feel
more confident first and see more whole class practice and more partner work to
confirm her understanding and grow in confidence. Josh used a diagram without
recognising that it was part of the FISH process. He saw no need to go beyond old
competencies and strategies. Similarly Rory didn’t recognise the need for it as he
“just figured it out” intuitively and could not explain how or talk about his process in
terms of strategies. These students were regarded by the teacher as highly
autonomous, yet they resisted a practice that was valued by their teacher as its value
was not yet apparent to them.
Students did value the opportunity to move about the classroom, choose
partners and also check their understanding or ask for help from a peer before their
ideas were risked in front of the whole class. By participating in collaborative
routines that regularly disrupted their safe, friendship based patterns of social
participation, students had to negotiate and cross friendship groups, which
challenged barriers to participation. The routines also provided safe structures for the
interactions, and students who were the social outcasts had varying ready-made peer
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relationships constructed for them. A common language for organising peer
collaboration helped students share the ownership of the practices which included
pairing up with the person sitting next to them –“shoulder partner” or opposite them,
“face partner”. Students also used the routines of “c3b4me” to see three of their peers
for feedback before they saw the teacher, and “stand up, hand up and pair up” to find
a partner to share responses and “travelling experts” where one student from each
table group would travel to other groups to share ideas. The strategy of “sage and
scribe” where one student thought aloud while the other scribed and then the students
switched roles allowed Rachel to listen to and evaluate the mathematical thinking of
students and be confident that by the time students had worked four examples, they
all had a good understanding of the new concept and a variety of problem solving
approaches. This strategy also worked as a form of peer feedback as students were
able to listen to a peer talk aloud about their mathematical problem solving, allowing
them to evaluate the reasonableness of their own thinking and approach. The AfL
practices of feedback and shared understanding were seen as a routine part of
learning, and the regular opportunities to consult with peers established a social form
of standard setting for work quality as students checked and shared their
understanding.
Through regular peer feedback, student voice was given credence and when the
ownership of ideas was shared, the risk of being in the wrong was reduced for
students. By midyear, working with peers was identified by students as a preferred
way of learning, as they reported it built confidence, was seen as an opportunity to
give or receive help, gain a variety of ideas and have fun. All of the students noted
that it was less embarrassing to discuss learning with friends, with some students
confiding that they didn’t ever answer questions or put their hands up to ask a teacher
for help as “people might look at you.” (Sam, focus group interview). They asked
their peers, or waited for the teacher to come around to the table groups before
quietly asking for help. The routine of the teacher circulating around groups to give
feedback was one AfL practice that was valued highly by the students as a source of
help.
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Making thinking a visible process of negotiating understanding occurred
through use of tools such as graphic organisers, laptops and “think packs”6. The
routine of one minute of silent “think time” for personal reflection before
collaboration allowed students time to think of answers and structured the peer talk.
Students were taught to ask strategic questions within their literature studies, but also
about their own learning. By the end of the year, Rachel trialled an AfL practice
known as “traffic lights”. Each student made and then used a triangular prism made
from cardboard to show their understanding to the teacher, flipping either to Green
(yes I understand), orange (not sure) red (no idea, away, or memory not clear). At
this late stage, students felt confident that they could make their level of
understanding visible to their peers “because everyone pretty much knows you from
the whole year” (Kylie, final interview). The different ways that students participated
in this AfL practice is explored in the following section of this chapter, however
students found it a safe and teacher approved way of showing their need for help,
with Zoe and Hayden extending the use of the traffic lights to signal their confusion
in a later activity. The colour coding concept was later used within a self evaluation
format that already existed within the school curriculum (see appendix D). This was
the most formal AfL practice observed and illustrates the complex negotiations of
identity that collaborative AfL required.
Negotiating new patterns of participation and identity
Strategies for collaboration and AfL were reifications of routines designed to
scaffold a novice’s development towards expertise. Reification (Wenger, 1998, p.
58) is “the process of giving form to our experience by producing objects...around
which the negotiation of meaning becomes organised.” However students often made
their own arrangements within the reified routines. Participation is therefore a
negotiation, as students cannot be “given” autonomy or AfL strategies, rather
students negotiate their understanding drawing on a range of factors including their
social goals, beliefs about learning and gendered identity (Elwood, 2008). When
Rachel used a random ‘role selector’ or a spinner for students to allocate defined
roles in a democratic way, students often made their own arrangements. Mike and
Kylie ignored the role selector, and they all did a bit of each role; “we all just
6

“Think packs” was the name given to a set of plastic wallets each with mini whiteboard, markers and
eraser used by the teacher for collaborative brain storming. They were stored at the side of the
classroom, and students borrowed and returned the packs when required for an activity.
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managed to come up with it”(Mike, midyear focus group interview) Nick waited until
he was sure that person number three would not have to report the group ideas in
front of the class before he took over the travelling expert role from Sarah so he
could visit his friends at different tables. In a midyear focus group interview, Mike
and Kylie shared the social difficulties of negotiating partner choice that was often
hidden from the teacher;
Mike explained, “Me and Seb have been going to each other but I was going
to ask Seb to go to a different person and see if we can get other ideas.”
Kylie nodded, “It is actually pretty difficult for me because I have two
friends in my class, and those two friends fight, and they both ask me to be
their partner and I have to decide.”
Mike agreed, “Yeah, if you choose the other one, that one will get offended.”
Kylie sighed, “It’s um,..if I don’t choose that person, they will just...reject
me.”

(Year 7 student group interview)
Mike and Kylie went on to share with each other their strategies for turn taking
or managing their friendships through negotiating conversations. On other occasions,
these strategies were less explicitly negotiated in order to minimise social risk in
negotiating patterns of participation and identity. Rory was recognised by the teacher
and his peers as someone who “isn’t one to cause problems with friendships. They
know they can trust him” (Rachel, final interview). In one collaborative activity,
Rory managed Seb’s bossiness by turning his back, using humour, participating in
some silly play putting stickers on each other’s face, and when that did not lead to
collaboration on the work, he strategically withdrew from the situation by taking his
work out to the teacher for checking. He judged the risk of the reprimand of the
teacher for stickers on his face worth the cost in preserving the social relationship
with Seb and avoiding confrontation with peers while trying to fulfil the role
expected by the teacher. Another negotiation of identity was observed between Kylie
and Vicky.
Vicky maintained a traditional conception of learning throughout the year,
putting distance between herself and the teacher whom Vicky perceived had the role
like that of a police officer who checked on students, and was responsible for
maintaining the peace; “she’ll stop us and say you’re doing good or bad or
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something like that”(Vicky, Year 7 student group interview). Vicky reported using
some self monitoring behaviours however she did not recognise them as originating
from the guided practice from the teacher, but as ideas that emerged from her
experience; “it’s kind of like quicker and I don’t get confused like I did before I
didn’t do it”. Vicky’s strategies for checking her understanding centred on waiting
for the teacher to correct work. Towards the end of the year Rachel’s attempts to
invite Vicky to enter into a more collaborative view of learning using questioning,
feedback and encouragement towards autonomy became shorter as Vicky resisted the
teacher’s pattern of participation. The teacher was put in the position of checker by
the student’s continued resistance, and in exasperation Rachel responded on one
occasion, “Why do I have to do everything? Here just read this page and write
something”(Researcher field notes). Vicky’s resistance to the teacher’s expectations
led to an interaction that confirmed Vicky’s traditional beliefs about teaching and
learning. While Vicky continued to resist the efforts of the teacher to engage in a
more participative teacher-student relationship, a peer relationship acted as a positive
bridge to participation. Vicky was drawn into the position of a legitimate peripheral
participant through her peer relationships. Vicky often was sat next to Kylie who
recognised that they had to get along and find a way to work together;
Vicky shared, “It is so funny because in the previous year, me and Kylie like
hated each other, (Kylie laughed) but through the year we figured out we
had a lot in common.”
Kylie agreed, “Us two are pretty good together. We usually get it sorted
out...but sometimes...nah we come to agreement.”
Vicky added, “...but we go to the teacher and say is this right, kind of thing.”
(Year 7 student group interview)

In interview discussions, Kylie recognised the teacher’s role as that of a
learning manager, and she was often able to read social signals and recognise the
teacher’s purpose behind activities. She saw herself in co-operation with the teacher.
Her beliefs about learner autonomy were very similar to that of the teacher however
her gendered identity involved her spending a lot of energy managing social risks to
her peer relationships. This negotiation made it very difficult for Kylie to fully enter
into a more autonomous role that was different to that of Vicky’s expectations.
Vicky’s conversations and work practices were in part seeking to align Kylie’s
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responses with her own world view, which Kylie resisted through humour, telling an
anecdote or self deprecation to maintain the peer relationship without fully agreeing
to Vicky’s ideas. Kylie described several strategies to manage the social negotiations
of collaboration yet at the end of the year, the teacher commented that “she is still
non-autonomous however she shows signs of hope every now and then” (Rachel,
email). The social grouping of these students together, and the unseen negotiations of
identity were part of Kylie’s social construction of learner autonomy. However, in
prioritising the negotiation of social relationships, Kylie did not match closely the
teacher’s expectations for an autonomous learner.
The negotiation of social identity was essential to the way students were able to
participate in collaborative AfL such as peer evaluation, and the way that they
viewed their practice. Like Vicky, Cody shared a traditional narrative of learning,
however instead of resisting his teacher’s participative practices Cody operated
within the collaborative structures. He did not value them as significant to his
learning, rather regarding them as separate to his learning. His traditional
understanding of an autonomous learner as someone who is quiet and will just “do
the work”, expecting the teacher to check and help was perfectly operable by
someone with social skills. When Rachel used humour and personal encouragement
as feedback, Cody didn’t recognise his teacher’s social encouragement, and hence his
opportunity to explore a more collaborative role and relationship with his teacher and
learning. The teacher’s efforts to create a community of practice that constructed
learning as a shared understanding, where students reduced their dependence on the
teacher by using strategies to seek understanding was not recognised as he was able
to find success within his old conceptions even in the new patterns of participation.
Quite regularly, the teacher helped students negotiate barriers to participation.
In one observed lesson, Jane was called on frequently for answers, which was a
change to the regular careful distribution of student voice. Rachel shared later that
Jane had been in tears before school after a group of girls “had been nasty”. Rachel
helped Jane resolve the friendship dilemma, but then rebuilt Jane’s usual confidence
and desire to be a central participant through the classroom interaction. In this way,
Rachel recognised the dilemma and gave Jane space to socially re-construct her
identity as an autonomous learner. This recognition by the teacher was important.
Also important were the similar beliefs about autonomy that Jane and her teacher
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shared that enabled Jane to effectively engage with her teacher’s intended repair
work. When students did not share their teacher’s beliefs about autonomy, or the
teacher did not recognise a student’s attempt to negotiate competing identities, as
occurred in the instances described above for Vicky and Cody, students were not
afforded the same assistance, and the misinterpretation sometimes worked to close
down spaces for participation as autonomous learners. In a sociocultural view of
learning, AfL practices guide students in evaluating their progress against the
trajectory of identity embodied within the teacher’s idea of an autonomous learner.
Where students did not share the teacher’s vision of autonomy or it was judged to be
of less importance in the negotiation of meaning, AfL practices would have been of
minimal assistance in helping students appropriate this preferred version of
autonomy.
The tension of identifying and understanding the student beliefs about learning
and autonomy is a significant challenge for teachers, as teachers and students often
do not recognise their own beliefs that operate often unconsciously, to normalise our
ways of behaving (Webb et al., 2003). Neither do students usually have the language
to discuss learning beliefs with the teacher. These negotiations of learner identities
do not occur just within an individual, but as ‘entangled’ (Elwood, 2008) within the
interaction as evident in the AfL practice below.
a) The “Can I?” assessment for learning experience.	
  
In November, Rachel decided to try more formal self evaluative practices,
using the idea of ‘traffic light’ colour codes of an existing school curriculum
proforma. She laminated copies of self evaluation questions that framed unit goals in
student language and invited students to colour code, “Can I.....?” (see appendix D).
The individual self evaluation activity was framed by the establishing of a shared
understanding through a class brainstorm based around a YouTube clip,“ Mr Bean
takes an exam”, and a paired interview collaboration to check understanding;
Rachel reminded the students that their questions to think about, “How do you
know when you have learned something?” and “How do you know when you have
learned something well?” were written on the whiteboard. The students sat quietly
until the huge egg timer on the data projector started buzzing before sharing their
ideas with their shoulder partner. Soon after, they reported their ideas. Rachel told
them to “popcorn” and the students called out answers without putting up their
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hands; “Rory and I think it is when you can remember it”, “Hayden and I said you
just feel confident”. Rachel collected a dozen ideas in categories on the whiteboard
before she said “You will notice this morning that I came in early and stuck
something in your desk”. Rachel explained that each desk had a laminated matrix of
self evaluation questions that all started with “Can I?” which was to help each person
work out what they have learned in the last unit, and decide what have they learned
well. She gave coloured highlighters to each table group, and invited the students to
colour green (“Yes I have learned this well”), orange (“not sure”) or red (“no idea,
can’t remember or I was away”) each statement. Rory immediately reached for the
green and coloured in large blocks. After nudging Kylie and smiling, Vicky coloured
all of hers orange or red. Rory looked over at her page and with a puzzled look
asking, “Are you going to colour any of them in green?” Kylie took the green pen
that Rory put down, while Cody watched for a while before he started. Rachel moved
around each group prompting and encouraging students to check with their face
partner if they need to clarify something. When the class finished, Rachel asked the
whole class if it would be helpful to have the “Can I?” questions at the start of the
unit. Jane declared that it would help her know what was coming up, while Joe
answered that it would help him know how well he had understood something, so he
could go deeper. Rory volunteered that he thought it was helpful as the teacher could
check understanding at lunchtime. In time with his statement, the lunch bell rang and
students packed up and left the room.
The students’ own views about learning informed their participation. When
asked why he took some time before he started his self evaluation, Cody shared “I
had a look around and saw what other people thought they could do.” He had
benchmarked himself against Rory who he positioned as “smarter” in the class:
“It depends because, you’ve got people like Rory sitting across from you and
like they’re the smarter ones...and he had some coloured in red and orange,
and I thought that you know...I am... I thought about it and yeah...it just gave
me more of an idea...I had a look at the people around me and it gave me an
idea as to how I was going.” (Cody, individual interview)

This kind of social benchmarking was a significant informal, social form of
AfL that may or may not be recognised by the teacher, but regularly occurred in the
collaborative culture. Vicky shared that she coloured most of hers orange, because
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she only felt confident that she knew half of each concept. Rory had absolute
confidence in his perception that understanding is a linear process. When Rory
questioned Vicky’s abundant use of orange, he had thought that while it was
reasonable to have some orange or red and that Vicky should also be able to
confidently see a progression from red to green. Vicky took his questioning to be a
confirmation of her identity as “dumb” and Rory as “smart.” These patterns of
participation reveal complexities behind the students’ negotiation of AfL practices.
The incident problematised the idea of “understanding” and whether it is dependent
on confidence which also raised the question of whether understanding is a concept
that is conceptualised differently within gendered ideas of learning. Murphy (2008)
and Elwood (2008) both identified ways that teachers’ expectations of quality differ
for boys and girls, and that girls and boys can value learning for different purposes.
In the AfL interaction described above, understanding appeared to variously mean
students’ feelings of being able to help or explain to someone else, achievement of an
expected outcome, completing the work in the allocated time, being able to innovate
or resolve a problem in more than one way, and most often, getting a nod of approval
from the teacher expert.
The public nature of this self evaluation was one that the teacher said she
would not have tried earlier in the year, “because of the threat of destroying their self
esteem. I think by term 4 I’ve built up the level of trust”(Rachel, final interview). The
students did not seem to mind that others could see their self evaluation, with Kylie
saying “It’s good because everyone pretty much knows you from the whole year and
they know you’re pretty dumb [to Vicky]...no.. no... not you, me. You gotta be like
honest about what level you are at”(Kylie, end of year focus group interview). Kylie
put value on the self evaluation as it was important to her teacher, “we really had to
think about it because Mrs Head really put it to us.” Colour coding was also seen as
a non threatening way of communicating her “level” with Kylie and Vicky both
agreeing that it was “better when everyone does it and you don’t have to say anything
or put up your hand.” When asked what they would do to see a change from orange
to green, Vicky was uncertain, “more study on it? Like get the teacher to help me
out?” Cody gave similarly uncertain answers linked to more effort and teacher help.
I categorised the answers students gave to me into four broad patterns of
participation in the AfL practice.
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1) Rule follower – these students understood the rules of the activity and
completed the tasks with confidence, but without understanding the
purpose behind the task.
2) Test taker– these students thought the purpose was similar to that of a test
to inform the teacher about what level the student was at and to control the
class so they didn’t all call out.
3) Self evaluator – These students recognised that the activity was primarily
for their own self evaluation, revealing the measure of their understanding.
4) Responsive learner– These students found the activity personally
informative and it prompted them to ask questions and make plans to
explore different ways of learning and revisit later to change the colour to
reflect a growth in understanding.

As an observer, I could not have differentiated between these purposes as all of
these students completed the task. Some of the students were appropriating the
practice into older, established expectations of their learning identity, and only the
few students who shared an understanding that a learner identity is a malleable and
changeable identity were constructing a meaning intended by the teacher. All four
purposes were being fulfilled within the class activity, and students may have
recognised more than one purpose. As McCormick and Murphy (2008, p. 13) note
the agency of learners and of teachers can lead to a diversity of meanings being
constructed within any one curriculum level, and “as a consequence, a situated view
of learning creates new roles of assessment to enable the progression and diversity of
these meanings to be monitored in order to support students’ learning.” AfL
strategies alone could not reveal the different understandings those students shared,
needing also the teacher- student relationship built on conversations about learning
with the students. As Rachel noted “you can’t always tell by looking. Students play
“school” beautifully”(Rachel, initial interview). The tensions that emerged from the
participatory view of learning within collaborative AfL practices for the teacher and
students were significant and worth further research.
Tensions and dilemmas
Creating new patterns of participation by re-creating norms for school was
difficult when the old conceptions of school were reinforced by daily involvement in
wider school contexts. These systemic tensions are reflected in Black and Wiliam’s
(2006) CHAT theorisation of AfL and in other AfL research work with teachers
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(Brown, 2004; Carless, 2005). Each observed lesson was interrupted by multiple
phone calls to the room, and other interruptions such as announcements about
basketball practice, a fire drill, dealing with behaviour referrals from other classes,
students from next door borrowing or returning laptops and by the bells and
movement of high school students on the verandah outside the room. While this
helped establish the class as part of a wider community, and Rachel expected that
students could go on with their learning activity, it also positioned classroom
learning as an activity that could be interrupted at any time. Rachel shared that the
interruptions, especially when they were to support other teachers in managing
difficult students, took an unwelcome amount of her energy and concentration and
made it difficult to take her emotions back to the class and focus on the learning.
Building strong and encouraging personal relationships with twenty-eight
students was also an emotional task. Expectations and feelings of personal
responsibility added a sense of guilt. Rachel was concerned that parents expected
books full of work, yet the collaborative practices tended to involve more talking
than writing. There was an additional cultural expectation that Year 7 teachers would
prepare students for high school, and Rachel worried that by helping students
become more autonomous and in control of their learning, “I’m fearful I’ve set them
up for failure next year”(Rachel, final interview). She recognised that the
expectations of high school teachers were very different to the patterns of
participation she was encouraging in her students. She resolved the dilemma by
talking with her students about the differences they may face. Rachel was still
working to reconcile her other source of guilt, where she recognised that not all
students had reached her goal of autonomy; “If they choose not to own their own
journey, there’s probably nothing too much I can do about it. I need to continue to
try and find ways to do that but...I guess there is a line where I can’t keep beating
myself up over it”(Rachel, final interview). One possible reconciliation may be that
when learning is viewed as a cultural activity, it can be acknowledged that patterns of
participation and engagement are not uniform for the wide range of students engaged
in learning in schools. Rachel recognised that there was also an influential culture
among primary school teachers, who she felt “become far more attached to the kids
where we feel we are responsible for everything they do, say and think. I guess we
are made to feel that way too by other teachers who say “your kids were doing...” or
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“the Year 7s...” like it’s your fault”(Rachel, final interview). Torrance and Pryor
(2001) noted that the teacher’s assumption of responsibility for whether students
learned or not was a critical differentiating factor in effective AfL for developing
autonomy. Finding the borderland where a teacher can feel released from guilt is an
ongoing contextual dilemma that is raised by the participatory approach.
A dilemma about the nature of learning emerged in the “Can I?” self evaluation
activity in a very real way for the students who were concerned about cheating.
Rachel had framed the self evaluation as a participatory practice, with students
completing a shared interview sheet where they could explain to each other what
they understood about the key concepts prior to colour coding individual sheets. One
of the instructions she gave to students was to “not use your notebooks” as she
explained that she wanted to see how much of their understanding had made it into
their long term memories. Most students took this instruction to imply that the task
was more like a test, and when Zeke got out of his seat to get an Atlas, other students
looked up to see if the teacher would challenge him. When Rachel did not, some
students drifted over to Zeke’s table to ask him questions, but Cody challenged Zeke,
who replied “it is a loophole.” Cody found the teacher who was helping another
group, and complained. Rachel just redirected Cody to his own group work. Later
Zeke’s partner, Rory quietly checked with Rachel that his actions were within
acceptable bounds. When the class used their prior brainstormed categories to
evaluate their shared understanding Rachel included a discussion with students about
the use of Atlases by asking “is using tools cheating or problem solving?” She
listened to varying student points of view and their reasoning, concluding “I won’t
say which is right and which is wrong” but ending with a homily about high school
and the lack of support that is expected. Later Rachel confessed that she wasn’t sure
whether to “clamp down” or if it was “an ok strategy to find a tool.” She had
visualised the self evaluation as an individual activity and had not found an easy
reconciliation about the use of tools.
Self evaluation in AfL practices has yet to be conceptualised from a distributed
view of mind in the theoretical literature. The closest model would be Vygotsky’s
(1997) Zone of Proximal Development where students’ performances are measured
with and then without tools and assistance, the distance between both performances
informing the teacher. However Sfard (2008) and Elwood (2008) consider
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Vygotsky’s theories as belonging to an acquisition paradigm of learning. Within the
school the acquisitional view of learning was embedded in cultural practices,
including the reporting to parents that Rachel was required to do four times per year
that focussed on qualitative and quantitative judgements of individual students’
understanding. Self evaluation, made slightly problematic by a participatory
approach to learning, also had to be balanced against reporting requirements.
Chapter summary and researcher conclusions 	
  
Through this case study, I learned that the teacher-student relationship was
critical in establishing a safe and supportive environment where students could
develop their identities as autonomous learners and that self evaluation involved
social risk. AfL practices began as informal social observations that helped the
teacher monitor and students self monitor and adjust their participation to achieve a
greater sense of belonging. These practices became more formal cognitive strategies
as students became more confident participants. The importance of recognising the
different cultural narratives that the students and the teacher brought to the learning,
as well as the work of reconciling contextual and cultural dilemmas, confirmed that
AfL is a negotiation of meaning within social contexts.
I was excited to see the students develop in their autonomy over the year and
enjoyed ongoing reflective conversations with Rachel and the students. Rachel’s
pedagogical practices were highly congruent with my own beliefs about learning,
and in our discussions we were able to problematise AfL practices and begin to
theorise about the nature of understanding together. We used our shared
understandings to plan changes to the Year 7 timetable and administrative structures
for the following year that allowed the students greater movement between classes
and the development of teacher expertise in helping students monitor their own
progress.
Rachel’s practice of changing the students’ seating arrangements regularly to
enable new peer partnerships both limited and enhanced my research intentions. I
was limited in my ability to trace the story of some students all through the year as
their collaboration did not always occur with a partner who had given me ethical
permission to observe their learning. However, the continually changing patterns
enabled me to observe how important the social negotiations of students were to the
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learning. Social negotiations of identity that I would have previously marginalised as
the work of the playground rather than the classroom assumed a much greater
importance in my understanding of how autonomy and AfL practices were
understood by students. Rachel’s explicit teaching of students how to work with their
peers in productive ways also emerged for me as a very important way that teachers
could help students appropriate the language and cultural expectations embedded
within formal AfL practices.
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Chapter 5: Case study two: Engagement and AfL
“I enjoy grabbing those who are not quite in or who are too cool for school
and getting them engaged” (Greg – teacher interview)
This case study follows Greg Barra through a rotation of teaching four class
groups, and describes how the teacher-student relationship enabled a rapid creation
of high levels of trust and learner autonomy foundational to the dialogic AfL
practices used. Data from twelve observed lessons, seven student interviews, three
focus group interviews with fellow case study teachers, and initial and final in-depth
interviews with Greg, were analysed using a constant comparative method. Greg
regarded learning as participation with his students in a shared adventure. This
teacher belief about learning shaped the development of learner autonomy and
experiences of AfL for students, and is explored in the following case.
Chapter organisation
This chapter begins with introductions to the teacher, students and class. How
the teacher engaged the class and created a sense of belonging through mutual
respect and shared power is described in response to the first research question that
examines the qualities of the teacher-student relationship. Next the processes of
becoming autonomous through the AfL practices of shared goals and feedback are
described in answer to the second research question seeking to find patterns of
participation to enhance autonomy. Finally tensions and dilemmas are discussed in
answer to the remaining research questions.
Introductions
Creating student engagement in learning was viewed as an essential bridge
towards autonomy by the case study teacher, Greg Barra. Students participated in a
ten week unit of Year 8 Study of Society in Environment (SOSE), and explored
aspects of Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander history and culture
through an Indigenous7 conceptual framework of “land, kinship and culture”. The
teacher saw it as his role to help students engage with new cultural learning through
active participation in creating digital stories, interviewing guest speakers and

7

Indigenous is capitalised throughout to signify respect for Indigenous people
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Information Technology (IT) mediated learning activities. Greg expected students to
be co-constructors of knowledge and helped students develop expertise through
using formal AfL strategies such as shared goals and quality criteria. He also built
positive teacher-student relationships and norms of participation that encouraged
informal AfL practices of peer and teacher feedback through dialogue. Students
demonstrated their cultural fluency and understanding by producing a culminating
assessment task, a digital story that represented their own life story using the
Indigenous analytical framework of ‘land, kinship and culture’.
Introducing the teacher
Greg Barra was a male secondary teacher who had ten years teaching
experience including teaching primary school, leading the secondary Information
Technology department and initiating the role of the Indigenous educator coordinator within the school throughout the time of the case study. Greg was also
involved in leading a school House family group8, coaching the senior boys Rugby
Union team and was a host parent to some students from a remote Torres Strait
Island boarding at the school. These roles gave him significant credibility with
students as a caring teacher. Greg drew from his own experiences as a learner to
inform his approaches to his students;
They need to be discussing it. I’m an oral learner. I like to talk about things
with people. I like to hear and I guess that I like to do. If I don’t do it it’s
gone and its useless to me... when we have been talking and sharing ideas, I
love that. It’s getting engaged. If they are not engaged they are unhappy, I’m
unhappy and we are here for a long time at school, so we may as well make
it enjoyable and actually have an effective time rather than just pass the
time.

(Greg, initial interview)

Greg believed he “stumbled” on to his approach in teaching after becoming
quite angry with students in his early years of teaching. He recalled,
I sat back and thought, there is no need for me to get angry. I have to pick
the battles I am going to fight and the ones I am going to win or have a very
good chance of winning.... I need to change my teaching practice to make it

8

The school had four House family groups that were created to encourage a sense of belonging. The
groups had distinctive colours and symbols, were led by senior students, were multi-age, met each
week and competed for points earned in sporting, cultural, service and social activities. As the teacher
leader of a House, Greg was well known to students.
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relevant for the students. If I am happy and enjoying my teaching then the
students will enjoy their learning. Every time I start to think back negatively,
I go nuh, I need to change something I am doing to help the students.
(Greg, initial interview)

He was a highly reflective practitioner, making adjustments to his planning based on
his evaluation of each lesson, and seeking formal feedback on his teaching from
students in each class using a survey.
Greg looked for ways to help students enter into full participation in the
learning as the first step towards developing autonomy. He valued reading the Black
and Wiliam (1998) meta-analysis as it confirmed the value of his existing practices.
Greg regularly used AfL strategies such as formal self and peer evaluation checklists
and asked the students to evaluate him and give him feedback. He was experienced
in sharing evaluation criteria with students and used verbal feedback often with
students. He saw the overall purpose of AfL as an ongoing evaluative dialogue with
students to engage them in reflection on their learning; “Why is that? What’s the go?
And talking in that sort of way to all the kids and talking about the culture of helping
them become better learners” (Greg, initial interview). He was drawn to be involved
in the research as he was interested in focussing further on developing autonomy for
his students and in receiving feedback from me as an observer of his practice. Greg
eagerly read the field study notes I made after each observation and reflected on his
practice and how to further engage students. Engagement and participation occurred
as Greg created a sense of belonging through the teacher-student relationship and
expected students to develop autonomy by becoming more expert in using tools of
language and their digital story to describe what they learned about Indigenous
Australian history and the required computer technologies.
Introducing a SOSE class
While the independent faith-based College consisted of a single campus, it
housed a Primary school (Prep – Year 7) and a Secondary school (Years 8 to 12)
with shared playground and specialist facilities. Year 8 was the first year of
Secondary school. The majority of students were previously students in the campus
primary school yet also a significant renegotiation of relationships with the new
students entering into the culture. For Year 8, students were assigned to a core class
of 28 students and stayed with this class for the year for their “core” or compulsory
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subjects of English, Mathematics, Science, SOSE, and Health and Physical
Education. In SOSE, the students rotated each term to a new teacher and topic, with
Greg teaching the Australian history unit to each of the four Year 8 classes.
The students from the four Year 8 core classes mixed with Year 8 students
from other core classes in their four elective subjects they select for a six month
study from Agriculture, Art, Drama, Metalwork, Woodwork, Graphics and Home
Economics. Students also mixed with other students from each core class who
belonged to their House family group through short daily morning meetings and
weekly activities. A typical day consisted of three 100 minute lessons, to which
students travelled with their backpacks and books, moving to different rooms and the
subject teacher assigned within their individual timetable. Students had a strong
connection with their class identity and teachers, particularly those who taught the
class for a short unit of work, had to establish a working relationship and
expectations with the class rapidly. Greg established an expectation of shared
responsibility through his interactions illustrated below;
As the students logged on they opened up their spreadsheet from a previous
lesson on their laptop computers. Greg moved around the room, “Is it hot in
here? Hands up if you want the fans on?” He explained that they were going
to use the Heulab Fun with Construction tools, and that he expected they
would have a million questions as it was the first time they would be using
the tablet laptops. Sarah called Greg over to show him something offensive
on the laptop she just opened, which Greg immediately took away, saying
“I’m so sorry. Thank you for doing it the right way.” There was general
settling movement around the room while students experimented with the
pen on their tablet laptop screens and students who were away used their
memory sticks to get a copy of the spreadsheet from peers.
To signal a start to the instruction, Greg projected the map of the Torres
Strait Island from the Learning Federation Learning Object explored in the
previous lesson. He called on a student, “Hmm, Isaac which one is your
home island? Where do you go if you need to buy a fridge? Get sick?” Greg
stepped to the side as Isaac came and pointed. Greg conversationally
commented, “I know how far I can travel with a tank of fuel in my boat, but
this map doesn’t look good.” He asked the class, “What do we need on this
map to help us find direction and distance?” When a student called out
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“compass and scale” he nodded before turning to the class. “Use the
internet and find me a map of the Torres Strait that has scale on it. There’s a
challenge problem solvers.”
As the students searched, some leaned over to look at what their neighbour
was doing, until Greg declared, “Jack found one.

Two words...Google

maps. Good work. Now hold down control and press print screen.” Later as
students embedded their scaled map into their spreadsheet using a snip tool
Greg had demonstrated, Tenielle called out from the back row “Sir, is that
the same as crop?” Greg replied, “Yep. See if you can work that out and
show us Tenielle.” Students worked on their laptops, leaning over to help
each other while Greg moved about the room. When the noise of the class
rose above a hum, Greg looked up from helping someone and called
“Tenielle did you work out how to crop?” She called back “No” but
continued searching and a few minutes later called “ Sir! I did it! I cropped
it.” She flipped her screen around to show her neighbour before she called
out instructions about how to do it. “Great”, Greg commented. Later in the
lesson, Tyson called out, “How do I crop?” Greg looked up from elsewhere
in the room, “How do I crop Tenielle? Tyson, Tenielle will show you.”
(Field observation notes, March)

In his interactions with students, Greg positioned the students as knowledgeable and
co-creators of knowledge, and established the expectation that students would help
each other. The teacher-student relationship framed learning as a joint enterprise.
This had significant impact on how students developed autonomy and the AfL
practices that occurred during ongoing interactions within classroom dialogue
between the teacher and peers.
Introducing the students
Students saw it as part of their work to negotiate how each teacher expected the
Year 8 class to work with them. How students viewed this work of negotiation
depended on their views of learning and their historical identities as students. Those
students whom the teacher had identified as highly autonomous, Elise, Brianna, Mike
and Douglas, were students who generally experienced success at school. They
operated out of more traditional expectations of the teacher-student relationship and
saw it as a student’s role to contribute to engagement with learning by complying
with the teacher’s directions. It is important to acknowledge that students negotiate
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their participation drawing from different beliefs about learning, as these beliefs also
shaped the way that they valued various AfL practices.
When Douglas shared that “people get distracted by Joel and Nathan ‘cos they
draw attention to themselves by being rude and not thinking about what they’re
doing and how it’s going to affect other people. I don’t think the class runs as
smoothly as if everyone was obedient and just didn’t question everything”(Douglas,
individual interview) he ascribed student engagement as an individual student’s
moral responsibility. He saw peer relationships and social support as significant but
separate to the ‘official’ learning culture set by teacher expectations: “If we all do the
right thing, and we are all working together, it usually turns out well, because we are
all sort of friends and we all look around what other people are doing to see if we
are doing our own thing right” (Douglas, individual interview). The teacher’s
contribution to the teacher-student relationship was also viewed within this moral
code where Douglas expected “right” behaviour from participants. In one SOSE
class after Greg had given activity instructions, he then stepped out of the library
room to turn on the air-conditioning switch. The students conferred with each other
to see who had understood. Joel turned to Douglas “If you don’t know what we’re
doing, what hope do I have?” When Greg stepped back into the room, Douglas, his
neck turning red, raised his hand. “Sir, none of us understood what to do.” In reply,
Greg spent time explaining in more detail. When asked later in an interview if he had
been worried if he would get into trouble with the teacher, Douglas explained, “No,
because we were asking him for help. We were not being rude...we didn’t know. So
it’s not really, I didn’t see it would be right if we got in trouble because we didn’t
really do anything wrong.” Douglas drew on his experience of teacher and student
interactions, which included experiencing schooling in Zimbabwe with an
acquisitional view of learning, to negotiate his own engagement and his expectations
of his class and his teacher. Douglas valued clear expectations of quality and formal
AfL practices of self evaluation using checklists and criteria.
Elise shared some of Douglas’s views that it was the responsibility of students
to comply with teacher directions, yet her expectations were informed by her
personal history of overcoming dyslexia and being a dedicated dancer who trained
every afternoon after school. She expected that effort, perseverance and time
management would help her reach the high expectations that she shared with her
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supportive parents. Her goal as a learner was to “be an independent worker [so] you
don’t always have to go to other people for help” (Elise, individual interview). Elise
saw the teacher as a facilitator, and peer support was important but not essential to
learning achievement. Elise was observed to seek feedback from her peers, but also
set herself goals based on Greg’s explicit AfL practice of goal setting at the
beginning and end of each lesson. Other students with different histories and learning
identities had different expectations of engagement in learning with teachers.
Vanessa, Rose, Russell and Todd valued more personal relationships with
teachers as the key to engagement. They believed it was the role of teachers to get to
know the students and create learning experiences that enabled them to work with
their friends and enjoy a laugh while they got the work done. When asked how they
worked out how to work as a class with each of their teachers, Russell volunteered
“you push their limits to start off with...It may be the wrong way to find out instead
of asking, but it’s funner” (Russell, focus group interview). Russell appreciated Mr
Barra as a “fun” teacher who gave them lots of class time, let him work with his
friends, and was “generous” in letting them use the computers nearly every lesson.
“Pretty much everyone comes out of SOSE with a smile on their face” (Russell,
focus group interview). While Finn explained that most teachers “tell you like the ten
commandments”(focus group interview) what they expect from students, this was not
something that Mr Barra did. Students who were interviewed were confident that
“Mr Barra is the kind of teacher who doesn’t mind us moving around as long as it is
productive and we are like helping people” (Todd, focus group interview) yet they
did not recall Mr Barra telling them that they had permission to move around the
room. In explaining “He doesn’t get mad as long as we like get it done” Elanie drew
on her cultural narrative of learning where she expected teacher “madness” or
“getting in trouble” to help define patterns of participation and expectations for
learning. Vanessa instead of viewing the teacher-student relationship as avoiding
trouble looked to Mr Barra as a role model. She valued asking him questions and
getting feedback out of desire to connect with this trajectory of identity represented
in her teacher. These were informal AfL practices where students learned about
expectations for participation through the social relationships that were valued in the
class from which they made judgements and adjusted their learning behaviours and
expectations. This informal kind of AfL was part of the “dynamic and interactive”
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nature of learning that Wenger (1998, p. 84) calls the “negotiation of meaning in
practice.” Greg was aware of the importance of this informal kind of AfL and so
focussed on building a positive teacher-student relationship to create a mutual
engagement in the SOSE classes.
Belonging: Mutual engagement
Mutual engagement “defines belonging”, and stems from “being included in
what matters” (Wenger, 1998, p. 74). The students and the teacher were observed to
successfully establish mutual engagement in each of the four SOSE classes. Mutual
engagement was created in each of the classes as the teacher immersed students in
learning experiences that were novel and challenging. As students each logged onto a
school-owned tablet laptop for an interactive quiz or game, or listened to a guest
speaker, the teacher and students were able to also engage in building relationships
with others as they discussed opinions and helped each other resolve inevitable
technology questions. From a sociocultural perspective, meaning is a negotiation
(Wenger, 1998) and “rather than seeing learning as a process of transfer of
knowledge from the knowledgeable to the less knowledgeable, we have engagement
in culturally authentic activity” (McCormick & Murphy, 2008, p. 5). Within this
view of learning, AfL practices of collaboratively setting goals, engaging in feedback
discussions about how to improve work and checking work against shared standards
were part of a mutual dialogue of learning within engagement in authentic activity.
The following section will describe how Greg built teacher-student relationships of
mutual engagement through modelling respect, sharing ownership of the learning
space and equipment and acknowledging the knowledge and expertise of others.
Finally this section concludes with a discussion of critical incidents showing how
Greg negotiated student resistance to the positive teacher-student relationships he
valued.
Modelling engagement and respect
Respect between the teacher and the student was seen an essential component
in creating mutual engagement and a sense of belonging. As Tobin (2007, p. 8) noted
“respect is a central requisite for participants working together... Teachers must show
their respect for students and be respected by them...The affiliation or sense of
belonging to, is a form of symbolic capital associated with identity.” From this
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foundation, the teacher and class negotiate ways to work together “weaving
participation and reification so seamlessly that meaning seems to have its own
unitary, self-contained existence” (Wenger, 1998, p. 63). Greg was able to negotiate
ways of working with his students in ways that both showed his respect for students
and showed students how to respect others, including the Indigenous people whose
culture was the topic of study.
Greg’s belief that “learning is about growing and there’s fulfilment in
personally growing” and that “not feeling challenged can leave a student
disenfranchised” (Greg, initial interview) reflected a view of mind that did not
separate cognitive and social growth, and regarded learning as full participation in
community. Positive teacher-student relationships were the foundation of the
learning community and Greg regarded it as his role as a teacher to establish
relationships with students that would built trust that would then enable students to
engage in AfL dialogue; “I’m very interpersonal with the students, and I care about
them, socially, spiritually, emotionally, the whole package really. If the kids know I
love them and care for them, they’re more open and free to come up and say “Hey, I
need help”.”(Greg, initial teacher interview). He described his role was also to
“invest in their lives” in and out of class time, “all through morning tea, kids just
want to talk. You’ve got to do it. It’s just a test to see whether you’re really interested
in them.” His belief that trusting the teacher was vital to learning was confirmed by
his experiences in helping Indigenous students in his role as Indigenous student coordinator; “you know if they don’t feel as though they can trust the teacher or
relationship with the teacher, they won’t ask the question. It’s the soft, caring ones
that they really appreciate, the one who they feel comfortable with and the one they
don’t want to let down. It’s a contract, a relationship”. He believed that a supportive
teacher-student relationship based on demonstrating personal interest in students was
a prerequisite for learner engagement in the classroom.
Establishing respect with students also involved Greg establishing his authority
and firm boundaries for students. Greg used language that positioned himself as the
leader of a team; “We are a real team together even though I’m still at the front, you
know guiding, we are in it together, to experience this and see how many wows we
can get by the end of this lesson”(Greg, midyear interview). He used strong,
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directive language to delineate clear boundaries of unacceptable behaviour about
issues:
“Girls out of your emails.”
“What have I said about that word?”
“Sorry sir, I’ve been watching Summer Heights High.
“No excuses.”
“Sorry sir.” and on another occasion
“Zoe have you got gum?” Greg asked from the front of the room at the start
of the lesson.
“Yeah.” She admitted.
“Don’t you dare bring chewing gum to my class. Wrap it and put it in the
bin. Everyone hear that?”

(Yr 8 video transcript)

Greg indicated in an interview, “I’m still the boss.” The issues where he used
authoritative language were to do with school rules and expectations about classroom
courtesy that were part of the shared expectations with students had about school
rules. During interviews with students, these types of strict interactions were not
mentioned, but were accepted as part of a shared repertoire of schooling and the role
of a good teacher. Students expressed appreciation that “he tells us stories, and is
helpful”(Rose), “he’s teaching us new things but also a new way of doing it”(Elise),
“we work to help each other” (Russell), “he’s a fun teacher. He’s the best teacher
I’ve ever had”(Todd). Often after an exchange where Greg had used disciplinary
language with students, he would visit the student a short time later to engage in
what Tobin (2007) calls repair work to re-establish a sense of personal connection
with the child as demonstrated in this interaction:
Greg paused in his instructions to the class. “David when I talk you need to
listen. It is rude. This is for your benefit so your work is good.” A few
minutes later after the class started work, Greg stopped at David’s desk and
said in a quiet voice, “I know you are helping him, but do it when I’m not
talking alright. I don’t want you to stop helping.”A minute later, David
called out a question about a technical issue to Greg, who called back an
answer from where he was seated helping another student.
(Researcher field notes)

Respect for students was communicated through the friendly interactions Greg
created when moving around the room, checking on student work. His language as
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he sought feedback on the student’s progress was often conversational, “What’s
happening girls?” or “where are you up to guys?” He either knelt down at the desk,
or found a spare chair to sit with students who needed help. While he was seated near
a student, other students would come and bring their laptops over to him, or come
and ask a question. When this occurred, Greg modelled respect for the student he
was working with by asking permission “would you mind if I help her quickly?” He
would wait for an answer, maintaining eye contact with the first student before
helping the second student. Greg recognised that sitting with students was a powerful
message, so he deliberately created a pattern of participation to challenge tacit
messages that sitting near a student could create:
Often I will go and sit with kids not to help them. Sometimes I’ll just go and
sit there and say “Hey how are you going?” That breaks the stereotype of
me telling them that they’re wrong. Cause if I’m sitting with a kid, it means
they’re wrong or they’re having trouble. So I’ll go sit with a kid just because
I like the kid. You know I can sit next to them, I can be reading, you know
getting ready for the next thing to talk about and I can sit next to them doing
my own thing and they are quite happy doing their own work. So that sort of,
creates a good working atmosphere.”

(Greg, midyear interview)

Greg’s language also created an expectation that the students valued his respect
and valued belonging to the community of practice. He used values language to
establish or affirm patterns of participation and built the teacher-student relationship:
“I will be very disappointed if you don’t use the time well”
“I trust you. If it doesn’t have swearing, I don’t need to check.”
“Guys, listen up. If it isn’t in line with the school values, you can’t use that
music. Remember if the song is on there, it is as if you are saying it because
it is your story. Guys I trust your judgment. ”
“I want to tell you how proud I am of you today. You have focussed and
there are great projects. I can’t wait to see them. You are unique.”
(Researcher field notes)

Within this environment of trust, students were encouraged when they
demonstrated respectful or responsible values choices. When a student opened a
library laptop to find something offensive on it, she closed it and called Greg over.
He took it away and replaced the laptop, saying to the student “I am so sorry that
happened. Thank you for doing it the right way.” Later, the same student called
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Greg over, asking for help. As he sat and reset the second laptop, he chatted “what is
going on with this computer? You are having a bad time with computers today.
What a shame. You were fantastic in chapel today. How long have you been twirling
batons?” Different cultural values of respect were also part of Greg’s teaching,
where he taught students that answering someone’s question quickly was a sign of
being smart in western culture, but of being a “smart aleck” and disrespectful in
many Indigenous cultures. Greg drew on his intercultural competence to build
relationships with students and also explicitly teach students the social skills needed
for co-constructing learning through respectful dialogue.
Sharing expertise and knowledge
Greg drew on his own expertise but also acknowledged the expertise and
knowledge of others, including students. Greg wanted students to understand the
Indigenous values of “land, kinship and culture”, and he used this conceptual
framework to analyse Australian history, contemporary Indigenous issues, and reflect
on the stories of guests, as well as students’ own experiences. He often shared stories
and showed photos from his visits to Indigenous communities in the Torres Strait
islands, Aurukun and Halls Creek, as well as invited guest speakers to the classroom
for students to interview. The guest speakers included Indigenous students from the
school, as well as teacher aides and visiting pastors, or elders from the local
communities. Indigenous students within the class were positioned as experts, and
invited to share their knowledge. In one lesson when Greg asked the students how
many languages they spoke, five students spoke two languages, three spoke three, so
Greg called on Isaac, a student from a remote Indigenous community to name the
four languages he spoke. Greg helped value Isaac’s cultural knowledge and position
Isaac as a central participant with expertise within the class. Students in the class
were positioned as respectful interviewers, having to use the assessment guiding
questions under the categories of ‘Land, kinship and culture” to learn from their
guests. When Mrs Barker, an administrator in the school came as a guest speaker,
and described her experiences as a child of the Stolen Generation9, the students were
very quiet, some of them teary as they listened. They spontaneously applauded her
when she had finished. After her visit, Greg was able to say to the students “Wow,
9

Australia had an historical policy until 1969 of forcibly removing Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander (Indigenous) children from their families. These children became known as the Stolen
Generations.
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how good was that. Congratulations, you showed respect and honoured her by the
way you listened.”(Greg, field notes). Greg then went on to explain that the Stolen
Generations was a very sensitive issue as some members are very angry and others
are glad. He linked the students’ emotions to personal actions students could take,
being respectful and understanding of varying views about the Stolen Generations, as
well as encouraging students to consider acts of kindness like those described by Mrs
Barker that made a big difference in her life. Greg also made himself vulnerable and
open to the student interviewers by inviting his grandparents who were travelling
through the town in as guest speakers, along with his toddler son. He explained how
he got his love of adventure from his Grandfather, and hoped that he would be able
to pass on his values and love of learning and adventure to his son. Through
extending to students the processes by which he negotiated his identity, Greg
challenged traditional patterns of how teachers and students relate. He also made
issues of identity, values and community part of the work of students’ learning at
school. If autonomy is regarded as an identity that is socially constructed from the
teacher’s expectations of a centrally participating learner, it can be considered an
important part of the learning work for the teacher to make visible his or her own
negotiations of identity. This would involve careful choices by the teacher about
what would be appropriate and valuable to share.
Greg was deliberate in choosing the photos and stories he would share. He tied
stories back to the conceptual framework, so that the Indigenous way of thinking was
being “taken through learning, so it blurred into assessment”(Greg, initial
interview). He chose stories that would evoke an emotional response, so “I make
sure that I really get through, so that they are engaged in their mind and heart with
the learning, and they go “wow I didn’t know that” or “that’s not right” (Greg, midyear interview). He would first engage with a funny story or interesting insight, then
use media and personal stories to involve students in a dilemma before inviting
students to personally respond. In introducing students to a lesson where he wanted
them to write to Indigenous students in Halls Creek, Greg first shared an anecdote
from his visit to Halls Creek where he saw kangaroo tails in Coles10 cling-wrapped
like hairy cucumbers. He then showed a television news clip about Halls Creek,
stopping it to show “This is where I stayed.” Flicking to a photo on his own laptop,
10

A grocery chain store.
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he showed one of a man who was also in the video, and told the students how the
man had saved Greg a seat in church. Greg then described how this Indigenous man
struggled with alcoholism, and smelt bad. A student asked “Did you say anything?”
Greg replied, “I said thanks for saving me a seat. Couldn’t say anything else, that
would be disrespectful.” Greg then went on to help students understand the effects
that alcohol abuse has in Halls Creek, and how that affects children their own age. It
was only then when students were emotionally engaged, that he also shared that he
had gone to visit a teacher at the school in Halls Creek to arrange an exchange of
letters between the classes. This classroom interaction modelled for students how
Greg negotiated his understanding through experience, gave an authentic context for
student learning and also shaped the values students were being encouraged to
develop through their participation in the practice. In this interaction, students could
have appropriated an identity of an autonomous learner as one who uses the
computer to access stories about their world and who seeks connections with others.
As Wenger (1998, p. 271) explained, “our communities of practice become resources
for organizing our learning as well as contexts in which to manifest our learning
through an identity of participation...identity and learning serve each other.”
Computer mediated stories and games from Indigenous teenagers using
Learning Federation objects (The Le@arning Federation, 2010), as well as the “us
mob” website (Us Mob, 2010) also helped draw on student experience of computer
gaming and video stories to engage them in learning. During one of these computer
activities, students had to make choices about finding water when an Indigenous
teen’s bike broke while cycling in the bush. Greg shared “Well what should he do?
There is no shop to get parts. Maybe that is why sometimes an Indigenous person
may have a bit of scrap in their yard. You never know when you’ll need it. I know a
lot of white men who have sheds like that, or girls who have closets like that”(Greg,
field notes). Greg honoured and positioned Indigenous people in new ways, and used
technology to support their knowledge. AfL practices within these learning contexts
were informal diagnostic conversations between the teacher and students and also
between peers directed at both completing the tasks successfully “What did you do? I
am going to go back to the maps to check what it said again” as well as asking
students to self assess their assumptions. When an Indigenous Pastor from an
aboriginal community in Northern Queensland dropped in to stay at Greg’s house, he
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found himself as a guest speaker to the Year 8 class. Greg used Google maps to show
students where the pastor lived, “let’s see if his bus was in that day.” As the pastor
spoke, Greg used his computer linked to the data projector to find and display photos
and news articles illustrating the pastor’s talk about welfare reforms and his prison
ministry. The students asked questions based on the Indigenous thinking framework,
an AfL practice explicitly taught to the students, engaging the pastor in conversation.
In closing Greg asked “What jobs do you do?” Students heard that their guest
worked in “the Royal Flying Doctor medical clinic, as the housing officer, Pastor
and Dad, Dad being the hardest.” Greg acknowledged how talented this Indigenous
man was, “an example of how we can do all things through Christ” before inviting
the students to pray for his research into establishing a training skills college and the
need for education in his community. The expectations of the teacher were both
reproductive, with the teacher positioning students as participants he expected to
operate within his values paradigm, but also productive, as students were invited to
develop agentive identities as meaning makers and participants in challenging
conversations about Australia’s future relationships with its Indigenous people.
Shared ownership of the learning space and tools
Students were also positioned as knowledgeable, agentive and responsible in
the context of using the technology for learning. They were given access to school
computers nearly every lesson, and expected to resolve their own computer problems
if these were within a student’s capability as the following classroom interactions
demonstrate;
Students had been asked to bring in their headphones with a boom
microphone that had been on their book list, so they could record their audio
narration that lesson. A boy called out from his laptop, “Sir I don’t have a
microphone.” Greg looked up from where he was helping another student.
“What could you do? Get one, buy one, use the library’s. You work it out.”
When a student complained that their laptop had just shut down, Greg
replied, “Good thing you saved it before it ran out of batteries. Oh you
didn’t? Your loss”.
A student who had not brought photos in as requested asked, “Sir what do I
do if I don’t have photos?”
Greg replied, “It’s going to be a very boring presentation isn’t it with just
your voice for 3 minutes.”
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Through explicit and tacit messages, students were positioned as being responsible
for their choices and for their learning. A further example of how students were
positioned as responsible occurred in the way Greg gave technical instructions as
invitations. Greg would ask the class, “Who wants to look at the folder structure
again? Come up the front if you do.” Students were expected to self assess their skills
and then decide whether they wanted to learn the technique or not.
Greg also modelled multi-tasking, hooking up the data projector while students
were logging on, and expecting students to work within multiple programs and
screens as they completed activities. He modelled risk taking with new technologies,
“This might fall flat on its face and not work, but I want to try it” and being calm and
trying different problem solving strategies, including asking others when problems
occurred. Greg’s calm attitude towards problems was reflected in the students’
approach, which is why Greg made sure that students never saw his exasperation
with the technical glitches, or rate of laptop battery failure, or complex negotiations
he had to complete to get access to the computer rooms within the busy timetable.
Greg had significant expertise with computers, and would use it to resolve problems
students couldn’t. When students within the class were seen to have expertise, he
would plug the data projector into their laptop and ask them to show the class, or he
would direct student inquiries to them, or just not answer a student question and give
that student the space to either work it out themselves or see a peer for help. He
would then visit that student a little later, “yep you worked it out. Isn’t it great you
did it by yourself.” This sharing of learning control positioned students as agentive
and was powerful in the social construction of the identity of an autonomous learner
in this classroom community.
Resistance 	
  
Students were also observed to resist the teacher’s expectations for their
participation. On these occasions, Greg would “go after the relationship with the
student first” (Greg, midyear interview), and would resist being drawn into a power
struggle. One student who read a large novel in class did not answer questions and
drew on her arm with Nikko pen in the first lesson. Greg ignored her nonparticipation until after class when he showed interest in what she was reading. From
there, Greg found that she could not access the books she was interested in from the
library as they were in the Senior section. He negotiated access for her with the
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librarian, and in later observations I observed the student engaging in peripheral
ways during the class. Greg then found new ways to give her responsibilities in class,
asking her to take the class mascot home to keep it safe overnight, and giving a vote
of thanks to a guest. Greg also worked with her peers to include them in making class
decisions. Another student who was known as a “learning support student” with
academic difficulties was positioned as knowledgeable within the class when Greg
found out that he was an expert in sports statistics. Greg then chose a sports focus for
the next lesson on Indigenous Australian history and would often call on this
student’s expertise in class discussions. Greg believed “I haven’t really done my job
if they get through my class without having to engage in this subject matter which is
going to help. I go hunting for kids like that who I know I can take off further and
produce something really fantastic”(Greg, mid-year interview). He also recognised
that “those social leaders in the class, if you can get them motivated and involved,
the rest go ‘it’s ok to be here’.” He recognised his role as a teacher included
positioning students in new ways within the class and so building a new shared
repertoire of participation. As Lave & Wenger (1991, p. 50) noted the analytic unit of
participation “focuses attention on ways in which it is an evolving, continuously
renewed set of relations”. Participation is a dynamic and ongoing process with
significant impact on the practices of AfL.
This process of each student negotiating an identity of becoming more expert,
is explored in the next section, in particular how the teacher-student relationship and
AfL practices helped inform students to know what to do in the community of
practice.
Becoming more expert in IT and Indigenous perspectives
“If I do it for them, I rob the student of the reward of being able to solve
something themselves” (Greg – final interview)
Identity is formed through participation and the development of competence
that involves belonging and becoming more expert within a community of practice
(Wenger, 1998). The AfL practices of specifying performance criteria, shared goals
and giving students the experience of judging previous student examples of work
were a significant way for a legitimate peripheral participant in Greg’s class to learn
what was valued through the discourse and the processes of the community. These
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ways of working informed what was expected as an expert however the trajectory of
an identity as an expert also goes beyond prescription. Stobart (2008, p. 4) noted that
making expectations of quality explicit is a ‘tightrope...the delicate balancing act
between making clear what is to be learned without over-specifying to the point that
it leads to fragmented and surface level learning.” Greg used the AfL strategy of
sharing expectations with students by using explicit cognitive scaffolds to support the
Indigenous thinking framework, self evaluation checklists and a standards and
criteria sheet with descriptions of the evaluation standards for student work. He also
communicated to students his expectations of an autonomous learner by modelling a
trajectory of identity that involved deep understanding, risk taking, dialogue and
emotional engagement. He expected students to be active in shaping their identities
as reflective learners as an explicit part of the learning and assessment tasks he
designed. As he had the opportunity to teach the same unit to four core classes, he
also came to recognise the significance of the conceptual framework that was used to
make meaning within and beyond their classroom, and explicitly taught the students
how to use it to plan questions for guest speakers, evaluate resources against it and
plan from and evaluate their assessment task using it. The assessment task was also a
focus of the joint enterprise, through which students negotiating meaning and
developed a shared repertoire of computer skills. The AfL practices of goal setting,
feedback and using models occurred throughout the unit, integrated into the patterns
of participation of the class so that they became part of the shared repertoire and the
work of the students as well as the teacher.
Expecting autonomy
Greg had clear expectations of how an autonomous learner would interact, as
these extracts from the initial interview with Greg showed:
“It’s like a light going on, but its more. They’ve actually gone themselves
and worked out how the switch works, or they’ve gone to the switches and
flicked it themselves and they can see a very real reward from learning and
growing.”
“Going out on a branch and see what happens, asking questions.”
“Being aware of how they learn and managing their relationship with their
teacher, ‘Can we do it as a diagram please or talk about it as a discussion
group?’”
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“Getting the hint but picking up the challenge and running without me
explicitly saying A and B and then do C. I’ve said A and B and they’ve
naturally gone click from it.”

He recognised that his beliefs about learner autonomy involved the learner
taking a risk, “and you might look like a fool”, but that was part of the adventure of
learning, “being able to chase and be on a quest.” With this trajectory in mind, Greg
deliberately did not make explicit some of his expectations so that he could give
students “the space to grow within the boundaries I set”. He used invitational
language for example telling the class, “If you want to learn how to save this so it
can be viewed on a mobile phone, come up around Todd’s computer and I’ll show
you...”. He implied permission to move to help others by walking past and ignoring
students who were doing so and gave students challenges “I wonder how we find
cropping tools in this program?”, and then withdrew to the side of the room to give
students and guests the space to be the expert voice. Students recognised and valued
the choice, freedom and responsibility they were given within this relationship, “It’s
great. He tells us what to do and leaves us to get on with it while we are sitting with
our friends” (Elanie, focus group interview).Greg explained “I don’t want to baby
them” and “if I do it for them I rob them of the reward of being able to solve
something. They’ve got to realise and come to a point where they can go, “I can do
this” and they can show someone else”(Greg, final interview). These beliefs and
practices emerged from his previous teaching experiences.
Greg acknowledged that his practice of leaving space for students to resolve
computer issues came from his own learning preferences for activity, the necessities
within the complexity of the classroom and also from his “pet hate” experiences as a
computer teacher. He commented:
“With the high level of complexity in content and with technology, there is
no way that I can fulfil all of their expectations of me....They might have to
wait a long time until I’m ready, so they need to work it out.” “It’s a pet
hate. If it is something simple it’s a real time waster. If it is not genuine, like
it’s something they could work out with a little bit of hard work, they’ll grow
a lot from that and be able to help others too.” (Greg, final interview)
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He communicated that students needed to get the work done, within time goals, “no
matter what”, and worked hard alongside students to help them achieve the specified
goal.
Greg positioned himself as a co-learner, and through his story telling described
adventures where he had to learn from others who were more expert, often
positioning Indigenous friends and students as people he had learned from. In the
classroom, he also modelled that learning with computers involves experimentation
and risk “we are going to take a risk...it took me a while to set up”. He also
positioned students as agentive, with an expectation that they would rethink, value
and share their learning enough so they would teach others “Perhaps if you go to
Bathurst with Dad for car racing, you can take him to Windradyne’s grave and you
can tell him the story of how he made peace”(Greg, classroom interaction). Students
were invited to share their digital story-telling assessment task on-line with
Indigenous students in the remote community of Halls Creek in Western Australia,
telling students, “You guys are about the same age. You won’t be communicating
with those 11 year olds, as they aren’t going to school. You will be communicating
with their brothers and sisters who have chosen to be at school. They may have
parents who are alcoholic, abusive or absent. Your story about your mum and dad
who love you, or maybe the way you cope with similar problems can bring hope.”
Greg positioned students as people who could bring hope to others, and he linked
their identity and personal story to the broader community, often asking students
after a learning activity, “How can you help change Australia?”
The shared goal of the assessment task
The sense of adventure and trajectory of identity was also prioritised within the
learning and the culminating assessment task; “The task, like it’s a choose your own
adventure. They are making their own decisions. The trick is to find experiences that
will let them do that” (Greg, midyear interview). Within the Queensland education
context, teachers design assessment tasks based on syllabus “Essential Learnings”
and broad standards describing A to E levels of achievement (The Queensland
Studies Authority, 2010). Greg designed the assessment task to be a multimedia
presentation of the student’s life using the Indigenous thinking framework of “land,
kinship and culture” (see appendix E).
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The task was presented within a format required by the school, and was a
reified practice that students recognised as part of school learning for each unit. It
acted as a boundary object, or a “specific artefact to focus future negotiation of
meaning in specific ways” (Wenger, 1998, p. 91). Greg’s goal for the task was that it
would help students create meaning and identity, so students “can’t separate the
classroom learning and assessment. They’re trying to learn and trying to discover
about themselves and the world they live in”(Greg, midyear interview). Similarly, he
intended that the Indigenous thinking framework that was given to students as an
accompanying guide with the assessment task within the first few weeks of the unit,
would be fully integrated through the learning; “The conceptual framework is taken
through to learning [and] is a blur into assessment”(Greg, initial interview). He
developed a further aim after he collected the first group of students’ assessment
tasks:
Seeing what they produced and my own discontent with what was produced
from the first group, the limitations, what they didn’t do. What didn’t come
out and that shows me it has happened from our body of learning. They had
all left this bit out. I need to make sure I include that in more. It has taken a
year, which is crazy (laughs) for an assessment item to be actually what I
want it to be. I’m so glad that I’ve had the chance to do it over so many
times.

(Greg, final interview)

When asked whether students needed to know more specific goals as they progressed
through the unit, or whether the goal of the task and the conceptual framework was
enough, Greg explained
They are right with the goal. They know the destination...but they always bug
me at lunchtime. “Sir what are we doing today?” They are always asking
the question. I think it is an arm wrestle between both. You need to have the
anticipation for them to want to be in control, but if you give them all the
control, or too much of it, the anticipation is gone. They are winning the arm
wrestle. The anticipation builds, but they win because they get full control
once it’s time to start the assignment.....it’s their time to run. I’m letting them
get to that point. That’s the game I play with them. .. I’ve found it works
really well. They know we need to get through this, so they can do their
assignment well. You hold them back from doing the assignment. I won’t
hold them back too long or they will be frustrated.(Greg, final interview)
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He saw it as his role to create both readiness in skill and excitement so the
assessment task or ‘assignment’, was part of the shared adventure.
As part of the assessment task sheet, students were also given the expected
criteria and standards against which the teacher would grade their work for a report
card to parents. Students were familiar with this reified form of goal setting, and tool
for giving feedback. Some students like Douglas used it to guide their work “I
always check the A column because that is what I’m aiming for. I make sure I’ve
fulfilled every part of it”(Douglas, individual interview). Other students made the
decision not to look at the criteria “I read the front of it, and know what I’m supposed
to do, and don’t worry about the criteria”(Russell, focus group interview). Greg used
all elements of the task sheet to help students become more familiar with what he
was expecting, “Have you got the task sheet, it has the prompts”, “You may want to
look at the school as one of these categories. How has it shaped you? Would it be
land or culture?” and “Can you see why task sheets are useful Tammy?” The task
sheet was recognised as a cultural tool that students were expected to use and
develop expertise in using with Greg making their use part of his explicit teaching.
Greg also set time goals for students. As he could not assume all students had
access to computers outside of school, he made sure that there was enough time
during the lessons to complete all the assessment task. He broke the task into
achievable sections, and would set goals “Today is the last lesson for transitions.
Next lesson we start recording”, explaining why, rephrasing, repeating and writing
the goals on the whiteboard. This kind of goal setting was a minimum expectation
and he recognised and approved students who were working ahead of the class,
“Guys, look here. This is Chloe’s, all done. First in. She did the audio while we were
all sitting here and talking.” This recognition was a form of social standard setting,
where quality expectations were often determined by peer or teacher approval
established informally during opportunities for examining one another’s work in
progress.
Feedback as dialogue and social standard setting
The individual nature of task and other computer mediated learning was
balanced with the approved social expectation of helping each other and shared
ownership of learning. Computer based activities made individual student learning
visible, and Greg was able to see immediate feedback, “they are always producing
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something...I have got multi layered information coming to me at each stage that
shows me where they are at” (Greg, midyear interview). Online quizzes could be
collated instantly and visible on the data projector, and the data projector was also
often plugged in so that a student’s work was visible to the class. In one interactive
website where students played a game to see how well they could survive on ‘bush
tucker’ in the outback without running out of time or stamina, the students
commented, “it was on the data projector, so everyone saw everyone stuffing up on
it. Mr Barra was the first to have a go and he didn’t know what to do either.
Everyone had a go, and it ended up only one person doing it. It was so funny”(Finn,
focus group interview). Making learning visible, as well as shared risk taking part of
learning helped students develop confidence in their participation.
Peer support was a critical element in this development of expertise. While
students were engaged with learning activities on their computers, there was
continual movement around the class. To access the school computers, the classes
were timetabled in various rooms. In some of the rooms, students used laptops from
a library trolley which they could take to show someone else, while in other rooms,
students were seated at desktop computers, and used their wheeled chairs to scoot
over and have a look at someone’s work, or help them solve a problem. Students
valued being able to ask for help or help their peers, often recognising non verbal
cues; “they look like they are struggling or they just sit there with their hand up not
doing anything” (Mike, focus group interview). Students expressed their preference
for working with friends “sometimes they understand and sometimes I do, so we can
like discuss it and see what we learn” (Rose, focus group interview). Helping each
other was seen as a first step in seeking help or feedback before seeing the teacher;
“If I’m sitting next to someone and they go ‘Do you get this? “ and the other person
says ‘yes’, it saves us from having to ask Mr Barra cos then we can get help from
that person. But if none of us understand,...we go get him”(Rose, focus group
interview). Greg would preface feedback for student improvement by first
establishing positive emotional climate; “cool photo. Is that Mum? What a great
photo to have with your words about honouring your parents” before proceeding to
verbally model an improvement. A lot of teacher feedback was oral, and directed to
the stage where the student was working. Students took action on the spot to adjust
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and improve the work. Students were more likely to seek their peer approval for their
work in progress, which was more often general approval or a question.
Looking at student models from previous classes was valued by students as a
way of learning the expectation of standards. Students appreciated being able to see
someone else’s work, and usually thought that they could improve on it. In
particular, they valued seeing a poor example. “I looked at theirs and saw what they
were trying to get at and added bits of that into my own. It was like we were all
learning off each other”(Elise, individual interview). Since the task was clearly about
their own life story, and the community of practice was one that valued helping each
other and learning from each other, this kind of peer feedback and standard setting
that in other contexts may be labelled “cheating” was viewed as learning from each
other. Greg encouraged this approach, by using self and peer assessment strategies
whenever he set formal group work tasks, asking students to identify ways that they
worked that were helpful to one another, and how those people who were difficult to
work with could improve.
For Greg, the worst that the class could do would be to “disengage, go quiet
like a sponge waiting to be fed, not internalising it”(Greg, focus group interview) In
those cases, he would use a quick quiz for ten minutes to get them back to where
they were last lesson; “the quick quizzes and shared stories are massaging to get
them back to a point, there in body and mind” (Greg, focus group interview)
Engagement in thought and emotion with the topic and also with one another was
seen as both a prerequisite of learning as well as a valued outcome. AfL practices
were valued as cultural practices to help achieve this goal.
Tensions and dilemmas
Significant tensions were identified by the teacher in establishing AfL practices
in the Year 8 SOSE unit. Access to technology and the time and emotional
investment that the unit of work took were concerns Greg shared. Dilemmas also
were evident in how much control students were afforded in the assessment task.
The computer access was both an affordance to engagement and autonomy and
a source of tension for the students and in particular the teacher. Greg had to
negotiate access to various computers around the school including a traditional
computer laboratory as well as the library set of tablet laptops that could be booked
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from the school library. In each SOSE computer based lesson a few students would
report that their laptop had run out of battery power, or occasionally that the screen
was frozen, or damaged or a previous student had not shut it down, or left offensive
messages displayed. Students also would report difficulties in not being able to log
on with their user name, the required internet sites blocked by the school internet
filter, or download limits being reached. Greg would maintain a calm, matter of fact
approach, and often position students to take responsibility where they could (see
earlier), but later reported these incidents to be “highly stressful”. He saw upgrading
the laptops and infrastructure was a solution, but was not within his power to
achieve. His frustrations were not often visible to the school leadership, and when
Greg expressed frustration to others, his dilemmas seemed to be accepted as part of
the reality of managing the limitations of a school’s technology budget and down
played as Greg had negotiated more access for his class to computers than other
teachers had been able to. Accessing computers was a significant boundary the
teacher had to bridge to resource his initial community of practice, but it was also an
ongoing and complex access to maintain as successful access to the resource
depended on the political, technical, financial and organisational contexts within and
beyond the school.
While his class had access to computers for four out of the five lessons each
timetabled cycle, students were in a different room each time, with the desks often
set up in rows. In the library rooms, there was often noise, movement and
interruptions while other classes within the school accessed the centre. There was
little ownership by the teacher or the students of the learning space, with students
sometimes forgetting which room they were in for that lesson. The data projector and
computer screens became the shared classroom landscape and the site of mutual
engagement.
A further dilemma for Greg emerged in managing his time. He recognised that
his success with students depended greatly on his experience, yet to maintain and
build his expertise often meant being absent from his class. Greg acknowledged “the
going away, while it is a pain missing some of my class time, it’s really benefited
them because I can show them a photo. This is here, this is real…it adds another
depth to it” (Greg, final interview). He shared that setting lessons for other teachers
to take while he was away was a major dilemma, as so much of the learning relied on
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his own expertise. He also reported that completing the learning and assessment in
time for report cards to be completed each term was a “huge pressure on me” as
students needed to be given enough time to complete all their preparation and
assessment during class time. He discussed the dilemma of not wanting to alarm
students too much that “time is running out” and balancing the tension of cutting
back to telling students “this is what you need to know” with allowing the time for
students to learn through stories and exploration. This tension and pressure expressed
by the teacher was not evident to students. Greg portrayed a sense of calm and
expertise that gave students confidence in his leadership, and a sense of emotional
safety. However these tensions in balancing access to resources were an initial
boundary to students developing full control over their learning.
Greg had to continually rearrange the sequences of his planned lessons
depending on when his guest speakers could be available, when he was at school and
the type of technology accessible through different rooms in the timetable. This
meant that students were not aware of what they would be learning each lesson,
limiting the shared power and control they could have over the direction of their
learning. Greg reconciled these tensions by sharing with students the overarching
concept of the Indigenous thinking framework of and the broad structure of the unit
that involved preparing for and then producing their assessment piece. He told
students that “land, kinship and culture” was one way some Indigenous people
thought about the world, “a holistic way that elders use to train up their young
people to live wisely.” Greg was sharing with students a trajectory of identity and
meaning that existed beyond their immediate classroom learning experience. This
sense of shared power over meaning making systems would seem to be more
powerful for students than a day to day shared power over the sequence topics of
learning particularly when the teacher-student relationship was supportive and
involved shared control within the classroom learning experiences.
Apprenticeship into a meaning making system that valued personal stories and
identity also provided a tension within the assessment task. As the task relied on
personal perceptions and understanding, traditional evaluative criteria such as
accuracy and depth of knowledge were not valid when applied to student stories.
Students were asked to show their understanding of Indigenous culture and thinking
by creating a personal multimedia narrative of their personal sense of identity within
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the concepts of land, kinship and culture, and draw some comparisons between their
own understanding and their new understandings of Indigenous cultural experiences
learned during the course of the curriculum unit. Some students took the opportunity
to share profound and personal insights into their family or personal history that they
had never shared before. A few students did not want their parents or other people to
view their work, and Greg gave reassurances that if that was the case, he would be
the only audience. This opportunity and trust could place a teacher in difficult
dilemmas if a student was to share a story about personal harm that the teacher may
feel obliged to take action over. Some student work was technically engaging, but the
student commentary contained statements about Indigenous culture that were
expressed in generalized or stereotypical terms. This raised the dilemma of whether
student attitudes to Indigenous peoples should be assessed and corrected and how
different parts of the task may be achieved to different degrees, which Greg
addressed by circling standards statements on the criteria sheet. The teacher role was
one of an audience who could comment on the technological craft, how well the
language of shared understandings about Indigenous culture was integrated into the
story, as well as compliance with the task boundaries. The formative role of the
teacher was more valuable in the dialogue with students during the making of the
story, where questions and promptings could help the student explore an aspect of
their personal identity in a new way. It required the teacher to be sensitive, present
and responsive to a broad range of life stories and issues, while maintaining the trust
of the audience that he would value their personal expressions no matter how
inexpertly they were expressed.
As an assessment task, it did not have a high degree of traditional reliability
and validity when viewed within a western academic paradigm. As an artifact of
meaning making and expression of identity, it was highly effective and perhaps its
validity could be a consequential validity of finding approval with a cultural
audience. Greg reported showing parents at parent teacher meetings their child’s
work on his phone (where the child had given permission), and parents being moved
to tears when they heard how much their child valued their family. One particularly
powerful example of this consequential validity was when Greg visited the Torres
Strait island home of one of his students during a holiday. With the student’s
permission, Greg set up a data projector and ran the boy’s digital story for the entire
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island population. This student lived with host parents while he went to school
during term time, a distance of 2 000 kilometers from his remote island. While he
was assessed to have an English literacy level of a Year 3 student, through the
technology of the computer and his oral commentary, he was able to produce a
sophisticated artifact. His digital story showed his peers at the school, and also his
peers at home how he was working to accommodate his various roles in his
communities of practice into his story and understanding of identity. An Indigenous
thinking framework and storytelling has implications for different understandings of
validity and reliability that effect how assessment of artifacts may occur. The broader
educational context of Year 8 assessment in Queensland allowed for classroom based
assessment without creating significant dilemmas for the teacher however the
changing climate of assessment policy within Australia may see this freedom change
in the near future.
Chapter summary and researcher conclusions
Greg was a highly skilled teacher with a clearly articulated vision and
expectations for the students in the Year 8 SOSE class. He deliberately established
positive teacher-student relationships as a foundation for a classroom community of
practice where students were engaged in varied and innovative learning. Students
were positioned as responsible for their learning and were encouraged to work with
peers and develop identities as people who can impact on their world. AfL practices
were integrated into the dialogue and everyday practices and were often operating in
tacit ways and in interactions between peers as well as between the teacher and
student. To maintain this shared ownership of learning with students required a high
degree of skill and energy from the teacher.
I learned a great deal as I observed Greg teach, especially about the way he
deliberately did not make all of his expectations explicit to students, but left space for
students to make assumptions about their roles and responsibility. The computer
mediated learning was significant in changing the patterns of participation and
making student work visible to one another and to the teacher. Learning occurred
through loops of dialogue as students shared the responsibility of being
knowledgeable experts with the teacher. Also significant were the many ways in
which Greg connected the student learning to identities and communities of practice
beyond the walls of the classroom. While the timetable meant that I was not able to
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follow individual student development of autonomy beyond the one unit of work, I
was able to observe how Greg adjusted his teaching to suit each class and how much
he valued the opportunity to improve his teaching and assessment by repeating the
same unit of work with the different classes. In discussions with Rachel and Adam,
they were both envious of Greg’s ability to immediately refine his teaching practice
with a new group of students.
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Chapter 6: Case study three: AfL within a trajectory
of expertise
“I want them to be enjoying science and to develop a sense of curiosity and a
sense that this is good fun, so if they go to science beyond that, in grades 11 and 12,
they have a good basis to build on.” (Adam Turner, teacher interview)
Assessment for learning was viewed by the teacher, Adam Turner as helping
students monitor their progress along a trajectory of becoming more autonomous as
Year 9 Science learners. By relating science to everyday concepts, emphasising the
processes of science and providing practical experiments for students every lesson,
Adam planned that each lesson during the year would be a memorable science
experience. Data from ten observed lessons, eight student interviews, three focus
group interviews with the three case study teachers, and also an initial, midyear and
final interview with Adam, were analysed using a constant comparative method.
How shared expectations of science learning were appropriated by students through
the shared language and routines of guided participation is explored in the following
case.
Chapter organisation
This chapter begins with introductions to the teacher, students and class. How
the teacher engaged the class and created a sense of belonging through humour and
shared routines is described in answer to the first research question. Next the
processes of becoming autonomous through appropriating a shared language and
repertoire of AfL routines is described in response to the second research question
exploring patterns of participation. Finally tensions and dilemmas are discussed.
Introductions
This case study follows a Year 9 science class over a year as their teacher
Adam Turner aimed to develop student autonomy through helping students enjoy
science and develop expertise in using basic science language and experimental
processes. AfL was viewed by the teacher as a way that students could assess or
evaluate their progress of understanding against their internal goals, and thereby
adjust their performance. AfL practices included shared goals of learning, checking
understanding through strategic questions, storytelling routines and quick quizzes
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and verbal feedback from the teacher and peers during practical experiments. Adam
created a sense of belonging to a science community of practice through his
enthusiasm for science, his calm and witty approach, and by making the class a safe
place to experiment with new ideas. Students were also becoming more expert
science learners as they appropriated new scientific language.

Students were

expected to measure their growth in expertise through AfL practices of telling
science stories, conducting experiments and participating in routine checks of
understanding in daily quizzes, strategic questioning and monthly unit tests. While it
was seen that many of his students did appropriate the routines and discourse of their
teacher, by the end of the year, the students were “not anywhere close” to his goal of
being autonomous learners. He pondered, “if they know what is expected, why aren’t
they doing it more for themselves?” (Adam, final teacher interview). In the
classroom of this highly motivated, experienced science teacher, AfL did not seem to
fulfil the promise of significantly increased student autonomy. Insights and
understanding were sought by analysing some of the classroom interactions through
a sociocultural view of learning.
A sociocultural view of learning shifts the focus from individuals internalising
learning, an acquisition metaphor of learning “as an act of increasing individual
possession” (Sfard, 2008, p. 120) to the language and patterns of interactions of
participants in practice. The unit of analysis becomes not the individual teacher or
student, but the “patterned collective doings” (Sfard, p. 124). The teacher is
recognised as an expert within the community of practice, and has a key role in
helping students grow from legitimate peripheral participants on a trajectory to
become central participants (Lave & Wenger, 1991). However, a sociocultural view
of learning acknowledges that both the teacher and students shape and are shaped by
their experiences as participants in this and other communities of practice. If
“performance [is] the product of a history of relating...[and] development a mutual
affair rather than a matter of one way determinism ”(Bredo, 1994, p. 28), the wider
cultural contexts and the role of students as agents in the production of their
identities as science learners are as influential as the teacher in the development of
AfL for autonomy within Year 9 science. Introductions to some of the key
participants follow.
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Introducing the Teacher
Adam Turner described himself as a “passionate teacher who gets excited
about what he teaches” and said the greatest compliment a student had given him
was calling him “the Steve Irwin of physics” (Adam, initial interview). He related the
development of this identity to experiences as a student where he received very poor
science teaching, often not getting his laboratory reports back for 12 months, as well
as inspirational practical teaching from a lecturer at teacher’s training college. As a
young teacher graduate sent to a remote community, he said he “had to learn to do
everything himself” as he was the sole science teacher. In his 30 years of science
teaching in various secondary schools in Queensland, he developed curriculum for
other teachers that allowed for excitement and practical demonstrations every lesson,
in his roles as Head of Department, and co-ordinator of a Science Centre of
Excellence. His contribution to bringing hands-on science education to students in
many schools was recognised by significant national and state awards and a
scholarship that funded an overseas study tour. Adam’s expectations of student
autonomy and beliefs about learning can be seen to be shaped by these experiences,
and will be explored later in this chapter.
During this case study, Adam was the Head of Science, with a half teaching
load that included junior science and senior Physics. He supervised five Science
teachers and the laboratory assistant as well as co-ordinated the resources,
curriculum, assessment and reporting requirements for the science department. He
also had the role of Year 9 co-ordinator which entailed organising a camp, helping
parents and overseeing the discipline issues arising from the 110 Year 9 students
enrolled in the secondary college. He lived on a rural property located some distance
from the school, and would often cycle to school especially on the mornings when
the school remote-control aero-club was meeting. Adam led the club as well as a
robotics club that involved students and teachers. He also trained regularly with
various teachers and students who participated in an annual endurance biathlon. He
was often seen walking quickly and purposefully within the school. The complexity
of the demands on his time and attention were significant tensions that shaped
Adam’s practice.
Adam found it difficult to find the time to read through Black and Wiliam’s
(1998) meta-analysis of AfL instead valuing the discussion times we had as a
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research team. He was particularly interested in the way that Rachel was able to
develop expectations with students who were with her for most of the day. Adam
recognised that he already used the AfL practices of sharing expectations and
learning goals with students, using routines to teach science skills and helping
students develop habits of self assessment. He was particularly interested in helping
students develop autonomy and throughout the year experimented with giving
students more responsibility and verbal feedback about their progress as they worked
in teams.
Introducing some students
The students in the Year 9 Science class were together for their core subjects of
Science, Mathematics, English, Study of Society and Environment and Health and
Physical Education, each taught by different teachers. For the rest of their timetable,
these students were in various groups depending on which three elective subjects
they had chosen. Every Science class was in a science laboratory, and students chose
their own seats each lesson at grouped tables of four. Twelve of the twenty-seven
students indicated willingness to be involved in the research.
Emma and Michelle were identified by their teacher as highly motivated
students, and by their peers as “smart”. They sat in the same seats for the whole year,
and Fiona, Max, Lachlan and others in their friendship group would compete to see
who would sit near them. Lachlan and Max began the year as confident participants
in the class, who would call out funny answers or risk asking questions. They each
had a parent teach at the school and were both involved in extracurricular activities
that gave them positive peer recognition; Lachlan, a member of the popular school
jazz band, and Max achieving recognition in sports and also involved in the church
youth group which met on the school site on Friday evenings. As the year
progressed, Lachlan developed a more central participatory role, whereas Max
became less participatory and more peripheral. The other table groups also remained
fairly consistent throughout the year, with those students who were more centrally
participating, seating themselves more towards the front of the room, and students
who were more peripheral participants, seating themselves towards the back which
was where Marcia located herself for the whole year. Shari, Steve and Jordan were
seen to move groups during the year to take on identities as either as a more or less
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centrally participating student. How these identities may have been shaped by their
participation in science is a key theme explored in this chapter.
Introducing the science class
Shari sat ruling up margins in her notebook and Lachlan rocked on his chair
and balanced his ruler on his hand while Adam used the whiteboard marker
to draw a diagram to explain the lesson’s concept of atoms and compounds.
The sounds of the busy primary school playground poured through the open
windows with the hot afternoon breeze. Michelle used her highlighter to
cross off the concept words from her unit outline in her book. She knew that
soon she would have to write down the new definition. From a desk near the
front, a boy asked “But isn’t H20 a compound?” Adam replied with a
question, “Yes but is it also a molecule?” He then used questions to draw
responses from other students seated at the front of the room to confirm their
understanding of molecule structure. At the back of the room, some students
whispered and shifted slightly in their chairs and the scraping on the floor
echoed in the room. A girl volunteered how she remembered the concept of
element; “an element has only one atom, and only has one ‘l’ in its name,
but molecule has 3 elements, and has 2 ‘l’s. I made that up.” The bell
signalling the end of primary lunch rang and the class waited for it to stop.
Adam enthusiastically responded, “Cool” before inviting any other students
to tell a science story that showed their understanding.
(Field observation notes, March)

Most students were able to describe themselves as individual science learners
when they were asked, but the students were more likely to describe their science
learner identity as bound up with their class identity which Lachlan described as
“very talkative, loud and chatty” and Emma as “too much energy I think.”(Year 9
focus group) This class identity could be seen to be constructed by the frequency of
the teacher having to pause and ask for quiet, which in turn was influenced by the
echoing acoustics of the room, the timetable that scheduled all science lessons in the
afternoon when the primary students were outside the open windows playing in their
lunch break, and by the lesson design that focussed on question and answer patterns
that positioned students as listeners for the first half of each lesson. These contextual
influences were obvious to me as an outside observer, but were not commented on by
the students or teacher. What was seen to be important to the teacher and student
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were the interactions within the classroom which will be described through the
sociocultural lenses of belonging within a community of practice and becoming more
expert science learners.
Belonging within an expert’s community of practice	
  
“Connecting with the students is the very first step, as they can’t even swim
until they get in the water.” (Adam, initial teacher interview)
The teacher’s energetic expertise and amusing banter helped the students trust
his leadership. Adam had a reputation among the students as a good teacher, and
students in his class had a sense of anticipation and privilege, reporting “everyone
else is complaining because they don’t have Mr Turner. Mr Turner is awesome”
(Steve, student focus group). Positive relationships with students was seen to be
foundational to learning for students as Adam recognised that “building
relationships with students is the most important thing as without it they won’t even
turn up to learn” (initial teacher interview). Without the ability to build these
positive relationships between the teacher and students Adam recognised that
teaching was a struggle; “it’s a terrible job to be in if you don’t do it well” (teacher
focus group interview). Adam believed that the ability to connect with students was
not something that could be learned, and was most likely dependant on a teacher’s
personality. Adam recognised that his expertise and excitement were probably what
created connections with students, and through a sense of belonging to Mr Turner’s
Science class, students would be prepared to participate and work alongside him to
develop expertise in the science routines. In a community of practice model,
experienced participants such as Adam are “old-timers” who represent trajectories of
identity and expertise, who are “living testimonies to what is possible, expected,
desirable” (Wenger, 1998, p. 156). Adam built positive relationships with students to
create a sense of belonging to his class, and thus to his community of practice.
Modelling science expertise	
  
Adam believed that if students saw he was excited, they would find it exciting.
He therefore planned each lesson to include a hands-on experiment as he wanted
each lesson to be memorable and have a “pay off”. This could either be
understanding a new word or definition or be a sense of excitement and belonging.
He didn’t expect students to remember every fact learned about science, but in years
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to come have a positive attitude towards science. Adam used everyday language and
stories that related science concepts to student experiences to demystify scientific
expertise and its development. He was able to engage with student questions and
relate it to examples on many topics. While he professed that his expertise “appears
more impressive than it is. It is the same thing over and over and it is at a grade 9
level, so it’s not hard to keep ahead of the average grade 9”(Adam, final interview) it
represented a deep pedagogical content knowledge that reflected years of experience
in how young people develop their understanding. Adam shared this notion of
trajectory of development with the students.
He told students that they could expect to start off with simpler ideas and build
up to scientific expertise, telling them that astronauts working on the Hubble
telescope still just use a spanner to tighten a bolt. They shouldn’t worry about the end
product, but work on it bit by bit. As well as articulating a trajectory of ‘becoming’ a
science learner, Adam’s expectations also helped students belong as legitimate
peripheral participants within the community of scientific learners who could use the
scientific method to inquire and learn.
The groups had been asked to design an experiment to answer a question
about waves. “Sir, do waves travel faster in shallow or deep water?”
Lachlan called to Adam across the room.
“Shallow!” a boy from another group called out.
“Deep!” contradicted a boy from a different group.
“I love it when there is controversy,” Adam answered the class.
“But you already told us!” asserted Lachlan.
Adam did not give the students the answer they were looking for, instead
saying
“And you believed me? What is the point of doing experiments? Verify what
people tell you!”

(Class discussion, observation notes)

By inviting student comments and questions, sharing the ownership of the
routines of scientific inquiry and giving students the space to experiment, students
were positioned as active science learners. Managing a learning environment where
students were encouraged to ask questions and experiment, Adam acknowledged
“you can’t keep too tight a lid on it”(midyear teacher focus group). He used humour
and a calm approach to direct the lesson flow while still allowing students a voice in
the discussions.
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Calm and humour
The students noticed and appreciated Adam’s calm and fun approach,
identifying it as an important source of engagement in learning building trust,
enjoyment and identification.
I

asked,

How

would

you

describe

your

science

class?

Marcia, answered, “Fun.”
Max added, “Noisy.” Marcia and Lachlan laughed and agreed.
Emma explained, “Not all the students listen. But Mr Turner, he just kind of
lets us talk and talk. Everyone then just quiets down.”
Max agreed, “He doesn’t yell. We enjoy having Mr Turner. It is fun for us to
learn.”
Lachlan looked around the group, commenting “It helps if everyone likes the
teacher, cos if you don’t like the teacher, you don’t really want to learn or
listen.”
Max nodded, “He relates to us well. He brings himself to our type of level,
and talks to us in that way so we can all relate.”
Ryan agreed, “Yeah, he’s just friendly, a friendly guy.”
Lachlan, explained further, “He doesn’t get angry with you, you know if you
make a mistake.”
Max interrupted,“ he’ll go, it’s just a mistake.”
Lachlan went on, “ and you can learn from it. It gives me more confidence.
If you do something wrong...”
Max sat back in his chair, “ he’s not going to bite off your head and go off at
you. He’s going to forgive me for it. Pretty cool.”
Ryan added after a pause,“ I just learn better when I am in a fun
environment, just relaxed. If a teacher starts yelling at me, I just tune out.”
The other students laughed. “I don’t like people yelling at me. I tune back in
again when they start treating me like a normal person and not yelling. It’s
the good thing about Mr Turner, he’s never yelling at you or anything. It’s
good.”
Lachlan added “ when I’m bored, I don’t listen to the teacher any more, but
if they make it fun like Mr Turner, I’ll listen more.”
Max explained earnestly “ He’s a pretty popular teacher.”
I asked Max “Did you know that before you had him as your teacher?”
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Max replied “Yeah. I’d met him a few times around the school and did the
endurance race with him and a few other teachers. He was a fun kind of guy
to be around.”
I turned the conversation back to the group, “I notice he gives lots of real
life examples. How much do you think he knows about science?”
Emma emphatically replied, “heaps.”
Ryan exclaimed “he’s got like half the periodic table memorised.”
Max agreed. “He knows so much. If I wanted to be like someone, I’d want to
be like him.”

(Year 9 initial focus group interview)

Adam’s choice of language communicated expectations of students including being
ready, keeping up, using time wisely and presenting work well;
“Good afternoon wonderful Year 9 class.”
“Ladies and gentlemen...guys...this is your captain speaking. Some of you
are not making best use of the time you have.”
“Adrian, can I get you to make your work look like it was one by a human?”
“Put your hand up if you are not ready.” One boy called out “me”. Adam
looked over with a comical frown and said “that was a look of displeasure.”
(Adam, class discussions)

Where students needed help, or were disrupting others’ learning Adam would have a
quiet word to them as he moved around the room rather than singling them out in
front of the class. 	
  
Shared ownership
Adam consistently used his language and non verbal signals to communicate a
supportive classroom environment where asking for help and helping each other was
normalised. Student questions were respected and treated seriously, and Adam
consistently reinforced the importance of science learners being able to ask good
questions. Students regarded the class as a safe place to ask for help, and Adam
deliberately gave extra encouragement to those students he noticed lacked
confidence; “I deal with different kids in different ways in the classroom. The way I
talk to Maria may be different to the way I talk to Max or other people. Some kids
need a lot more encouragement and some need a firmer approach”(Adam, midyear
teacher focus group). When students were answering a question or telling a science
story and seemed uncertain, Adam encouraged them to ask a friend to help out.
Students appreciated knowing that they were not on their own, “I like how if you
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don’t know, he lets you get help from a friend who does know” (Lachlan, student
focus group 1). Adam explained scientific concepts within stories embedded in
contexts drawn from student experiences. He also expected students to tell their own
stories.
Shared stories	
  
Adam explained science as storytelling. He believed that students understood a
concept if they could relate it to their everyday life, and that knowledge by itself is
worthless unless it can be communicated to someone else. He used metaphor to help
students understand concepts like “protein is like Lego bricks” and “our body gets
the scissors out” and also everyday contexts to apply the science learning - “every
day as you wipe your skin after the shower, you wipe off skin cells so you need more
protein every day. It is also why the towel smells if you leave it lying on the floor too
long.” Adam used his knowledge of students’ interests to incorporate them into his
story telling, “As Josie would know because conductor is a musical term as well as a
science term”. He would usually stand at the whiteboard at the front of the classroom
and illustrate the story using a diagram, in the following case an electrical circuit;
These electrons leave home, too many people in the house, so they travel
around here. They are attracted to this side because they are looking for a
spare electron. The voltage on the battery, that tells you how much energy
that little guy is carrying with him, but that 12 volts has to be used up before
he gets to his new home. He has to spend all his money, not on the wire, but
here at the bulbs like shops.

(Adam, class discussion)

In this instance, Adam realised that the complexity of the story may have
overwhelmed the science meaning, so he made the purpose of his use of stories
explicit to the students;
There is always a danger in this, if I start telling stories. It’s like when I ask
you the questions on the test, I want the word voltage used, not dollars and
shops. If I ask for a story to help explain electricity, then you can use dollars
and shops. Do you understand the difference? You can tell a story using
science words, or you can tell a story using everyday words to help you
understand.

(Adam, class discussion)

Asking students to tell science stories was one of Adam’s routine AfL
practices. Some students appreciated the emphasis on shared language, “Like he
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usually asks about still electrons. After I hear it a couple of times I get to know that it
is static electricity and it stays in my mind”(Fiona, individual interview), the shared
role of story teller was a higher risk activity for students. The association of science
with everyday language and contexts, as well as the routines around learning
scientific language did help create a sense of belonging. Adam’s role was that of a
‘broker’ (Wenger, 1998, p. 105) who could create connections across multiple
communities of practice and move students along a trajectory of expertise through
ownership of the language of science.
Shared ownership of the space & cool tools	
  
Students also felt confident to take ownership of the laboratory space and
equipment;
“Sir, can we turn the fans down?”
“Sure”
or
“Sir I can’t see...”
“My mistake, come on down.”

(Classroom dialogue)

This shared ownership of space was also evident each lesson when students
moved to the laboratory benches in the room in their groups to conduct experiments.
Students confidently used a wide range of Bunsen burners, chemicals, circuits and
equipment while Adam moved between groups to ask questions and check
understanding. In these situations, students operated with a great degree of
autonomy, as Adam had communicated clear procedures for safety and conducting
experiments.
Shared goals	
  
Adam deliberately reified practices of the scientific method as a way of giving
students ownership. Reification is “the process of giving form to our experience”
when processes “around which the negotiation of meaning become organised”
(Wenger, 1998, p. 58). Each four week unit began with a unit outline that acted as
the ‘aims’ and ‘procedure’ which included the key words, experiments and
homework assignments (see table 6.1 below). Many students used this outline to
highlight work completed as they progressed through the four week unit, and this
practice spread between students during the year as they observed their peers.
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Table 6.1
Science unit outline given to students
SCHOOL NAME
YEAR 9 TASK SHEET - ELECTRICITY
WORDS
Static

Voltmeter

Electricity

Volts

HOMEWORK

ACT 1 Static
electricity video

P 239 Rem, 1, 2

Observe

P229 Think Q 1, 2

Use power pack

Using data 1 – 3

Use ammeter

P233 Rem 1 – 4

Use voltmeter

P249 Think 1, 2

Draw circuit
diagrams

ACT 2 Conductors
& Insulators,
circuits

Charging

Resistance

Discharging

Ohms

Electroscope

Short Circuit

Conductor

Fuse

Current

Circuit
breaker

Insulator

ACTIVITIES

ACT 3 Current &
Voltage
Ohms
Law
ACT 4Electical
safety

Earth

Circuit
Ammeter

fuses

Active
Wet cell

Switch
Parallel

Use fuse wire

P255 Rem 1-4

Design circuits

P263 1-9

Connect circuits

ACT 5 Wet cell,
dry cell,
rechargeable cell

AC/DC

Series

P253 Using Data
1-4

SKILLS

ACT 6 project

Dry cell
Electrode

Amps

Electrolyte
rechargeable
TEST

/15

TEST

Book

/5

TOTAL /20

Teacher comments ______________________________________
Parent signature _________________________________________

Each lesson followed a routine that began with a revision quiz checking
understanding of previously learned concepts, and students were encouraged to use
their notebooks during the quiz if they needed help “remember you can look in your
book.”(Adam, classroom instruction to students). Next Adam would move to the
whiteboard and explain with diagrams a new concept and usually a story. He would
then write a definition that students would copy into their notebooks. Following
some questioning, he would ask students to tell him a science story that exemplified
the concept. An experiment testing the concept was then outlined, and demonstrated
before students moved into their groups to conduct the experiment and write it up as
a science report using the same headings each time; title, aims, procedure,
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conclusions. Students would clean up and at the lesson conclusion, show their
completed science report as they left the room. Homework was to be completed
before students handed their books in at the end of the unit.
Adam recognised that these planned routines played an important role in
helping students belong to the community of practice, and also become more expert
in the practices. These routines also hosted the AfL practices as students and the
teacher measured understanding against fluency in the routines. Wenger (1998, p.
60) attributes the power of reification through such routines to succinctness,
persistence, their focusing effect and portability. He also cautions that reification can
also take on a life of its own, and become detached from the original purpose and
overwhelm the important complementary process of participation (Wenger, p. 65)
Through participation in conversation and mutual experience, an “identity of
participation” is negotiated (Wenger, p. 56). The students and teacher negotiated
identities of becoming a Year 9 science learner through their participation and by
bringing with them their experiences from other communities of practice. AfL
practices in this context were routine ways of helping students measure their mastery
of valued science learning attributes. For example confidently and fluently using key
science words in a science story, recalling answers without having to check their
notes in the quick quiz, asking good science questions of the teacher and each other,
and developing greater skill in drawing conclusions in the written science reports
were ways the teacher and student gauged increasing mastery of science and whether
the student was becoming a more capable science learner.
Becoming a good science learner	
  
Adam’s thirty years of experience in teaching secondary science students gave
him a sense of trajectory in the development of processes and concepts he believed
were needed as a basis for general science understanding. He also had an expectation
that only a few would carry science learning on in more depth in the senior school.
These expectations shaped the language he used and his prioritisation of student
engagement as a measure of his effectiveness above academic technical mastery.
Adam had a clear goal for his Year 9 science students - that by the end of the year his
Year 9 class would line up by themselves, let themselves in, follow instructions for a
practicum, write up and clean up without any adult supervision. He shared this goal
of learner autonomy with his students regularly throughout the year.
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In talking about learner autonomy, Adam described it as “the confidence to be
a learner and develop skills. It is the most important thing, as students are not going
to necessarily remember formulas for photosynthesis, but will remember the
excitement and processes to learn” (Adam, initial teacher focus group). He saw the
responsibility for learner autonomy as a shared one between the teacher and student.
He believed that the student had to be ready, but at the same time it was up to the
teacher to keep sowing the ground, “adding grains of salt to the stew” by explaining
how things relate to a big picture and sharing that big picture.
The teacher’s expectations of an autonomous learner and how these are
negotiated by participants are powerful influences in the work of constructing a
student’s learner identity. Learning can be viewed as “an experience of identity” that
involves both a place to experience the identity of participation as well as the process
of experiencing the growth along the trajectory of participation (Wenger, 1998, p.
215). Identity formation is implicit within the teacher’s definition of learner
autonomy, but within his view that learning is individual and internal, Adam did not
see identity formation as within his control. AfL practices were therefore seen as a
key message system to establish expectations and give students information to adjust
their internal plans for self regulation. Through AfL practices, Adam believed
students were
“measuring how well they’re going on their own without someone else
telling them how well they’re doing because it is very difficult to measure
their internal attitude and how they plan to get feedback and modify their
plan. How can I help? I can have a plan of things to come so they know
what’s coming up so they can organise their time and their goals. Some pre
and post things for them to read to give access to relevant and exciting
things for them to do in the classroom, opportunities for them to self pace so
they can slow down or speed up. I can provide feedback on their progress. I
can provide great opportunities for them to be challenged...So that this is a,
it’s not a one person activity. It’s me and them.”
(Adam, initial teacher focus group)

AfL as guided participation	
  
Adam identified his AfL practices of shared goals, questions, story-telling and
feedback as ways of “checking along the way to see where they are on their journey,
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like driving a car and checking street signs. If a wrong street sign is there, you need
to back up and go on the right route”(Adam, teacher focus group 1). Rogoff (1990,
p. 8) describes this concept of an experienced adult guiding children through
participation in culturally valued activities as “guided participation” or an
“apprenticeship in thinking”.
Feedback
Feedback to students in this class occurred through the discussions and through
marks given on the monthly unit test and bookwork. Adam often directed questions
to various individual students in the room to check for understanding after explaining
a new concept from the front of the room. He would then ask students to raise a hand
to indicate understanding before he would then select a student to paraphrase their
understanding by telling a science story. On the occasion described below, he used
questions to gather feedback about how well the students had understood his recently
issued instructions before releasing students to begin their experiment at their
laboratory stations in the room.
Adam’s questioning of students stopped as the teacher aide came in with
messages. Max continued to talk to others at his table of four. Adam put his
hands on the equipment for the experiment and asked the class,
“Put your hand up if you think you understand.”
Half of the class raised their hands.
“Do you think that this is enough? Is there any point doing it if you don’t
know why? I will explain again and get one person to explain and then I’ll
ask for a show of hands again. Have a look.”
Adam demonstrated the second test and compared his results to the first test.
The students’ attention was immediate. Adam then asked students to draw a
conclusion and then tell their neighbour, being prepared to report their
neighbour’s answer to the class. Adam then asked three different students to
report their neighbour’s answer. When he asked students to raise their hand
if they now understood what they had to do everyone in the class raised their
hand.

(Field observation August)

While Adam received feedback from students about their understanding that
enabled him to re-teach and clarify his instructions, he also gave students feedback
that conveyed his expectations. His words “Do you think that this is enough? Is
there any point doing it if you don’t know why?” delivered in a tone of mild
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exasperation might be heard in different ways by students. His questions implied that
more people should have understood by listening to the first time he gave the
demonstration instructions. They could also be read as implying that the class is
regarded as a whole, with a shared responsibility and identity, and further, that
theoretical understanding precedes practical application. AfL theorists have variously
classified types of feedback for effectiveness in prompting students’ improved
learning performances (Askew & Lodge, 2000; Hattie & Timperley, 2009; Pryor &
Crossouard, 2008; Torrance & Pryor, 2001; Tunstall & Gipps, 1996). A
constructivist perspective emphasises the importance of minimising personal
feedback and keeping the feedback focussed on the task (Hattie & Timperley, 2009).
In contrast, within a sociocultural perspective the task and personal or social
feedback is entangled as feedback on task performance which is also feedback on
identity. In the instance described above, Adam’s feedback was a type of
“convergent” or closed feedback that involved task clarification, but was also
entangled in more ‘social’ participation feedback conveying the teacher’s
expectations regarding the quality of performance. When Adam went on to involve
peers in sharing their understanding, and in reporting and discussing someone else’s
ideas, the feedback became more “divergent” and like a dialogue reinforcing Adam’s
consistent message that science learning is a team responsibility. Pryor and
Crossouard (2008) in revisiting their classifications of convergent and divergent
types of formative assessment, note that neither could be represented as either good
or bad practice, rather “they should be seen as ideal types that could be placed at
each end of a continuum”. They went on to conclude that formative assessment
[AfL] emerged “as a set of very complex and tricky practices for both teachers and
learners” and that a “teachers’ responsibility was for metasocial as well as
metacognitive reflection and discussion” (p. 6). How students understood the social
feedback becomes significant in the negotiation of an identity as an autonomous
learner.
The students reported that their primary sources of feedback on the quality of
their performance came through the discussions and the social approval from the
teacher;
Zeph commented, “He asks us questions so we can work out if we have the
right answer.”
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Steve added “Mr Turner says”
Lachlan interrupted, “Well done”
Steve concluded, “Good job”
(Midyear Student focus group discussion)

When students responded with their hands up the second time Adam asked for
a show of understanding, students may have been demonstrating a better
understanding of the task requirements, or they may have responded from a desire to
maintain a positive relationship with their teacher, or avoid trouble. Within a
constructivist or behaviourist view of learning this uncertainty whether each
individual had acquired an understanding would be a dilemma. From a sociocultural
perspective, the motive is less problematic as students were indicating a willingness
to engage in further participation and learning would continue to learn from
participation in the activity with peers. This was seen to happen as the teacher moved
between the groups of students as they conducted their experiments. Adam stopped
them half way through their experiment and asked questions and clarified processes.
For many students, this was when they would exclaim “Now I understand” as they
could measure what they had done so far against the clarified expectations and adjust
their practice with confidence. The role of the teacher was to guide participation.
Story telling	
  
Science story telling was also a routine AfL practice where students practised
articulating their understanding, and Adam was able to check their understanding.
Students regarded this activity as one that involved some social risk but they
appreciated the strategies that Adam had put in place to minimise the social risk.
Alexis explained, “telling stories is kind of weird, cos you had to stand in
front of the class.
Emma nodded, “Everyone looks at you.”
Ryan added, “It helps us learn so it’s not like shame cos you don’t know it in
front of the class.”
Alexis concluded by adding “I like how if you don’t know he lets you get
help from a friend who does know.”
(Midyear student focus group discussion)

Adam would ask for volunteers, and would check first who felt confident or
not yet confident they could tell the science story; “If your hand is not springing into
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the air you are not confident.” or “Who is sitting there hoping it is not them?” A
few students raised their hands. “I will repeat the story.” A boy at front was
prompted through his story. “Now Jordan, your turn.” Jordan told his story without
prompts but his ears turned red. Asked later Jordan reported that he didn’t generally
like talking as it was a pressure in front of others. He managed to tell the story this
time by keeping his eyes on the teacher, and felt alright about it because he got all
the words right. He reported that he knew this as Mr Turner had been nodding. 	
  
For Emma, telling a science story was a risky learning activity. “I’m like
scared I will get it wrong and everyone expects me to get it right. I could write it but
I can’t speak it.” She preferred to write a story to check her understanding as writing
was still private and for herself, whereas speaking her understanding made her
thinking more public and she believed her sense of identity was at risk. Emma’s
reflections raised questions for me about whether understanding for some students
needs to be a private negotiation of coherence before being communicated in public.
Emma’s identity of greater competence also made it more difficult for her to regard
herself as a novice. It would be worth further inquiry to research whether a metaphor
of a simple-to-complex science trajectory of developing expertise may encourage a
concept of “fixed” learner identity that Dweck (2000) cautioned against.
Participation in dialogue is a significant learning experience within a
sociocultural perspective, as Bredo (1994) noted, the “process of understanding of
how to operate within a given discursive routine happens as participants adjust their
practice in communicating with experienced interlocutors” (p. 129). As students
articulated their understanding they clarified with their teacher and appropriated
scientific vocabulary; “what are these poking thingy’s called?”(Michelle, classroom
discussion) Students also adjusted their discourse to suit the conventions of the
science learning community of practice; “1235, I mean twelve point 35”(Lachlan,
classroom discussion). The science story telling was a vivid example of a divergent
AfL practice which was part of an apprenticeship in thinking.
Quick quizzes and strategic questions
Strategic questioning was often incorporated into the oral discussions and
feedback, and it invited students to be guided in more speculative thinking;
“This is different to every other atom we’ve draw. Molly tell me why?”
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Adam listened to Molly’s explanation before questioning the answer to
further understanding. “Good. Is this common? Why?”
(Adam, whole class question and answer session).

The AfL practice of asking strategic open and closed questions was also incorporated
into the regular “quick quiz” routine. Adam began each lesson with a series of
revision questions, encouraging students to look back to their notebooks if they
needed assistance. The quiz was recognised by the teacher and the student as a form
of self assessment and source of learning.
“What’s the fancy science word that means something reacts when burning?
Next question, what is the special name when sometimes chemicals swap
partners? Remember you can look at your notebooks to answer the revision
questions.”

(Adam, classroom dialogue)

Even though students were encouraged to look at their notebooks to answer
their questions, they were strategic in choosing whether to do this or not. They
valued the regular quiz as a way of connecting learning episodes, as the four science
lessons were spread out over the two week timetable and there may have been five
days since their last lesson.
Steve said “It is good because it refreshes your memory from last week.”
Michelle nodded, “plus it shows you, if you do it properly, it shows you
where you are at. I try not to look at my word page, but if I really don’t know
what it’s about then I look at my word page...Sometimes I don’t look at my
word list on purpose. I can get it wrong and”
Lachlan interrupted “learn from that.”
Michelle finished, “study that.”
Lachlan agreed.“You learn from your mistakes. You don’t from what you get
right.”
Zeph explained“ that’s what I do most of the time, then sometimes I’m really
slack and I just turn back and look at it (laughs). That’s not marked on your
report card, so it’s not really a bad kind of copying.”
I queried, “But Mr Turner is saying you can look at your word list.”
Jordan clarified, “Yeah, but I don’t look at my word list. I see that as
cheating.”
(Midyear student focus group discussion)
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This conversation with students revealed some of their larger cultural
narratives about learning. For Michelle and Lachlan, self evaluation and mistake
making were valued as a helpful part of learning. In using the quiz to set goals for
themselves, they were in alignment with the teacher’s expectations of an autonomous
student. Zeph attributed value to learning if it was to be reported on his school report
card. For Zeph and Jordan the quiz fitted within their cultural narrative of ‘tests’
rather than ‘learning’ and this cultural narrative carried within it expectations about
cheating and copying. Connecting learning with this test narrative created a value
conflict for these students who resolved it by not engaging with the AfL practice
desired by the teacher. The teacher was probably not aware that these students were
negotiating these conflicting values as the students were observed to complete the
quiz without demur. Traditional cultural narratives about learning and assessment
and AfL were also in conflict in the practice of the unit tests.
Unit tests	
  
Adam believed that by sharing goals with students through the unit outline and
through formulaic lesson structure and the routines of scientific method students
would appropriate the practices and become more autonomous. He also
communicated to students that the unit tests that occurred every four weeks would be
predictable in their structure and content.
“We tell them every test that the first couple of questions will be definitions
then some sentences to explain the science concepts listed in the unit outline
and a diagram. Then there will be some thinking questions.”
(Adam, final interview).

The tests were short, conducted within the lesson usually after some time spent
reviewing the work. Students received their test results the following lesson, and
after reviewing the answers, the class would begin new work on a new topic. Adam
also gave students results for the quality of their bookwork, reassuring students that
if they do all of their work in their notebook and learn their word list definitions, they
could be assured that they would always “pass” science when their cumulative
results were reported to their parents on the quarter- yearly report card.
For the teacher, the unit tests were therefore more a form of continuous
assessment rather than AfL as students did not have the opportunity to revisit the
knowledge as part of the classroom learning and readjust their understanding after
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the test. Once the test was completed, the students and teacher expected to move on.
When a student asked if he could demonstrate next week a diagram to do with
electricity, Adam replied “but that is after our test. It will be too late, however, for
you I will make an exception.” Unit tests were positioned within a traditional cultural
test narrative as timed, individual objective recall of knowledge without assistance,
even though the teacher hoped the tests would serve as a form of feedback to
students. So in an informal way, the unit tests did serve as AfL as some students did
use their test results to make adjustments to their learning;
“After I got my test results back, I kind of moved up the front and listened
more. I sat more on the side of Mr Turner so it made me do the right thing
more and then on my second science exam I got an A-”
(Emma, student focus interview 1)

Other students used their test results to confirm their sense of competence and
identity as a science learner, and compare themselves with others.
“He just hands them out with a mark on it and we just ask each other ‘hey
what did you get’. Usually everyone just shows each other.”
(Jordan, individual student interview)

They reported that when they received a test paper or laboratory report back from
their teacher, they looked at their overall grade first, and while “We go through it,
you know like where we got stuff wrong” (Lachlan, individual student interview) they
did not recall the criteria behind the teacher’s judgement. When shown a video clip
of the teacher explaining how the results were calculated, students reported “I don’t
even remember him saying that” (Jordan, student focus group). While Kwako (2007)
showed that giving ‘no grades’ feedback to students was a way of refocussing
student attention on qualities of the work, the Year 9 science students valued the tests
and grades as opportunities to put value on their science learning and shape their
identities.
Testing knowledge is problematic when mind is not seen as individual and
acquisitional but rather distributed and situated in the interaction. What is being
measured in a unit test if it is not individual acquisition? Is it appropriation,
confidence, expertise or growing skill in strategising as revealed in Lachlan’s
comment, “I got a few of the ones right that I didn’t understand. You kind of just try
your best to understand. Take your best guess because that’s better than just leaving
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it blank”(Lachlan, individual interview)? For Zeph, the opportunity to reflect on a
test weeks later led to important learning for him that was not recorded in any report
card, or seen by the teacher;
While watching a video clip of a student telling a science story about an
insulator from a previous lesson,
Zeph exclaimed, “That’s not what an insulator is. Oh! Now I know I got one
of those questions wrong on the test! I put insulator as the conductor.”
Steve and Jordan both expressed disbelief,
“What!?”
“How could you do that?”
Zeph laughed, “I thought insulator was the one that let electricity through.”
Lachlan explained, “Think of it like a house, insulation is in the house to
stop the heat coming through”.
Zeph sighed, “Normally I know.”
Steve added, “and a conductor makes the music play.”
“Oh that’s a good one.” Jordan nodded.
(Student focus group interview)

In this conversation, the students showed they had appropriated the story telling
language of their Year 9 science community of practice, and valued their
understanding even after the unit test. So while the unit test was part of a more
traditional cultural assessment narrative, it did serve AfL functions. In evaluating a
revision practice, Adam indicated that feedback to students was valuable “as long as
there is time to do something about it” (final teacher interview). The conversation
above is a reminder that the time for learning extends beyond the experience, the test
and the walls of the classroom.
Appropriation of the trajectory of identity	
  
Adam was seen as an expert by the students, and he communicated a clear
sense of trajectory that he imagined for his students as they developed expertise as
science learners. He told his class “If I knew everything about science and I taught it
to you, there wouldn’t be any point in my existence. My job is to teach you base
knowledge, so you can learn new stuff and teach me.” (Adam, class discussion).
Adam regularly related their current learning to a future identity of becoming more
expert as science learners as they participated in the community of practice.
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Trajectory of identity	
  
Adam would give multiple reasons to students for learning a topic, sometimes
the purpose was to learn for the test, sometimes as preparation for future employment
or as linked to hobbies, “Why do you need to learn these things? You might be a
marine biologist, work for Fisheries, or own a boat!” (Adam, classroom discussion).
These trajectories of identity as related to future selves were also part of a wider
cultural narrative about schooling, in particular Year 9 as starting to require students
to become more serious about school;
Emma explained, “I think it is good to try and do good in school cos you
don’t know what you want to do for the rest of your life. If you just do good
you keep all your possibilities open, so when you decide what you want to be
you can.”
Max agreed, “If you what to get far in life, yeah, have a good job and do
well, you want to pay attention. We’ve got to start paying attention from
now. It’s starting to get, you know a bit higher through high school, starting
to get more serious, closer to the finish.”
(Year 9 student focus group)

However there was also a specific trajectory of science learning communicated by
the expectations within the language of the teacher. The teacher imagined identities
of competence for students, and communicated his expectations that they would
develop along a trajectory of increasing science expertise.
Adam approved Dylan’s answer to his question by adding, “In 20 year’s
time there might be a science law named after you, Dylan.”
and
Adam was giving feedback to the groups as they worked and stopped to
check Liam’s book. “Liam, what have you written? Hmmm...’Why do waves
crash the way they do?’ How are you going to find that out in a tote box?
What are you going to measure?” Adam turned from the laboratory desk to
talk to the class. “You are in grade 9. You have been doing science a long
time. You need to learn to ask questions.” He then modelled a few
investigative questions for students before directing them to return to their
experiment designs.
(Adam, classroom dialogue)
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Science was described by the teacher consistently in his class discussions as
experimenting and questioning;“This is science. If I want to know I want to listen to
someone who does experiments.” and “I said I was going to show you static
electricity so now you need to ask me questions” (Adam to class). Statements like
this informed students of the identity the teacher was expecting from his learners.
Students were observed to appropriate their teacher’s expectations and ways of
working. When Adam had asked the class a challenging question about calculating
the tide while standing on beach at sunset with a full moon, Dylan asked permission
to use the white board and modelled his answer using diagrams in the same way his
teacher did each lesson. Michelle, who had indicated midyear that she did not really
enjoy learning through experimentation had changed her mind by the end of the year,
saying she now felt more confident in asking questions and investigating, as “the
teacher kind of rubs off on you” (Michelle, end of year focus group
interview).Through participation in the practice, students adopted the habits of the
teacher expert a process Rogoff (1995) described as participatory appropriation.
Students also extended the identity of ‘expert’ to some key students in the
room, and relied on them to help them with their work. They also looked at the
quality of each other’s work at their table groups, visiting other tables during the
laboratory work and adjusting their work and learned from one another. A lot of
unspoken social negotiation between students was observed during the group work
that played a significant role in their patterns of participation and identity as a
science learner.
Identity of non participation & peripheral participation	
  
Adam judged students’ level of engagement and participation by scanning the
room, looking at written work, activity, how regularly a student was answering
questions, giving him their attention and displaying enthusiasm. If students
maintained minimal eye contact, conversed with others and doodled, he believed
they were making a choice not to engage as they could see other students modelling
the way to work. His experience told him that
“it is a wasted effort to concentrate on those who don’t engage, as they are
“wheelbarrow students” who need to be picked up and carried if you want
them to move. My energy is better directed to others.”
(Adam, midyear interview).
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As part of our joint inquiry, Adam and I designed and mapped out the class using a
draft Mapping tool developed with the teachers (see Chapter 8 for further discussion)
according to his perception of the students as either central, emerging or peripheral
participants and reflected on what he could do to change the patterns of participation
(see figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1. Mapping patterns of participation in Year 9 Science. (Draft framework)

With so much of the early classroom routine dedicated to questioning, the
majority of students were often positioned as silent, and with many of the question
answering being dominated by the groups at the front of the room, the groups
towards the back learned to wait. Shari and Maria both sat at groups at the back of
the room. While Shari was a confident learner, she did not have friends in the class,
and felt that another girl at her table dominated the group during the laboratory
experiments pushing her out of the way. Shari avoided the conflict by taking longer
to write up the experiment design, and joining the group later, which positioned her
as a more peripheral participant than she would have been if she had more positive
social relationships with her peers. When I showed her a map I had drawn indicating
which students had asked questions during a lesson, Shari explained that students at
the back of the room didn’t ask questions because “they are lazy or they know the
boys at the front will.”(Shari, individual student interview). Later in the year, Shari
developed more positive relationships with other students in the class, although still
chose to position herself as a peripheral participant in discussions and experiments as
she found it difficult to change her already established role and identity in the class.
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Maria described herself as “not good” at learning, but responded to her
teacher’s efforts to create a positive relationship with her. Maria started lining up at
the front of the line before the class entered the room, getting out of her seat to show
her work to Adam and smiling and asking questions when he was close to her
group’s desk as he moved around the room. While she did not greatly improve her
science results during the year, her confidence as a participant increased. Positive
social relationships were not a secure bridge to participation however. Throughout
the year, Max maintained a degree of independence from the developing patterns of
participation of the class, and by resisting invitations to participate in expected ways
he became more peripheral in his participation. He moved to seat himself more
towards the back of the room, asked fewer questions and only engaged with topics
that matched his own interests such as reading the tide timetable. He maintained his
friendly relationship with the teacher, but did not extend his identity to participate in
the dominant trajectory of a science learner.
Autonomy not yet fully appropriated 	
  
Adam provided increasing challenges throughout the year to extend students
towards his goal of autonomy. Having taught processes of scientific inquiry and
reinforced them many times, Adam started to give students more responsibility in
designing their own experiments. One of those lessons is described below:
Students lined up outside the classroom, and Adam indicated that he was not
going to be giving instruction, just answering questions. Students initially
joked, but after entering the classroom, they saw the start of an experiment
procedure on the whiteboard. Students became very quiet, and sat quickly at
their desks, beginning to copy the notes. They started treating it like a test.
Some girls who finished writing started to talk very quietly, until others told
them “Sshhh”. After a few minutes of uneasy waiting, Dylan asked Adam
about an independent variable. When Adam answered, the students began to
relax more and talk. Adam called over to Lachlan who had started to
whistle, “Lochie, stop enjoying yourself”. Dylan added cheekily, “Yeah it’s
school.” Adam continued to answer student questions, but added, “some of
the questions you are asking me you should be asking each other.” Most of
the students still hesitated, unsure of what to do.
Someone called out, “Are we allowed to work together?”
“Yes it is a group thing, same as last lesson and previous,” Adam replied.
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Until this explicit permission had been given, students had been unsure
about how to proceed and what their role was. Even after this instruction, as
Adam started walking around to help groups begin, a number of girls sat
and waited to be told what to do either by someone else in their group or the
teacher. A number of boys started experimenting with the equipment, with
three of the groups moving from experimenting, back to planning and
restarting with a strategy. Emma carefully pasted a new plan into her
notebook.
At the end of the experiment time, Adam called for students’ attention.
“Some of you got the idea, others missed the boat.” He modelled the data
table and process on the whiteboard before inviting students to trial their
alfoil boat in a test to carry a weight in a tub of water out the front of the
room. “If it sinks, your team is out. If it floats, you are the finalist and you
can flatten out your alfoil and measure. The smallest alfoil wins.” While
students watched the trials, Adam explained his goal of developing their
autonomy. When boats sank, Adam consoled, “It’s a cruel world this
business of boat building.”

When Shari’s team won Shari didn’t look

excited and remained at her table. Peter, another member of her group
moved from the excitement at the front of the room, and sat with Shari, “I
wouldn’t want to be a boat builder though.”
(Classroom discussion)

Examining the patterns of participation in the interaction described above,
students were observed to be uncertain of their roles at first. Their concept that
learning came from listening was challenged by their teacher’s change of role and the
changed routine of the lesson structure. The teacher’s silence implied for them roles
similar to those within a cultural narrative of a test – silent, individual, and working
out a right answer. When a student with a centrally participative identity took the risk
of asking a question and then establishing the familiar fun relationship with the
teacher, the students seemed to find their roles and engage with more confidence.
However some students, especially those more peripheral participants seated at the
back, waited until they were explicitly told what to do before engaging in the
activity. While Shari’s group won the challenge, her greatest challenge had been
managing the silent negotiation of roles in her group as Tsu-lin had dominated the
decision making. The purpose of the activity was linked to future identities through
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the trajectory of expertise, and also through humour a future career choice, and to a
purpose of autnomy.
By the end of the year, Adam reported that students were “nowhere near” his
goal of full autonomy (Adam, final interview). After reflecting on the student
participation in the experiment above, he built on this learning experience and gave
other opportunities for students to design their own experiments. After these other
opportunities, Adam still felt discouraged that in spite of making his expectations
clear, students were still waiting to be told what to do. He reflected that some
students were more mature than others, and thought that maturity had a lot to do with
autonomy. He didn’t have access to an alternate repertoire or theoretical discourse to
identify the important influences of cultural narratives about learning, the students’
social negotiations of identity and other tensions that acted as boundaries to the full
potential of AfL practices in developing learner autonomy. To support Adam in
developing his understanding he needed access to a theoretical discourse that has yet
to be developed. This is an important finding further discussed in chapter eight.
Tensions	
  
Adam was an experienced, motivated and respected teacher. The tensions and
boundaries that existed for him when implementing AfL practices also constrained
the development of learner autonomy. Adam noted that having taught for so many
years, he was on auto-pilot, and while he reflected on his teaching at the end of the
lesson, he knew that he forgot his intentions by the time he taught it again the
following year. He did little lesson planning beyond refreshing his memory, having
established lesson planning proformas and routines to save time. While he was
willing to be proactive, he preferred to learn by talking with his colleagues. Finding
time to do this was problematic. Adam had significant demands on his time and
attention beyond his classroom teaching. His fluency in teaching and experience
meant that he had gained multiple time consuming roles beyond the classroom. He
regularly dealt with serious discipline issues that took time and energy, and was also
busy organising extracurricular events.
The aquisitional narrative is so embedded into our everyday language to
describe learning, and particularly in the discourse of science education (Tobin,
2009) that it is difficult to find an alternative language to describe learning. When
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Adam described those students who were fulfilling the social role of autonomous
learners, he used words from the acquisitional learning metaphor [my emphasis];
Lovely, bright lad, up where Emma and Michelle are, bright cookie, real go-getters,
others slow them down a bit, they can convey information, how much you know,
having information, and finally, asks good questions. The language revealed
expectations of autonomous learners as individuals who were inherently intelligent
possessing a volume of knowledge, and progressing quickly. When qualities are
imagined to be inherent and possessed by individuals, the lack of them can be
excused as a characteristic of the learner, rather than a result of the learning
interactions. Rather than adjusting the patterns of participation, Adam adjusted his
expectations from the student’s behaviour, “ I am not sure if I am expecting too much
to happen too quickly with them. They keep acting like fourteen year olds (laugh)”
(Adam, final interview). This developmental expectation was an important dimension
of developing a participatory view of autonomy that we did not explore further and
would be important to explore in further research work.
Adam’s humour was appreciated by students and was an important way he
created a positive relationship with students. I wondered if it also communicated
other values to students that acted as barriers in developing autonomy. Johnston
(2004, p. 6) explored the importance of teacher words in imputing identity and roles
to learners, identifying that “language has ‘content’ but it also bears information
about the speaker and how he or she views the listener and their assumed
relationship.” By consistently framing the purpose of learning with humour, Adam
also masked authentic purposes for learning:
Adam prepared the class for their final quick quiz question, “Question 10 of
our quick quiz. It is the final question for a million dollars.. Some of you are
going to say what was that again and I am going to say you’ve just missed
your chance for a million.” The students hissed to one another, “Ssshh.”
and
Adam called for student attention over their noise, “If someday you are
kidnapped by pirates, this information will save you...port is left, starboard
is right.”

(Adam, classroom dialogue)

Students recognised that these were fun and motivational statements that signalled
the purpose of learning at that moment was to attend to the discussion in the
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classroom. They were also important in establishing the sense of belonging in the
classroom. However, the purpose of science learning that was communicated was
individual and future oriented, and was one that only a few students recognised as
applicable to their sense of learner identity.
Other teacher statements had more profound implications such as Adam’s
exasperated question to the class as he called for their attention to his exposition,
“What if I wasn’t here? What kind of rabble would you become?” While this
recurring question to students was motivated by his shared goal with students to
develop student autonomy, the implication for students was that responsibility for
regulating learning ultimately remained in the teacher’s hand. While subtle, this
message positioned students as needing teacher control and contributed to the
construction of the ‘loud, chatty’ class identity where individual students could
abjure responsibility. Another subtle message that positioned students within
traditional narratives of learning emerged regarding the activity of writing. When
seeing students drawing in their diary while he was explaining a concept from the
front of the room, Adam commented, “If I see you writing, I will get the idea that
you like it and I will give you more to do.” This implication that writing was a boring
type of learning that was best avoided reinforced a gendered approach to science
learning (Murphy & Whitelegg, 2006b). The boys who were interviewed and
enjoyed “hands on” learning and liked Mr Turner’s approach as there was not much
writing (Lachlan, Steve and Zeph, individual interviews) however, some of the girls
felt frustrated by the emphasis on experimentation as they believed that they learned
more by writing, and that experiments were too messy and chaotic to learn well from
(Emma and Michelle, individual interviews). The language of the classroom was a
significant tool in positioning students as passive or active, central or peripheral
participants and in defining relationships to one another and to learning.
While Adam valued students learning by experience and students were
encouraged to answer questions and work in groups, the power and control still
rested with the teacher and was evident in his language and expectations of students.
He was not expecting quality conclusions from Year 9, he was “just happy if they
have something down. Junior science is about enjoyment. The academic focus can
disengage students.”

Expertise resided with the teacher, and rather than joint

enterprise, the students were positioned as subordinate to the teacher, rather than
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mutually engaged with the teacher, revealed through his language of ‘you’ rather
than ‘us’. Teacher initiated talk dominated. So the trajectory of expertise was an
individual skill based trajectory, and social skill development was incidental. For
AfL to be a bridge towards learner autonomy, a new cultural lexicon that includes
notions of apprenticeship, participation and collaboration to describe learning and
achievement is needed.	
  
Chapter summary and researcher conclusions 	
  
While Adam expressed frustration that he did not see the growth in learner
autonomy he desired, when viewed from a sociocultural, participatory paradigm it is
evident that many students did appropriate the language, values and routines of the
classroom. Adam’s more traditional, acquisitional beliefs about learning did not give
him a theoretical construct or the language to describe learning achievement in terms
of increased participation. I found it a challenge to not be critical of the significant
lengths of time in the beginning of most lessons that involved patterns of teacher
question and individual student answer as this was different to my own preferences
for more participatory, constructivist learning. My decision to take an appreciative
researcher standpoint so that I could to interpret and understand how teachers and
students made meaning helped me look more carefully at Adam’s practice. I was
humbled to learn that some students found the teacher-centered discussions a
valuable way of learning, and observed how students appropriated the practices of
telling stories as a way of constructing meaning based on their participation in these
interactions.
Adam shared with me that he felt his long history of teaching junior science
made it difficult for him to change his teaching habits. He also shared how much he
valued learning by working with others. When I realised this, I was able to help
Adam find a way into changing his practice as I took on the role of collaborator
rather than a neutral observer, and worked with him to visualise achievement in
terms of increased participation (see figure 6.1 and appendix F). After our
discussions as a research group, Adam also wanted to observe Rachel teach her class,
however despite several attempts to organise this, we were unable to find a time that
suited both Adam and Rachel. This difficulty is indicative of how busy these teachers
were and how isolated teachers can be in their practice even when supported in their
desire to be actively researching their teaching. The video snapshots of the classroom
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were therefore powerful in helping us view each other’s practice and discuss patterns
of participation together. Adam valued his learning and planned to share his insights
with the rest of his department the following year.
In conclusion, through this case study it became evident that while reifications
of AfL practices were helpful to students in appropriating science practices, they
were mediated by the different ways that students negotiated meaning. The studentstudent patterns of interaction were powerful and cultural narratives and beliefs about
learning were also significant and often hidden influences. While Adam maintained
more distance from the students in the teacher-student relationship that Rachel and
Greg, students felt a strong sense of belonging to the community of practice.
Students were positioned as active meaning makers and had opportunities to
collaborate within more traditional acquisitional science narratives of learning. He
imagined trajectories of competence for students and through trialling a participatory
perspective, began to recognise that helping students narrate and negotiate their
identities of participation is also an important part of teacher work.
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Chapter 7: AfL as a negotiation of identity
Chapter organisation
This chapter outlines the first of four main themes that emerged across the case
studies, that the identity of an autonomous learner or central participant was a
negotiation by the students and teachers that occurred within their AfL practice and
general classroom interactions. This finding is supported by evidence from across the
case studies and the draft participation mapping tool developed from our cooperative
inquiry discussions. Wenger (1998) theorised that learning involved an individual
developing an identity by becoming a more central participant. The first section of
this chapter proposes that AfL practices invited students to become more expert in
the classroom community of practice through communicating expectations about
products, processes and participation. Wenger’s (1998) concept of belonging by
learning to work within a community, is then used to consider the importance of the
teacher-student relationship in the next section. Finally Wenger’s (1998) three
dimensions that constitute a community of practice, those of mutual engagement,
joint enterprise and shared repertoire are used to analyse the teacher-student
relationships described in the case studies in more analytic detail. The three other
main themes that emerged are then discussed in chapter eight.
Introduction
From the three case studies, an argument is made that AfL practices were an
opportunity for students to learn the cultural expectations about being a central
participant that involved both academic skills and social expectations within the
classroom. This process of becoming more expert and belonging within the
community of practice involved negotiating identities of participation. This
negotiation was complex as students and teachers brought with them different
experiences of participation in other communities of practice that shaped their
participation.
Negotiating identities of participation through AfL	
  
Teachers in the three case studies encouraged students to participate fully in the
shared learning goals of the class by establishing positive personal relations with
students through respectful dialogue and sharing some of the power and control over
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the learning with the students. AfL practices allowed students to develop
intersubjectivity “sharing purpose and focus among individuals...involving cognitive,
social and emotional interchange” (Rogoff, 1990, p. 9) and work out what was
valued in the community of practice so they could participate more fully. Working
out what was valued meant paying attention to what qualities were privileged, what
expectations and roles were communicated through the language of the teacherstudent interactions, what opportunities were given to participate, and whether the
learner judged that he or she had the identity and capacity to participate in a way that
would be valued.
For some students such as Douglas in Year 8, AfL practices were bridges to
greater participation and understanding. For other students like Maria in Year 9, it
was a positive relationship with the teacher, or for others like Vicky in Year 7, a
more confident peer that provided the sense of belonging which in turn enabled
participation which then led to a sense of becoming more expert. For both the teacher
and students AfL involved a continuing negotiation of identity and meaning through
participation.
Autonomy as a social and cultural construct	
  
Autonomy within a sociocultural perspective is not a fixed, individual attribute
as can be understood in a behaviourist or constructivist paradigm (Ratner, 2000). It is
a social role created by the teacher’s and student’s expectations of how a learner acts
as a central participant within a particular context. Sometimes these expectations
were made explicit by the teacher for students, however there were also expectations
that were unspoken that students deduced, and other expectations that were
negotiated in practice. This new perspective on learner autonomy emerged through
the initial focus group interview with the teachers:
Greg searched for a metaphor to encapsulate his understanding of
autonomy. “So it’s like a light going on but it’s more than a light going on.
They’ve actually gone themselves and worked out how the switch works or
they’ve gone to the switches and flicked it themselves and they can see a very
real reward from, from learning and growing.”
“Is it showing lots of initiative?” Rachel asked.
“Yeah, but see initiative is what gets you in trouble, especially for boys,”
Greg laughed.
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Rachel expanded, “They learn by our reactions. If we react in a positive way
they’ll know “I’ll do that again” and that’s the boundary sort of thing.”
Adam added, “Being autonomous is the natural state in that autonomy is
about you and selfishness is, is the natural state. And, and what we’re trying
to talk to the kids about is developing in terms of a more Christlike state of
selflessness and thinking more about others and how my actions impinge
upon those around me and being aware of what’s going on around me and
not getting so self focused.”
“So is, but is autonomy with these students them understanding the
difference? Is that part of that autonomous learner?” Rachel mused. “The
autonomous learner the one who actually clicks that and says “Okay, I know
I can behave this way with Mrs Head. When I go to Mr Turner’s science
class he has his rules so I know that I have to adhere to that.”
Adam added, “So they can grow a picture in their head of the boundaries for
that particular place.”
“So really they have strategies [of] how to manage the teacher or how to
recognise the environment and work out where the boundaries are” I
summarised.
“Yeah... they don’t sit there and wait to be told everything. They try to figure
stuff out for themselves and then decide what is the appropriate role to take”
Adam concluded.
“How much of this discussion is about kids managing a relationship with
their teacher?” I asked.
“Yeah, and teachers managing a relationship with students,” Greg
confirmed.
(Initial teacher focus group interview)

It became apparent that while teachers believed that it was important that
students should become autonomous, these expectations of a centrally participating
student were not always easy to articulate. For Greg, autonomy was related to
initiative, yet he recognised that this could get boys, in particular, in trouble. Adam
also valued initiative as well as an awareness of the social expectations and needs of
others. Rachel recognised that these expectations differed between teachers and
wondered about the awareness that students would need to fulfil the various
expectations. While the teachers in the focus group discussions did not reach
agreement about an easily articulated understanding of autonomy, they found it easy
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to nominate students who were already operating at an autonomous level and were
able to recognise when students were not. When autonomy was conceptualised as an
individual trait, the teachers were not always sure of how to help students develop
their sense of autonomy, often using the developmental concept of students maturing.
To assist the teachers in re-conceptualising autonomy as a social role and one
that could be evaluated in terms of patterns of participation, I developed from our
initial discussions a draft “participation mapping tool” that we annotated in our
midyear focus group discussion (see figure 7.1). Parts of the mapping tool are
labelled for the following discussion.

Figure 7.1. Mapping patterns of participation towards autonomy (draft)

On the left of the diagram in box A, the shared understandings of the group
about what we understood AfL to look like were listed. These understandings were
drawn from readings we had engaged with as well as from the practices I had
observed in the early observations of lessons. As well as the four common AfL
practices of strategic questioning, feedback, specific criteria and self and peer
assessment we added the AfL practices of sharing the architecture of the knowledge
domain with students, open dialogue, peer help and student ownership and control of
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cool tools. In the process of searching for a definition of autonomy we listed in box B
to the upper right of the map patterns of participation that we would recognise as
indicators of the opposite of an autonomous learner. While we began with a
characteristic of a dependent, non-participative learner behaviour- the student as
passive - our discussions developed into a list of the teacher behaviours that would
encourage students to take a passive role such as closed dialogue and the teacher
voice dominating. We then explored in box C below, the ways that the case study
teachers each built positive relationships with students to encourage participation.
Finally in box D we listed behaviours that signalled student autonomy. I included a
definition of learner autonomy drawn from the literature and our preliminary
discussion in the bottom left hand corner. These lists in boxes acted as a frame of
reference for the action space in the middle where the teachers could map their class
in terms of their participation, as more or less centrally participating and look for
changes over time illustrated in figure 7.2 (see chapter 6 for a discussion of this
example used in Year 9 Science).

Figure 7.2. Mapping patterns of participation in Year 9 science

More research work would need to occur to determine the value of this
conceptual tool. A significant limitation was the inward and stable nature of the
trajectory of identity which did not represent the students’ and teacher’s ongoing
negotiation of participation. Also the multiple influences on trajectories of identities
were not easily represented. However the tool did have immediate value in requiring
teachers to articulate ways that they defined central participation and therefore
autonomy. The discussion and the trial use of the tool also helped the case study
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teachers recognise that students could negotiate and change their patterns of
participation within a class. This helped us to understand that student learner identity
was not a ‘fixed’ and unalterable individual trait and shifted the teachers’ gaze from
individual acquisition to patterns of participation. It also helped us identify that if
there are multiple influences on the pattern of participation, the teacher-student
relationship could be a bridge towards more central participation where the learning
tasks themselves were not yet seen as engaging. The importance of multiple ways of
inviting students to participate and the function of AfL practices such as open
dialogue, peer help or models of others’ work in providing these multiple entry
points emerged for me as an important understanding in developing this mapping
tool.
Following the midyear teacher focus group discussion and review of
observations, it became evident that the teacher’s expectations for a centrally
participating student were sometimes made explicit by the teacher for students,
through AfL practices. For example, Greg would expect that students would have
their task sheet and criteria in front of them each lesson, and he would say “this [oral
feedback to student] will help you in this criterion.” Rachel explained the purpose of
a self evaluation activity, “this is to help you work out “what have I learned? What
have I learned well?” Adam gave students a unit plan to use as a checklist. However
there are also expectations for autonomy that were unspoken that students deduced,
and other expectations that were negotiated in practice by the teachers and students.
This negotiation in practice was also a negotiating of roles and identity.
Negotiating identity through participation	
  
Students were aware that different teachers had different expectations of how a
centrally participating student would interact and they negotiated their participation
according to their previous experiences of classroom culture, their role in peer groups
and their feelings that day:
After showing a video clip of students moving to help each other during their
group practical activities, I asked “How do you know when it is ok to get up
and move around?”
Max was the first to explain.“Most of the teachers are pretty cool with it if
they know you’re just helping and not mucking around and talking”
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Lachlan added “At the start of the year they give you the class rules so then
you know what the boundaries are.”
Emma agreed. “At the start of the year Mr O’Brien our English teacher was
really strict. He wanted us to know what we should be doing, but he has
started to ease down a lot.”
Ryan added,” it’s basic really...”
Max interrupted adding,” like don’t talk when he is or someone else. Just the
usual stuff a teacher expects.”

(Year 9 focus group interview)

Max generalised his experience of teacher expectations as “just the usual stuff” and
would often anticipate he had permission to move around the room or call out an
answer, jumping up to assist the teacher in handing out exam papers or open a door
for him. He was a student with well developed social skills and he valued a “pretty
cool” relationship with teachers where he could exchange banter and maintain some
freedoms. Through his practices, Max had negotiated an identity as someone who
tested the boundaries in the class, and this was accepted by other students.
In one video-captured incident, Max crossed to a tap at a laboratory sink to get
a drink of water while the rest of the class was writing at their desks. Off screen, Kaz
was heard to ask Mr Turner if she could go and get a drink [at the drink taps outside
the classroom], to which he told her “no”. When shown this video clip, Emma and
Michelle commented that they didn’t see any inequity, as teachers know who is
asking with genuine reasons and who just wants to avoid work. They accepted that
Max just did “his own thing”. When Max was shown the clip, he expressed surprise
at the concept that the teacher may not give permission to get up for a drink of water,
stating “no one has ever told me that I am not to.” He also asserted that if Kaz had
done as he had, “she would probably have got into trouble.” When Adam, the
teacher, viewed the clip and heard Max’s interpretation of the same video incident,
he shook his head. Adam explained that there were large signs saying “no drinking
from these taps” and that he had talked to other students who he had seen drinking
from those taps about not doing it as that was where all kinds of chemicals were
washed; “I know that I am consistent in letting kids out of the room. If I would have
seen him I would have said something, so he must be doing it when I am not
looking”(Adam, individual interview). This incident was illustrative of how Max, a
student Adam had identified as having social power, interpreted that he had tacit
permission to move about the classroom. While Max could be described as
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autonomous, this was not the same identity and expectations of an autonomous
learner held by the teacher.
This incident helped me realise that the autonomy that is the goal of AfL, is a
specific social identity that is defined by a teacher’s expectations for a centrally
participating learner. This incident was also significant in helping me understand that
AfL practices can be more than the formal planned classroom practices. This
interaction was typical of the everyday interactions of the class by which other
students such as Emma, Michelle and Kaz evaluated and made judgments about
expectations that would then inform their learning participation. It was a way of
students understanding patterns of participation and how they were positioned within
the teacher-student relationship. While it was not one of the four formal AfL
strategies, it was an example of the tacit ways that students negotiated their
participation and as such could be considered an informal student AfL practice.
While Emma and Michelle recognised that Max’s participation was not likely to be
approved by the teacher, Kaz did not interpret Max’s actions the same way and she
“got into trouble.” This impacted on Kaz’s participation for the rest of the lesson as
she sat with arms crossed and not participating in the learning. Across all three case
studies, I observed that those students who had a high degree of intersubjectivity
with the teacher, that is shared a cognitive, social and emotional purpose (Rogoff,
1990) and understood tacit expectations of their teacher were the students whom the
teachers identified as more autonomous. This has significant implications for
students from cultural backgrounds that are different to their teachers’ or for students
with social-emotional learning difficulties who find reading social signals
challenging. Tobin (2007) also noted the difficulties that teachers had when they
came from a different cultural background than the majority of the students, and they
had not yet developed the ability to read the tacit expectations of students.
For other students, the explicit boundaries were the main source of information
about expectations, and they perceived they had freedoms within the boundaries until
another explicit expectation was given.
Ryan added to the group’s discussion about knowing when it is ok to move
around. “Like in Mr Turner’s class we are still not allowed to talk when he
is talking, but it is just fun. When we are doing prac [practical experiments
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in groups] we are allowed to talk however much we want as long as we get
the work done”

(Year 9 Focus group interview)

While Ryan recognised a clear expectation about when it was appropriate to “not
talk”, his expectation that this rule did not apply during group experiments and they
could talk “however much we want” was a more liberal interpretation than his teacher
held. However Adam did not give direct expectations about how much talking was
allowable during practical experiments, as he wanted the students to ask each other
questions, discuss and explore. Instead, he communicated his expectations of what
kind of talk was appropriate by moving between groups during practical experiments
and regulated any over loud talk or off task behaviour with quiet conversations. Ryan
seemed to expect the teacher to communicate expectations by regulation, with Adam
relating an incident where he beckoned Ryan to come to the front of the room. Adam
was going to ask Ryan to take on the role as the person asking the class quick
questions at the front of the room, but Ryan thought he was in trouble and sat himself
at the front desk near the teacher. Students’ previous assumptions about the teacher’s
role shaped how they understood teacher expectations.
Students also negotiated their participation depending on their feelings and
other contextual influences,
“it depends on what day I’m having. Sometimes I can’t really be bothered.
I’m a slack learner. Other days I’m like “I want to learn about his...ok!” and
they could be the same topic.” (Michelle, Year 9 individual interview).

AfL practices are situated, and the learner’s negotiation of participation is influenced
by the cultural and social contexts as well as cognitive factors. When a teacher can
recognise that participation is the focus, they can plan multiple ways to encourage
participation even on days where learners feel “slack.” Participation can be
encouraged through positive teacher-student relationships, peer learning, humour,
ownership and shared routines. Teachers can recognise and plan to enhance the range
of factors that influence participation rather than blame students as “not ready” to
develop autonomy (Marshall & Drummond, 2006). When AfL practices are
understood as a negotiation of identity, especially through tacit as well as explicit
means (discussed further in chapter eight), teachers can be empowered to look for
other ways beyond cognitive structures such as the four formal AfL practices, to
encourage participation.
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AfL practices: cultural resources for developing expertise	
  
In each of the three case study classrooms, AfL practices acted as opportunities
for students to assume the identity of an expert through appropriating an expert’s
understanding of quality products, processes and patterns of participation. These
three categories develop Pryor and Crossuouard’s (2008) focus on the processes and
products of AfL (see figure 2. 4). My research contributes the importance of the
patterns of participation as an addition to their model. Often the expert was seen to
be the teacher, although more expert peers were also recognised and valued by
students as sources of instruction. From the data, it was seen that AfL practices and
routines provided students with explicit guidance about what was culturally valued
by the teacher. If students appropriated these values and routines, the routines acted
as scaffolding that helped a student appropriate the practices of an expert. However I
also observed how important informal AfL practices were in helping students learn
what was required to be a central participant, as “becoming good at something
involves developing specialized sensitivities, an aesthetic sense, and refined
perceptions that are brought to bear on making judgments about the qualities of a
product or an action” (Wenger, 1998, p. 81). Drawing from the data and the
participation mapping tool we created, I classified the qualities and expectations
communicated through AfL practices into expectations about products, processes and
patterns of participation.
Products
The goals or expected outputs of the learning were made visible by the teacher
for the students through using models, making student work visible to each other,
sharing of the daily plan and expected outcomes for the lesson, by sharing routines,
and collaboratively setting and checking visible goals. For example, Rachel and Greg
showed students models of previous student work which the class critiqued and then
used to create lists of qualities that they might show in their work. Adam shared the
unit outline with the students in a handout (see table 6.1) that acted as a checklist for
the quantity of learning work expected for the four week unit. These communicated
expectations of expertise.
Processes
The use of tools and strategies to evaluate how closely the products matched
expectations of performance occurred through strategic questioning and routines.
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Strategic questions enabled teachers and students to explore the reasoning behind
ideas, examining connections, applications, and evaluating the student’s degree of
expertise in the classroom discourse. AfL routines such as Adam’s quick quizzes at
the start of a lesson, or Rachel and Greg using traffic light self evaluations
throughout a lesson were familiar processes of self evaluation. Through reifications
of processes such as checklists, thinking routines, graphic organisers and routines
around the use of physical tools such as laboratory equipment and laptop computers,
students engaged in significant participatory appropriation (Rogoff, 1995). Through
frequent use of the routines, students appropriated habits of experts, often not
recognising the source of the learning. Michelle and Lachlan explained they knew
how to write up their science experiment:
“I don’t do it on purpose, but from the scientific method [studied earlier in
the year], I know how to write up my other methods, So I kind of do use it,
but not on purpose” Michelle explained.
Lachlan agreed,” We just know how to do it.”
(Year 9 focus group interview)

However, reification by itself did not guarantee an expert understanding with
the routine sometimes being seen as a product rather than a process. Where her peers
thought designing their own experiment to be very challenging, Fiona described it as
“easy, because for maybe the first term Mr T would teach us how to actually
set it all out, like the procedure, hypothesis, conclusions and the graph and
all that. I think it was pretty easy, cos like in nearly all the experiments, you
had to do the same thing, so it wasn’t that hard.”
(Fiona, Yr 9 individual interview)

She was happy that her science report looked the same as usual, and did not
recognise the aim of the learning was the challenge of choosing and controlling
variables within the scientific investigation. Wenger (1998, p. 66) noted that meaning
does not come from reification alone, rather reification and participation are
“mutually constitutive elements” that interact to create meaning.
Participation
While previous Australian AfL support for teachers had focussed on student
engagement with the products and processes of AfL (Curriculum Corporation, 2010;
Glasson, 2009), it was evident through these three case studies that the important
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focus on participation was also needed. It was through the social and cultural
participation and engagement with the language, tools and relationships within a
community of practice that enabled learners to make meaning and develop expertise
or fluency. Across the three case studies, I concluded that the students’ sense of
belonging, being valued as participants within the community of learners, and
experiencing mutual engagement within a supportive teacher-student relationship
were essential prerequisites for effective AfL. Data to support for this conclusion is
analysed in the following section.
The importance of the teacher-student relationship
In Wenger’s (1998) communities of practice model, the cognitive and social
dimensions, and the notions of becoming and belonging are interwoven. The focus of
this AfL research was the culture of participation enabled through the teacher and
student relationships. The teacher-student relationship was entangled with beliefs
about learning and power and control, so while the literature review identified these
as three concepts, they were examined as one theme. Sociocultural beliefs about AfL
make learning and assessment a shared responsibility with students. How
intersubjectivity, or “shared purpose and focus” (Rogoff, 1990, p. 9), that enabled
productive AfL practices was established within the teacher-student relationships in
the three cases will be analysed in the following section using Wenger’s (1998) three
dimensions that constitute a community of practice, those of mutual engagement,
joint enterprise and shared repertoire.
Mutual engagement – doing things together	
  
Each of the case study teachers believed that establishing positive relationships
with students was the foundation to any learning work they could do with students.
The teachers established a sense that they were mutually engaged in the learning with
the students, and they were doing the learning together. Wenger (1998) describes
engagement as a shared history of learning through relationships, interactions and
practices that becomes “a mode of belonging and a source of identity” (p. 174). It
was observed that the positive teacher-student relationship was more than
maintaining polite and respectful interactions. The three teachers shared personal
stories and photos from their lives outside of school to illustrate learning examples,
and also showed a genuine personal interest in the students outside of their academic
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tasks; “I have been to quite a few dance concerts and footy games” (Rachel, initial
teacher interview). Rachel, Adam and Greg also designed open ended problem
solving or creative tasks that enabled them to learn from students. Students felt
included in the learning with the teacher. Learning was seen as a mutual task that
mattered to the teacher on a personal level. Wenger (1998) wrote that “being
included in what matters is a requirement for being engaged in a community’s
practice, just as engagement is what defines belonging” (p. 74). Belonging, trust and
respect was not regarded as peripheral to the learning work within the class, but an
essential social foundation that the teacher needed to help create and continually
maintain.
In all three cases, the teacher maintained and sustained what I described as an
“arc of calm” within each lesson, so that students trusted their teacher to be
organised, in charge and be able to minimise the impact of the many interruptions
that occurred during the learning time. Rachel described this deliberate climate as
one where students would feel “safe”, minimising any fears that could hinder
learning. The teachers also recognised that each lesson had to be enjoyable and spent
significant time planning activities that students would find engaging; “I know this
group of kids now and I know they enjoy those sort of fun things so I spent a couple
of hours on the weekend looking on YouTube for some good clips” (Rachel, midyear
interview). In each case the students commented that their teachers “don’t yell.”
Students valued being “treated like a real person” (Ryan, Year 9 focus group
interview). While students appreciated each teacher as “fun” as well as an expert in
their subject, students were kept unaware of the effort required by their teacher to
create this productive learning partnership. Greg described himself as like a swan,
appearing to “glide effortlessly in front of the students, while working like mad to get
it all happening” (Greg, after a Yr 8 lesson observation). Tobin (2007) described this
important part of the teacher’s work well; “to create social networks among
participants, initiate and sustain successful encounters, establish entrainment, and
produce significant amounts of positive emotional energy” (p.7). The case study
teachers deliberately created networks of inclusion in the classroom to encourage
everyone to be included as a member in the learning community. Wenger (1998)
noted that “in order to be on an inbound trajectory, newcomers must be granted
enough legitimacy to be treated as potential members” (p. 101). The case study
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teachers all acknowledged that establishing and maintaining positive relationships
with students and a productive classroom work environment was emotionally and
physically demanding work.
Helping students form an identity as an expert both within and beyond the
classroom, a trajectory of identity defined by Wenger (1998, p. 154) as “a constant
becoming”, was observed to be a very important part of the teachers’ work. From the
data I observed that the spirit of AfL was established through daily interactions.
What might be recognised as “off duty” chats with students or behaviour
management in a traditional paradigm was valued in the sociocultural paradigm as
important learning work through which teachers actively contributed to students’
identity development. Each of the case study teachers normalised mistake making
and confusion as part of learning by modelling their own learning and problemsolving and by framing student mistake-making and risk-taking in learning as
positive behaviours. The teachers also made visible their own identities and multi
memberships of communities. They talked about their learning at school and in other
contexts, Rachel drawing on examples of her learning as a mother, a nurse, a singer
and a reader, Adam using examples from his canoeing and flying, and Greg referring
to his holidays, his childhood, his family and his experiences visiting Indigenous
communities. The teachers were models of trajectories of identities, “living
testimonies to what is possible, expected, desired” (Wenger, 1998, p. 156). For some
students, like Courtney (Year 8) or Max (Year 9), the affinity they found with the
teacher as a role model gave them a reason to participate in the class when they
couldn’t find affinity with the learning topic. Creating social connections with
students in order to help students participate in the class gave Greg job satisfaction,
“I enjoy grabbing those who are not quite in or who are too cool for school, and
getting them interested”(Greg, initial teacher interview) Greg was observed
negotiating a new identity within the class for a boy with a learning difficulty as a
sports expert, and a new identity as the class journalist for a withdrawn moody girl
who preferred her vampire novels to the class activity (see Chapter 5). The
establishing of positive relationships was not only the role of the teacher. Students
also had to be prepared to be mutually engaged.
In each of the student interviews, students regarded a positive teacher
relationship established by their teacher as their expectation of a ‘good’ teacher. It
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was valued, but normalised within their cultural expectations of their Christian
school culture. There was significant teacher–student intersubjectivity created
through participation in the school culture, although this was not characteristic of
every teacher-student relationship experienced by the students. In one focus group
interview with Year 8 students, they described how they resisted teachers who did
not live up to their expectations of teacher-student relationships in this case through
laughter;
“When the science teacher gets angry at us, people laugh at them cos its
shame and they don’t know what to do,” explained Finn.
“Sometimes it’s funny cos she can get mad at us for the simplest things that
other teachers just laugh at, so we find that pretty funny” added Elanie.
“I find that really annoying actually” Russell concluded.
(Year 8 focus group)

Where the female science teacher did not share the students’ cultural expectations of
the teacher-student relationship, in this case by shouting in reaction to “the simplest
things” and adding to student confusion and shame, the students resisted central
participation and engagement through laughter which helped them find their sense of
belonging and affinity with their peers instead of with their teacher. The significance
of laughter and the emotional climate is the focus of current research in Science
classrooms (Tobin, Ritchie, Hudson, & Mergard, 2010). Gee (2004) preferred the
notion of affinity spaces rather than communities of practice and argued that “many
young people today have lots of experience with affinity spaces [through internet
games and social networking], and thus have the opportunity to compare and contrast
their experiences with these to their experiences in classrooms” (p. 83). Meeting
student expectations about the teacher-student relationship was an important success
factor in the three cases.
While Adam recognised the importance of students finding an affinity with the
teacher, he qualified the notion that all students would find their sense of affinity
with the teacher,
“if they think the same way I think then it’s going to be a lot easier for them
to model themselves on me whereas if there is someone else that thinks in a
completely different way it is a big change for them to be doing what I’d be
doing”
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Adam was alluding to the point that mutual engagement and learning involves
risking an identity change, a point that Gee, Kelly, Roth and Yerrick (2005) made.
Learning is
tied to the learner’s willingness and trust to leave (for a time and place) the
lifeworld and participate in another identity, one that, for everyone,
represents a certain loss...Why would anyone most especially a child in
school accept this loss?... If they recognize and understand the sorts of
socially situated identities and activities that recruit the social langue; if they
value them or, at least, understand why they are valued; and if they believe
they (will) have real access to them or, at least (will) have access to
meaningful versions of them (p. 23).

In the three case studies, the teachers embodied an identity of a learner who saw the
learning activities as valued and meaningful, and who made participation in the
activities accessible, meaningful and safe for students. Gee (2004) also wrote that
“learning is all about identity and identification...People feel like they belong to and
are a valued and accepted part of the social group within which their learning takes
place” (p. 37). What Greg and Rachel recognised and what was also evident in
Adam’s class was the benefit of the students learning from their peers as providing
an additional important source of the sense of belonging and identification needed
for mutual engagement.
Shared Repertoire – the tools, stories and discourses	
  
The teachers and students developed a shared repertoire of physical and
conceptual tools. In each of the classrooms, students were expected to use the
physical tools of learning, either laptop computers, science laboratory equipment or
“think packs” responsibly and solve technical issues that arose themselves.
Conceptual tools were shared in terms of shared goals, knowledge domain
frameworks and reified tools such as graphic organisers. Through actively using the
tools rather than merely learning about them the students could “build an
increasingly rich implicit understanding of the world in which they use the tools and
of the tools themselves....as it is not possible to use a tool appropriately without
understanding the community or culture in which it is used” (Brown, Collins, &
Duguid, 1996, p. 23). The tools were an integrated part of a repertoire of expertise.
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Shared ownership of the repertoire occurred as all three teachers used routines
to organise the learning and make the expected products of the learning clear.
Strategies that experts use were made visible and accessible to students by the
teachers, but also importantly by their peers. The teachers often put students in the
role of an expert teaching the class either by their language, “Kylie just shared a
great idea. Can you explain it to everyone?”(Rachel, Year 7 dialogue with class) or
by plugging in their laptop in the data projector and saying “talk us through how you
did that one” (Greg, Year 8 dialogue with class). In each class students were
expected to work with peers, either in highly structured ways in Rachel’s class, in
informally structured groups in Adam’s class, or in fluid and unstructured ways in
Greg’s class. Students expressed a strong preference in learning from peers.
“I find it easier when I am working with my friends in a group than on my
own cos it’s easier and more fun.” (Rose, Year 8)
“It just helps to talk to them because sometimes they understand or you
understand so you can discuss and see what you have learned.” (Elanie,
Year 8)
“Other students like know how we learn cos we are with them every day. So
I guess we get feedback about how they do it and how we do it and how we
can improve and stuff.” (Elise, Year 8)

While the students explained their preference for learning with peers in terms of fun,
peers were also often thought to be easier to understand. Gee (2004) explained that
“in peer–peer discourse, children are less likely simply to defer to the authority of the
other’s viewpoint, more likely to seek some rational way to deal with differing
viewpoints and perspectives, and more likely to actually change their own viewpoint
for reasons they understand” (p. 55). Or as Lave and Wenger (1991) explained
“apprentices learn mostly from other apprentices” (p. 93). While students did learn a
great deal from their peers, teacher support was vital as Murphy (1999b) noted;
“fostering learning through collaboration requires continuous teacher support which
also presumes that teachers are aware of what support is needed and what the barriers
to collaboration may be” (p. 259). Peer assessment within collaborative teacher
supported learning emerged as an important AfL practice.
Informal peer evaluation or what I had recognised and labelled as “social
standard setting” occurred in the peer dialogue. This important informal type of AfL
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helped students set themselves goals for quality by evaluating their own work against
the qualities they saw in their peer’s work. It was not a formal comparison, but a kind
of standard setting that occurred in a social rather than formal learning interaction.
As Emma and Douglas explained to me, they valued learning how to improve their
own work by looking at their peers’ work:
“When we work in groups, we all like have the same stuff and we all work
together, and we see other people’s work and so we are like ‘we should do
like this person’s’” (Emma Year 9 individual interview)
“We all sort of rely on each other. We are all sort of friends and we all look
around what other people are doing to see if we are doing our thing right.”
(Douglas, Year 8 individual interview)

The interviews with students and observations of their interactions in class revealed
the powerful influence of this social standard setting. The teachers had not been
aware that the students paid such close attention to each other’s work, but recognised
that some students were regarded by others as more expert. While Emma indicated
that she looked at the work of others, she was regarded by her peers as more expert,
and would often be asked to help (see the discussion in the next chapter for the
dilemmas this gave her). As Fiona explained, “I know sometimes I get it wrong, so I
have to go ask Emma or Lachlan or Michelle” (Fiona, Year 9 individual interview).
In the community of practice model, the teacher was not the only master with
apprentices. In peer groups, students took on the roles of expert also. Douglas knew
that was part of the role he played in his Year 8 class with other students expecting
him to ask clarifying questions of the teacher. The students knew that Douglas had an
identity in the class as a central participant. Another student whose identity in the
class was that of a ‘trouble maker’ believed Douglas would not get into trouble for
asking a clarifying question whereas if he had asked it, he believed the teacher would
not be as understanding. When asked about this perception, Douglas was aware of it
and accepted it as his role:
Usually people think of me as the person who is the smart one or one who
knows what they’re doing or stuff like that and I’m not trying to be up myself
or anything like that but that’s usually how they look at it. So if I don’t know
what I’m doing then they [worry]. I think they sort of look up to me, so if
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I’m organised, they think they have to be because they somehow think I’m
better than them.”

(Douglas, Year 8 individual interview)

A sense of social safety was also an important pre-requisite for effective
working with peers. Where students were seated with students they did not know
well, they were concerned about what others thought of them. As Lachlan (Year 9)
explained it, “If you are not sitting next to friends, you are not as free to ask
questions.” Fear of social disapproval was enough to limit some students’
participation, which confirmed Cowie’s (2005a) findings. The case study teachers
helped minimise this fear by teaching and modelling social skills and devising ways
to make peer participation socially safe. How students understood social safety
within their context was something that the teachers became aware of through the
personal, informal dialogue that each of the teachers initiated with their students.
Informal dialogue was a significant practice and is analysed in the following section.
Joint enterprise – the rhythm of the day to day work	
  
While teachers planned the lessons, the day to day work or joint enterprise was
a negotiation of meaning that Wenger (1998) described as “a flavour of continuous
interaction, of gradual achievement and of give and take” (p. 53). Ongoing dialogue
within the class, the powerful learning between peers and the way the teacher shared
the ownership of the tools and gave freedom of movement within the class invited
students to develop identities as agentive participants.
Giving students the freedom to engage in “loops” of dialogue as a class rather
than just the “ping-pong pattern” of teacher question and answer (Askew & Lodge,
2000) and work with peers and move about the classroom challenged the traditional
power paradigms of the classroom. Adam and Greg both indicated that this was a
source of tension for them. They felt that others in the school may have held negative
views of their teaching ability as their classes may have appeared “too chatty”, but
as Adam explained “to make it a classroom where the students are heard, you can’t
keep too tight a lid on [the discussion]”(midyear teacher focus group interview).
This tension between the traditional narratives of learning and participative learning
is explored in the next chapter in more detail
Students also had to learn the expectations for working together as a class
where dialogue was encouraged. Rachel reported that it took her class several months
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to appropriate the collaborative ways of acting. To help students recognise her
expectations, she would often give directions that included social expectations in a
way that also constructed their identities as capable participants who worked together
with the teacher.
Rachel gave the class an instruction from the back of the room where she
was helping students.
“Make sure you have signed the work, thank your partner kindly and head
back to your seat.”
Rachel then moved to data projector and students were given a few minutes
to finalise tasks and move before she raised her head to say, “You should be
back at your seats by now”
Later, Rachel asked the class from her position near the side of the room
where she was helping some other students,
“Ok Year 7s, there are 5 minutes to finish. Raise your hands if this is enough
time.”

(Yr 7 class dialogue)

Rachel expected students to work together and be able to make decisions about how
to plan their time. She moved about the room working with groups of students as
they worked in pairs or small groups, and by this and invitations to negotiate time
limits, communicated tacitly to students that she believed learning was a shared
responsibility.
Rachel gave explicit directions to her class to help them learn appropriate ways
to act as collaborative learners, however there were tacit expectations that students
needed to learn as well. Rogoff (2008b, p. 57) noted that “learning to distinguish the
appropriate ways to act in different situations is a very important accomplishment in
all communities”, and is a creative process supported by social partners who suggest
connections. There are significant differences that children negotiate between acting
appropriately at home and at school “especially by children whose community ways
differ from the ways of Western schooling” (Rogoff, 2008, p. 56). Tobin (2007)
described this important skill of reading the appropriate social permissions of the
community of practice as “cultural fluency”, the enacting of knowledge in ways that
are “appropriate, anticipatory and timely” (p. 5). Those students who could read the
social signals of the classroom, and needed little prompting in their cultural fluency
were most often those who were identified by teachers as autonomous learners.
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Cues for students about how to operate within the classroom culture were also
provided by non-verbal tools. In Greg’s classroom, his laptop background changed
regularly. It would sometimes have a photo of his toddler son, at other times a photo
of him fishing and he would wait for this to spark a conversation with students that
he would link into the learning intentions. Elise and Rose described a conversation
they had with their teacher and class about a photo of an Indigenous girl that Greg
had taken while visiting Halls Creek in Western Australia:
“There is a really cute picture he’s got on his laptop of a little girl. Her
hair’s just so beautiful; it sticks up everywhere, so cute.” Elise sighed.
“And he said ‘that’s natural’ And she’s got the whitest teeth. And [the
teacher] he’s like, ‘they don’t have toothpaste up there’, and I’m like ‘how
can you have white teeth and no toothpaste’?”Rose added.
(Year 8 student focus group)

The class conversation went on to discussions about bush tucker, European
settlement impacts on Indigenous communities and the debate in Halls Creek over
banning alcohol sales. The visuals on the laptop, acted as a “boundary object”.
(Wenger, 1998, p. 105) bridging the barrier between formal school and personal
learning. However each teacher also maintained an identity of being the one “in
charge” who would assert their positional authority to bring the class to order when
students did not maintain the co-operative lesson flow.
Students were active participants in creating the rhythm of the daily work. As
well as negotiating identities as learners, students negotiated an identity as a class as
“we tend to identify most strongly with the communities in which we develop the
most ownership of meaning” (Wenger, 1998, p. 207). In one of Year 8 core classes,
laughter was used as one way in which the students maintained respect and
belonging by smoothing over shame, “If someone like Teylah gets every single thing
wrong in maths, she has a bit of a laugh, everyone else has a bit of a laugh and we
go what were we laughing at again?”(Russell Year 8 student focus group). On
occasions, on hot afternoons, the Year 9 science students would continue to ask
Adam questions that would draw on his expertise, and position themselves as passive
listeners and observers for half an hour. In those times the space of expertise was so
fully occupied by the teacher that it didn’t leave any space for the students to develop
their expertise in participation. Adam would recognise this negotiation where
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students had left the work to him, and would return the focus to student participation.
Students had developed skills by their experiences in other classrooms of leaving the
work of being an expert to the teacher. For students to learn new patterns of
participation, those of dialogue and interaction, where good students did more than
just ‘listen’ took time.
A further way that the teachers changed the traditional student and teacher
classroom relationship was through a shared ownership of the classroom space and
through allowing student movement throughout the space. Giving students freedom
to move within the learning space is a very important tool for learning as Gee (2004)
noted and is explored in the next chapter. In each of the classrooms, the teacher
permitted students to move around the classroom. This permission was often tacit,
and students who were perceived to not have legitimate learning purposes were
challenged. In Rachel’s class, students moved around the room to access tissues,
laptops, seek help from peers, but when a boy wandered over with a broken ruler, she
told him, “sit down, sit down.” In Greg’s class students appreciated being given
choice about where to work, “he just told us to do our videos and we can sit over
there, or there and like even go to the other side of the library to record...it was
really fun” (Elanie, Year 8 student focus group). For Year 9 group science
experiments, students chose their own group, work spaces and organised the
equipment and roles for group members. These choices positioned students as
responsible for their learning. In Rachel’s class, she used highly structured
collaborative routines to deliberately disrupt and reform patterns of participation
used movement sequences such as human graphs, “mirror mirror” ice breaker
activities, the routine of “stand up-hand up–pair up” and “C3B4me” where students
saw three other people for feedback before the teacher. These routines helped make
collaborative work socially safe and gave students structures within which they could
negotiate their identities of participation. However it became apparent that even
while engaged in participation, students negotiated different meanings. Further
analysis of the students’ patterns of participation led to three further findings that are
discussed in the following section.
Chapter summary
The teacher-student relationship was identified in the literature review as a
significant influence in whether students developed as autonomous learners through
AfL as a negotiation of identity
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AfL practices. Through analysis of the three case studies, it was found that autonomy
could be better understood as an identity of cultural fluency or central participation
that was a social construct. This identity was observed to be a negotiation that
occurred through participation and a mapping tool developed with the teachers was
described. AfL practices were described as ways of communicating to students
expectations about products, processes and patterns of participation. The importance
of the teacher-student relationship in communicating the expected patterns of
participation to students was then explored. Wenger’s (1998) three dimensions of a
community of practice, those of mutual engagement, shared repertoire and joint
enterprise were used to analyse how the case study teachers created teacher-student
relationships that supported students as they negotiated an identity of participation.
Other influences on students’ patterns of participation through AfL are now explored
in the following chapter.
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Chapter 8: Moving from the letter to the spirit of AfL
Chapter organisation
This second analysis chapter explores three additional themes that emerged
from the case studies. The first theme explored in this chapter is that learners
negotiated their identities as knowers drawing on various tacit and explicit ways of
knowing. The next theme that is addressed is how learners negotiated identities
across multiple communities of practice. Finally the fourth theme discusses the need
for more development of the cultural narrative of learning as participation to
challenge traditional narratives of assessment.
Introduction
In the preceding chapter, it was argued that autonomy is not a fixed state but
rather a social role. Expectations for learner autonomy were communicated through
AfL products, processes and patterns of participation supported by teacher-student
relationships of mutual engagement in the enterprise of learning. The teacher-student
relationship was seen as a way of sharing the teacher’s power and identity as an
expert with the learners, and supporting students’ negotiations of identity. While the
teacher-student relationship was an important influence in how students negotiated
participation as an autonomous learner, it was not the only influence. In this chapter
three more important themes are introduced.
The first theme that is explored in this chapter is that learners appropriated the
expectations of the AfL classroom community of practice in various ways depending
on their beliefs about learning, experience in other communities of practice and their
own identities as learners. To understand some patterns in this negotiation, Cook and
Brown’s (2005) theory of knowing in action as a generative dance was used as a
framework to analyse student participation. This theory draws from a sociocultural
perspective of learning and was identified by Murphy (2009) as a potentially
valuable way of understanding AfL interactions. The next theme explored in this
chapter uses Elwood’s (2008) important sociocultural concept of “entangled” learner
identities to understand the way that the students and teachers brought their
experiences from previous communities of practice to inform their negotiation of
meaning and identity. The teacher’s own learning preferences, experiences of
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gendered identity, a class and school cultural identity are all described as influential
factors.
Finally in all three cases, there emerged an interesting assessment ‘identity
crisis’ where the traditional acquisitional cultural narrative about learning and
assessment did not provide the language and concepts with which to talk about AfL.
The final section explores how participative AfL practices invite teachers, students
and the community to negotiate a new cultural identity and narrative for assessment.
Understanding the complexity of these negotiations is highly significant for the work
of teachers who wish to help students move beyond the letter to the spirit of AfL
(Marshall & Drummond, 2006)
AfL and ‘The generative dance’
In a sociocultural perspective of learning, expertise and fluency develops
through participation and engagement with the language, tools and relationships
within a community of practice (Murphy & Hall, 2008). When learners understand
their roles through participating in a community of practice, they appropriate explicit
and tacit values and ways of working. Cook and Brown (2005) have conceptualised
the interactive nature of the negotiation of tacit and explicit, individual and group
knowing in action as a “generative dance” (see figure 8.1)

Figure 8.1. Knowing as a generative dance (Cook & Brown, 2005, p. 70)

A community of practice perspective acknowledges both explicit and tacit
social practices as unarticulated assumptions, sensitivities and subtle cues, “while
they may never be articulated...are the unmistakable signs of membership in
communities of practice and are crucial to the success of their enterprises” (Wenger,
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1998, p. 47). Tacit knowing is often overlooked as a source of learning in schooling
(Sadler, 2009). Possibly because as Gee explained (2004):
Learning does not work well when learners are forced to check their bodies
at the school room door like guns in the old West. School learning is often
about disembodied minds learning outside any context of decisions and
actions. When people learn something as a cultural process their bodies are
involved because cultural learning always involves having specific
experiences that facilitate learning, not just memorising words (p. 39).

Gee (2004) then distinguished between vertical notions of learning that measure
“incremental progress on a scale from low skills to high skills as if moving up a
ladder” and horizontal learning experiences that “look like mucking around, getting
your feet wet, getting used to the water, and getting ready, eventually, to jump in and
go swimming.” While horizontal learning could be seen as failure, it is “really an
important precursor for later learning especially for ‘at risk’ students” (p. 60). Those
students who participated on the periphery were recognised by Lave & Wenger
(1991) as legitimate peripheral participants who were learning by observing more
experienced others; “peripherality provides an approximation of full participation
that gives exposure to actual practice...[and] it must engage newcomers and provide a
sense of how the community operates” (Wenger, 1998, p. 100). Through
participation, the learners appropriate the discourse which Murphy, Hall &
McCormick (2008) identified as the intention behind AfL, “to establish a discourse
about learning in which learners, and their teachers and mentors, engage routinely in
negotiating future learning” (p. 100). AfL practices can be practices that help
students appropriate, through tacit and explicit, individual and group participation,
patterns of participation as experts in the academic discourses valued in the
classroom community of practice.
Steps in the generative dance of AfL: Analysing patterns of student
participation
Merely mapping student participation as central or peripheral patterns, while
initially helpful did not enable teachers to fully understand how learners were
developing understanding. Across the case studies it was noticed that while students
may have appeared as engaged centrally participating students as they completed the
AfL tasks, they were often negotiating very different meanings from the AfL
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practices (see chapter 4 and see also chapter 6). The teachers reported that they were
unaware of the different negotiations students were making, and had been generally
satisfied if students completed the tasks. A student following the letter of AfL may
learn how to enact processes that are valued within a community of practice. Within
Lave and Wenger’s (1991) notion of peripheral participation, these processes may be
a legitimate way to learn how to participate in a community of practice. Ecclestone
(2002) described this as procedural autonomy, distinguishing it from personal
autonomy. However, without the spirit, or some tacit understanding of the cultural
practices of expertise in the community of practice that guides personal interactions,
AfL practices were observed to be ineffective in improving student autonomy
(Marshall & Drummond, 2006). So understanding the importance of tacit as well as
explicit knowing and the various ways that learners might negotiate their
participation in AfL practices is significant for the work of teachers.
The following discussion draws from evidence across the case studies to
analyse how students learned both the explicit and tacit expectations of an
autonomous learner through AfL. Both the tacit and explicit knowing is valued in a
sociocultural view of learning as the process by which learners develop
understanding is described as “participatory appropriation through guided
participation in a system of apprenticeship” (Rogoff, 1995, p. 157). In analysing the
student interview data and classroom participation, students were observed to be at
different stages of their apprenticeship, and each made different appropriations
having entered with varying cultural ways of working. Cook and Brown’s (2005)
model of the generative dance, was very helpful in conceptualising the students’
patterns of appropriation. Through this model, teachers may be helped to structure
their AfL practices. AfL can thus be understood as a form of guided participation
through which teachers help their student-apprentices develop expertise in both the
explicit and tacit, individual and group ways of knowing.
The figure (8.1) from Cook and Brown (2005, p. 70) represents four forms of
knowledge, with the circle representing the knowing in action. This model was
created to counter the “expressed or implied tendency to treat all knowledge as being
essentially of one kind. That is, the epistemology assumed in the literature tends to
privilege the individual over the group, and the explicit over the tacit” (Cook &
Brown, 2005, p. 52) The interplay between the different types of knowledge and the
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dynamic interaction within the social and physical world is what Cook and Brown
called a generative dance where meaning is created. Students actively used their
different knowledges, or epistemological beliefs about learning and knowing, to help
them negotiate meaning and so had different understandings about the purposes and
value of AfL practices. This model of knowledge was used in figure 8.2 to represent
how some students from the case studies entered into their understanding of AfL,
their ‘first steps’ in the generative dance.

Figure 8.2. Case study examples of AfL participatory appropriation

Fiona was chosen to represent students who entered into the appropriation
through a preference for group explicit knowing. In many ways, Fiona (Year 9
student) was a novice as she understood the explicit reified form of participation, but
not the implicit purposes of the procedures as merely an aid to designing an
independent scientific inquiry:
I showed Fiona a video clip she had filmed of her group after they had been
asked to design their own science experiment. Fiona had filmed the
collaboration where the group planned the experimental design in their
notebooks and then conversations at the practical benches where students
had moved to complete their task.
I asked Fiona,” So was it an easy thing or hard thing to plan your own
scientific experiment?”
Fiona confidently replied, “It’s easy, because for maybe the first term, Mr
Turner would teach us how to actually set it out, like the procedure,
hypothesis, conclusion and the graph and all that. I think it was pretty easy,
cos like in nearly all the experiments you had to do the same thing.”
(Fiona, Year 9 individual interview)
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However while she was a novice science researcher, Fiona was not a peripheral
participant. She was an active group member who valued learning from others in her
group she recognised as experts. Fiona appropriated her understanding of AfL
practices from what was valued explicitly in the group. She negotiated her identity as
a science knower through her participation in a group as she had not found an
identity of success in science as an individual learner.
Mike and Douglas expressed preferences for individual explicit knowing. Mike
(Year 8) had an identity as a successful individual learner and he appropriated AfL
practices as a way that the teacher monitored individual progress and tailored the
level of progressive difficulty. “I find it really easy to learn and I very much like
learning and I just retain information.” In talking about the purpose behind AfL
practices, “he [Mr Barra] knows exactly where we are, like our levels and gives us
some kind of difficult things to do.... I think he goes home and checks what we are
doing.” (Mike, Year 8 individual interview). Douglas (Year 8), like Mike, shared a
traditional acquisitional understanding of learning, and appropriated AfL practices as
a way of the teacher making his expectations clear. Douglas wanted to continue to
get very high marks in assessment pieces, and used the AfL practice of checking his
work against the shared criteria and standards (see appendix E); “I usually check the
table that has A, B, C, D on it and I always look at the A column because that is what
I am aiming for. And I look; I make sure I’ve fulfilled every part of it” (Douglas,
Year 8). While Douglas and Mike also showed an awareness of tacit expectations in
their classroom interactions, they appropriated their understanding of AfL through
the type of knowing that had the strongest historical, cultural and personal value to
them.
Elise (Year 8) and Lachlan (Year 9) appropriated AfL practices through more
tacit ways of knowing. Elise was a dancer. She also shared how her experience in
overcoming dyslexia helped her to understand that everyone learned in different
ways and that getting help made a big difference to her learning. Elise’s membership
in these communities of practice helped her form an identity that valued individual
effort, personal intuition and feedback as important to her learning. She appropriated
AfL practices as a way of receiving personal feedback: “Through my grades and
what the teachers say. I know if I’ve done my best, that’s how I know how well I’ve
done” and “I like let some of my friends look at what I’ve done so far, and they are
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like, you can add this, and I looked at theirs and saw what they were trying to get at
and added a bit of that into my own.” Her understanding of quality was a tacit and
individual ‘feel’ for the skill, “I could see the examples that were good and weren’t
as good” (Elise, Year 8 individual interview). Lachlan also had a tacit understanding
of expectations but he developed his understanding from valuing the group’s patterns
of participation.
Lachlan observed how the teacher reacted to other students and generalised
from his own experiences, “You learn from your mistakes. You don’t from what you
get right. If you do stuff like that and get it trouble by it, you learn not to do it
anymore.” His participation in AfL practices was governed by tacit expectations
about how the group worked, “we are probably used to getting the answers given. I
expect, I know this is a really bad habit, but I expect that people will just give me the
answer...” His tacit understanding of social expectations also could limit his
involvement in AfL practices,
“When you sit with people you don’t know “you are not as free to ask
questions. If you are sitting next to someone you don’t know, or doesn’t talk
to you much, you’re sitting there wondering what the answer to this question
is. You ask, “do you know what this one is’ and they say “uggh’”

(Lachlan, Year 9 individual interview)
Fiona, Mike, Douglas, Elise and Lachlan represent different ways the students
negotiated their understanding of AfL. While they all participated in the practices,
they understood and valued them in different ways. A further source of evidence that
helped me understand this negotiation was through the drawings that the Year 9
science students completed. I asked students at the end of one of the lessons I
observed in the middle of the year to draw a picture of themselves as a science
learner. In individual interviews I asked students to tell me about their drawing and
this helped me interpret them as representations of their learner identity. Cook and
Brown’s (2005) model was used to classify these representations of themselves as
learners. In figure 8.3, this female student indicated her preference for learning from
her peers as part of group work. She had identified that she preferred to learn through
collaboration and tacit observation of interactions and the quality of work of her
peers.
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Figure 8.3. Student preference for group tacit learning

In figure 8.4, a male student indicated that he preferred to learn by asking the teacher
questions and having class discussions. He valued explicit learning within a
collaborative relationship, in this case with the teacher.

Figure 8.4. Student preference for group explicit learning
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Figure 8.5. Student preference for individual tacit learning

In figure 8.5 this female student preferred to learn by experimenting and by
making her own evaluation of her understanding, while in figure 8.6 a male student
valued direct explicit instruction and preferred to work as an individual.

Figure 8.6. Student preference for individual explicit learning
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From these drawings, students indicated that they had individual learning
preferences and that these translated to learner identities, or how they preferred to see
themselves as science knowers. These students found their preferred ways of
knowing within the same class activities, and were often seated at the same table
group in the class. While students may have identified more strongly with one form
of knowing, all forms of knowing create meaning as patterns of participation in a
community of practice.
Understanding the social permissions of the class was also identified in the
case studies as an important tacit knowing which teachers helped students learn,
which had been raised by Pryor and Crossouard (2008) as an important area for
research. What I called “social standard setting” evident in the case studies as
students observed each others’ work, was an informal AfL practice that was a form
of tacit group knowing. The importance of this source of knowing has been mostly
overlooked in AfL research so far and would be worth further research. The
important influence of those students with social power in generating tacit norms of
participation was not fully explored in this research and would also be an important
avenue for future research. I am now wondering if a teacher was able to help those
students with social power develop expertise in the explicit standards of quality, what
impact it might have for the tacit learning of others in the class.
AfL practices such as sharing criteria and self assessment checklists are both an
attempt at making explicit some of the implicit value judgments that experts make
when evaluating quality, and an opportunity for students to learn through
participation about tacit expectations. It is problematic to suggest that all implicit
knowing can be made explicit. Tacit and explicit learning play two different,
important and complementary roles (Brown & Duguid, 1996). Brown, Collins and
Duguid (1996) identified that “one of the particularly difficult challenges for research
(which exceptional teachers may solve independently) is determining what should be
made explicit in teaching and what should be left implicit” (p. 41). AfL practices in a
classroom need to be constructed to enable individual and group, explicit and tacit
learning. The concept of the generative dance is an important one for teachers who
are planning AfL practices for their classes.
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Figure 8.7. Student views of AfL knowing in action

While beliefs about learning were identified within the literature review as a
significant influence in how AfL practices are enacted, this conception of knowing
may be a more helpful model for understanding how students negotiate
understanding than the more traditional typology of behaviourist, constructivist and
sociocultural beliefs about knowing. To help students fully enter into the spirit of
AfL, teachers would need to understand through dialogue with students some of the
explicit and tacit, individual and group knowledges they were developing through
AfL. Diagrams that may help teachers conceptualise AfL as a generative dance are
presented in figures 8.7 and 8.9 as a starting place for further discussion and
development.
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Figure 8.8. Understanding AfL as knowing in action

The practices that are suggested in figure 8.8 were drawn from the case study data
and are not a complete list of AfL practices, but rather indications of the interactions
that can be considered as AfL.
Is interaction really AFL?

By taking a broad view of AfL that included a wide variety of interactions that
were part of the teacher’s practice as we searched for learner autonomy, I did
occasionally question whether I had strayed away from a focus on AfL. To conclude
this section that argues for a broadening understanding of AfL from four strategies to
a more generative understanding, it is appropriate to consider the question about
whether classroom interaction can really be AfL.
The definition of AfL devised from the literature for this study was “evaluative
practices within the regular flow of teaching and learning with the purpose of
informing and improving student learning to enhance learner autonomy.” Certainly
the practices I identified from the teacher’s practices in figure 8.8 and in box A of
figure 7.1 occurred within the regular flow of teaching and learning, and were
recognised as significant in enhancing student learning. The teachers and I
maintained a clear focus on autonomy and searched for ways to increase student
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participation to develop autonomy. I debated whether these practices we identified
were evaluative. Evaluation in this definition was understood as a process of
understanding, assessing and adjusting performances towards desired qualities. It is
argued in this chapter that an understanding of quality occurs through tacit and
explicit as well as individual and group ways of knowing, and as is explained in the
following section is mediated by other experiences of identity. The broad perspective
taken in this study can thus be defended as AfL from its own definition. It can also
be defended from the literature.
Delandshere (2001) argued that educational assessment should be more
broadly defined as “the formation of value judgements and interpretations that
determine the significance, the importance, and the value of knowing” (p. 132). From
the case studies it can be seen that teachers and students interpreted messages about
importance and ways of knowing from classroom interactions both within and
around AfL practices. Within my case study analysis I began to recognise and
distinguish between “formal” and “informal” AfL practices which I have since
theorised as explicit and tacit knowledges. In a sociocultural perspective, a wide
variety of cultural tools, social values and interactions are acknowledged as
informing learning through the process Rogoff (1995) described as guided
participation:
the concept of guided participation refers to the processes and systems of
involvement between people as they communicate and coordinate efforts
while participating in culturally valued activity....The 'guidance' referred to
in guided participation involves the direction offered by cultural and social
values, as well as social partners; the 'participation' in guided participation
refers to observation as well as hands-on involvement in an activity (p. 60).

I came to recognise that my dilemmas were part of my process of appropriating a
sociocultural perspective that Rogoff (2008a) defined as “the process by which
individuals transform their understanding of and responsibility for activities through
their own participation” (p. 65). My participation in this research inquiry helped me
transform my understanding of AfL from a constructivist understanding that focused
on a set of strategies towards a sociocultural understanding of AfL as a participative
pedagogy.
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Perrenoud (1998) argued for widening of the formative assessment field when
he wrote it was “more appropriate to talk about formative intention and observation
as elements of regulatory intervention, as resources for the orchestration of
regulation” (p. 100). I understand his argument to mean that teachers orchestrate the
development of autonomy using observation of interactions to evaluate and direct
learners. Murphy (2009) also noted the importance of AfL as an in-the-moment
orchestration of interactions when she concluded that “what is formative for the
learners is in the moment as they act, this is what teachers need to observe” (p. 25). It
is suggested that the model of the AfL generative dance may give teachers a
framework to observe and contribute to student development. What is also important
for teachers to understand is that we each negotiate our understandings drawing from
various experiences of identity in other communities of practice. These negotiations
vary for each person, and are a further reason why a broader understanding of AfL is
important. Analysing the way that students and teachers negotiated identities across
multiple communities of practice is the focus of the following section.
Negotiating identities across multiple communities of practice.
Both students and teachers bring their own experiences from previous
communities of practice to help them negotiate meaning and identity within their
classroom learning contexts. However, the learning interactions observed in the case
studies were not merely reproductive processes where the teachers’ cultural views of
learning were transmitted and reproduced in the students. This was a dilemma of the
communities of practice model that James (2006) questioned as a purely reproductive
understanding of communities of practice did not seem to allow the participants
agentive and productive roles. In the three case studies it was evident that students
did bring their own identities and discursive histories to the community of practice
within the class so that in the interactions and relationships in the classroom, both the
teacher and the students shaped the practice and in the process negotiated their
identities and roles.
The social role of autonomy reflecting the teacher’s own preference for
learning	
  
Teachers used similar metaphors to describe their expectations for an
autonomous learner and their own learning preferences. When Greg described his
own learning preferences he indicated they were learning by doing, experimenting
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and being on a quest to learn. He often shared with students his personal stories of
learning including learning to play Aussie rules when he moved to a school in a new
state, learning from Indigenous elders when he went on a fishing holiday, or
experimenting with new applications on his computer or mobile phone. In describing
his ideals of classroom learning he used the metaphor of adventure, “it is an
adventure” and autonomy as students being able to chase up knowledge, “go out on
a branch you know and see what happens”. He imagined an autonomous learner
would be on a quest, taking learning beyond the classroom, continuing to inquire and
learn more than the teacher required and return to share their story about what they
had learned. His personal preference for learning by doing, sharing expertise and
being given space to listen to and share stories was very much reflected in the type of
learning he initiated in his classroom.
Rachel identified the influence of her own learning preference, “I’m a
talker”, when she reflected on her frustration in the early weeks of the year with her
class. She was dissatisfied that the students were very silent and not engaging in
classroom discussions. In response she designed highly structured collaborative
practices for students to teach them how to learn by talking and listening with their
peers. Rachel saw herself as a lifelong learner and drew on her life experiences as a
nurse, a mature aged student and a mother to construct her expectations of an
autonomous learner. She would often draw on these contexts to share stories with
students to illustrate learning by solving a problem. Rachel expected an autonomous
learner to be someone who would be a “seeker of knowledge” who could call on a
variety of strategies to approach problems in life which often do not have right and
wrong answers. Rachel recognised some of the influence her experiences in previous
communities of practice had on her teaching; “I think my life experience made a
huge difference to how I approached teaching. Being a mother also I think has a
huge impact on how I relate to kids in general.” In another situation, she discovered
a previously unarticulated expectation that an autonomous learner would help others.
This expectation emerged when Rachel evaluated the growth of a student she had
initially regarded as highly autonomous; “he hasn’t yet moved on to the point where
[he says] “I want to help and I want to take those people with me”(Final interview).
Rachel’s learning identity as a nurse, mother, and peer coach to her fellow teachers
also reflected the value of helping others.	
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Adam’s definition of learner autonomy revealed some of his beliefs about
learning; that it is individual and active and something that happened inside a person.
It included setting goals to do well, and being able to self regulate attitudes,
behaviours and performance:
So I defined an autonomous learner as a student who had internalised their
goals and was working towards achieving them; “I want to do well in
Science because” [which is an outworking of] character. They have a plan
that includes their classroom behaviour and attitude, their commitment to
homework, a means of measuring their performance and a way of requesting
feedback, as a way of monitoring their own progress.
(Adam, first focus teacher group interview.)

Adam’s beliefs about learning were congruent with a cognitive, constructivist
individual perspective. These beliefs may in part have been socially constructed by
his own experiences of having to ‘figure out’ for himself in his early science learning
and early science teaching practices. They were also reflective of a broader cultural
learning discourse. Behaviourist “scalar” views of knowing embedded within the
western discourse of scientific method “envisioned a fixed and long chain of small
steps that separated entry-level skills from expertise...[so that] successful
performance on these kinds of simple and rote tasks became the gatekeeper to more
complex and demanding work” (Wolf et al., 1991, p. 40). Adam’s preferences for
science learning may be traced to what Tobin (2009) called the macrostructures of
neoliberalism and the historical influence of science teacher training in Australia
which emphasised individualism, hands on activity and the scientific method as
framework – the wider acquisition discourse of ‘scientism’. Adam’s beliefs about the
importance of a core of general science for grades 8 to 10 and the central role of
laboratory learning reflect cultural and historical influences that would have shaped
Adam’s science teacher training (deLaetor, 1989 in Tobin, 2009, p. 14). Adam’s
practice, like Rachel’s and Greg’s, was shaped by interactions in previous
communities of practice, which had shaped their identities and patterns of
participation in current and future communities of practice. While in some sense the
three teachers’ learning preferences were being reproduced in their expectations for
their students, students also negotiated their meanings from participation in multiple
communities of practice.
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Negotiation within gendered identities
The students and teacher were engaged in multiple communities of practice
and experienced different forms of participation and identity in each of them. The
negotiation of these various cultural expectations and ways of belonging was
ongoing and active. How students negotiated their participation within their gendered
understandings of identity was recognisable in some of the collaborative AfL
interactions including the one below from case study one:
As students began to finish their work, Rachel instructed the class that one
person from each group table should go and get their team pack and the
team should move onto their next activity. This involved students using a
spinner to decide on roles in developing strategic questions and resources
for peers to evaluate their understanding of the class novel. Cody jumped up
from his table and met his friend at the back shelf before bringing the packet
of role cards and spinner back to the table. Rory finished his notes then
watched while Vicky unpacked the markers and cards. Kylie started spinning
the arrow that decided who would take on the roles of question asker,
summariser and note-maker. The girls giggled as they kept spinning,
deciding they didn’t like the results. Cody and Rory watched, until Cody
tired of waiting, took the spinner off Kylie and put it to where he thought it
first landed. “Your spin doesn’t count. Here. You be the question asker, and
you can be note-taker, and we will summarise.” Vicky rolled her eyes and
Kylie shrugged before they started thumbing through their novels.
As Rachel moved around the class, she called out over the quiet murmuring
“You all know what to do”. Kylie waited until the teacher was near her desk
before asking a clarifying question about her task. Rachel moved to the next
group before calling out, to the class the response she had given Kylie to her
question, “Don’t forget your questions have to be open thinking questions,
not just ones that have yes, no or maybe answers”. Vicky looked at Kylie and
giggled.

(Year 7 classroom observation notes)

Gender identity is a fluid social representation that is created by girls’ and
boys’ “entangled, social interactions with teachers, and others, and the gendered
appropriation of subject knowledge, thought processes and lived-experiences”
(Elwood, 2008, p. 97). In the activity described above Cody, Kylie and Vicky all
made choices of participation that were influenced by their enactments of gendered
identities, that worked together to create and reinforce the pattern of participation.
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Cody saw it as his role to initiate and take action in retrieving the resources, and
physically take the spinner and direct roles when it seemed that the girls were not
playing by the rules. His expectations about classroom learning were role, rule and
task focussed, “I put the spinner back on what it was...and it worked out. What you
land on you just do” (Cody, individual interview). When he took over the allocation
of roles with the spinner, the girls didn’t challenge him. Neither did his peers
challenge him in another learning activity when he used friendly physical force to
‘protect’ his work. Cody acted as an authority figure with a focus on structure, which
were typical actions within a socialised male student identity (Murphy, 1999b, p.
260).
Vicky and Kylie avoided confrontation with each other when they kept
spinning until they were both happy with their roles. They also avoided confrontation
with Cody when he took the spinner out of Kylie’s hands without asking. Non-verbal
responses like raised eyebrows and giggles was a way of maintaining their solidarity.
When asked if it bothered her that Cody took control of the spinner, Kylie didn’t
answer directly instead replying, “we just worked it out” (Yr 7 focus group
interview). For Cody, Vicky and Kylie it confirmed that this was the way that they
understood the world and their place in it. This gendered pattern of participation was
created by gendered role expectations but additionally by multiple understandings of
roles and identity, which is why Elwood’s (2008) notion of ‘entanglement’ is helpful
in understanding the complex relationship between learning and assessment.
The different patterns of participation were entangled with other learner
identities and social contexts. As Murphy (1999a, p. 274) noted boys’ independence
is often not seen as problematic either by boys or by teachers and that strategic
support by teachers is needed to support collaboration and the social negotiation of
meaning. The support for students through the teacher-student relationship and
shared repertoire created safe and legitimate ways for students to work within
gendered identities. Kylie was typical of most of the girls in the Year 7 class when
she waited until the teacher was near before asking a question. She found “it is not as
embarrassing” and helped her be more confident. Many of the girls in the Year 7
class expressed a preference for quiet interpersonal feedback. This may have been
part of a cultural, gendered pattern of participation, related to a desire to minimise
the risk of public notice of a lack of understanding, maintain the role of a quiet and
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‘good’ student, as well as seek relational reassurance from the teacher. However
question asking was just as socially risky for some of the boys. Hayden and Brad
shared that they didn’t ever ask questions of the teacher as it was too ‘shameful’,
saying they preferred to ask friends instead (Year 7 focus group interview). Neither
did all girls find asking a question socially risky. Jane found it easy to put her hand
up and ask a question. Negotiations of gender were also entangled with the student’s
values about knowing.
Student gendered identities and histories also shaped how students understood
expectations for participation in Year 9 Science. For Emma and Maria, close
observation of the teacher’s mood and his relationships with others helped them
establish expectations for their own participation with the goal of maintaining a good
relationship with the teacher and not “getting into trouble”:
I asked the group of students, “So you guys travel from class to class. How
do you work out what is ok with each teacher?”
Emma answered, “probably trial and error and watching your classmates
and learning from their mistakes.”
I inquired, “How would you learn from their mistakes?”
Emma replied, “If they do something wrong that the teacher doesn’t like,
well you just...”
Max added “know for the future...”
Maria concluded, “and make sure you don’t do it.”

(Year 9 focus group interview)
Emma and Maria brought with them gendered expectations of how ‘good’ girls
participate in a classroom: quiet, co-operative, polite, well behaved and pleasant. In
observing and working out what their teacher considered appropriate, they fulfilled
some of their teacher’s expectations for an autonomous learner, “they try to figure
stuff out for themselves and then decide what is appropriate”. Yet by being quiet and
ready to learn from the teacher expert also placed them in conflict with his first
expectation; “they don’t sit there and wait to be told everything (Adam, teacher focus
group). The fulfilment of the teacher’s expectation that an autonomous science
learner would experiment, take risks and explore to learn involved working beyond
these gendered expectations which also then involved a change to their identities as
learners.
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Emma also had the identity within her peer group as an expert, and she
described how she negotiated this identity within a gendered expectation of being a
helpful girl;
Emma said, “I have to help everyone all the time, in everything”
When she laughed quietly, I asked “Does that bother you?”
“Oh no. Everyone just asks me.”
“Do you ever say no?”
“People say I have to say that, but I never say no....I don’t like saying it.”

(Emily, Yr 9 individual interview)
Emily felt she “had” to help, and found it difficult to say no when she was
asked, even though it felt like she was always helping others. To respond differently
was to take a risk to her sense of identity as a girl, as well as her social safety as she
was accepted within her role as a helpful expert. The AfL contexts of peer feedback
and collaboration and dialogue to help develop a community of practice and share
expertise involves negotiations of identity of gender for boys and girls, as well as
negotiating identities as members of a culture, faith, a peer group, a family, a
neighbourhood, and a ‘smart kid’ or a ‘dumb kid’. Teachers who are using AfL
practices to develop autonomy need to recognise the kinds of negotiations of identity
that occur within that school context and give students tools to negotiate with peers
in ways that minimises social risk.
The identity of “our class”
The students also were negotiating identity within their peer groups and talked
about an identity as a class group. Students within each of the four Year 8 classes
interviewed each ascribed a shared identity to their class using concepts of “we” and
“our class”. Within the school timetable, Year 8 and 9 students worked with thirteen
different teachers and were active meaning makers as they developed expectations of
how teachers worked with their class: “we just work out the teacher’s personality”
(Todd – Yr 8 individual student interview). Over the lunch table, at sports practice, on
the bus, and through text messages on their mobile phones students compared their
experiences with other students. Some students described a relationship of
interdependence with one another:
“If we work together it usually turns out well because we all sort of rely on
each other” (Douglas – Year 8 core class 2 focus group interview)
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and
“The whole class is like a big family really. We help each other out in times
of need”

(Ryan –Year 8 core class 4 focus group interview)

and
“We are all friends basically. Oh there are a couple of us who are a bit edgy
with each other and can’t get along, but we can see how each other learn
and we basically learn off each other” (Vanessa- Year 8 core class 3 focus
group interview)

The class moved to different teachers within their timetable enabling the class
to identify with their peers instead of a teacher as ‘our class’. In one Year 8 class
there seemed to be factions of peer groups with one group of girls regularly disrupted
the learning of the class. Elise and Vanessa seemed to accept this class dynamic
rather than be frustrated by it, and included their disruptive peers within the class
identity as ‘us’ and ‘our class’:
I asked, “Who asks questions in your class?”
Vanessa replied, “all of us, we’re all so curious.”
Elise added, “ Yeah. It depends on how, what mood we’re in that day.
Vanessa elaborated, “hypo and energetic…The only problem is our class
can’t keep quiet.”
Elise qualified her friend’s statement. “If most of us set our minds to it, we
can get stuff done really quickly but then there are some people who just
think, “No this doesn’t make any sense, I’m going to stop now.” Then
there’s people who think, “I’m going to get this, I’m going to get this”, and
keep going and going until they do. I guess people just learn differently so
it’s harder for them and easier for others.”
I probed their reasoning, “You know this because?”
Vanessa was quick to reply, “we are all friends basically. Oh there are a
couple of us who are a bit edgy with each other, and can’t get along, but we
can see how each other learn and we basically learn off each other.”
Elise nodded, adding “they like know how we learn ‘cos we are with them
everyday.”

(Yr 8 focus group interview)
Elise believed learning involved effort, and was something that all students in
the class were capable of, reflecting Dweck’s (2000) mastery orientation associated
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with deep learning. However, she also acknowledged that learning involved
negotiating within the mood of her class. Kindermann, McCollam, Gibson (1996)
noted that peer contexts highly influence learner engagement, and that while peer
affiliations can change quite rapidly, there remains a considerable continuity of
psychological characteristics of peer groups. A productive future research focus
would be to observe the one class and the patterns of participation within the class as
they moved from teacher to teacher and observe how patterns of peer participation
established social norms that either afforded or resisted efforts of teachers to
establish norms of mutual engagement in AfL. While the school’s timetable and
curriculum structures reified these group relationships in which the members
negotiated their patterns of participation and their meaning and identity, this identity
of friendly mutual participation in learning between the students was also influenced
by the specific social and cultural context.
The influence of the school context
A culture of belonging, caring and community was modelled in the wider faith
based school culture. The school campus included 1050 students from Preparatory
(age 5) to Senior (age 17 or 18), with a consistent cultural and language of values
including “care” and “respect” throughout the school. The wider Christian culture of
the school explicitly emphasised values of respect, kindness, and belonging to a faith
community through language and ceremonies, and the house family group
emphasised the concept of family and helping each other. Teachers worked within a
systemic values-based pedagogy that emphasised developing caring relationships and
knowing individual student learning styles. Many teachers, including all three of the
case study teachers, had spouses working at the school, and a sense of school
‘family’ was celebrated and cultivated by the multi-age activities that occurred
weekly. There was a dominant set of values within the school, and students who
consistently resisted rather than conformed to the values were eventually excluded
from the school. The broader culture of caring provided a sense of security for
students, which helped students and teachers establish a sense of belonging in the
classroom communities of practice. However the caring culture could also have
positioned students as passive recipients of care, rather than as active agents of
learning and inquiry. The influence of a culture of care within a wider school context
on the development of learner agency would be worth further research.
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So far in this chapter AfL practices have been analysed as providing tacit,
explicit, group and individual ways of learning about expectations for expertise.
Learner identity has been described as an entanglement as student and teacher
participation was seen to be influenced by participation in other communities of
practice in particular gendered student identities. The final section in this chapter
analyses how teachers and students negotiated their participation drawing from
cultural narratives about learning and assessment and suggests that a participative
narrative of AfL needs further development in its language and concepts to support
teachers.
Negotiating a new identity for AfL	
  
Teachers and students drew from broad cultural narratives about learning and
assessment when they were negotiating meaning in practice. These often emerged as
implicit understandings when the teachers or the researcher examined tensions within
the AfL practice or understandings of learner autonomy. In resolving some of these
tensions, the teachers and students were seeking a new cultural narrative, by which I
mean a shared “discourse by which members create meaningful statements about the
world” (Wenger, 1998, p. 83). A narrative about AfL as a participative practice
would help teachers and students know how and where AfL fits with learning as
“stories provide a bridge between the tacit and the explicit, allowing tacit social
knowledge to be demonstrated and learned” (Linde, 2001, p. 163). This process of
negotiating a new identity for AfL within broader cultural narratives of assessment is
an ongoing and important work of helping students negotiate meaning.
Changing cultural narratives of learning	
  
Cultural narratives of learning and assessment were observed to play an
important role in the negotiation of meaning. In the Year 7 class, the students
described to me in the first focus group interview how a good student learns by
sitting quietly and listening while the teacher tells students what to do. This
acquisitional metaphor of learning carries within it a passive individual role for the
students and an expectation that it is the teacher’s role to be the expert and source of
knowledge. When the teachers were trying to help students take responsibility for
being knowledge creators, and valuing dialogue and risk taking, many students had
to negotiate a conflict between their cultural expectations of learning and the new
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expectations. There was also a tension between learning through participation and
traditional expectations of assessment. Students seem to accept that learning with
peers was a legitimate form of classroom practice, however concerns about cheating
arose when the classroom practice looked more like assessment. In Year 7 (see
Chapter 4) and Year 9 (see Chapter 6) concerns about cheating limited the students’
engagement in AfL. Cheating is a concept within an acquisitional model as
knowledge is viewed as individual, measurable and competitive even when the
assessment is not summative. It is closely linked to beliefs about learning and
knowledge. Rachel raised this dilemma with her students (see chapter 5) but was not
able to resolve the dilemma for herself or them. Within her classroom, she had been
saying that good learners recognise when to use tools and resources to further their
understanding, yet she had not yet negotiated her understanding into the area of
assessment. More professional dialogue and learning about a participative view of
assessment would have helped Rachel and others who are seeking to extend their
students’ autonomy. Perhaps a new identity for assessment would share with students
an understanding that assessment as a social practice involves recognising different
purposes and social conditions and culturally appropriate ways of working in
different situations.
Adam also experienced tensions between his desire to see students learn by
active participation and his acquisitional beliefs about learning that positioned
students as individuals who were responsible for their choices. When he discussed
those students who were participating on the periphery, he described some as
“wheelbarrow” students who would only learn if “you picked them up and carried
them”. He wondered if taking more time in class to help them was a waste of his time
and not fair to others who wanted to learn. His desire was for students to be self
motivated, so he was resisting the role of the teacher doing the learning work for the
student, but his view put the responsibility on the student to make changes. This view
that places the responsibility or blame on the individual is a longstanding part of the
traditional acquisitional cultural narrative of learning, where peripheral participants
are regarded as either not trying or not capable of the learning (Wolf et al., 1991). In
Lave and Wenger’s (1991) model, peripheral participation is a legitimate form of
learning, where the newcomer is able to participate and watch and learn from peers
and more experienced others and become more central participants over time as they
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develop an identity of belonging to the community of practice. Gee’s (2004)
conception of horizontal learning reframed failure and peripheral participation as an
important precursor for later learning especially for ‘at risk’ students. This is a new
and different cultural narrative of learning, and a challenging one for teachers to
relate to their practice.
As a way of challenging Adam’s acquisitional perspective, I worked with
Adam to use the mapping tool we developed (see figure 6.1 and discussion) to shift
his gaze to patterns of participation. Adam evaluated each student’s level of
participation, classifying students as either central, intermediate or peripheral
participants. He then considered how the more peripheral students may be helped to
change their pattern of participation either through the AfL practices or relationship
or both. Adam chose to work on his relationship with the peripheral ‘wheelbarrow’
students he identified, and in the final months of the year the students did respond
and become more participatory, beginning to ask more questions of the teacher rather
than sitting and waiting to be told what to do next. He noticed that peer relationships
were a way of helping students become more confident participants so Adam also
began to use peer assessment with the students and consider ways to include these
new practices in his routines. He reflected that he would need another year of
observation and coaching to make significant changes to his practice as he was just
beginning to see some connections. Through a reflecting on his practice, Adam was
negotiating a new understanding of learning that incorporated participation and peer
relationships into an individual acquisitional narrative of learning.
Cultural narratives of learning and assessment that include cheating and fixed
identity also shaped the way that students negotiated their practice as illustrated by
Zeph and Jordan’s negotiation of an AfL self assessment practice (see chapter 6):
Zeph laughed, “... sometimes I’m really slack and I just turn back and look
at it. That’s not marked on your report card, so it’s not really a bad kind of
copying.”
I asked, “But Mr Turner is saying you can look at your word list.”
Jordan explained, “Yeah, but I don’t look at my word list. I see that as
cheating.”
(Year 9 focus group interview)
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These beliefs operated as unquestioned cultural norms that were part of the
negotiation of participation in AfL practices and acted as boundaries to full
participation. While students, teachers and researchers can work to understand the
impact these cultural narratives have, and how students and teachers negotiate
meaning within them, there is not an alternative narrative that is easy to describe. As
teachers negotiate meaning in a participatory AfL classroom, they are also
negotiating a new cultural identity for assessment. This is particularly challenging as
a participatory or shared view of mind is hard to negotiate within a schooling system
that values individual learning, and is still being negotiated within the learning
theory.
Reconciling a social view of mind and a constructivist understanding of
metacognition
Elwood (2008) argued that a sociocultural perspective locates the mind not
within the individual’s head but in the social action between teachers and students
and their various cultural histories. How metacognition or self evaluation is possible
within this shared view of mind is an interesting theoretical dilemma. In comparing
Piaget’s and Vygotsky’s view on cognitive development through social interaction,
Rogoff (1999, p. 81) concluded that in a Piagetian view cognitive development is a
product of the individual, whereas from a Vygotskian view, involves the
“individual’s appropriation or internalization of the social process as it is carried out
externally in joint problem solving” so that meaning is more than a construction by
individuals. Metacognition and self evaluation are AfL practices that are theorised
from a constructivist view of AfL (McCombs, 2001). How these practices are
conceptualised from a sociocultural perspective is still being developed as a
sociocultural perspective of AfL is still in its formative phase. To understand
metacognition and self assessment from a sociocultural perspective I reflected on the
purposes behind metacognition and self assessment. Metacognition assumes ability
to reflect on the processes of learning and make evaluative judgments about my
identity and capabilities within a community of practice. In a participatory approach
this could include the ability to self evaluate cognitive as well as social ways of
working such as “metacontextual reflection” or “recognition through reflection”
(Pryor & Crossouard, 2008, p. 43). Until a sociocultural perspective of learning is
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explored more fully, teachers face dilemmas reconciling their learning beliefs and
their practices.
The dilemma of reconciling constructivist understandings of self assessment
and a participatory view of learning was illustrated in the following interactions
between Michael and his teacher Rachel from Year 7. Michael showed throughout
the year significant development as an autonomous learner, and this growth came
through his increasing cultural fluency. Midyear, he was able to reflect a growing
self awareness of how he participated in collaboration; “Sometimes I do stupid stuff.
When I move to another group and we have to do an activity like this I think that I
am the boss and it is not fair on other people. I am trying to stop doing it” (Michael,
Year 7 individual interview). This kind of self awareness is “a prerequisite for
students learning the norms of a community of practice” (McCormick & Murphy,
2008, p. 12) but it is not always regarded as essential by teachers for academic
success. Rachel however did note and value his growth in his autonomy commenting
that at the start of the year:
He was a classic fixed entity learner and would often give up if he made the
smallest mistake or did not understand something – including tears and
tantrums. Term three and four however I have seen great growth in his self
direction, self correction and his knowledge that effort is important and vital
11

to learning. He has not had any “dummy spits ” about anything this term or
last term and is taking far more acceptance and responsibility for his own
learning. He willingly takes risks to improve his knowledge and eagerly
shares what he is discovering.

(Rachel, final interview).

While recognising the impact of the participatory practices, Rachel wondered
to what extent this was a growth in maturity, or personality. Growth in social
practices of participation within an aquisitional cultural narrative is ascribed back to
the individual as personality or maturing, however it was evident to me as an
observer that the patterns of participation within the classroom community did help
shape Michael’s development. Adam also wondered how much individual student
maturity had to do with developing autonomy. Rogoff (2008b) noted that different
cultures have very different ideas of maturity and intelligence “tied to judgements
regarding what aspects of human intelligence and behaviour are valued in the
11

A colloquial term for a juvenile temper tantrum.
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community” (p. 53). While the boundary between shared and individual
characteristics was unclear for these teachers and for me, what was clear was that the
social development of students cannot be regarded as something peripheral or
external to the teacher’s role in the classroom, or separate to the cultural contexts.
The importance of social as well as cognitive development is also evident in
the discussion about the AfL practice of feedback. When the metaphor of feedback
as a loop or dialogue is framed within Wenger’s (1998) social theory of learning, the
role of feedback to inform feelings of personal competence cannot and should not be
downplayed. Within a sociocultural view of learning competence is defined as
becoming a more central participant and forming an identity of belonging within a
community of practice. Feedback about the task is therefore also personal as it
informs and creates “personal histories of becoming in the context of our
communities” (Wenger, 1998, p. 5). Feedback should be understood as more than
just formal exchanges about tasks between a teacher and student. The concept of
feedback in an AfL context expands to include both formal and informal ways that
students gain information about their competence within a community of practice.
This information can be both explicit and implicit and come from the teacher, self
and peers. It moves feedback from a strategy to a practice, and thus embodies the
spirit rather than merely the letter of AfL by supporting the development of identities
of competence within specific classroom communities of practice.
Creating a language of participation 	
  
The aquisitional narrative is embedded into our everyday language to describe
learning so that it is perpetuated by common classroom language and interactions. A
participatory narrative needs careful language use by the teacher. Gee (2004)
illustrates how the teacher’s language communicates identities to students with
implied roles. When a teacher asks “what would you like to learn next as a writer?”
the teacher’s language creates a trajectory of agency. It is not up for discussion that
the student is a writer and that writers learn things and have a learning history that
involves knowing “I learned things in the past and I will learn things in the future,
and I have control over those things that I learn.”(p. 26). While all of the case study
teachers used a language of participation and positioned the students as agentive,
some of their language also perpetuated aquisitional cultural narratives. Adam
positioned his students as inquirers with scientific expertise when he commented
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“some of the questions you are asking me, you should be asking yourselves as you
are the scientists designing this experiment”, and having read a student’s answer, “I
have just learned from Paul” yet on other occasions he would reinforce the cultural
narrative of learning as listening with a comment like, “if you are talking it tells me
you are not listening and learning.” Greg’s language with his class was also a
language of participation that invited students to make their own decisions and have
agentive power, “Have a think about our school values. We don’t have a rule that
says no racism. Which value would it fit under?” and “How can you help change
Australia?” but he would also assert his position of power and control in the room
with statements like “Chloe have you got gum? Don’t you dare bring chewing gum
to my class. Wrap it in paper in the bin. Everyone hear that?” The language did not
reflect one particular axis of power and control for the teacher and student but was a
mixture of messages embedded in the history of the relationship and interactions of
the class and drawing from cultural narrative of the teacher in charge. A participatory
narrative reconciles these seeming contradictions about the power relationship by
positioning the teacher as the expert who provides leadership in the cognitive and
cultural practices of the domain for his or her apprentices.
The student language also drew from cultural narratives and reinforced
acquisitional metaphors of learning. Year 7 and Year 8 students described AfL as a
way for the teacher to know “our level”. Within the Queensland system and the
school, A to E grades based on shared criteria and standards are used to make
judgements on student work, and are called “levels of achievement”. Many of the
students appropriated this language within a cultural narrative of a fixed identity of
learning and assigned themselves identities fixed to “levels”. The cultural lexicon for
assessment needs to be expanded beyond merely levels of achievement, tests and
assignments. It needs to allow for the possibility of changes to patterns of
participation and also multiple entry points into greater participation. Not only will a
new cultural lexicon help students talk about their assessment practices within a
learning framework, it can promote alternate social norms that encourage equity
within educative assessment, as Delandshere (2001) noted
if the basis on which we formulate evaluative judgments of the students’
work and discourse are unconscious and deeply rooted manifestations of the
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social structure, then assessment is simply a proxy by which social,
intellectual and economic status are reaffirmed (p. 122).

Through reconsideration of the term of autonomy with its implications that focus on
the individual (James et al., 2007) and exploring terms used in writing about situated
learning such as Damarin’s (1996, p. 190) description of students as learners who
“travel” among cultural knowledge communities, researchers can shift the gaze
towards a participation metaphor of learning.
Chapter summary
In this second analysis chapter three themes were addressed. The model of the
generative dance (Cook & Brown, 2005) was used to explore how learners
negotiated their ways of knowing through tacit, explicit, individual and group
patterns of participation. Students had preferred ways of knowing that informed their
learning identity. AfL practices that encouraged positive teacher and peer
relationships were seen to enable all of these ways of knowing to inform learners.
The plane of analysis then zoomed out to consider the ways that learners also
negotiated their identities drawing from their previous experiences in other
communities of practice. Elwood’s (2008) notion of entangled learner identity was
used to examine the ways that gender, cultural narratives of schooling, the class
identity and school context influenced patterns of participation in AfL. Finally
tensions in AfL practice raised by the influence of traditional cultural narratives of
learning and assessment were described with recommendations for teachers and
researchers to continue to develop a language for participatory AfL. More
conclusions and implications from the research will be explored in the final chapter.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions
Chapter organisation
This final chapter begins with an introduction that reflects on the inspiration for
the thesis and the development of the thesis to this point. The research questions are
then addressed and the four themes that emerged from the analysis are then
summarised.

Finally

the

significance

of

the

findings

is

discussed

and

recommendations for practice and further research are made.
Introduction
This research was inspired by a critical doubt about the effectiveness claims for
AfL practices. In my work as a curriculum leader in a school, I had observed the
difficulties teachers experienced in developing student learner autonomy even when
employing the AfL strategies of feedback and self assessment. When Marshall and
Drummond (2006) observed that only one fifth of the AfL lessons they observed
promoted learner autonomy, they drew a distinction between practices that embodied
the law or the spirit of AfL. A sociocultural theoretical perspective allowed me to
examine the teacher and student AfL interactions in three Queensland middle school
classrooms using a case study approach. In seeking to understand the influence that
the teacher-student relationship had on developing the spirit of AfL, I was able to
describe how teachers and learners negotiated their identities of participation through
AfL practices.
Four important themes or findings emerged that have implications for teachers,
assessment policy developers and AfL researchers. Firstly the identity of an
autonomous learner or central participant was a negotiation by the students and
teachers within their AfL practice. The second finding concluded that learners
negotiated their identities as knowers drawing on various tacit and explicit, group
and individual ways of knowing. Thirdly, it was identified that learners negotiated
identities across multiple communities of practice. The fourth finding explored the
need for more development of the cultural narrative of learning as participation to
challenge traditional narratives of assessment. In this final chapter of the thesis I will
summarise my conclusions in response to the research questions before discussing
the significance of the findings and recommendations.
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Thesis overview
My personal dilemmas in practice were echoed in the AfL research literature.
Teachers and learners faced challenges in developing autonomy through AfL (James
& Pedder, 2006) and the teacher-student relationship was identified as a significant
area of influence in need of more research (Elwood, 2008; Marshall & Drummond,
2006; Pryor & Crossouard, 2008). A sociocultural theoretical perspective (Elwood,
2008; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Murphy, 2009; Rogoff, 2008a; Wenger, 1998), allowed
the exploration of the complexity of the AfL classroom interactions in context from
both the teacher and student perspectives. The research questions were designed to
understand how AfL practices were situated within a broader classroom context of
teacher-student relationships and a focus on developing learner autonomy.
What are the qualities of the teacher-student relationship that support
student learning autonomy in an assessment for learning context?

AfL practices themselves were then examined for the patterns of participation that
were created to enable a development of autonomy, with tensions and constraints
also observed.
How are patterns of participation that enable learner autonomy
created through AfL?
What constraints in the development of learner autonomy are
evident in an AfL context?
What contextual tensions exist for teachers and students for enacting
AfL practices?

Instead of a “culture free” set of strategies AfL was conceptualised as a product of
different views of leaning in specific cultural and historical contexts. I then proposed
a new definition of AfL as evaluative practices within the regular flow of teaching
and learning with the purpose of informing and improving student learning to
enhance learner autonomy. Within current Queensland and Australian educational
assessment contexts AfL can be understood as a powerful teacher assessment
practice that can balance the dominant policy focus on national assessment for
measurement and accountability purposes.
The literature review enabled me to conceptualise AfL practices as socially
situated, serving different purposes in various cultural contexts (Black & Wiliam,
2005; Elwood, 2006). Sociocultural perspectives that drew from a situated rather
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than individual view of mind (Bredo, 1994; Sfard, 2008) enabled me to rethink AfL
key concepts such as feedback, self assessment and autonomy. When AfL was
viewed as a cultural interaction, gendered expectations (Elwood, 2008; Murphy,
2008) and student perspectives (Cowie, 2005b) became highly influential themes in
the negotiation of an identity as an autonomous learner. A sociocultural perspective
of AfL is an emerging theorisation in AfL research (Black & Wiliam, 2006;
Klenowski, 2009a; Pryor & Crossouard, 2008). This thesis contributes to this
emerging theorisation by addressing current understanding in how autonomy is
socially constructed through supportive teacher-student relationships within AfL
contexts.
The qualitative and interpretative research design enabled me to learn how the
teachers and students from Year 7, 8 and 9 in a Queensland regional school made
meaning from their AfL practices. Interviews, video recordings and drawings
prompted student and teacher interpretations and contributed valuable data to the
story of AfL as a negotiation of identity as an expert. As a participant researcher, I
used field notes to record my observations and develop initial interpretations.
Interpretations and identification of themes developed through a process of constant
comparison. Line by line inductive coding of data, was followed by a comparison of
emerging themes interpreted within a sociocultural theoretical frame. I valued
member checking of transcripts and case study narratives to triangulate my
interpretations. I also returned to the literature to understand dilemmas that had
emerged such as the entangled identities that students negotiated (Elwood, 2008) and
the importance of tacit group knowledge (Brown et al., 1996). Each case study
developed a different focus that reflected the teachers’ practices as well the
groupings of students who participated in the research project.
Case study one: Collaborative AfL
Rachel Head created a collaborative learning environment within her Year 7
class that challenged her students’ traditional cultural expectations of learning.
Before she helped her students engage in AfL practices she established relationships
of belonging and trust between the students in the class and a shared language of
learning. Through modelling her own excitement about learning, and deliberately
sharing the language and ownership of learning with students through collaborative
strategies and routines, Rachel helped her students develop new norms of
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participation. Rachel explicitly taught her students AfL practices such as being
strategic question askers, evaluators who reflected on their learning goals, strategies
and the quality of their products individually, but more often with peers.
Students shared the complexities they experienced in negotiating new learner
identities. Some of these complexities were in managing peer relationships in the
collaborative practices. A significant complexity for students arose in a self
assessment activity where students negotiated their identities by comparing their
expectations against one another and their beliefs about what ‘understanding’ meant.
In the AfL practices, students were observed to fulfil different purposes, either
completing the task like a test, measuring their achievement or for evaluating their
personal growth as a learner. Important tensions that emerged during AfL practices
were then described, including Rachel’s sense of obligation and guilt wondering if
she met parental and school expectations. The dilemma of “cheating” was also raised
in a collaborative activity.
Case study two: Engagement and AfL
AfL was a part of Greg Barra’s pedagogy through which he sought to engage
Year 8 students in appreciating an Indigenous perspective of history. He explicitly
taught students the AfL practice of self assessment against criteria, however this was
within a broader aim of helping students develop autonomy and respect for others.
Greg worked to establish relationships of mutual respect with students sharing stories
of his own life and learning and acknowledging the expertise and experience of
students and other adults. Students valued the feedback they gained through the loops
of dialogue that flowed between their teacher and their peers. Through the use of
computers, student work was made very visible to the teacher and each other and
instant oral feedback was part of their joint enterprise of learning. In conversations
with students the different ways that they negotiated their identities of participation
were shared.
Case study three: AfL within a trajectory of expertise
For Adam Turner, AfL practices were a way of helping students self evaluate
their development within a trajectory of science expertise. He modelled an identity of
a science expert and through humour, calm, stories and sharing ownership with the
students over the equipment and processes he built a supportive relationship with the
students. AfL practices were reified through shared goals and regular oral feedback
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through storytelling and quick quizzes that helped students learn to articulate their
understanding, self evaluate their developing understanding and appropriate the
identity of an expert science learner.
Interesting tensions were explored between traditional acquisitional concepts of
knowing and participatory practices such as story-telling, oral feedback and
peripheral participation. This case provided extra data with the trial of a participation
mapping tool and student generated artefacts when students filmed one of their group
experiments and created drawings of themselves as science learners. These artefacts
were used to prompt conversations with students and understand some of the
negotiations in participation that occurred through AfL practices that are described in
the analysis chapters.
Next in this final chapter the research questions are revisited and key findings
are summarised within the framework of the research questions. The significance and
implications of these findings for theorists, policy makers, schools, and teachers are
then outlined. Finally possibilities for further research are proposed.
Research questions and conclusions
The research questions reflected each of Rogoff’s (1995) three mutually
constituting planes of analysis, the personal, interpersonal and community planes.
The first research question explored the interpersonal plane, examining the
interrelationship between AfL and autonomy mediated through the teacher-student
relationship. The second question, focussed on the personal and interpersonal planes
and the patterns of participation created through AfL that enabled the development of
learner autonomy. Both individual negotiations of identity and shared repertoires that
enhanced more central participation were examined. Finally the community plane
was examined through questions that examined contextual tensions in enacting AfL
practices.
What are the qualities of the teacher-student relationship that support
student learning autonomy in an AfL context?	
  
The teacher-student relationship was identified from the literature review of
AfL research as a potentially influential factor in the way AfL practices are enacted
in classrooms. In analysing the case studies, it is clear that the teacher-student
relationship is one of the significant ways that beliefs about learning are mediated
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and identity is socially constructed in the classroom through AfL. In the interactions
between the teacher and students, how the teacher viewed himself or herself in
relation to the student and to the process of knowing influenced how their language
and activity positioned the student in terms of expected roles and identity.
Teacher-student relationships that supported student learner autonomy were
observed in each of the three cases and embodied the spirit of AfL. The teachers
valued positive relationships with students as the foundation for engaging students in
learning. The teachers recognised that students needed to feel a sense of belonging
within a safe classroom environment in order to trust the teacher and participate in
AfL activities. AfL practices such as self and peer assessment and feedback involve
risking an identity of competence. The three teachers worked hard to establish and
maintain interpersonal trust by sharing personal stories of their own learning, by
getting to know their students, and taking opportunities to have informal
conversations with students showing an interest in their lives. In particular Greg
noted that for Indigenous students, the relationship was like a contract, where the
students did not want to disappoint a teacher who cared about them. Students also
felt like they knew their teachers from their involvement in extracurricular activities
within the school community. Students also recognised that the three teachers had
reputations in the school as experts in their subjects. As well as modelling expertise,
the teachers modelled being learners, making mistakes and taking risks in trying out
new things, also asking students for advice. A deliberately calm and well organised
learning environment was cultivated alongside humour and high interest activities to
make sure that the learning was fun for students. Each of the teachers recognised that
if students saw that the teacher was excited and passionate about the learning then
students would also see that the learning was interesting. The teachers sought a
relationship of mutual engagement in the learning.
The teachers modelled an identity of an autonomous learner and expected the
students to be knowledgeable and autonomous learners. The teacher was the leader
within the classroom and through their expertise modelled a trajectory of expertise
for the students. This role was more than the facilitator role implied within a
constructivist paradigm and it involved both sharing power with the students,
learning from students as well as maintaining the role of learning leader in the
classroom. For students to value the joint enterprise of learning, relationships of
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respect and shared power, were important. Respect for each other was an enacted
principle that regulated the way teachers worked with students and how students
spoke to and treated others within the class. The students valued being treated like
“real people’, not being yelled at, and having a sense that the teacher was part of a
team or family. The students also valued occasions when the teacher was ‘the boss’,
taking leadership in setting consistent values and social expectations. After a teacher
chastised a student for trespassing the explicit classroom cultural norms, the teacher
engaged in repair work with the student to encourage the student’s continued
participation. The teachers also made connections for students with the wider
community, involving guest speakers, giving examples of how the learning may be
experienced in their own lives and also imagining trajectories of competence for
students beyond school. This sense of belonging within the learning community was
not regarded as peripheral to the learning work but as an essential social foundation
that the teacher needed to carefully cultivate and maintain. These qualities of the
teacher-student relationship helped establish intersubjectivity so that AfL practices of
shared goals, feedback and expectations of quality could assist students to develop an
identity of expertise.
The teacher’s epistemology and beliefs that knowing and learning involved
action and communicating with others, strongly influenced the teacher-student
relationship. Learning was seen by the teacher and students as a partnership and
shared responsibility. The teachers used shared language, routines and learning
activities to position students as knowledgeable and agentive. The shared repertoire
also made the practices of experts visible and accessible to students as explicit and
tacit knowledge. Students were expected to responsibly and cooperatively use
expensive adult learning tools such as laptop computers and scientific equipment,
and were given freedom to move about the room at various times. By using “we” and
“us” to talk about learning something together, the teacher was not positioned as the
traditional source of knowledge but as a life-long learner. Students were often in the
role of knowledge generators through constructivist learning activities and being
expected to talk to and learn with peers, to reach their own conclusions and influence
the learning of peers and the teacher. Rachel and Greg in particular, sought to learn
about the students from their interactions. They closely observed how each student
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participated, and through reflection made changes to their teaching practices and
ways of relating to the students to enhance the students’ learning.
Marshall and Drummond’s (2006, p. 146) research highlighted that a teacher’s
behaviourist beliefs about knowing and learning implied a proprietorial, hierarchical
and teacher controlled relationship and “the onus is on the pupils’ readiness for
independence rather than on her [or him] creating that readiness”. AfL practices were
reduced to procedures rather than the desired spirit of AfL that would enable learner
autonomy. From interviews with Rachel, Greg and Adam, and after observing their
practice, it is clear that a teacher’s beliefs about knowing and learning do influence
their expectations for student participation, yet not in a clear cut way. All three
teachers valued constructivist learning, yet this was often mixed to a greater or lesser
degree with language about learning progress that drew from a behaviourist
paradigm. These beliefs were not conscious theorisations, but had been developed
through their practice and their own learning preferences. Trying to theorise learning
beliefs was not seen as helpful by the teachers. So rather than building teacher
capacity through challenging teacher beliefs, the research inquiry shifted focus to
building teacher capacity through observing with the teachers how patterns of
participation and expectations of autonomy were created through AfL. Sfard (2008)
noted that both the behaviourist and constructivist learning theories focus on an
individual acquisition metaphor of knowledge. This act of shifting the gaze to
patterns of participation also shifted the teachers’ learning theorisation towards a
sociocultural perspective. This related to the finding that a new narrative and
language of participatory AfL is needed.
While peer relationships were also identified in this research as highly
influential, it was the teacher-student relationship that was identified as creating the
context for AfL learning that positioned students as active meaning makers. The
teacher was the expert in the cultural learning practices within the classroom,
coordinating the processes and social values in the process that Rogoff (1995)
described as guided participation. How a teacher positioned himself or herself in the
learning relationship with students was found to be fundamental. The case study
teachers positioned themselves as connected to student learning and sharing the joint
activity rather than distanced from students. The teachers also positioned students as
agentive rather than passive, and as knowledgeable, developing learners rather than
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learners with fixed abilities. Such positioning then shaped the role a centrally
participating student was expected to play. Students appropriated tacit knowledge
from their interactions with teachers about the language, values, habits and practices
of an expert. The relationship a teacher creates with the students is therefore an
influential way for a teacher to shape the culturally valued classroom patterns of
participation that can influence how students negotiate their identities as autonomous
learners.
How are patterns of participation that enable learner autonomy created
through AfL?	
  
When autonomy is recognised as a social role within the learning context, AfL
practices can be seen as patterns of participation that communicate the expectations
of expertise in the community of practice. AfL practices such as setting goals and
sharing models of quality made the products of learning visible. The processes an
expert uses to evaluate progress and quality were scaffolded for novices in reified
AfL practices such as graphic organisers, checklists, criteria, questioning and self
and peer evaluation and also through tacit means such as teacher and peer modelling.
AfL practices such as dialogue with peers and with the teacher in either highly
scaffolded or free flowing peer learning, helped students understand the appropriate
social permissions of the class and language of an expert. These products, processes
and patterns of participation formed a shared repertoire. Yet for the shared repertoire
of AfL practices to be appropriated by students, the students had to feel a sense of
belonging within the community of practice, and appropriate the expectations, or
identity, of a valued member who could contribute. Helping students appropriate the
role of an autonomous learner through AfL practices was helping students negotiate
a learner identity.
Students negotiated their learner identity of becoming more expert or
autonomous and the meaning of AfL practices as part of the joint enterprise of the
class, or the rhythm of the day to day work. Students negotiated how they
participated within their understanding of traditional cultural narratives of learning,
their experience of learning in other communities of practice, their class identity and
role within the class and their gendered expectations. Peers also provided a way of
getting feedback about quality expectations in a form of social standard setting, and
could be seen as an important and easy to understand source of help. However there
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was also a sense of social risk for students to admit they needed help in front of
peers, and students would often wait until the teacher circulated to quietly seek
feedback. All three teachers explored ways of minimising the social risk to students
either through highly scaffolding participation and shared routines, or by giving
students new and positive identities through class roles.	
  
Students also appropriated their understanding of AfL through the type of
knowing that had the strongest value for them, either tacit or explicit knowing, group
or individual knowing. This negotiation of meaning has been called ‘the generative
dance” (Cook & Brown, 2005) and has also been termed “entanglement” (Elwood,
2008). Students needed to learn how to be autonomous through reified AfL practices
as well as through the participation in dialogue, in movement and in sharing the
space of the classroom as tacit and explicit knowing generated different types of
understandings. Greg explained the importance of the teacher finding the right
balance of reification and participation as “an arm wrestle” when describing how he
set goals for learning with students, “they need to have anticipation for them to want
to be in control, but if you give them all of the control or too much of it too early, the
anticipation is gone.” Whether through fun, enjoyment, humour, social safety and
acceptance, anticipation, frustration, risk taking or challenge, the teachers recognised
that managing the balance between cognitive, emotional and social engagement was
an important part of learning through AfL.
What constraints in the development of learner autonomy are evident in
an AfL context?’ and ‘What contextual tensions exist for teachers and
students when enacting AfL practices?	
  
While these two questions were initially proposed as separate questions, it
became apparent to me that in a sociocultural theoretical perspective, constraints are
contextual tensions that are negotiated in practice. As there are no universal right
ways to enact AfL, there are no universal constraints. However by outlining the
following tensions for teachers and students, readers from other contexts may
recognise similar dilemmas.
Traditional cultural narratives of school learning that emphasised the
importance of individual learning, the teacher’s role as expert and the valuing of
summative assessment tasks over classroom formative learning, created challenges
for teachers and students. Students with a strong expectation about the teacher’s role
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as expert found it difficult to break their dependency on the teacher and it took time
to appropriate practices that valued student dialogue and inquiry. Students had to
learn new ways of working in a classroom that were respectful and productive and
were not seen as noisy and off-task learning. This was also a concern for teachers
who wondered what their colleagues thought of their noisier classes, and what
parents thought when notebooks were not full as time had been spent on dialogue
and collaborative work. The teachers found active AfL student learning activities
valuable but also messy, time consuming and therefore, frustrating. They had to
consciously set aside old teaching habits and make time for planning new ways of
working with the class. The class identity and patterns of participation that students
experienced in other classes were also influential. Students had to develop the ability
to read their teacher’s and peers’ tacit expectations for participation within each
class. Students and teachers also needed to develop shared language about learning
as participation, to enable dialogue about learning quality. This was difficult as the
language of ‘levels’ and ‘cheating’ were part of the traditional cultural narratives of
learning and there were no ready alternatives.
Students negotiated their understanding of AfL in many different ways.
Identity was influenced by gendered understandings of how to participate and how
students valued individual or group knowing. In many cases these negotiations were
not made visible to teachers. A focus on patterns of participation helped the teacher
become free from the tyranny of trying to guess what was in the student’s head yet it
also gave a responsibility to the teacher to engage in dialogue with students about
identity. Teachers also had to be aware of the main cultural ways that learners in that
context negotiated meaning. Establishing respectful, trusting relationships with
students to enable this understanding and dialogue was emotionally demanding work.
It took several months to establish the cultural fluency within the classroom
community of practice. Time and patience were therefore needed as students learned
to appropriate ways of acting.
Teachers needed to be highly reflective, and be able to articulate the cultural
role they were expecting an autonomous learner to play in the classroom. The pace
and timetabled structure of school made it very difficult for the teachers to find time
to reflect or to meet and discuss with colleagues. The three case study teachers, as
highly competent and committed professionals, also had multiple other
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responsibilities in the school that took their time and focus. In one twenty minute
lunchbreak before an observed lesson one of the case study teachers met with new
students, treated a student’s bleeding nose from basketball, followed up a serious
discipline issue, and continued to organise the administration of the national tests and
a school camp. AfL lessons were interrupted regularly by phone calls, music lessons,
teacher aides needing instruction, the noisy echo of chairs scraping or fans rotating.
At the beginning of the year, there had been a devastating flood that had led to the
death of a recently graduated senior and also damaged twenty-three classrooms and
resources. While this was an extraordinary event in the school, teachers regularly
have to negotiate unexpected physical and emotional demands as well as help their
students also negotiate meaning from these kinds of events. The three case study
teachers battled with guilt about the time they could spend on being the kind of
teacher they wished to be and still fulfil other demands on their time in the school.
They also felt a great deal of responsibility for helping students negotiate
participative and successful learner identities and when students resisted, they
wondered aloud where their responsibility for helping students ended.
In the current Queensland policy context where the teachers developed their
own curriculum and classroom assessment for school reporting, AfL was not seen as
very different or distinctive from their existing practice. AfL was not a mandated
policy but was seen as a pedagogical alternative that was linked to helping students
become more autonomous. While this meant that the teachers could each make AfL
meaningful in their practice in different ways it also meant that AfL had no official
place in the changing assessment policy narrative at a national level. National tests
were introduced for Year 7 and 9 students in the year this research inquiry was
conducted. There was very limited information given to teachers about the structure,
content or purpose of these national tests (Klenowski, 2009c). AfL did feature in the
new state curriculum and assessment discourse but the case study teachers felt it was
being subsumed by the changing national education agenda. School assessment and
reporting was seen to have more influence over the organisation of the learning and
classroom assessment practices. It was left to the school and individual teachers to
reconcile how AfL, national tests and the new state assessment tasks fitted into their
daily work and student learning.
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Findings	
  
A sociocultural perspective helped move the conceptualization of AfL from a
series of universal cognitive strategies to patterns of participation that are negotiated
in situated practice. The complexities that had been noted in the initial work with
teachers could thus be further described and understood. Four key findings were
described in the analysis chapters in detail and are summarised below.
Autonomy is a social role mediated through the teacher-student
relationship.
When AfL was conceptualised as cultural practices it also challenged the way
learner autonomy had been theorised. In this research, learner autonomy was
theorised as a social and cultural construct that is influenced by the teacher’s
expectations of an expert centrally participating learner in that particular classroom
community of practice. Learner autonomy was not regarded as a fixed individual
attribute, but rather a role student’s play when they can read the tacit and explicit
expectations of the class and make choices about their patterns of participation.
These expectations included the production of quality learning products using valued
processes within the classroom, but also included the social language and
interactions with others in the class. AfL practices became important ways of
communicating and engaging with these expectations. When students engaged in
AfL practices, they were actively negotiating their learner identity.
To help students negotiate their identity within an AfL context, students needed
to both belong within and become more expert in the community of practice.
Teachers in the three case studies encouraged students to participate fully through
establishing positive personal relationships and sharing some of the power and
control over the learning with the students. Belonging, trust and respect were not
regarded as peripheral to the learning work within the class, but essential social
foundations that the teacher needed to help create and continually maintain. The
establishing of positive relationships was not only the role of the teacher. Students
also had to be prepared to be mutually engaged. Peer assessment emerged as an
important AfL practice as students felt a sense of belonging, were more willing to
risk hearing feedback, and were able to make informal peer evaluation about the
expected standards. When teachers and students conceptualise AfL as patterns of
participation that include becoming more expert in the social relationships in the
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classroom as well as the cognitive processes, it has implications for beliefs about
learning and knowing. 	
  
Learners negotiate identities as knowers in various tacit, explicit, group
and individual ways in a generative dance of knowing in action.
AfL as a participative practice challenged traditional cultural narratives of
learning. The shared repertoire and joint enterprise meant that the role of the teacher
was one of co-learner as well as leader, and students shared the role of expert. Fear
of social disapproval was enough to limit some students’ participation. The case
study teachers helped minimise this fear by teaching and modelling social skills and
devising ways to make peer participation socially safe in highly structured as well as
loosely structured ways. Through participation students experienced tacit and explicit
knowing in action. Peripheral participation was reframed as an important precursor
for learning. Reified AfL practices, as well as positive relationships with either the
teacher or peers engaging in AfL practices, acted as ways of helping students
negotiate more participative identities. Those students who were able to read and
enact the social permissions of the class were more often identified by their teachers
as autonomous. To help students fully enter into the spirit of AfL, particularly those
students who are not from the dominant culture, teachers would need to engage in
dialogue with students and plan for peer collaboration to enable the explicit and tacit,
individual and group AfL knowing in action.
Teachers and learners negotiate AfL practices drawing from entangled
identities in multiple communities of practice.
Students and teachers negotiated their identities of participation in AfL
practices drawing from gendered, cultural and social identities generated through
their participation in other communities of practice. The negotiation of these various
cultural expectations and ways of belonging was ongoing. The teachers drew from
their own experience and used similar metaphors to describe their own learning
preferences and their expectations for an autonomous learner. When engaging in AfL
practices students all made choices of participation that were influenced by their
understandings of gendered identities, in some cases acting from a belief that good
girls were quiet, waited for the teacher’s instruction and maintained social
relationships. The fulfilment of a teacher’s expectation that an autonomous learner
would experiment, take risks and explore to learn involved working beyond these
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gendered expectations which also then involved a change to their identities as
learners. The students also were negotiating identity within their peer groups and
talked about an identity as a class group. Zooming out from the classroom to the
school culture, it was observed that the broader culture of caring provided a sense of
security for students and expectations of positive teacher-student relationships.
A new cultural identity and narrative for assessment is needed.
Finally I concluded that the cultural lexicon for assessment needed to be
expanded beyond a discourse of levels of achievement, tests and assignments. The
aquisitional narrative is embedded into our everyday language to describe learning so
that it is perpetuated by common classroom language and interactions. Narratives of
assessment that are linked to learning and participation are needed. These would
allow for the possibility of changes to identity, patterns of participation and also
multiple entry points into greater participation. Teachers can be encouraged to draw
on their varied life experiences as learners and knowers and so engage with students
in meaningful dialogues about learning. This is a new and different cultural narrative
of learning and a challenging one for teachers to change in their practice.
Significance of the findings	
  
The findings of this research inquiry are a significant contribution to the
understanding of AfL in classroom practice as well as a contribution to the theory of
AfL and learner autonomy. In seeking to understand AfL and the teacher and student
interactions this research confirmed that AfL can be a participative practice that
invites students to negotiate identities as experts. The perspective that learner
autonomy is not a character trait only found in some individuals but a cultural role
makes it an identity that is available to all learners. This understanding is particularly
valuable in understanding how to help learners, who are marginalised by traditional
cultural narratives of assessment and learning, to become more expert in classroom
and school communities of practice.
This study contributes important insights in understanding AfL practice. A
positive teacher-student relationship is recognised as a significant factor in
establishing the important sense of belonging and becoming more expert within a
classroom community of practice. The teacher can represent a trajectory of identity
for the learner in the classroom culture of practice. By observing and interacting with
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the teacher, students can appropriate tacit knowledge about the language, values,
habits and practices of an expert. Positive teacher-student relationships can also be
valued as a way of encouraging students to be active participants within a learning
community of practice. Becoming and belonging, identity and participation are
highlighted as useful concepts that help build teacher and learner capacity and shift
conceptions of learning from individual cognitive acquisition to patterns of
participation.
A sociocultural perspective of learning that privileges participation and
learning as a cultural activity challenges acquisitional conceptions of knowing and
learning. A participatory metaphor does not measure learning based on what an
individual can remember but rather the measure becomes how fluently the learner
enacts the identity of a central participant in the learning culture. Central
participation may include remembering, but recalling or remembering facts is not
regarded as the whole measure of learning and understanding. Instead, students can
demonstrate their learning through the fluent use of shared language, tools and
routines within the shared repertoire.
This presents challenges for a teacher using a participatory approach within the
present policy context that is focused on results and measurement. Participation is a
more intangible measure of student learning than test or project scores and might
lead a teacher with an acquisitional view of learning to ask, “How do you know the
students learned anything?” The case study teachers recognised that growth had
occurred when students had appropriated the language and habits of an expert, and
were able to help others learn. AfL was a way of making explicit the expectations of
quality to enable students to appropriate the habits of experts, yet the experience of
developing tacit knowledge was also highly influential in communicating the ‘spirit’
of expertise. Recognising and describing how students negotiated and valued
different ways of explicit and tacit, individual and group knowing when engaging in
AfL practice, is a valuable contribution to understanding the complexities of AfL in
practice.
This research contributes to the recognition that practice and meaning making
is highly situated and building teacher capacity takes time. Building positive
relationships with students is a significant and emotional investment that helps
students negotiate learner identities as central participants or autonomous learners.
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Dilemmas worth discussing within AfL theory are raised including a new language
for teachers and students to describe learning and assessment through participation.
Rather than a deficit approach that looked to blame teachers or find deficiencies in
practice, this research was an appreciative inquiry that looked to understand the
complexities of AfL in practice. Marshall and Drummond (2006) had identified that
only 20% of AfL lessons they observed embodied the ‘spirit’ of AfL. This thesis
contributes some important insights that help to desribe the spirit of AfL and make
this knowledge available to teachers who are part of the 80% who are still
developing along a trajectory of AfL expertise.
Finally for education systems introducing either AfL or new assessment
policies, this research is a significant contribution in helping policy makers
understand the complexities and demands on teacher time, expertise and capacity
when introducing AfL. These findings may also give new insights to policy makers
seeking to assist those students who have been traditionally marginalised within
schooling cultures. Greater understanding about the importance of belonging as well
as becoming more expert, and how a focus on participation as well as AfL can help
students develop cultural fluency, may provide powerful strategies to assist teachers
and students. The understanding that AfL is more than a list of instrumental practices
but is a negotiation in practice has significance for assessment policy.
Implications of the study	
  
From the research, the following implications are identified for teachers,
educational policy makers and researchers.
For teachers and teacher educators
Teaching for learning is a complex, challenging and rewarding experience.
When learning is seen as a process of belonging to a community of practice and
negotiating an identity of becoming more expert, teachers need the capacity to
understand and help learners make meaning through their participation in learning
practices. Finding ways to help students negotiate identities as autonomous learners
becomes part of the teacher’s work. AfL practices, positive teacher-student
relationships and importantly collaborative peer learning relationships can encourage
all learners towards developing an identity of autonomy.
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This is a different narrative of learning to the traditional classroom acquisition
narratives that many teachers experienced as learners and in their pre-service teacher
education. It takes time to appropriate changes to long-held beliefs about learning, so
developing teacher capacity ideally would occur during the teacher’s pre-service
teacher education. As a teacher’s own preferences as a learner and history of
participation in communities of practice influence her or his beliefs about learning,
teachers should look for opportunities to experience participative learning. Teachers
need to be supported in developing their capacity to make changes in their classroom
practice. Engaging in AfL professional learning with peers may help teachers
experience participative, mutually engaged learning and develop their identities as
educators who are becoming experts in AfL practices.
AfL practices need to be defined and discussed with teachers as more than a
list of strategies and learner autonomy more than an individual personality trait.
Teachers can be encouraged to articulate their expectations of an autonomous learner
in their context, and identify for themselves how they judge whether students have
fulfilled these expectations. AfL practices can then be identified as ways of giving
students practice in doing the work of experts, the language to talk about it, and ways
of making expectations for autonomy explicit for students. Shared repertoires can
become part of the joint practice. Where this involves a change in the teacher’s
practice and the traditional patterns of power in learning, the students can be
included in dialogue to understand the purpose behind AfL practices. Teachers can
make cultural narratives of learning a subject of discussion and explain how AfL
challenges cultural narratives of learning and identity. As Murphy (2008) explained,
“if the work of reconciliation is recognised and students are engaged in relationship
with teachers and students where mutuality is experienced and maintained, then the
possibilities for them to make visible the dilemmas and conflicts they face can
become an integral part of practice” (p. 171). Teachers who are using AfL practices
to develop autonomy may need to reflect on the kinds of negotiations of identity and
the kinds of cultural understandings about learning that occur within that school
context, and give students the supportive environment and tools to negotiate with
peers in ways that minimises the social risk of becoming more expert.
Building a positive teacher-student relationship needs to be valued as an
integral rather than peripheral part of classroom learning. In particular in contexts
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where students have multiple teachers, schools can consider ways to help teachers
build relationships of trust with students. Teachers can become conscious of how
they build social relationships with students through sharing of appropriate personal
stories, humour, fun, and modelling being a learner themselves. Teachers can be
conscious of creating their identity of participation through belonging to and
understanding the cultures of the learners in the school community through
participating in extra-curricular activities.
Mutual engagement in the classroom learning includes making some tacit
expectations more explicit by reifying some of the ways experts understand quality
through feedback or shared criteria and standards. Even if it were possible, it is not
desirable to make all tacit knowledge explicit, as they are both important types of
knowing. Teachers can therefore provide opportunities for tacit knowledge to be
developed through participation in learning activities that develop expertise, both
individually and with others. Teachers can also develop their awareness of how their
language can impute an identity of competence and how organisational routines can
give students the space to be knowledgeable and agentive. This may mean a change
in the traditional power dynamic in the classroom that includes giving students
responsibility and choice in using cool tools and being able to use movement and
space within the room productively. Teachers may need to consciously plan changes
to their practice, including ways to provide students with the opportunity to view
others work and work collaboratively. Ways to support students in developing these
shared norms and expectations would also need teacher planning through cognitive
and social scaffolding. These changes challenge the traditional narratives of learning
and negotiating new understandings takes time. I would encourage teachers to be
patient with the students and themselves when challenging traditional cultural
narratives of learning and be aware of how students may be negotiating new
practices within their old expectations.
This awareness of student negotiation of meaning can occur through dialogue
and through mapping patterns of participation in learning. Not all people learn in the
same way, nor do they have the same conception of knowledge, so in the dialogue
teachers can listen for cultural differences, and look for ways to give students new
participative roles, valuing their knowledges. Importantly teachers can draw on their
domain knowledge to imagine identities of competence for all learners and link the
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learning to identities and experiences beyond school. This is particularly important
for students whose cultural experiences are very different to their school experiences.
Teachers can create a sense of belonging to the class, the learning and the world.
As teachers reflect on how their beliefs about learning and learners are enacted,
they can ask themselves “whose responsibility is it when students are not
autonomous?” Answers that blame the student may point to behaviourist traditions
that can be challenged by examining multiple entry points into participation. More
professional dialogue and learning about a participative view of assessment would
help teachers recognise that assessment as a social practice involves recognising
different purposes and social conditions and culturally appropriate ways of working
in different situations. This could help teachers reconcile their AfL work with other
forms of summative assessment. It is acknowledged that all of these take time; in
learning, investing in positive relationships with students, reflecting and preparing
when making changes to old habits of pedagogy. In the process of developing
expertise in participative AfL teachers need the support and challenge of critical
friends and a supportive policy environment.
For schools and policy makers	
  
AfL practices are powerful pedagogical practices that enable learners to
connect their classroom learning work with an identity of expertise through the
guided participation of the teacher-student relationship. Rather than a measure of
cognitive acquisition, AfL is a classroom based assessment practice that is focussed
on connecting past learning experiences with future trajectories of identity and
expertise. It is a learning oriented set of practices that can shape how individuals can
make meaning for themselves and as a community.
Within the current Australian educational policy changes, care should be taken
not to emphasise assessment that serves a measurement and accountability purpose to
the exclusion of assessment that serves a learning purpose. AfL needs to become part
of the Australian policy discourse at every level of educational influence to challenge
a cultural narrative of learning that prioritises individualism and competition and
brands collaborative learning practices between teachers and students as ‘cheating’.
It is important for school and education system policy makers to understand
that while AfL is a valuable pedagogical practice, AfL is not a uniform ‘easy fix’ that
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automatically improves student learning. As noted by the participants of the Third
International conference on Assessment for Learning (2009) in the past there has
been a misunderstanding of AfL principles when translated into policy, and it is
important to not lose sight of the intended focal point of AfL – students’ active
engagement with learning and the development of learner autonomy. The
complexities of classroom negotiations of meaning and identity that occur within
AfL practices should be acknowledged in the design of AfL policy implementation.
Building teacher capacity in assessment practice is important. Teachers need
professional development in understanding how to engage with students in
participative AfL learning. Teachers also need to have the experience of belonging to
a community of practice and becoming more expert in these new practices. This
includes an acknowledgment that participative AfL challenges traditional cultural
narratives of learning. In partnerships with schools, universities and policy officers
can work with teachers to identify cultural ways of thinking about learner autonomy.
Teachers can learn about how participative AfL might challenge norms of power and
control in a classroom and both theirs, students’ and parents’ cultural beliefs about
learning. Support for further research within a diverse range of communities of
practice is needed to understand how students negotiate identity and meaning from
the language and interactions within AfL.
School leaders should be supported in their ongoing challenge of finding ways
to minimise interruptions within the school day and allow for and value time for
teachers to reflect and crucially examine each other’s practice. Universities and
policy writers can assist by framing AfL learning resources and policy so that it is
purposeful and makes sense for teachers within the various policy contexts enabling
them to negotiate meaning and practices within their contexts. Finally I would
recommend that schools, universities and policy developers value the knowledges
that teachers and students bring to learning. Support resources should be developed
that celebrate the work of teachers and students who create a sense of belonging
within the community of practice while developing a sense of becoming more expert.
For researchers	
  
In recent years more AfL researchers have been examining AfL from a
sociocultural perspective and acknowledging the complexities for teachers when
putting AfL into practice (Carless, 2007; Elwood, 2008; Pryor & Crossouard, 2008).
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Recommendations for future work include lessons learned in this research project as
well as areas of inquiry that need further attention.
Students were knowledgeable research participants who were able to discuss
how they negotiated identity and meaning when engaging in AfL practices in their
classrooms, and I would encourage future researchers to continue to listen to student
voices. In the Year 9 class, the students were given the video camera to film their
learning, and valuable insights came from the discussions of the footage with the
students later. The video snapshots also enabled the teachers to critically review their
work and also see the work of their peers without trying to negotiate time in their full
timetables. Use of the video can be recommended for future research as the captured
snapshots of activity enabled participants to reflect and comment.
More research is needed to understand how autonomy is conceptualised in
different cultures and even different cultures in communities of practice within the
same school. A significant future research focus would be to describe how students
negotiate identity as individuals and as a class as they move between teachers and
classrooms, and also how they negotiate identities as learners in reconciling national
and classroom assessments. It is important to continue to work with students to
understand how they negotiate identities as experts while drawing on entangled
gendered, family and community cultural identities. More research is needed in
developing and critiquing the conceptual frameworks of mapping patterns of
participation and understanding the multiple entry points into participation using the
model of the generative dance. The development of accessible tools for teachers is
important in supporting teachers in their work of engaging peripheral participants
and making tacit expectations of autonomy available to more students.
How teachers learn to create a sense of belonging, and positive teacher-student
relationships is an important research focus if it is recognised as a foundation for AfL
practice. The impact of a broader school culture on the quality of the teacher-student
relationships may also be an avenue for future research. Intersubjectivity between the
teacher and student was significant. Further research is merited in identifying ways to
help create that intersubjectivity where the teacher or a student does not bring that
cultural intersubjectivity to the learning interactions. Tacit knowing is also an area
for more research. How to help students who have difficulty in accessing the tacit
understandings of the classroom would be a very productive research focus. Whether
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a teacher can enhance the group tacit knowledge through working with students who
have social power and influence in the group was also identified in the analysis
chapter as an avenue for further research.
Finally a sociocultural theorisation of AfL needs further development. While
theorisations of AfL can be extended as we learn from practice, conceptualisation of
AfL as a participative pedagogy within a community of practice could be developed
more fully. The conceptualisation of feedback should be re-examined within the light
of the importance of belonging, mutual engagement, respect and the teacher-student
relationship to challenge the notion that effective feedback should only be about the
task and not be about the person. How broadly AfL practices can be expanded from a
list to a broader collection of patterns of participation also needs to be examined
more closely.
For myself as a researcher and teacher
It was a privilege to work as a researcher on a topic that began as a
professional dilemma. Without this opportunity to understand learning as
participation, I could have easily blamed teachers, students and myself for not
enacting AfL ‘correctly’ when we did not see learner autonomy develop for every
learner. Instead I have developed insights into how teachers and students negotiate
meaning and a theoretical lens through which to understand participation. I began my
research journey questioning Black and Wiliam’s (2001) recommended AfL
strategies, but have come to appreciate the effectiveness of these as reified practices
when enacted within a supportive teacher-student relationship in a participative
context.
A sociocultural theoretical lens also helped me make sense of my process of
developing expertise as a researcher moving from legitimate peripheral participation
to expertise. I was a novice researcher at the beginning of this thesis and had to learn
to appreciate my uncertainty that developed as I reviewed AfL practices through a
sociocultural theoretical lens. I can also recall my excitement as I developed a greater
theoretical understanding and began to work alongside highly skilled teachers and
cooperative students to develop a greater understanding of AfL as a pattern of
participation. My developing identity as a researcher was supported by my
colleagues within school and University. Learning conversations with the case study
teachers, the Principal, colleagues at conferences, my PhD supervisors and my
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husband helped me articulate and reflect on my understandings. Each time I
explained my ideas, I learned more. I am very grateful for the support and patient
questions from these people as I searched for ways to tell the AfL stories I saw
unfolding.
By taking a closer look at classroom interactions, I learned a new appreciation
for the importance of dialogue in the learning process. While I had used collaborative
learning strategies in the past to help learners be active in their learning process, I
now value peer collaboration as an opportunity for learners to engage in tacit and
explicit group knowing. I am more aware of how learners negotiate identities,
particularly those students whose experiences are from communities of practice that
are very different to those in schools. I am searching for a new word to use instead of
‘autonomy’ that implies a participative rather than individual view of learning, and
am pondering whether learner ‘capability’ can embody the richness of the concept.
This research process has reignited my fascination with teaching and learning. Not
only has my teaching changed, my identity has changed. I am a researcher with new
dilemmas and questions that I am keen to pursue.	
  
Conclusion
A sociocultural perspective of AfL challenges acquisitional teacher beliefs
about learning. Effective AfL requires significant teacher time and emotional energy
for building relationships with students and forging new patterns of participation
through dialogue with students about their learner identity. This level of demand on
teacher capacity increases when AfL practices need to be negotiated within a policy
environment that is based on traditional cultural narratives of learning. By
understanding the importance of the teacher-student relationship in helping students
and teachers negotiate meaning when engaging in AfL practices, educators and
policy makers can find ways to develop teacher capacity and so develop the capacity
of learners to become more autonomous.
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Appendices

PRINCIPAL INFORMATION LETTER for QUT RESEARCH PROJECT
Centre for Learning Innovation
Queensland University of Technology, Victoria Park Road, Kelvin Grove Q 4059
“Towards Learner Autonomy: An Assessment for Learning approach”
Appendix A Approved ethics application
To the Principal
1st November 2007
Dear ...........,
I am writing to you about my research project entitled, Towards Learner Autonomy:
an Assessment for Learning approach. This project is being undertaken as part of my
doctoral research program at Queensland University of Technology (QUT). My
supervisors are Professor Val Klenowski from the School of Learning and
Professional Studies and Professor Annette Patterson, Head of School for the Faculty
of Education.
The purpose of this study is to investigate how Assessment for Learning assists
students in developing skills towards learner autonomy. More specifically, this study
examines how the interactions between teachers and students within the assessment
context can influence the efficacy of the Assessment for Learning (AfL) approaches.
As you are no doubt aware, assessment practices are a significant part of the major
reforms of education taking place in Queensland.
This study involves my observing the interactions between three teachers and their
classes, one from each of Year 7, 8 and 9. These observations will occur within two
week periods in each of March, May and August 2008 with some video-recording of
children’s classroom interactions with each other and with adults during Assessment
for Learning activities. Segments of the video recording, as well as research
literature will be selected to initiate research conversations with the teachers and
students. These conversations will be audio-recorded.
The research conversations with the children will take place in small groups and each
research conversation will be approximately 20 – 40 minutes. The research
conversation will be held in a quiet space or room at the school, with clear viewing
from outside, for example, on a verandah or a room with an open door or a large
window, so that the researcher and children are visible at all times. The students may
be selected by teacher nomination else will be those children who are involved in the
selected segments of the video-recording.
The recordings of these video and audio sessions will be transcribed and analysed.
The video-recordings of the classroom interactions and audio-recorded conversations
with the children will be used for educational and research purposes only. The
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identity of the school, staff and children will remain anonymous in all written
published work, and information and recordings will be kept in a locked filing
cabinet stored off site, or on a password protected researcher laptop.
As you know I have experience in working and talking with teachers and children in
my roles as teacher, Head of Department and Director of Studies within Queensland
schools. I am a holder of current teacher registration from the Queensland College of
Teachers. There are no risks beyond normal day-to-day living associated with
participation in this project. This research is significant as it will inform assessment
policy makers and researchers about the practical issues of implementing AfL at a
classroom level. The teachers and students can also benefit from the opportunity to
reflect on their practice within a supportive learning partnership and gain insights
into enhancing learner autonomy through assessment that will benefit your whole
school.
Thank you for taking the time to consider this proposal. Please contact me, or my
supervisors, if you have any further questions or concerns. If you have concerns
about the ethical conduct of the project, you can contact the Research Ethics Officer
on 3138 3174 or ethicscontact@qut.edu.au. A consent form is attached for you to
complete, indicating your agreement.
Yours faithfully

Mrs Jill Willis
Centre for Learning Innovation
Queensland University of Technology
Victoria Park Road, Kelvin Grove Qld
4059
Telephone: 4953 4401 or 0407 656 362
Email: je.willis@student.qut.edu.au
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PRINCIPAL CONSENT FORM for QUT RESEARCH PROJECT

“Learner Autonomy: an Assessment for Learning approach”

Statement of consent for the Principal
By signing below, you are indicating that you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

have read and understood the information letter regarding this project
have had any questions answered to your satisfaction
understand that you are free to withdraw at any time, without comment or
penalty
agree to participate in the project
understand that the project will include video and audio-recording of
children’s classroom interaction with each other and adults
understand that the information and video and audio-recordings can be
used for research and educational purposes (voices can be modified and
faces can be blurred on request)
understand that you can contact the Research Ethics Officer on 3138 3174
or ethicscontact@qut.edu.au if you have concerns about the ethical
conduct of the project
understand that if you have any additional questions you can contact the
researcher

Principal’s Details and Signature
Name

Signature

Date
Name of School

Mrs Jill Willis
Centre for Learning Innovation
Queensland University of Technology
Victoria Park Road, Kelvin Grove Qld
4059
Telephone: 4953 4401 or 0407 656 362
Email: je.willis@student.qut.edu.au
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Dr Kerryann Walsh
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION for QUT RESEARCH
PROJECT
Dear (teacher name),
I am researching how teachers can help learners improve their ability to
become active meaning makers and thoughtful judges of their own work. This letter
describes my research project and warmly invites you to participate in the study.
Please take a moment to read this information before deciding whether to participate.
When you have decided, please give your response to me on the attached form as
soon as possible.
Description
This project is being undertaken as part of a PhD project for Jill Willis. The
purpose of this project is to describe how teachers and students work together to help
students become more independent in their learning by using classroom assessment
strategies called “Assessment for Learning” (AfL) within the regular flow of
teaching and learning. These strategies include strategic questioning, giving
feedback, sharing criteria and self and peer assessment. As you are no doubt aware,
assessment practices are a significant part of the major reforms of education taking
place in Queensland. I am requesting your involvement because you already work
with your class in ways that incorporate many of these strategies and goals and your
ideas and work practices will significantly inform what is known about these
practices.
Participation
Your participation in this project is voluntary. If you do agree to participate,
you can withdraw from participation at any time during the project without comment
or penalty. Your decision to participate will in no way impact upon your current or
future relationship with QUT or with Mackay Christian College. Your participation
would involve some professional learning leading to some action research with one
class over a year and research conversations with the researcher as well as two other
teachers within the school who are also participating in this project. Regular
observations by the researcher of your class would be arranged for periods such as
March 10 – 20, May 19 – 23 and August 18 – 29 2008, however final dates would be
negotiated with you closer to the time. The researcher will also be talking with
students to gain their perspectives on the AfL strategies and goals they experience in
your classroom.
Expected benefits
It is expected that this project would benefit you as a form of supported
professional learning about your classroom Assessment for Learning practices, and
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benefit students’ in their increased motivation and autonomy. Insights will also be
able to inform Assessment policy makers at the school, and at systemic level.
Risks
To manage any risk that may emerge from the researcher also being one of
your work supervisors, the supervision duties that the researcher would normally
have will be assumed by other members of the supervisory team for the duration of
the project. Otherwise, there are no risks beyond normal day-to-day living
associated with your participation in this project.
Confidentiality
All comments and responses will be treated confidentially. The names of
individual persons are not required in any of the responses. Comments you have
made within research conversations will be verified by you prior to final inclusion in
the written report. The researcher may use audio/video recordings. Where
audio/video recordings are made:
Access to the audio/video recordings will be limited to those involved in the
research project; and
It is possible to participate in the project without being recorded.
Consent to Participate
We would like to ask you to sign a written consent form (enclosed) to confirm
your agreement to participate.
Questions / further information about the project
Please contact the researcher team members named above to have any
questions answered or if you require further information about the project.
Concerns / complaints regarding the conduct of the project
QUT is committed to researcher integrity and the ethical conduct of research
projects. However, if you do have any concerns or complaints about the ethical
conduct of the project you may contact the QUT Research Ethics Officer on 3138
2340 or ethicscontact@qut.edu.au. The Research Ethics Officer is not connected
with the research project and can facilitate a resolution to your concern in an
impartial manner.
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CONSENT FORM for QUT RESEARCH PROJECT
“Towards Learner Autonomy: an Assessment for Learning approach”
Research Team Contacts
Jill Willis, PhD student
Phone 4942 3377

Prof Val Klenowski
Phone 3138 3419

Email jwillis@mccmky.qld.edu.au

Email Val. Klenowski@qut.edu.au

Statement of consent

By signing below, you are indicating that you:
have read and understood the information document regarding this project
have had any questions answered to your satisfaction
understand that if you have any additional questions you can contact the
research team
understand that you are free to withdraw at any time, without comment or
penalty
understand that you can contact the Research Ethics Officer on 3138 2340 or
ethicscontact@qut.edu.au if you have concerns about the ethical conduct of the project
agree to participate in the project
understand that the project will include audio and/or video recording

Name
Signatu
re
Date
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION for QUT RESEARCH
PROJECT
Research Team Contacts
Jill Willis, PhD student
Phone 4942 3377
Email jwillis@mccmky.qld.edu.au

Prof Val Klenowski
Phone 3138 3419
Email Val. Klenowski@qut.edu.au

“Towards Learner Autonomy; An Assessment for Learning
approach”
Dear parents,
I am writing to you to ask your permission for your child to participate in a
research project that I am completing as part of my Doctoral studies at Queensland
University of Technology.
Description
The purpose of this project is to describe how teachers and students can work
together to help students become more independent in their learning by using
classroom assessment strategies called “Assessment for Learning”. Teachers will be
using strategies like giving feedback, sharing criteria and strategic questioning as
part of their normal classroom routines. I will be observing a number of lessons, and
also videotaping many of the learning activities. I will also be talking with some of
the students as I am very interested in hearing the point of view of students as well as
teachers about the benefits of these “Assessment for Learning” strategies and how
they might help students become more able to be thoughtful judges of their own
learning.
Participation
Your child’s participation in this project is voluntary. If you do agree that your
child can participate, you can withdraw him or her from participation at any time
during the project without comment or penalty. Your decision to participate will in
no way impact upon your current or future relationship with Mackay Christian
College (eg your child’s grades).
Your child’s participation will involve being part of a class where I will be the
researcher observing the teacher and class work together and it may also include
research conversations with your child as part of a small group of students. The
teacher and/or researcher may use audio/video recordings.
This project will occur for the most of the 2008 school year. The project will
be conducted in cooperation with your child’s teacher, and will all occur within
normal school hours on site at Mackay Christian College.
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Expected benefits
It is expected that this project will benefit your child by helping students to
further understand what they are learning, how well they have learned it and what to
do improve.
Risks
There are no risks beyond normal day-to-day living associated with your
child’s participation in this project.
Confidentiality
All comments and responses will have identifying names removed and will be
anonymous and treated confidentially. The names of individual persons are not
required in any of the responses. Where audio/video recordings are made:
Transcriptions of audio/video recordings are to be verified by the participants
prior to final inclusion;
Access to the audio/video recordings will be limited to those involved in the
research project; and
It is possible to participate in the project without being recorded.
Consent to Participate
We would like to ask you to sign a written consent form (enclosed) to confirm
your agreement to allow your child to participate. We would also like your child to
sign the form to indicate his/her consent.
Questions / further information about the project
Please contact the researcher team members named above to have any
questions answered or if you require further information about the project.
Concerns / complaints regarding the conduct of the project
QUT is committed to researcher integrity and the ethical conduct of research
projects. However, if you do have any concerns or complaints about the ethical
conduct of the project you may contact the QUT Research Ethics Officer on 3138
2340 or ethicscontact@qut.edu.au. The Research Ethics Officer is not connected with
the research project and can facilitate a resolution to your concern in an impartial
manner.
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CONSENT FORM for QUT RESEARCH PROJECT

“Towards Learner Autonomy: an Assessment for Learning approach”
Statement of consent
By signing below, you are indicating that you:
have read and understood the information document regarding this project
have had any questions answered to your satisfaction
understand that if you have any additional questions you can contact the research team
understand that you are free to withdraw at any time, without comment or penalty
understand that you can contact the Research Ethics Officer on 3138 2340 or
ethicscontact@qut.edu.au if you have concerns about the ethical conduct of the project
agree to participate in the project
Have discussed the project with your child and their requirements if participating
understand that the project will include audio and/or video recording

Name
Signatur
e
Date

/

/

Statement of Child consent
Your parent or guardian has given their permission for you to be involved in
this research project. This form is to seek your agreement to be involved.
By signing below, you are indicating that the project has been discussed with
you and you agree to participate in the project.
Name
Signatur
e
Date
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Appendix B: Example of classroom observation Yr 8 SOSE

26th March 2008

Analytic codes

Field notes
OC indicates observer comment.
Student names indicated by initials to preserve confidentiality.
AfL goal check
Greg calls to the class “are we getting any where yet guys?”
Building
Engages with boys at the back. I boy concerned that he doesn’t
relationship
have much to say.
AfL feedback
Greg jokes about the photo of barra – indicates knowledge of
Leaving space – fishing – models what he might say.
pattern of
Boys knock on the door. Greg ignores. Student (N) calls “oy,
participation
come in” Gets permission to borrow a tablet laptop and says
Community
“thank you” to class. [OC: there is a sense of connection and
sharing with other classes]
AfL checking
Greg to class – “Just remember guys the less you do now, the
goal setting –
more you have to do at home” general stir “I don’t have this
procedural
program”. Greg “so work hard now”
Autonomy
Girl (E) “oh my gosh my battery just went to stand by and I
didn’t save it.”
Shared learning
Greg “Everyone save now” [OC; there is no fuss. G quietly
instructs girl to go to librarian and plug in to power cord to see
if work can be recovered. Students are given instructions and
left to carry them out]
Greg quietly slips out and gets headphones. No one notices he
is gone. Student returns with work recovered. “I’m saving
now”.
Making pattern
Greg “D that would have been a good question to ask 10
of participation
minutes ago. Cool photo that one. Is that Mum? What a great
explicit
photo to have with your story.” Models a sentence D might
Building trust
use.
Afl modelling
10 minutes left of lesson. Class a bit restless. Someone’s music
is so loud it comes through headphones. Greg looks up
Shared class
addresses class generally.“Whose music is it? Everyone stare
norms
at him til he realises.” Boy sitting next to him nudges “What?”
“Greg “it is that loud, we can all hear it. Turn it down.” [OC:
shared class norms and control]
Greg moves to front of class near 2 boys in a corner stabbing
Movement
with pens. “Boys”. D puts his head up “I wasn’t doing
anything” Greg “I wasn’t talking to you but I am now.” “D
Laughter but also “It’s just that you usually do (laughs)”. Greg “So put your
social standard
head down.”
setting

Analytic codes used.
Codes were created from the research question and theory. Additional categories
within the codes emerged from reading and re-reading the data. These are indicated
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in italics in brackets. The interview transcript was colour coded according to these
codes:
Research Q 1: What are the qualities of the teacher-student relationship that support
learner autonomy in an AfL context?
The supportive teacher-student relationship (community, belonging,
relationships)
AfL contexts evident (evaluating, judging, adjusting learning
behaviours)
How learner autonomy is socially constructed (identity, gender,
trajectory, respect, repairs, belonging, resistance, quality, capital
building)
Research Q 2: How are patterns of participation that enable learner autonomy created
through AfL?
Patterns of participation by AfL for learner autonomy. (social
standard setting, gender, belonging, becoming, power & control,
shared ownership, permission to move)
Research Q 3 & 4 What boundaries and contextual tensions are evident?
Boundaries, tensions for teachers (dilemmas)
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Appendix C: Example of interview with students and analytic coding
Extract from interview with year 8 SOSE students
Transcription from audio.

3rd April, 2008
Analytic codes

Student names indicated by initials to preserve confidentiality.

J: I don’t think anyone got it.
Me: How do you know when people “get” things and they
don’t ‘get’ things in class?
J: the look on their faces
H: just like
E: yeah
Ni: some people laugh and say they don’t get it
Ne: some people laugh cos others are laughing
H: yeah that happens a lot

Me: how would you describe your SOSE class?
Ni: Active
H: Noisy
Ne computers in every lesson, busy.
E: a lot not like boring. He’ll just tell us what to do, give us
a tablet, and like we get on with it while we are sitting with
a group of friends, doing it with our friends. He doesn’t get
mad as long as we like get it done.
J; whereas with some teachers you actually like have to do
it now and no talking and none of this, whereas Mr Barra is
really nice, like he lets us talk to our friends and
communicate with everyone and we still always end up
getting the work done. It’s just a lot funner to do. Like
pretty much everyone comes out of the SOSE class with a
smile on their face rather than angry.
ME: Ne you said that everyone is busy. Do you think
people are learning?
Ne: yeah they are learning new stuff all of the time.
Me; How do you describe yourself as a learner? Take your
time.
J: good learner
Me; now you have to unpack that a little more for me
because you did that arm thing that tells me it was the
answer you thought I expected. What sort of learners are
you? Given all that reflection in SOSE I’m sure you have
an
opinion.
H: It takes me a long time to learn things because I am very
slow to learn things some things. Don’t laugh J. I find it
easier when I am working with my friends in a group and
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Non verbal signals.
AUTONOMY – social
signals. Social identity?
Laughter as a sign of not
understanding also seeking
community. Belonging
mechanism.

Class identity
Patterns of participation
Supportive relationships
Expectations of teacher
“madness

Shared sense of belonging and
enjoyment”

(Trying to elicit beliefs about
learning and learner identity)

Identity – comparing to others
Peer pattern of participation
Belonging/laughter/social
negotiation of identity
AfL Checking understanding
with peers
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then on my own cos its easier and more fun.
E: sometimes I’m really good at learning but sometimes in
sose and English when you are sitting next to your friends
it just helps to talk to them because sometimes they
understand or you understand so you can like discuss and
see what you learn.
Analytic codes used.
Codes were created from the research question and theory. Additional categories
within the codes emerged from reading and re-reading the data. These are indicated
in italics in brackets. The interview transcript was colour coded according to these
codes:
Research Q 1: What are the qualities of the teacher-student relationship that support
learner autonomy in an AfL context?
The supportive teacher-student relationship (community, belonging,
relationships)
AfL contexts evident (evaluating, judging, adjusting learning
behaviours)
How learner autonomy is socially constructed (identity, gender,
trajectory, respect, repairs, belonging, resistance, quality, capital
building)
Research Q 2: How are patterns of participation that enable learner autonomy created
through AfL?
Patterns of participation by AfL for learner autonomy. (social
standard setting, gender, belonging, becoming, power & control,
shared ownership, permission to move)
Research Q 3 & 4 What boundaries and contextual tensions are evident?
Boundaries, tensions for teachers (dilemmas)
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Appendix D: Case study one. The “Can I?” AfL experience
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Appendix E: Case study two: assessment task sheet
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